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Preface

-f n March 1997, the Transportation Research Board

I trngl and th. Bureau oi Trur,rpo.tation Statistics
I igfsl sponsored a conference on information needs

to support state and local decision making into the 21st
century. That conference addressed the matter of data
requirements generall¡ and recognized the need for fu-
ture specialty conferences and workshops to address
data requirements for specific aspects of transportation
decision making.

The conference described in these proceedings, "Infor-
mation Requirements for Transportation Economic Anal-
ysis," was one of several activities growing out of the
1.997 event. This conference was sponsored by TRB
and BTS in cooperation with the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials and the
Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations.

This report was prepared by Miriam Roskin, Roskin
Consulting, on behalf of the Conference Steering Com-
mittee, and was reviewed and approved by that commit-
tee. The report was then reviewed by individuals chosen
for their diverse perspectives and technical expertise, in
accordance with procedures approved by the National
Research Council's Report Review Committee. The pur-
pose of this independent review was to provide candid

and critical comments to identify areas in which the re-
port could be improved and to ensure that it has met in-
stitutional standards for objectivit¡ evidence, and re-
sponsiveness to its charge. The review comments and
draft manuscript remain confidential to protect the in-
tegrity of the process.

Thanks are due to the following individuals for their
participation in the review of this report: Cameron Gor-
don, American Council on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions; Lester A. Hoel, University of Virginia; John P. Poor-
man, Capital District Transportation Committee, Alban¡
New York; and Ronald'W. Tweedie, New York State De-
partment of Transportation. Although the reviewers
have provided constructive comments and suggestions,
responsibility for the content of this report rests with the
authoring committee and the institution.

The conference sponsors extend special thanks to the
following individuals for their contributions to the con-
ference: Alan Pisarski, consultant, for moderating the
conference plenary sessions; Curtis Wile¡ Fannie Mae,
for his leadership as the first chair of the Conference
Steering Committee; and Miriam Roskin, for her invalu-
able assistance in writing and producing these confer-
ence proceedings.
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Conference Summary

Jn August !999, participants of the Conference on

I InforÀation Requirements for Transportation Eco-

Inomic Analysis convened over 3 days to identify
gaps in the data and analytic tools needed to support
economic analysis as related to transportation invest-

ment and to develop research proposals designed to fill
those gaps. The opening day of the conference featured
presentations by economists, transportation analysts,

and policy makers on the theory and practice of eco-

nomic analysis and its usefulness to decision makers.

The second and third days of the conference revolved

around participatory workshops' Six separate working
groups deliberated over three questions:

1. '!Øhat 
is the appropriate level of investment in trans-

portation to encourage economic health?

2. How should projects be prioritized within a multi-
modal transportation program?

3. How much revenue is likely to flow from user

charges, tolls, and other sources?

At the conclusion of its deliberations, each working
group developed a list of research proposals, which it then

presented to the conference as a whole.

KBvNorE RnuRnrs

The conference opened with a dinner speech, in which
David Winstead, former secretary of the Maryland De-

partment of Transportation, affirmed the importance of
transportation investment to the state of the econom¡

both nationally and at the state and local level. Several

other policy makers echoed this theme, but they also

noted that it is impossible to make a persuasive case con-

cerning the linkage between transportation spending and

a sound economy in the absence of credible economic

analysis.
Roger Ro¡ director general of economic analysis for

Transport-Canada, spoke at a luncheon on the second

day of the conference. He discussed the following specific

questions that have emerged during the 2}-year evolu-

tion of Canada's major transportation:

' The impact on the transportation system if a new

change is introduced or, alternativel¡ if the status quo is

maintained;
. The benefits and costs of proposed changes to the

system;
. The effects of a policy or program after it has been

put in place;
. 'SØhich investments to make, how to set priorities,

and where to invest;

' \Øhich parties should make investment decisions,

set prices, and manage, build, and maintain transporta-
tion infrastructure;

' The capital and operating costs of the transporta-
tion system, and how they can be reduced;

' How these costs should be recovered, and from
whom;

' The level of charges necessary to achieve self-

sufficiency;
. The institutional arrangements needed to manage

transportation infrastructure;
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. The impact of transportation oll the environmenr;

. The safety of the transportation sysrem and how to
improve it;

. The costs of accidents and who pays those costs;
¡ The costs of accident prevention and, again, who

pays those costs; and
¡ The reliability and efficiency of the transporrarion

system.

Mr. Roy pointed out lessons learned from the Cana-
dian experience, including the importance of information
and analysis for influencing decision makers, and the dif-
ficulty of obtaining good information.

Srrrnqc rHE SrAGE

Economic Issues and Recent Developments in
Economic Information

Transportation Satellite Accounts and Capital
Stocþs Accounts: Summary of Presentation by
Barbara Fraumeni, Bureøu of
Economic Analysis

Transportation satellite accounts measure supply-side in-
puts to transportation, such as fuels, drivers, and trucks,
for approximately 500 industries. The accounts concern
themselves exclusively with businesses' use of trans-
portation services, and they do not consider personal or
governmental use of cars. These accounts provide a way
to estimate the value of both for-hire and in-house busi-
ness transportation services in the U.S. economy. On the
basis of data from 1992, the transportation satellite ac-
counts show that the supply of transportation services
added about $313 billion, or 5 percenr, ro rhe gross do-
mestic product.

Although transportation satellite accounts measure
transportation's contribution to the economy as a whole,
they do not deal with the value of existing infrastructure.
Analysts quantify existing assets through construction of
capital stock accounts. The most common way to quan-
tify capital stocks is through the perperual inventory
method, which adds current-year expenditures to the
value of the prior year's assets, adjusted for those assets'
deterioration over time. Conference participants learned
of rwo approaches for measuring capital stocks: a sim-
pler strategy in which the rate of cleterioration is repre-
sented by a constantfactor; and a more complex strategy
in which the analyst develops a unique, localized factor
to adjust for the decline in a given set of assets' produc-
tive capacity. (The simpler approach is described in Bar-
bara Fraumeni's paper in the "Resource Papers" portion
of these proceedings. The more complex approach may

be available at the website http://wwwfhwa.dot.gov/
reports/phcsm/index.htm. )

Commodity and Passenger Flow Data:
Summary of Presentation by Rolf Schmitt,
Bureau of Transportation Statistics

The value of transportation to the economy as a whole
can be assessed not only by observing the supply of
transportation services ancl capital assets but also by
looking at the demand for these services and assets. The
movement of people and goods-and by extension, the
demand for transportation services-is the subject of
the Commodity Flow Survey and the American Travel
Surve¡ both spearheaded by the U.S. Department of
Transportation's Bureau of Transportation Statistics.

The Commodity Flow Survey collects and disseminates
data on domestic freight shipments in rerms of distance,
origin and destinations, and modes of transportation. It
considers both the volume and the value of commodities
transported, which is important because shipping can look
very different depending on whether one asks about ton-
nage or dollar values. The survey breaks down some in-
formation, such as the value of truck shipments, by state,
but even more disaggregated data would be useful. In par-
ticular, more data on the location at which commodities
enter and exit the United States would be valuable, espe-
cially given the growing importance of international trade.

The American Travel Survey focuses on long-distance
passenger travel habits. The survey polled 80,000 house-
holds for trip infonnation: origins, destinations, modes
of transport, and reasons for the trips. The survey found
that Americans are traveling more and further; making
about 1 billion long-distance trips in 1995, which ac-
counts for about 25 percent of all travel in the United
States. As with the Commodity Flow Survey for freight
movement) the American Travel Survey provides excel-
lent statistical information on the busiest routes for long-
distance personal travel. Thus, the American Travel
Survey can be especially enlightening for policy makers
interested in the geographic characteristics of passenger
transportation.

The Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS) is con-
ducted every 5 years by the U.S. Census Bureau to de-
termine miles traveled, type of business, and industry
served for trucks. It is hoped that VIUS will be expanded
to include automobiles and buses.

Economic Analysis dt State, Metropolitan,
and Proiect Leuels: Summary of Presentation
by AIan E. Pisarski, Consuhant

As state and local decision makers examine the merits of
transportation investment, they now have access to a
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broader array of supporting data and analysis than ever

before. Research published by the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials and the

National Governors Association substantiates the pub-

lic's implicit understanding of the linkage betvveen trans-

portation and the economy. The findings that derive from
transportation satellite accollnts, capital stock accounts'

the Commodity Flow Surve¡ and the American Travel

Survey also are very useful. Much of the information that
is national in scope has been supplemented by more lo-
calized studies. For example, the Chicago Federal Reserve

Bank and transportation agencies in Maryland and'Wis-
consin recently looked at the impact of transportation on

their own regional economies. Toda¡ decision makers

regularly put these studies to productive use' and thus it
appears that an abundance of research activity in the past

10 years is starting to PaY off.
Like other sectors, transportation is starting to oper-

ate in a new economic context, dominated by just-in-time

deliver¡ a global economy, more specialized labor re-

quirements, an explosion in niche markets, new commu-
nications options, and unprecedented growth in personal

travel and tourism. The shifting nature of the economy

presents a fresh challenge to researchers and analysts.

Ongoing research efforts that keep pace with this chang-

ing environment can be expected to inform policy mak-

ers' choices concerning transportation investment.

Relevance of Economic Analysis for
Decision Making

State departments of transportation have attempted to
inject economic analysis into the transportation decision-

making process for several decades now. However, the
job of communicating complex analytic information to
those who are in the position of putting it to practical use

has been and remains a challenge'
In light of this challenge, John Fuller of the University

of Iowa presented five hypotheses concerning strategies

by which transportation economists and statisticians
might maximize their effectiveness. First, he urged that
top priority be given to communications' Second, he

stressed the importance of communicating with technical

staff within state departments of transportation and met-

ropolitan planning organizations, as these people are of-

ten in the best position to apply a message to local

conditions and communicate effectively to top-level deci-

sion makers within their organizations. Third, case stud-

ies and other illustrative examples provide one of the best

mechanisms for communicating in an effective way.

Fourth, Dr. Fuller proposed the need for organizational
changes within state departments of transportation in

order to emphasize technical competency ancl raise the

profile of economic analysis. Fifth, decision makers them-

selves must take responsibility for being accessible and

seeking out the best technical advice when facing deci-

sions with a substantial economic component.

Why lnformation Matters

Two transportation policy makers presented their per-

spectives on how economic information supports invest-

ment decisions at the state level. They also discussed the

additional rypes of information that could further improve
the decision-making process, including e-commerce' the

impact of inland waterways on rail and highway capacity

needs, and performance measurement of existing infra-
structure. The value of case studies and anecdotal infor-
mation was cited.

Samuel Bonasso, secretary of the 'llest Virginia De-

partment of Transportation, discussed the application of
economic analysis to transportation decisions from the

perspective of a state that remains largely rural''Süest Vir-
ginia has had a long history of using highway projects

within the Appalachian Regional Highway System to
stimulate economic development. Certain counties have

emerged from a distressed economic condition during the

past 30 years, and as might be expected, the more suc-

cessful counties are precisely those in which improved
transportation infrastructure has supported greater âcces-

sibility to and from other parts of the country.
Dennis Lebo of the Pennsylvania Department of Trans-

portation provided several examples of how data con-
cerning the linkage between economic health and

transportation investment had informed the legislative

decision-making process in Pennsylvania' Although the

arguments for transportation investment have always

been persuasive, analysts and policy makers must now
begin to factor several new considerations into the case

for transportation investment. First, congestion is becom-

ing as important a consideration as accessibilit¡ especially

as traffic levels become severe enough to deter companies

from locating in certain areas. Second' the global econ-

omy and the growing significance of international trade is

an increasingly relevant concern even for inland states,

and this in turn raises new questions associated with
freight mobility. Third, communicating the results of eco-

nomic analysis in a compelling fashion should remain a

high priorit¡ particularly given the complicated legislative

landscape seen in so many states. And finall¡ the deterio-

ration of existing infrastructure suggests that states need

new information specific to the performance of existing

assets as opposed to the costs and benefits of brand-new

facilities.
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How Levels of Transportation Investment
Affect Economic Health

Summary of Presentation by Randall W. Eberts,
W. E. Upjohn Institute

Until recentl¡ most inquiries concerning the impact of
transportation investment on the economy adopted a

broad view, concerned principally with linkages occur-
ring at the national level. Many of these studies arrived
at different conclusions, but generally speaking, there
appears to be a consensus view that transportation
makes a positive but difficult-to-measure contribution to
economic health.

The question of transportation's impacts on state and
local economies is at least as important, for so many im-
portant investment decisions are made at subnational lev-
els. Thus, it is encouraging to find that more analysis is
now taking place at the state and local level. However, a

number of methodological challenges makes it especially
difficult to assess the relationship between transportation
investment and economic health when focusing on a spe-
cific investment decision in a specific part of the country.

There are several ways in which the currenr state of the
practice could be improved, particularly at the state and
local level. For example, the current perpetual inventory
approach to estimating existing assets would be vastly
improved by the development of methods to recognize
attributes of existing infrastructure, such as traffic flow,
reliabilit¡ safet¡ volume, lane miles, grades, and func-
tional types. As another example, researchers might wish
to explore the relationship between outputs and out-
comes in order to explore the impact of outputs, such as

lane miles, on outcomes, such as reliabilit¡ safet¡ the
economy, and the environment.

Proposed Research Proj ects

Two working groups developed a combined list of 10 re-
search proposals related to determining the impact of
transportation investment on economic health:

. Development of comprehensive input data for mea-
suring transportation infrastructure capital stocks,

. Development of expancled measures of transporta-
tion systems)

r Exploration of the correspondence between the
economic benefits of highway investment and road user
taxation,

¡ Assessment of transportation's role in encouraging
development in economically depressed areas,

¡ Measurement of transportation outcomes and im-
provement of the efficiency of data collection,

. Synthesis of economic linkage case studies,
o Identification of the network effects of highway im-

pfovements,
. Linkage of commodity flow data to establishment-

level data to measure transportation system utilization,
o Estimation of the impacts of network externalities,

and
o Analysis of counties' and states' provision of high-

way services.

Economic Evaluation for Decision Making
on Tlansportation Projects, Programs, and Policies

Summary of Presentation by Randall J. Pozdena,
ECONorthwest

Iíhen facing an investment decision, one of the most pro-
ductive ways to choose among competing alternatives is
through a decision hierarchy that interrelates policy ob-
jectives, programs, and individual project alternatives. In
this idealized model, the first step is to identify the policy
objectives and related selection criteria that should gov-
ern the decision. The second step is to establish programs
with goals that support these policy objectives; these pro-
grams determine the array of individual projects from
which to choose. The third and final step is to use a rig-
orous project selection methodology in order to make a
final investment decision.

Political and social goals always will affect the decision-
making process, and it is unrealistic to expect that a mech-
anistic approach to project selection always will prevail.
F{owever, goocl information and rigorous analysis can
help remove some of the political constraints to sound de-
cision making, particularly if economic analysis helps to il-
luminate some of the costs imposed by gamesmanship and
politically driven decision-making practices. This is espe-
cially true toda¡ as shortcut analyses and ex-post-facto
project justifications can truly impair economic efficiency
when considering incremental improvements to an exist-
ing transportation system.

As one applies the decision hierarchy to a particular
investment dilemma, the most typical way to examine the
relative merits of alternative investments is benefit-cost
analysis. In performing benefit-cost analysis, the most
important factors are to make sure to count everything
worth counting and to ensure that the measurements are
accurate. Though economists have been applying benefit-
cost analysis to investment problems for years, there re-
mains room for improvement. In particular, the state of
the practice could be improved through research on bet-
ter ways to convert the value of externalities to dollar
amounts, to estimate who bears the benefits and costs,
and to assess how transit providers and the freight in-
dustry respond to changes in demand for their services.
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Proposed Research Proj ects

Three working groups assigned to the topic of economic
evaluation developed 13 research proposals:

o Obstacles to implementing benefit-cost analysis: is-
sues and solutions;

. Development of best practices for benefit-cost
analysis and a standardized reporting template;

r Improvement of estimates of travel-time value for
passengers and commodities;

o Development of expanded information on travel
behavior and the demographic characteristics of house-
holds;

¡ Improvement of the integration of transportation
system modeling and evaluation models;

. Development of a methodology to disaggregate
elasticities;

o Identification of primary conditions and determi-
nants for success in implementing congestion pricing;

o Management of risk in the transportation invest-
ment decision-making process;

. Development of improved methods for estimating
the distribution of benefits and costs from transporta-
tion projects among population subgroups and for com-
pensating affected groups;

. Development of a methodology for generating
complete sets of alternatives;

. Development of strategies for allocating resources
across modal programs;

¡ Monetization of transportation externalities; and
¡ Assessment of the impact of project financing choices

on project decisions.

Estimation of Revenues from Use Charges,
Taxes, and Other Sources of Income

Summary of Presentation by Dauid Gillen,
U niu ersity of California, B erkeley

Fuel tax receipts and motor vehicle registration fees ac-

count for more than three-quarters of the total revenues

available to spend on highway investments. Many states

and local governments align future expenditure levels

with anticipated revenues, meaning that receipts and ex-
penditures tend to track quite closely with one another.

Although revenues tend to be quite stable from one
yeâr to the next at the national level, significant annual
fluctuations are common at the state level. Fuel tax and
registration fee receipts can vany by 25 percent or more
from one year to the next, which can make it difficult for
decision makers to set spending targets.

The quality of both available data and modeling tech-
niques must be improved so that economists can better

understand the dynamics underlying such volatile rev-
enue streams. For example, to predict fuel tax revenues,
analysts need better ways to measure relevant input vari-
ables, such as vehicle miles traveled and fuel efficienc¡
as well as the attributes of those variables. In particular,
it would be helpful to have a better understanding of
commercial vehicle miles traveled, as most research to
date has focused on passenger vehicles. Better analytic
tools are needed as well, and particularly ones that can
anticipate behavioral responses to changes in fuel prices
and other relevant factors. Also, as states look to new
types of revenue streams, such as tolls and impact fees,

policy makers will begin to demand better forecasts of
future receipts deriving from these alternative mecha-
nisms for financing transportation infrastructure.

Pr op os e d Resear ch P r oj e cts

The working group assigned to the topic of revenues

forecasting developed seven research proposals:

. Development of an information base of current
revenue forecasting efforts,

¡ Improvement of estimates of state-level vehicle miles
traveled for passenger vehicles and commercial trucks,

. Development of a generic starting point model for
forecasting state fuel tax revenue,

. Examination of the implications of alternative rev-
enue instruments for highway financing,

. Examination of Bureau of Transportation Statistics
products' role in improved revenue forecasting,

¡ Assessment of the impact of evolutionary vehicle
and information technology on revenue forecasting, and

o Examination of the revenue gains and cost savings

attributable to shifts in the point of fuel taxation.

RnspoNsn ro PRoPoSED
Rnsn¡.ncH SrernupNrs

A "firing line" of four transportation experts spoke at
the conference's closing plenary session. The members of
this panel did not participate in the conference working
groups but came at the end to listen to each working
group's presentation of proposed research statements
and offer an outside assessment of what they heard.

The first panelist was Marlon Boarnet of the Univer-
sity of California at Irvine. He approved of the working
groups' minimal focus on research to identify the proper
level of transportation investment nationwide; Dr. Boarnet
noted that in his view, new federal funding authorizations
are at about the right level. Rather, he said, questions of
the "right" level of investment are far more compelling at
the project level. Dr. Boarnet also assigned a lesser priority
to efforts to ascribe dollar values to the nation's capital
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stocks; far more important, he said, is research to deter-
mine the value of the actual service provided by different
types of transportation assets. Dr. Boarnet made two ad-
ditional suggestions. First, he suggested that research to
analyze the migration of people and capital in response
to investment levels was very important. And second, he
praised the research statement addressing the distribution
of costs and benefits for given transportation investments.
He noted that most project-related debates revolve around
who wins and who loses, and he suggested that the bitter-
ness of this debate could be mitigated by a full accounting
and potential compensation of those people who bear the
gfeatest costs.

Hank Dittmar of the Surface Transportation Policy
Project spoke next. First, he applauded the working
groups' attention to freight and goods movement and
proposed further work to look specifically at the inter-
section of goods movement, information movement, and
personal travel. Second, Mr. Dittmar emphasized the
need for further work on travel decision making at the
household level. Third, he affirmed the importance of re-
search on local economic development projects. Noting
that this is an area beset by wishful thinking, he empha-
sized that road projects have a better chance of achieving
local economic development objectives when included as

part of an overall regional economic development plan.
Finall¡ Mr. Dittmar urged work to assess what role true
economic analysis-as opposed to the spurious claims of
project proponents-plays in the project selection pro-
cess. Mr. Dittmar closed his remarks with a call to bolster
infonlal networks of practitioners in the field of trans-
portation economics, with special attention to including
those practitioners from state department of transporta-
tion division offices, smaller metropolitan planning orga-
nizations, and transit agencies.

Pete Hathawa¡ chief deputy director of the Califor-
nia Transportation Commission, first discussed his
agency's need for a better understanding of the mar-
ginal benefits of alternate statewide levels of invest-
ment in transportation, noting that this type of research
promised to be very valuable in weeding out unfounded
boosterism. Mr. Hathaway also called for a closer
examination of the relative benefits of alternate types
of investment, so thât, for example, one could conduct
a head-to-head evaluation of new construction versus
rehabilitation, or a comparison of a carpool lane, a

mixed-flow lane, and a high-occupancy toll lane. As his
final recommendation, he urged consideration of supply-
side responses in the freight transportation area, to de-
termine, for example, how truck traffic reacts to high

congestion on usual routes. Mr. Hathaway assigned
lesser priority to research on the valuation of externali-
ties, arguing that this issue simply never will be resolved
in the political arena. And, concurring with Dr. Boarnet,
Mr. Hathaway suggested that studies to calculate the
value of transportation capital stocks also were of a

lesser priority. Mr. Hathaway closed his remarks with a

call for better communication of technical information
to the layperson.

The fourth and final speaker, transpoftation consultant
Kevin Heanue, stressed that questions concerning the cost
of not investing in transportation are at least as important
as questions concerning the benefits of investing. He con-
curred with Dr. Boarnet's view that we currently enjoy a
relatively good balance between transportation funding
and needs at the national level, but he argued that signif-
icant investment deficiencies still exist at the metropolitan
area. Turning to the question of valuing the externalities
associated with transportation investment, Mr. Heanue
argued that past research focused too much on the cost
side and too little on the benefit side. He urged that future
research remedy this imbalance by attending closely to es-

timates of the benefits of specific transportation prol'ects.
He went on to say that even when benefits are registered,
the traditional practice of economic analysis tends to dis-
count those benefits away. Mr. Fleanue noted that for
transportation projects, all capital costs are incurred up
front, whereas the benefit stream is spread out over time.
This means that choosing an excessive rate by which fu-
ture dollars are discounted to present-day values will de-
value most of the project's benefits while still recognizing
all of the up-front costs. He also said it would be useful
to supplement the traditional analytic practices with a

more future-oriented approach. Under this alternate ap-
proach, one would look forward 20 or 30 years, con-
sider what would be needed to make a city function
efficientl¡ and ultimately work one's way backward to
today's investment requirements rather than starting with
current-day conditions and forecasting forward. In clos-
ing, Mr. Heanue urged greater attention to operations.
Currently most economic analysis work focuses on in-
vestment in new facilities and maintenance; Mr. Fleanue
recommended that equal consideration be given to the
benefits of investment in operational improvements such
as ramp metering and road pricing.

After the final plenary session, the Conference Steer-
ing Committee met to develop findings and recommen-
dations based on the proceedings of the conference.
Their conclusions are presented in the following section,
"Findings of the Conference Steering Committee."
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Findings of the Conference Steering Committee

Jmmediately following the final plenary session, the

I Conference Steering Committee convened to develop
Iconsensus conclusions on the outcomes of the con-
ference. The agenda for this meeting centered on a dis-
cussion of the conference and development of consensus

findings in four areas:

1. Priority research needs for transportation eco-

nomic analysis, to be phrased as research statements;
2. Opportunities for applying recent national ad-

vances in economic information to issues of special con-
cern to states and metropolitan areas;

3. Future activities to advance both research on and
the application of economic information and analytic
tools; and

4. Other recommendations.

This summary of the Steering Committee's consensus

findings addresses each of these issues in turn.

RnsnlncH N¡¡os

The Steering Committee reviewed more than 30 re-

search proposals that had emerged from the working
groups, as shown in the "Key Topics Addressed by
lVorking Groups" section of these proceedings. The
committee considered whether to trim the list of recom-
mended proposals andlor place the proposals in a prior-
ity order. After some discussion, the mernbers of the

Steering Committee concluded that each research pro-
posal would have value to some part of the transporta-
tion communit¡ and the committee did not want to bias

the research selection process. Therefore, it concluded
that all proposals should be presented without priorit¡
for consideration by the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP), the Bureau of Transporta-
tion Statistics (BTS), the Federal Highway Administra-
tion (FH'$ØA), and any other organizations that might
sponsor such research.

The full text of all proposed research statements gen-

erated during the conference and subsequently approved
by the Steering Committee appears in the "Proposed Re-

search Statements" section of these proceedings. Each

statement is divided into four standard elements: problem
statement, proposed work to be performed, cost estimate'
and projected duration. At the close of the discussion con-
cerning the research statements, the Steering Committee
authorized the Transportation Research Board (TRB) to
refer the final compilation of proposed research projects to
organizations deemed to be potential sponsors andlor fun-
ders of the proposed research. It was also suggested that
organizational elements of the Americar-r Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)'
such as the Standing Committee on Planning, the Special

Committee on Economic Expansion and Development,
and the Standing Committee on Research, might serve as

the principal liaisons to potential funding sources.

AppucRrIoN oF N.{TIoNAL ApvRNrecps
To STATES AND METROPOLITAN ANE,CS

Members of the Steering Committee concurred that max-
imizing the utility of recent national advances in data
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collection and analysis to the state and local level de-
served greater emphasis. Several members remarked on
the conferees' strong stated support for the Commodity
Flow Survey (CFS), the American Travel Survey (ATS),
and the Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey
(NPTS). The Steering Committee as a whole recognized
the value of these efforts and urged their continuation
and, in some cases, expansion. In particular, several
Steering Committee members noted that potential link-
ages among the findings generated by CFS, ATS, and
NPTS ought to be explored. Several other members of
the Steering Committee noted that it would be useful to
introduce information on imports and exports into CFS.

Other comments centered on the need to perform an
ongoing review of the kinds of information generated by
the Highway Performance Monitoring System, the High-
way Economic Requirements System, and the Transit Eco-
nomic Requirements Model to ensure that they respond to
the needs of analysts at the state and local level.

Finall¡ several Steering Committee members observed
that traditionall¡ conferences on data and analysis had
progressed under the assumption that data needs at the
state, metropolitan, and local level were identical. Alan
Pisarski asked the Steering Committee whether it would
recommend any specific actions to ensure that metropoli-
tan, county, and local governments get the kinds of infor-
mation they need. Members of the Steering Committee
noted that several of the research statements developed by
the working groups dealt directly with the issues of state
and local governments' data needs. Examples included
investigations into

. The impact of transportation investment on eco-
nomic development at the local or neighborhood level
(see "An Assessment of Transportation's Role in Encour-
aging Development in Economically Depressed Areas,"
p.54);

. The development of working collaborations between
different jurisdictions to ensure an integrated approach to
data collection (see "Measurment of Transportation Out-
comes and Improvement of the Efficiency of Data Collec-
tion," p. 55);

¡ The network-wide effects of transportation im-
provements so that national cost impacts derived from
CFS could be assigned at the state and project levels (see

"Identification of the Network Effects of Highway Im-
provements," p. 56); and

. The application of Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics publications and products (e.g., CFS, AIS, and NPTS)
for the use of transportation revenue forecasters at the
state and local level (see "An Examination of BTS Prod-
ucts' Role in Improved Revenue Forecasting," p. 67).

The Steering Committee then proposed several future
activities to promote a greater understanding of state and

local governments' data needs, including, for example,
the development of a network of state transportation
economists and an inquiry into differentiating among the
global, national, state, and local benefits that accrue from
a project. These and other proposed future activities are
summarized in the following section.

FutuRn Acuurms: FURTHER RnsnencH eNo
PnecrrcRr Apprrcl:rroNs FoR
EcoNol,tIc lNronuenoN

Members of the Steering Committee worked together to
develop a list of future activities that would further re-
search and application of new economic information
and analytic tools. Following the discussion, the Steering
Committee agreed to the following consensus items:

. Develop a database of literature on economic analy-
sis as applied to transportation investment. This database
would comprise studies dealing with the use of economic
analysis and describing various analytic techniques. The
content of the database likely would include one-page de-
scriptions of all relevant NCHRP projects and other re-
ports, analyses, and studies. As part of this exercise, it
would be helpful to check which recommendations
appearing in those reports have been implemented, and
why or why not.

¡ Promote a synthesis to compile information on the
various methods of measuring capital stocks, including
capital accounts, state economic accounts, and satellite
accounts. The synthesis also would highlight changes in
the Government Accounting Standards Board's report-
ing standards and generally accepted accounting princi-
ples and describe how these changes will affect the
inputs to various capital stock measurements.

. Develop an inventory that identifies economic com-
petency within state government. This inventory would
disclose where the economic function is housed within
the state departments of transportation and other ele-
ments of state government, document economic skill
levels at both the state department of transportation and
metropolitan planning organization levels, and describe
how analytic work at the state level is used at the met-
ropolitan and local level.

o Promote the creation of a network of state trans-
portation economists. This institution, which could be

lodged in AASHTO, would help state transportation
economists identify and exchange information with their
peers in other states. TRB's standing economics com-
mittees also could be helpful in promoting peer-to-peer
exchange.

r Promote an inquiry into analysts' approaches to dif-
ferentiating among the global, national, state, and local
benefits that accrue from a project. The basis for this in-
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quiry derives from the concern that a proposed project's
broader benefits may be missed if the scope of the benefit-
cost analysis is limited to the project's immediate vicinity.

o Convene a conference focused on the quantifica-
tion of costs and benefits. Some members of the Steering
Committee proposed a separate conference to deal ex-
clusively with the quantification of benefits, given the
view that the cost side of benefit-cost analysis tradition-
ally has received greater emphasis. Other Steering Com-
mittee members noted that any future conference geared
to benefit-cost analysis ought to pay particular attention
to the costs and benefits of no-build alternatives, given
the view that the cost of the no-build, or do-nothing,
alternative is another neglected area of inquiry.

o Perform an ongoing review of the Highway Perfor-
mance Monitoring System and the National Transporta-
tion Database.

o Revisit the way in which financial information is
reported in the FHìü/A publication Highway Statistics
and in the National Transportation Database, and rec-
ommend changes if necessary.

OrHpn Rrcour,r¡NDATIoNS

The members of the Steering Committee closed their dis-
cussion with several observations and recommendations
concerning this and future conferences. The members
agreecl to the following points:

' The proceedings for this conference should describe
the individual working groups' general approach to dis-

cussing and subsequently developing responses to the
questions posed to them, in acldition to providing infor-
mation on the conclusions they drew. (Note: a clescription
of the standard practice employed by the six working
groups appears later in this document.)

. The diversity of the audience invited to this pâftic-
ular conference was beneficial. In particular, members
of the Steering Committee thought the conference and
the working groups were strengthened through the
presence of indivicluals from all levels of government as

well as the private sector. A few members of the Steer-
ing Cornrnittee felt it would have been better to have
even greater participation by chief executive officers
and other top-level officials from both the public and
private sectors.

. It was very helpful for all conference attendees to
have received the four resource papers prepared for this
conference (i.e., papers by Ranclall rü/. Eberts, John \Ø.

Fuller, David Gillen, ancl Randall J. Pozdena) well in ad-
vance of the conference itself. Mernbers of the Steering
Committee observed that the attendees' opportunity to
read the papers beforehand appeared to have elevated
the quality of discourse cluring both the plenary sessions
and the meetings of the working groups.

. The "firing line" at the end of the conference-ât
which four outside experts were invited to respond to the
proposed research statements as presented by the work-
ing groups-worked well.

¡ Given the great amount of materials that the work-
ing groups were expected to produce, it would have been
helpful to have more cornputers and, especiall¡ printers
available for their use during the breakout sessions.
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Introduction: Addressing a tipartite Dilemma

his August 1,999 conference focused on data needs

specific to economic analysis. The key topics cov-
ered in this conference revolved around a tripartite

dilemma facing state and local transportation decision
makers. If decision makers are to invest in transportation
infrastructure, they need to understand how levels of in-
vestment in transportation affect economic health. Once
they understand this mechanism, they then need to estab-
lish a planning process that will lead to a set of invest-
ments that will best yield the desired economic and social
returns. And finall¡ once these investments are selected,
they must be paid for, meaning that decision makers must
have a reasonable understanding of the financial resources
available now and into the future.

For the purposes of this conference, the Trànsporta-
tion Research Board (TRB) distilled this combined
dilemma into three distinct analytic issues:

1. '!ühat is the appropriate level of investment in
transportation to encourage economic health?

2. How should projects be prioritized within a multi-
modal transportation program?

3. How much revenue is likely to flow from user
charges, tolls, and other sources?

Conference-goers addressed these issues and questions
together, in plenary sessions and in smaller working
groups assigned to the individual topics. To prepare con-
ference participants for their work, five resource papers
were written and distributed prior to the conference; they
also were presented at the conference. These are contained
in the "Resource Papers" section ofthese proceedings and

may be available electronically at the following website:
wwwitsamac.com/-nsj foster/TRB/99Irvinelindex.nclk.

A principal output of the conference was a list of pro-
posed research projects that might be pursued by sponsors
of research initiatives. To arrive at this final combined
list of recommendations, each breakout group addressed
three related questions, as shown in Figure 1. After the
conference, the Steering Comrnittee met to make recom-
mendations on research needs, applying recent national
advances in economic information to state and local
needs, and future activities to further research and apply
economic information and analytic tools.

The conference opened with an evening address by
David'llinstead, formerly of the Maryland Department
of Transportation and currently a partner with the law
firm of ì7ilkes, Artis, Hedrik & Lane. A 3-hour plenary
session took place the following morning, dealing with
the construction of transportation capital stock accounts,
the new transportation satellite accounts, rate of return
and productivity studies, commodity and passenger flow
data, the American Travel Surve¡ and the relevance of
economic analysis for decision making at the state and
local level. Following this plenary session, the conferees
broke into a total of six working groups. Two of these
groups focused on the first issue, related to the impact of
levels of investment on economic health. Three groups
focused on the issue of economic evaluation. One group
focused on the issue of revenue forecasting.

In the remaining 2 days, conference-goers alternated
between meetings within their working groups and ses-

sions with the group as a whole. During these larger meet-
ings, spokespeople for the individual working groups

T2
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tssuE I
lmpact of Levels of

lnvestment on
Economic Health

tssuE 2

Economic Evaluation for
Policies, Programs, and

Projects

lssuE 3

Revenue
Forecasting

A. What are the key questions that policy makers should be asking?

B. How well do the present data and analytic tools answer
questions?

C. How can we improve data and analyt¡c tools so that they better
answer these policy questions?

FIGURE 1 The conference's three analytic issues, broken out to address three related questions.

reported findings and conclusions to date. The conferees
also enjoyed a luncheon address by Roger Ro¡ director
general for economic analysis, Transport-C anada.

The conference closed with each working group rec-
ommending approximately six proposed research pro-
jects. A panel of four outside observers commented on
the proposals.

Immediately following the conference, the Conference
Steering Committee met to review the proposed research

statements. The Steering Committee compiled a final list
of recommendations emerging from this conference, re-
flecting both the recommendations of the six working
groups and the Steering Committee's own observations.
The section of these proceedings entitled "Conference
Findings" presents the conclusions reached by the Steering

Committee. Appendix A to these proceedings provides
biographical information on all members of the Steering
Committee.
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Transportation Conditions:
A Top Concern of the Public

David rü/instead, 'Wilþes, Artis, Hedrick dv

formerly of the Maryland
Lane;
D eþ artment of Transp ortation

Tn my judgment, the public has a much greater thirst for

I information on transportation and the economy today
Ithan ever before. This is for one fundamental reasonl

the public is more frustrated than ever before about trans-

portation conditions, and especially traffic congestion.
'!Øhen 

I started at the Maryland Department of Trans-
portation (DOT) in 1995, the Baltimore Sun papers

polled the citizens of Maryland about their top 15 con-

cerns. The need for better highways ranked 15th, and

better transit service ranked 14th.
Yet, in May 1999, a number of media outlets were

pointing to congestion as a major concern. Indeed, a re-

cent poll showed that 34 percent of 7,000 voters in the

'ü/ashington, D.C., metropolitan area ranked transporta-
tion congestion as their top concern. Only 27 percent of
those surveyed ranked taxes as a priority. So this is why
ðata and information on the importance of mobilit¡ ca-

pacit¡ and, by extension, transportation investment are

of greater interest to the public than ever before. This is
particularly true in the major metropolitan areas and

urbanized states.
I was asked to talk about three questions this evening.

First, what are some of the pertinent arguments that the

American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials (AASHTO) made to Congress leading up to
enactment of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st

Century (TEA-21)? Second, what are some of the data

needs that we have generated in Maryland? And third,
what are some of the positives and negatives related to the

availability of relevant data?

On the first question, I will describe some of
AASHTO's efforts. In 1'995, AASHTO's economic com-

mittee joined with tfte organization's communication
gror;p to develop a communication program. The purpose

of this program was to assist state DOTs in their efforts to
advance the reauthorizatíon debate, particularly through
educating elected leaders and the public about the impor-
tance of increased transportation investment and the need

to move the Highway Trust Fund off-budget.
Three major publications resulted from this effort, in-

cluding "Transportation Driving a Thriving Economy."
'SØe used these publications during the 1.997 and L998 ef'
forts toward reauthorization and I believe that they were

part of the reason that we were successful in getting the

national governors, chambers of commerce, labor groups'
and the construction industry behind the cause.

Information on return on investment was particularly
useful during the debate. 'We compared the rate of return
from investing the $70-plus billion surplus in the Highway
Trust Fund back into highway investments versus into do-

mestic spending cuts.'$üe found a 14 percent annual return
on investment associated with putting those funds into
highway and transit investments, versus only an 8 or 9 per-

cent return associated with domestic spending returns

through a domestic tax cut.
That finding, combined with many others, was very

important both in leading to the record levels of invest-

ment achieved in TEA-21 and in halting threatened raids
on the Highway Trust Fund.

Now let me turn to some of the work we have done in
Maryland. ln 1,996 we undertook an economic impact
assessment of transportation investments in Maryland.
Our objectives were not only to educâte the public but
also to generate support for a revenue increase that could

17
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be sought during the upcomingyear 2000legislative ses-
sion. The document we produced considered both the
short-term and long-term economic impacts that flow
from transportation inyestment.

The findings were quite compelling. For example, the
study found that the stare's $933 million invesrmenr in
transportation between 1991 and 1,996 generated24,000
full-time jobs, almost $3 billion in Maryland's outpur of
goods and services, and over $206 million in state tax rev-
enues. The study also found that the average dollar spent
by Maryland on highways befween rhose years reduced
costs borne by private industry by 17 percent, primarily
due to savings in the rnovement of goods and services.

This stud¡ which was done by Towson State Uni-
versit¡ estimated an annual rate of return on invest-
ment of 1,7 percent. The study concluded that highway
investment was responsible for 10 percent of the an-
nual growth in productivity in Marylancl between 1982
and 1997. The report has now hit the desks of the
transportation and construction industr¡ and I think it
will play a major role in the coming 6 months as parr
of the effort to raise the gas tax and replenish the trust
fund in Maryland.

I will wrap up with a few thoughts on the positives and
negatives of current information on transportation and
the economy. One positive is that we are now getting very
good clata. Also, these data tend to be translated into very

usable information. Good brochures are especially useful,
as they are easily understood by and available to the gen-
eral public.

On the negative side, I had great frustration during
my years with the Maryland DOT in applying benefit-
cost analysis to different modal transportation choices.
I realize that much of the research to be discussed here
will concern intermodal trade-offs, but at Maryland, we
could never find a way to legitimately evaluate, for ex-
ample, an auto-terminal investment in the Port of Balti-
more versus a high-occupancy-vehicle lane on Route 50.

Also, communication across disciplines continues to be
a weakness. I encourage all who are the custodians of this
information to align yourselves with other organizations.
I'm pleased, for example, to see that the Association of
Metropolitan Planning Organizations is a cosponsor of
this conference. Getting together with the leadership of the
environmental community and sharing an understanding
of the importance of transportation investment to quality
of life, productiviry and competiriveness is terribly impor-
tant as well.

In closing, I would like to note thar the need for infor-
mation on the economic impacts of transportation invest-
ment is constant. Research and analysis should not only be
performed according to the cycles of revenue increases or
periodic reauthorizations of the transportation program.
Good analysis is always needed.
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Impo rtance of Transportation Information
Canada's Experience

Roger F:oy, Tr an sp ort - Cana da

n the remarks made at this conference, speakers have
linked transportation information requirements to
the decision-making process. That link is a very im-

portant one. Transportation information is needed by
numerous stakeholders including policy makers, ship-
pers, carriers, and, of course, the general public.

Those of us in the transportation field face decisions
that tend to be linked to some fundamental questions.
These questions deal with predicting or determining

. The impact on the transportation system if a new
change is introduced or, alternativelS if the status quo is
maintained;

. The benefits and costs of proposed changes to the
system;

. The effects of a policy or program after it has been

put in place;
. '!Øhich 

investments to make, how to set priorities,
and where to invest;

. 'SØhich parties should make investment decisions,
set prices, and manage, build, and maintain transporta-
tion infrastructure;

¡ The capital and operating costs of the transporta-
tion system, and how they can be reduced;

¡ FIow these costs should be recovered, and from
whom;

. The level of charges necessary to achieve self-
sufficiency;

. The institutional arrangements needed to manage
transportation infrastructure;

. The impact of transportation on the environment;

. The safety of the transportation system and how to
improve it;

. The costs of accidents and who pays those costs;

. The costs of accident prevention and, again, who
pays those costs; and

. The reliability and efficiency of the transportation
system.

'We 
have to remind ourselves that no answer to any

of these questions can resolve the issue for once and for
all. '!Øe live in a dynamic world, a world of continuous
change. As changes happen in all sectors of activities, the
transport sector, with its derived demand, is dragged into
this spiral of changes. This need for constant review means

ongoing analysis, ongoing research, and ongoing informa-
tion requirements.

The role and importance of analysis in transportation
has been and will continue to be of capital importance to
the legislative process. I would like to use Canada's ex-
perience of recent years to illustrate this point.

In 1.967, the National Transportation Act was adopted
in Canada. This act consolidated economic regulation of
transportation under one single agency: the Canadian
Tîansport Commission. However, policy-making func-
tions stayed with the national Department of Transport.
Then in 1987, three pieces of legislation were adopted:
a new National Transportation Act, the Motor Vehicle
Transportation Act, and the Shipping Conference Exemp-
tion Act. Each of these moved us toward a deregulated
framework for each mode of transportation.

Then came the 1990s, bringing more reforms. Four
driving forces behind these reforms stand out: the reces-

sion of the early 1,990s, the findings of a royal commission
on national passenger transportation, the findings of a re-
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view commission examining national transportation leg-
islation, and the government's efforts to control its fiscal
deficit.

Just look at the reforms Canada saw in the 1990s:

¡ The implementation of a national airport policy
(1.994) that commercialized the major federally owned
airports.

. The announcement ín 1995 of a national marine
policy with the objective to commercialíze Canada's port
system and the St. Lawrence Seaway.

. The termination of the major freight transport sub-
sidy programs of the federal government.

o The Canada Transportation Act of 1.996, which
fine-tuned the rail deregulation of our rail system.

¡ The privatízation of CN, Canada's largest rail carrier.
¡ The privatization of the air navigation system.
. The adoption of the Canada Marine Act in 1998,

which provided legislative authority for the commercial-
ization of the Canadian portion of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way system.

. The introduction of public-private partnership
approaches to finance transportation projects. The most
famous example of such a partnership is Highway 407 in
Ontario. But there are other examples as well, such as the
Confederation Bridge linking the Prince Edward Island
province to the mainland, and a highway in the province
of Nova Scotia.

LEssoNs LeRRNno

\fhat are the lessons learned from all these changes? The
first lesson is that the findings of research commissions
can have lasting impacts. Consider the legacy of the
transportation framework proposed by the Royal Com-
mission on National Passenger Transportation. Under
this proposed framework, users pay the full costs of
transportation; competition and market forces provide
viable and efficient carrier services. Infrastructure in-
vestments are made only when benefits exceed costs. The
role of government is defined as one of policy making
and of setting and enforcing standards. The influence of
this framework is undeniable when one considers the
1990s' commercialization of the airport and port sys-
tems, privatizatioî of the air navigation system, and ter-
mination of subsidy programs.

The second lesson to draw is the importance of analy-
sis and information in influencing decision makers. Each
legislative change was preceded by extensive analysis.
These analyses supported a better understanding of the
issues confronting the Canadian transportation indus-
tr¡ the transportation system as a whole, and the regu-
latory and legislative framework.

The third lesson has to do with the speed at which
changes have taken place. The legislative changes of 1967
came after a very long period. Twenty years later, in 1.987,
three pieces of legislation were changed the same year. But
subsequentl¡ it took only 10 years to revisit and amend
virtually every piece of national transportation legisla-
tion. The new reality is a dynamic environment in which
the rapidity of changes in the marketplace indicates the
need to fine-tune legislation more frequently.

The fourth lesson is Canada's introduction of "insti-
tutionalized monitoring." The National Transportation
Act of 1987 included an annual comprehensive review
requirement, equivalent to a program evaluation. Now,
those tasked with producing these annual reviews curse
them. But one has to admit that they support broader
availabilit¡ accessibilit¡ and circulation of information
on the transportation system. The reports add trans-
parency to policy making and promote better decisions.

The last lesson from the Canadian experience centers
on the difficulty of obtaining good information. Under
the 1.987legislation, we allowed stakeholders to provide
the needed monitoring information on a voluntary basis.
However, this voluntary approach failed to create a re-
porting "culture" among certain stakeholders. Subse-
quently, when we introduced regulations to define a new
reporting scheme, we faced undeniable resistance. 'SØe

use legislative and regulatory reporting requirements to
obtain data, but we have no built-in incentives ro stimu-
late reporting, as you do in the United States. This lack
of incentives is increasingly problematic because some
stakeholders report inconsistently or provide poor in-
formation. Such behavior is not penalized in any wa¡
and thus, indirectl¡ we end up penalizing those who rig-
orously and consistently submit good data.

TneNspoRrRuoN CHALLENGEs

Let me now turn to the transportation challenges we
face in Canada, some of which you also have in your
country, and present the implications of these challenges
for information requirements.

In Canada, maintenance of our transportation system
is one of our greatest challenges. This is especially true
in our low-density areas; in these locations, maintenance
is especially costly on a per capita basis and difficult to
justify in a commercial decision-making serting. In the
current context of pressures to reduce taxes and govern-
ment expenditures, this challenge is particularly acute.
From the perspective of information requirements, de-
tailed information on all elements of the transporration
system is important if one plans to focus on strategic
maintenance expenditures.

The next challenge is to improve the exisring rrans-
portation infrastructure. Because needs change over time,
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many parts of the transportation system require periodic
investment. A broad spectrum of information is required
to assess these needs.

Another challenge concerns the expectations of the
transportation system's users. Users now place as much or
more importance on the quality and efficiency of service
as they do on the cost of the service. Carriers' perfor-
mance is linked, in turn, to the transportation system. So

performance of the system must be monitored in order to
strategically schedule changes to the system to optimize
results. Information is a key to successful intervention. I
should add here that the dawning of the global economy
implies that information requirements are not limited by
borders. As globalization changes trade patterns, infor-
mation must be accessible across borders.

Another challenge is to develop our transportation
system in a manner consistent with the goal of sustain-
ability. Sustainability has three pillars:

I Economic and financial sustainability, which implies
an efficient use of resources and proper maintenance of
assets in order to make transport more cost-effective and
continuously responsive to changing demands;

o Environmental and ecological sustainabilit¡ which
requires us to take fully into account external effects of
public or private transport decisions; and

. Social sustainabilit¡ which concerns the equitable
distribution of the benefits of improved transportation
to all segments of the community.

'We 
have only barely started to identify the types of

transportation information needed to address these sus-
tainability issues. For example, work on climate change
discloses the limits of current information on transporta-
tion activities by equipment type, energy consumption
information, and integrated modal activities. The need to

allocate costs fairly indicates the need for advances in to-
tal cost accounting and methodologies for allocating costs
to different categories of vehicles.

Nrw INrrrATrvES

In January of this year, Canada took an important step to-
ward filling one of our major data gaps when we launched
a new Canadian vehicle survey. This survey will allow an-
nual estimates of vehicle kilometers for the entire road ve-
hicle fleet, including trucks and buses, stratified by
characteristics of the vehicles, the drivers, and the trips.

'!le 
also are in the process of starting a major research

project to adapt analytical tools to some of the chal-
lenges that I alluded to earlier, such as sustainability. The
intent is to create an intermodal transport efficiency
model, which will integrate three models: (a) a general
equilibrium model, with transportation more explicitly
defined than in a traditional general equilibrium model,
including a spatializâtion of activities; (b) a modal ac-
counting system, similar to the transportation satellite
accounts developed in the United States but also with
some social cost components to capture costs related to
the environment and safety; and (c) a component that
deals with the performance of our assets. This research
initiative is to take five years.

In closing, I would like to stress that the nature of our
information requirements cannot be dissociated from
the nature of the transportation challenges we face. Ït is
certain, however, that our information requirements will
demand that we view transportation through a wider
lens that both looks into the future and beyond borders.
And all the while, we must remember that every piece of
information at our disposal comes at a cost to those who
must collect and report it.
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Recent D evelo-pments in Economic Informat-ion

TnexsponrlrtoN Slrnrrttn Accounrs
eNp Ceprrer Srocrs AccouNrs

Barbara M. Fraumeni, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, U.S. Departrnent of Commerce

Transportation Satellite Accounts

will start with the transportation satellite accounts.

They are a joint product between the Bureau of Trans-
portation Statistics (BTS) and the Bureau of Economic

Analysis (BEA). These accounts intend to answer the

question of how important transportation is to the U.S.

economy. The general framework looks at the use of
"own-account" (or in-house) transportation and for-hire
transportation for some 500 industries. It emphasizes

business use; currently it covers'neither the personal use

of cars, nor the use of cars and other transportation forms
by the government, nor ihe use of capital assets such as

highways. Those can be quite significant.
The satellite account shows inputs to transportation,

such as fuel, drivers, trucks, and so forth. You also can

use the transportation satellite account to show the im-
pact of some change in final demand for a product on the

demand for transportation. For example, you can ask, if
there is an increase in the demand for fruit, how will that
ripple through the economy in terms of an increased de-

mand for transportation generally and for an individual
component of transportation more particularly?

The satellite account also helps you get at the impor-
tance of transportation in light of the rest of the econ-

omy. So how important is it? The answer is that across

all industries transportation contributes about 5 percent

of gross domestic product (GDP). This 5 percent has two
parts. For-hire transportation accounts for 3 percent and

own-account transportation accounts for approximately
2 percent of GDP. And in response to a question from
the audience, it is exactly correct to interpret this to
mean that if there were no transportation, GDP would
fall by 5 percent.

Now, I do understand that the figure of L0.7 percent
is floating out there. However, that figure is not really

correct. 'SØhen we focus on the supply side and seek to
isolate transportation's value-added impact as an input
to the economy, 5 percent is the correct figure to use.

The methodology we used for deriving the 5 percent

figure ensures that all inputs to GDP summed together
add up to 100 percent, In contrast, if you used a gross

output (as opposed to value-added) approach and thus
derived the 10.7 percent figure, you would end up

with a sum that equals about 200 percent of actual
GDP. By focusing on value-added, we can legitimately
compare transportation to all the other industries in
the economy.

Now, a problem with the analysis I have just discussed

is that the data feeding into it date back to L992. The
good news is that by approximately the summer of 2000,

we will release a 1.996 annual update of the transporta-
tion satellite accounts.
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Capital Stock Accounts

Now, let us switch gears and talk about how to calculate
capital stocks for highways. I have developed two srrare-
gies: a simple one and a complicated one.

Sometimes it is really going to be worthwhile to do
the more complicated strategy, but let us start with the
qimple strategy. Iq iq jgsq a formul?, as follows:

KS, = ç¿ni¡"l outlay, + [(1 - 0.0202) x KSy- r]

There is one magic number that you need to know to
be able to work with the simple strategy: 0.0202.It is the
crucial piece in the construction of a capítal stock when
you use the perpetual inventory method, which is what
almost everyone uses. The preceding formula shows that
the capital stock in a given year depends upon the capi-
tal outlay in that year plus how much capital stock you
aheady have. However, the capital stock you already
have must be adjusted because of retirement and a de-
cline in efficienc¡ and that is the 0.0202 facor: rhe rare
of deterioration. In plain language, this is the decline in
the potential productive capacity of any asset over time.
And for this number, the 0.0202 factor is premy good, as
it derives from multiple empirical analyses.

Beyond the0.0202 deterioration factor, what else do
you need? Two pieces: You need a deflator. BEA uses a
deflator that is essentially the same as the construction
cost index from the Federal Highway Administration,
which is very easy to get. Second, you need a bench-
mark, which is to say a starting point. That is the one
thing foi which there is not a totally obvious answer.
You might choose, for example, the starting point of
1950, and then estimate the efficiency of the existing

highway components. Even if you do not have a perfect
benchmark, use a benchmark.

That is it for the simple strategy. \Øhy would you want
to use the more complicated strategy? Mainly because
your particular region may not resemble the country as a
whole. The paper I have prepared (aváilable for download
at www.itsamac.com/-nsjfoster/TRB/99lrvine/index. nclk)
gives you a blueprint about how you can use the more
comþlicated áÞÞroãih. A seiies of five Excel spfeadshèets
will soon be available for download from that same site,
so that if you want to try your hand at the more compli-
cated strateg¡ you do not have to type idall the numbers.
This approach includes divisions by local, state, and in-
terstate outlays and splits by right-of-way, new construc-
tion, reconstruction, pavement grading, structures, and
so forth. The fat paper considers a $1,000 capitaloutlay
in 1960 and provides a step-by-step example, showing
exactly what you would do under the more complicated
approach.

Finall¡ in response to a comment from the audience,
I concur that capital stock measures, in and of them-
selves, reveal only part of the story. 'Slhat 

is really useful
is information on the services provided by those existing
assets. Ve have very minimal information on the service
provided by our capital stocks, and that is an inquiry
that very much needs to take place.

Anyone who is a glutton for punishment should read
the full 125-plus-page report ("Productive Capital Stock
Measures," prepared by Barbara Fraumeni on behalf of
the Federal Highway Administration and available for
download at http:l lwww.fhwa.dot.gov/reports/phcsm/
index.htm). But I recommend looking at the strategy
paper, which is only 11 pages. (Please see the "Resource
Papers" section of these proceedings for the full text of the
1.L-page paper.)

Rer¡ oF RETURN AND PRoDUCTrvrry Sruoms,
CouuoorrY AND PessnNcsR Frow Dlrl,
E¡{D AunruCAN COMMUMTY Sunvny

Rolf Schmitt, Bureau of Transþortation
Statistics, U.S. D epartment
of Transportation

am going to talk about data on physical transporta-
tion activit¡ including commodity flows, passenger
movement, and vehicle use. These data feed national

economic accounts, can be used to translate those ac-
counts to the state and local level, and provide key vari-
ables for use in project evaluation and revenue forecasts.

Transportation is an enabler of econbräic relatipn-
ships, and transportation activity is a refléction of those
relationships. The enabling role of transportation is ob-
vious but not well measured. Someone asked earlier this
morning whether a complete cessâtion of transporta-
tion services would cause the economy to. declìne 5 per-
cent or disappear. Thç satellite âccount shows that
transportation services contribute 5 percent to the eco-
nomic activity of the nation; however, without trans-
portation the steel produced in the Midwest would be

worthless to the consumers of steel in the East, South,
and IØest. Our economy would not disappear, but it cer-
tainly would be much smaller. Transportation allows lo-
cal economies to link with one another, and the resulting
flows of goods, people, and vehicles indica'te how impor-
tant those linkages are.
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Our traditional view of transportation activity of-
ten focuses on the volumes of activity on each link in
the network rather than on the areas being connected.
The resulting images are very strong indications of
hubs of activity, but they are not always an accurate
reflection of underlying economic relationships. More-
over, when we consider volume rather than the value
of the items being transported, we get a distorted view.
'!Øhen 

one considers tonnage moved by rail, it appears
that the economic heart of America is 

'Slyoming, 
but most

of the tonnage is low-value coal rather than high-value
manufactured goods.

A different picture emerges when we look at value.
'Slhen we consider the value of imports and exports at
the nation's many international gateways, America has
multiple economic hearts. This view also demonstrates
that intermodalism is more than a wish; indeed, the top
three gateways in 1,996 were a port (Long Beach), an air-
port (John F. Kennedy in New York), and surface cross-
ings (the rail and highways bridges at Detroit).

Commodity Flow Survey

An intermodal world is not easily measured by a carrier-
based, mode-specific survey. As a consequence, the Bu-
reau of Transportation Statistics and the Census Bureau
turned to shippers to measure commodity flows by all
modes. The Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) asks basic
questions of about 100,000 shipping establishments:
What did you ship? !7here did it go? How did it get
there? How much did it weigh? How much was it
worth?

CFS does not ask for distance, but it turns the reported
origins and destinations into distance through network
models and network databases developed primarily by
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The network databases
are published as a BTS data product every year as the
National Transportation Atlas Database.

CFS was conducted first in 1,993, and the second edi-
tion covering 1997 was to be released at the TRB an-
nual meetings in January 2000. CFS reports will include
state-to-state and metropolitan-area-to-metropolitan-
area flows of commodities by type of commodit¡ modes
used, value, weight, and other shipment characteristics.
This is the most complete view of shipments by all
modes, and the only nationwide source of data on where
trucks carry commodities.

Using the Oak Ridge models, BTS has produced a

picture of commodity movements by truck that demon-
strates the importance of interstate commerce. This pic-
ture shows the ton miles of shipments by truck within,
from, to, and through each state. The within-state ship-
ments are a minority of the value or ton miles except for
the corner states. The shipments to and from each state

represent that state's trading relationships with other
states. The through-shipments represent the traffic that
affects the statet highways but not necessarily the state's
economy.

CFS is the biggest data source of its kind, but it does not
cover everything. One of the gaps is imports, for which we
must turn to the transborder surface freight transporta-
tion data established by BTS through the Census Bureau.
Foreign trade data are disaggregated by mode used at the
border crossing, to show, for example, where commodi-
ties carried by truck go through or to each state. It is based
on foreign trade data.

Foreign trade data, at best, is an attempt to measure
economic activity, but at worst it tends to measure paper-
work geography. Because of the way in which customs
data are filed and developed, you can get some weird
things in here. For example, the first time we published
these data, we showed a small but not inconsequential
amount of live animals entering the United States by
pipeline. That problem was quickly fixed. However, we do
still have a significant number of trucks from Canada en-
tering the United States in Dallas, Texas. There is a little
gap in there between Texas and the nearest spot in
Canada. That is obviously where the paperwork was filed.
BTS will explore ways to fix this problem in a study re-
quired by Section 5115 of the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (TEA-21). This problem is worth fix-
ing since international trade may account for about 10
percent of the ton miles of what moves on U.S. highways.
The percentage could be much higher for some states.

International trade is important as a transportation
issue and as an economic development issue for each
state. If we can improve the quality of data on the do-
mestic movement of foreign trade for national trans-
portation policy purposes, then states and metropolitan
areas will get a much better picture of their international
trading partners as an incidental byproduct. This is not
a modest challenge. Trade data agencies are responsible
for national balance of payments and thus care about
getting the country right rather than the states. Federal
trade agencies generally do not care about the balance of
payments between Missouri and France, but only the
United States and France.

Even if we get the right state, we do not necessarily
know where in the state imports originate or exports
are destined. And we often know the value, but not the
weight. BTS will deal with the latter problem by creat-
ing value-to-weight tables for each commodity captured
in CFS.

My greatest concern with using transportation statis-
tics as a proxy picture of the economy is our tendency to
use ton miles as the measure of transportation. Although
ton miles is commonly used, particularly as an indicator
of consumption of transportation resources, the mea-
sure can skew our perceptions. The 1993 CFS reveals
that shipments over 1,000 miles account for only 2 per-
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cent of the tons shipped, 10 percent of the value of all
truck-carried shipments, and a quarter of all ton miles.
How could only 2 percent of the tons account for 25 per-
cent of the ton miles? It takes one shipment moving
1,000 miles to equal 100 shipments each of the same size

moving only 10 miles. Should shipments of fewer than
100 miles, representing nearly 80 percent of the tons and
over 40 percent of the value, be given less weight than the
2 percent of tons and 10 percent of value that go more
than 1,000 miles? The arithmetic is correct, but the per-
ception of importance and the implications for economic
activity may be overexaggerated by ton miles.

One challenge of this forum is to consider ways to
turn these types of data into useful information for state
and local decision makers.

American tavel Survey

Let me turn briefly to the passenger side. BTS conducted
the American Travel Survey in 1995, asking 80,000
households where did they go on trips to places more than
75 miles awa¡ how did they get there, why did they go,
and a bunch of other things.

For trips of more than 100 miles, the survey revealed
some obvious flows, such as the Northeast Corridor be-
tween Washington and New York, and also a few sur-
prises, such as Los Angeles to Las Vegas.

From an economic standpoint, this information tells
two stories: the tourism story and the services story.
Tourism is the classic view, but the services view is per-
haps more interesting, particularly because it is so poorly
measured in general. Services are typically seen as the
growing part of the economy, and business travel between
regions reflects the service-based economic linkages of
those regions.

Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey

Vehicle activity enables and reflects economic activity.
The private trucking component of the Transportation

Satellite Account described by Barbara Fraumeni was es-

timated from the Truck Inventory and Use Surve¡ which
now has been renamed the Vehicle Inventory and Use Sur-

vey (VIUS) on the hope that it will be expanded to include
automobiles and buses. VIUS is conducted by the Census
every 5 years, and it is based on a sample ofregistered ve-
hicles. Questions on miles traveled, type of business, and
industry served provided data on physical characteristics
that were linked with economic characteristics to deter-
mine the added value associated with private trucks.

The impact of changing costs and the role of trans-
portation in the economy is even bigger from a household
perspective. Dr. Fraumeni pointed out that transportation
services contribute about 5 percent to GDP. This is a view
from the supply side, which can be thought of as the busi-
ness perspective. If transportation is measured from the
perspective of final demand (what households consume,
what governments spend, and what is in inventories),
transportation accounts for about 11 percent of GDP.
Much of the difference is in household spending, which is

tracked by the Bureau of Labor Statistics through its Con-
sumer Expenditure Survey. This survey shows that almost
20 percent of household expenditures are for transporta-
tion, much of which goes into personal-use vehicles.

Conclusion

Should we be content with these national statistics, or
shoulcl we try to bring these statistics to the state and lo-
cal levels? Abraham Lincoln, the father of transporta-
tion, implied a positive answer when he said in an 1848
speech while a member of Congress, "Statistics shall
save us from doing what we do in the wrong places."

The question of place is made complicated by the ten-
dency of major cities to be located at the edge of states.
Economic areas often fail to respect state lines. Indeed,
our country is organized economically, yet we adminis-
ter much of our transportation system by political juris-
diction. \le have to figure out how to accommodate this
apparent mismatch in our data and in our actions.
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EcoNol,rrc ANervsrs AT THE S:te:tn,
MernopourAN, eNo Pno¡ncr LEvErs

Alan E. Pisarski, Consuhant

FFrh. public has an implicit understanding of the value

I of ffansportation and its role in economic develop-
I ment. Moreover, we all recognize that transporta-

tion operates in a new economic context, dominated, for
example, by just-in-time delivery and a global economy.
The American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials, the National Governors Association,
and others have documented the central role of trans-
portation in both of these aspects of the new economy. Re-

search efforts over the past decade have underscored the
importance of transportation to the econom¡ and we are

on the verge of a high payoff from this research.

Many organizations have performed research and pub-
lished materials that provide a solid, quantitative basis for
the public's general understanding of the linkage berween
transportation and the economy. At the national level, the
Federal Highway Administration (FH!íA) has published
the results of research on industry cost savings from high-
way investments. At the state level, David Winstead re-
ported how the Maryland State Highway Agency has

looked closely at the impacts of the state highway system

on the state economy. Also, the \íisconsin Department
of Transportation has looked at similar questions. The
Chicago Federal Reserve Bank has performed studies of
economic linkages in the Midwest. And, as Barbara Frau-
meni discussed, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
together with the Bureau of Economic Analysis have de-

veloped a transportation satellite account that documents
transportation's impact on the gross domestic product.

But these examples are just the beginning.'We can look
forward to FH!Ølfs construction of capital stock accounts
for highways, expansion of FHSíAs cost savings research

to cover the passenger side, and work from the Ameri-
can Public Transit Association concerning the economic
impacts of transit systems. And one of the most exciting
prospects is for new applications of the Commodity Flow
Survey and American Travel Survey to specific projects.
For example, during the great'slilson Bridge debate in
\Øashington, D.C., CFS and ATS were used to show the
scale and impact of that bridge in the national economy.
Two percent of the value of everything in America that
moves by truck crosses that bridge each year; that type of
information can be very powerful in informing investment
decisions related to individual projects.

Current research also explores additional aspects of the

new econom¡ including industry cost reductions, synergy

between regions and niche markets, and personal travel

and tourism. For example, the Federal Reserve Bank's re-
search analyzes the transport and industrial characteristics
that contribute to the Midwest's comparative advantage.
The analysis finds that significant levels of trade are oc-

curring not only between but also within industries. It also

finds that industries are highly motivated to seek out high-
quality but low-cost inputs. It also reports that the key-
stone of this new economy lies in communications and
transportation, particularly given the transportation sys-

tem's role in broadening the total "marketshed" in which
firms can search for suppliers.

Above all, the future is going to be dominated by in-
creased "niche-iness," such thar. an understanding of the

economy will depend, more than ever, on an understand-
ing of small markets that are difficult to measure. This new
world will make immense demands on our descriptive ca-
pabilities, both statistically and analytically, and from a

transportation perspective, this applies to both freight and
passenger movements.

So what does this brave new world look like? Certainly
transportation and GDP are, and will remain, aligned.
More consumption will occur per capita, and more pas-

senger travel will occur per unit of GDP. On the freight
side, we will see fewer ton miles per unit of GDP. This does

not necessarily mean less freight, but rather a world in
which shippers produce and transport ever more valuable
commodities. This focus on high-value commodities sug-
gests that shippers will be more tolerant of relatively high-
cost transportation. Indeed, modern communications and
modern transportation, with its great speeds, has nearly
destroyed distance. The issue, instead, is time.

On this last point, and in response to a comment from
Dr. Robert Martinez in the audience, I recognize that from
another point of view, the reliability of freight delivery can

trump the issue of the time it takes to deliver the product.
As Dr. Martinez says, in the coming years the real chal-
Ienge facing freight providers-and by extension, the
transportation system-will be reliability. Indeed, if freight
providers could guarantee shippers 100 percent reliability
in on-time deliveries, the shippers (and recipients) would
likely register far less concern about time-in-transit.

Finall¡ we also need to take the new population into
account. \X/e will have skilled workers, but they will be in
great demand and at a premium. The population will be

older. At the same time, the big question will center on
who will be immigrating here, and where they will locate.
The question of location ties closely to the matter of com-
munications, because we are looking at a population that
can live and work almost anywhere.'SØhat lies ahead? An
affluent, but challenged, society. lØe already have a lot of
high-payoff research in hand. '$Øe must use it, expand it,
and apply it to the transport challenges we face in the
coming years.
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Relevance of Economic Analysis for
Decision Making

Ts¡ luponreNcE oF CouuuNrcATrNG
R¡s¡encn REsurrs

John \7. Fuller, Uniuersity of lowa

/t number of years ago the W'isconsin Department

A of Transpoitation-(DOT) hired me as a newly
L \-int.¿ Ën.o. economist. The department de-
cided that it needed an economist, and the task of that
economist would be to explain to the engineers how eco-
nomic analysis could be used in decision making. I pro-
ceeded to undertake what I think was one of the true
fiascoes of my professional life. I translated all my mar-
velous economic theory into a course that covered rates
of return, time valuation, and social costs. Many of these
topics were still fairly new at that time, in the late I960s.

The response to the course?
"How is this helpful? 'Síhat 

are you telling us that we
can put to use? Do you have a manual for us with
lookup data?" No, it does not really operate that way.

"'$lell, can you help justify my project?" 'Well, no,
that is not exactly what I am trying to do.

"Can you get me project approval? Can you work
through the political mechanisms to make sure that my
project is the one that comes forth?" 'SØell, again, no.

So, although the project engineers were ultimately po-
lite, there really was not much that a young Ph.D. econo-
mist full of economic theory could do to be of assistance.

Fortunatel¡ times have changed. Even though today's
questions are not really any different, I think we have a

great deal more information and a better opportunity to

explain the usefulness of economic analysis to people
who are in the position of putting economic analysis to
practical use.

This is indeed a fortunate period of time. 'S7e currently
enjoy an extremely healthy economy, with budget sur-
pluses not only at the national level but also within virtu-
ally every state. However, to maintain and improve our
economic situation presents a major challenge. It is a chal-
lenge that is intensified by globalization of the economy
and the fact that we had a trade deficit of $170 billion just
in 1998.

In preparing this presentation, I found it instructive
not only to read the papers specifically prepared for this
conference but also to look back at a little report on
transportation issues that the General Accounting Office
(GAO) published in early 1993.It listed the issues that
GAO considered most important to the country. The
very first issue that it listed underscored the imperative
of wise investment in transportation.

GAO's statement built on the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 landscape, which
included the creation of the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation's Bureau of Transportation Statistics and Of-
fice of Intermodalism, both designed to seize emerging
technological opportunities in the field of making wise
investments.

The imperative for wise investment has not dimin-
ished in importance since 1993, and it is, if anything,
greater today than it was then. I would like to point out
a significant corollar¡ focusing on the importance of
clear communications in the fields of economic analysis
and investment decision making.

30
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Surely we need stronger, more detailed data and bet-

ter analysis procedures. However, I do not know that we

need to improve the state of the knowledge so much as

we need to translate that knowledge into language that
people in state DOTs and metropolitan planning organi-
zations (MPO) can use.

I will now suggest several hypotheses:
First: Top priority ought to be given to communi-

cations.
Second: Although it is important to communicate to

interest groups, chief executive officers, legislatures, city
councils, mayors, and the like, it is especially important
to communicate with those at the technical level within
state DOTs and MPOs. Those at the technical level are

best equipped to sort through research findings and put
them to work. Those with the technical expertise can

then apply those findings to their unique local circum-
stances and share their knowledge with decision makers

and interest group representatives.
Third: Communication is very gfeatly aided by exam-

ples and case studies. Case studies and examples are the

rhetoric that resonates with people who can effect changes

to transportation and investment policy.

Fourth: \We probably need some organizational
changes and some institutional strengthening within
the state DOTs. It appears to me that the last decade

has seen a diminution of many organizations' technical
competency. 

'!Øhat's more, it seems that those who deal

with economic matters have been shunted aside to sec-

ondary roles instead of being truly useful advisers to de-

cision makers. Thus, I submit that one of the key things
we need to do is to improve communication channels

within agencies and perhaps review the priority accorded

to investment responsibilities.
Fifth and final: Decision makers must take responsi-

bility for being accessible and for seeking out the best

technical advice on economic questions' Clearl¡ eco-

nomic considerations are only part of the story and

should be balanced with other matters' but surely we

should not neglect to allocate our resources appropriately
and support the goals of our society properly through our
expenditures.

Let me conclude by returning to my first hypothesis

and underscore that the communication of our research

results is at least as important as the generation of those

results in the first place.
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Why Information Matters

Regional Commission was established in 1965 ro srimu-
late economic development. As part of its mission, it con-
structed the Appalachian Regional Highway Sysrem,
which to this day is the only highway system ever creared
by the U.S. government with rhe sole purpose of stimu-
lating economic development.

Vnsr Vmcnre: A Runer Ponr oF VrE'ü/

Samuel Bonasso, West Virginiø Department
of Transþortation

am presenting a rural viewpoint, rJØest Virginia, with
1.8 million people, is wholly within Appalachia, a re-
gion defined by the U.S. governmenr. The Appalachian

Between 1965 and toda¡ the number of counries
within \Øest Virgini a that are deemed distressed, as mea-
sured under federal criteria, has declined significantly.
And it is no coincidence rhar counties located along the
state border-that is, those that are accessible to neigh-
boring states-represent the counties that are better ãff
today than was the case in 1965. So there is ample evi-
dence that highway investment has stimulated ecãnomic
development in this region.

Nonetheless, those of us in rural areas still have a lot
of questions specific ro our situarion, and I would like to
present you with some of those questions.

Are the transportation, social, political, economic, and
investment criteria for mountainous and rural regions

comparable to the criteria for urban regions? Should they
be? The roads here are definitely more expensive to build
than they are in Kansas, and this holds rrue in all the
mountainous regions of our country.

To what extent should population issues drive our
transportation investments? lØe might take a look at
where the people in SØest Virginia live. Fully half of the
people in our state live in the border counties, surrounded
by a sea of economic prosperity in Virginia, pennsylva-
nia, Maryland, and Ohio.

Might urban sprawl be addressed through the repop-
ulation of small-town America? Thanks to communicã-
tions technolog¡ it is now a lot easier for people to work
in smaller places today than it ever has been.

What does the rise of e-commerce imply for trans-
portation requirements? In my own view, I suspect that
e-commerce will reduce transportation requirements to
the same extent that it has reduced the amount of paper
that we must deal with each day: that is, nor much ãt ãll.
Indeed, the impact of e-commerce on transportation will
likely be dramatic because rransporrarion will have to
take up the role of distributor, warehouser, and retailer.

And finall¡ coming from an inland srate, I wonder
whether expanded investment in inland waterways can
become a source of new capacity for the highway and
rail system. I also wonder what kind of information is
needed to arrive at a response to that question.

In closing, I cannot resist giving you a rü/est Virginian's
definition of "pork." It is simply money spent by some-
body else, somewhere else.

-)z
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GprrrNc rnn Mnssecn Acnoss Asour
TneNspontRuoN AND EcoNol,ttc
DnvnropupNr

Dennis Lebo, P ennsyluania D epørtment
of Transportation

TT77e have already talked a lot about the relation-

\ X / ship between ,runrporration and economic

VV deuelopment. But itls not something new. In
1875, James Eads, a self-taught engineer who designed

the first bridge to cross the Mississippi at St' Louis, de-

scribed the relationship very plainly. He said, "The
keynote of our nation's prosperity is founded in the sim-

ple words 'cheap transportation.' These words should

be stamped upon the stripes of our national banner and

thrown to the breeze from every farmhouse' mill, and

factory throughout the commonwealth' "
Those were pretty bold words back then, and they are

just as true today. But the message is not quite as easy to-
day as it was back then, when building new highways

opened up vast new areas of the country. Clearly we âre

not in that situation of seemingly limitless expansion

anymore.
Back in 1982,Tom Larson was secretary of the Penn-

sylvania Department of Transportation (DOT). He got

five revenue increases in 8 years' which was a very re-

markable feat. Most significant was what we called the

billion-dollar bridge bill. In 1'982 itwas relatively easy to
make an argument for that level of investment' Pennsyl-

vania had a lot of bridges in bad shape. The economic

arguments about being able to get trucks across bridges,

to get goods to market, and to have a vibrant economy

came very easily. The billion-dollar bridge bill was an

easy sell.
But let me fast-forward through to a couple of years

ago. Getting a revenue increase in Pennsylvania for trans-

portation purposes was not nearly so easy. It involved

one-on-one negotiations with dozens of legislators. These

negotiations really exemplified the need for more infor-
mation and the ability to communicate analytic findings'

I would like to point out a few of the supporting con-

siderations that we in Pennsylvania are factoring into the

case for transportâtion investment.
The first is a three-part factor: traffrc,traffrc,traffrc.lf

congestion becomes too bad, a given company will not
locate in our state. So, much of our work at Pennsylva-

nia DOT focuses on identifying who pays and who ben-

efits from reduced congestion, trying to strike a deal

whereby beneflciaries will pay for at least part of that in-
vestment, and ensuring that proposed improvements do

in fact reduce congestion as promised.
Second is the global economy. Transportation is an

important component in any kind of trade, including
foreign trade. Our governor recently signed an agnee-

ment between the Ports of Pittsburgh and Guadalajara'
In fact, Mexico is now Pennsylvania's second leading

foreign trade partner, after Canada.
Third is the need to communicate the results of eco-

nomic analysis, as has already been mentioned by other

speakers. Leaders always need ammunition to be able to
sell the things that they are proposing. Selling the mes-

sage demands information that is easily digestible and

compelling. To this end, I would emphasize the need not
only for streams of dar.a, but also for case studies and

anecdotal information, as suggested earlier by John
Fuller.

Fourth is performance. One of our constant struggles

is the need to maintain what we have. So, we must ask

ourselves how far we can let a road or bridge deteriorate'
Information that focuses specifically on the performance

of existing infrastructure as opposed to new infrastruc-
ture is very important, and relating that performance to
the vibrancy of our economy is critical, as well'

To close, I would like to respond to a comment from
the audience concerning the cost of data collection. As I
just mentioned, we in Pennsylvania are looking to make

investment decisions on the basis of performance goals.

This performance-driven approach demands that we

collect more data on how our infrastructure performs, as

opposed simply to how much infrastructure we have. So

it is important that we have the right data, but we are

acutely aware that performance measures and support-
ing data come at a cost.
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Producing the Findings

andall Sü. Eberts, Randall J. Pozdena, and David
Gillen prepared resource papers at the request of
the Transportation Research Board (TRB) in ad-

vance of the conference. Every person attending the con-
ference received a copy of each resource paper several
weeks before the conference began. This background
reading ensured that the working groups could launch
into pro- ductive discussion immediately.

The resource papers addressed the conference's three
key topics:

. The impact of levels of transportation investment
on economic health;

. The application of economic analysis in evaluating
transportation policies, programs, and projects; and

¡ The practice of forecasting revenues from trans-
portation use charges, taxes, and other sources.

Following presentations by the authors of these research
papers, six working groups, of 8 to 15 members each, ad-

dressed these topics. Two groups dealt with the first issue,

three groups dealt with the second, and one dealt with the
third. Each group applied three standard questions to its is-
sue and responded to those questions in turn:

1. Nlhat questions should policy makers be asking?
2. How well do existing data and analytic tools an-

swer those questions?

3. How can we improve data and analytic tools to
answer the questions? (Develop research statements.)

Each group had afacllitator, and the conference spon-
sors had provided each facilitator with some suggested

strategies for a successful brainstorming session. 
'Whereas

each group ultimately developed a specific approach
that worked best for its own members, all groups em-
ployed similar methods for generating and then cata-
Ioging responses to the three assigned questions.

Generally speaking, each group used the applicable
resource paper prepared for this conference as a point
of departure. In addressing each question, groups began

with a general roundtable brainstorming session, record-
ing each of the ideas generated. Following the brain-
storming session, groups held an open discussion to com-
bine or refine the proposed responses. Finall¡ individual
members of the working group voted for the responses

they considered best. The group's facilitator then com-
piled the five or six top vote-getters into a brief presenta-
tion for the conference as a whole, and each group wrote
out detailed research statements.

The following pages summarize the groups' responses

to Questions 1,2, and 3. For the sake of simplicity, we
combine findings in cases in which multiple working
groups were assigned to an individual topic.
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How Levels of Transportation Investment
Affect Economic Health

PR¡spNrerroN

Randall'W. Eberts, 'W. E. Upjobn Institute
for Employment Research

Note: Tbe full text of the resource phper prepared and cir-
culøted by Mr. Eberts in aduønce of the conference appears
in the "Resowrce Pøpers" section of these proceedings.

y interest in the areas of economic develop-
ment and transportation dates back to the
early 1,970s, when I was a graduate student at

Northwestern University. One of my professors sug-
gested that for my dissertation, I go around to all 256
communities in the Chicago metropolitan area and ask
them about how much infrastructure they have and
what condition it is in. ìíell, no one had ever done that
before, and I quickly found out why.

After I got my degree, I got a National Science Foun-
dation grant to put together capital stock measures for
metropolitan areas around the country. In recent years,
however, the emphasis has shifted to the macrona-
tional level. I am very pleased that with this confer-
ence and others, we are getting back to the state and
local level, which is where so many important deci-
sions are made.

The questions that I posed in my paper all relate to
the state and local level.'!7e might ask, for example, how
transportation investment increases value by creating

new jobs, increasing personal income, improving envi-
ronmental qualit¡ enhancing quality of life, and perhaps
even improving low-wage workers' access to jobs.

More specific questions at the national and state levels
might address the effects of additional highway spending
on economic development. At the local level, one might
ask how a local freight f-acílíty,expansion of a regional air-
port, or an additional lane might boost the local economy.

Can we answer these questions very well? I would give
us a fairly low score, especially for questions focused at
the state and local level; on a scale of 1 to 10, I think we
are around a 2 or a 3. 'SØe can do much better.

IØe don't have very good information, but we do know
that broadly speaking, transportation investment makes a
positive but small contribution to economic health. Many
estimates find that the contribution of public invesrmenr
to productivity is about a quarter of that which derives
from private investment.

Most studies to date focus on the correlation between
transportation infrastructure and economic activity over
a long period of time. These analyses can be accomplished
using a production function or a cost function.

Turning first to the production function, consider the
following formula:

Q = f (K,L,M,G)

In this formula, Q represents output, measured as

value-added. Output is a function of private capital (K),
labor (L), materials (M), and government-provided in-
frastructure (G).
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In contrast, the cost function formula looks like this:

C = b(Q,P¡,P,,,,W,G)

In this formula, the cost (C) of producing a certain
amount of output is a function of the amount of output
(Q), the price for capital (P¿), the price for materials (P-),
the price for labor, expressed as the wage rate per hour
(W), and government-provided infrastructure (G).

\ühat's the difference between these functions? Pro-
duction functions by themselves look at the technical
relationship between outputs and inputs. Cost functions
add in the demand for inputs through inclusion of
the price variable. Thus, the cost function adds another
dimension to the relationship.

But either way, we need to understand that this analy-
sis occurs within the regional growth process. Thus it
is important to anchor these relationships within some
type of spatial context. However, most studies haven't
yet done this, largely because the analysts don't have
the detailed data necessary to make that spatial corre-
spondence.

Once we have that regional process in mind, grounded
again in some spatial context, we then can ask about
transportation's effect. Transportation can play several
roles. First, as a direct input it can affect output directly.
Second, we can look at transportation's ability to help us

produce more efficiently if we hold labor, materials, and
all other inputs constant.

I would now like to walk through some of the short-
comings I perceive with the state of the practice as we
currently know it:

¡ Most studies rely on capital stock estimates that are
calculated using the perpetual inventory method that
Barbara Fraumeni discussed earlier. The problem with
this approach is that it does not recognize attributes. For
example, the perpetual inventory method treats a dollar
of highway investment in Montana the same as it does a

dollar of highway investment in New Jerse¡ but we all
know that this is not the case because of differences in
terrain, climate, and construction costs,

o In a related matter, we have very little information
with which to respond to more detailed questions about
the contribution of specific attributes of a given highway
segment to economic development. This is an especially
serious problem because the highway system is so ma-
ture, meaning that most investment today entails changes

to these attributes rather than construction of major new
segments.

¡ Most studies include commodity flows-that is,
where goods are coming from and where they are going.
'When looking at a national study that focuses on a given
industr¡ we can make some inferences knowing that
certain industries are concentrated in certain parts of the
country. But still, most studies bundle all highway infra-
structure in the whole country within the production
function. It is important that we begin to separate out
infrastructure that does not pertain to the activity or in-
dustry on which we are focusing.

¡ Current analyses also have a number of economet-
ric problems associated with correlation and causation.
Is infrastructure causing output, or is output driving
additional demand for infrastructure?

o It is also important to capture network effects.
Some studies are now trying to look at infrastructure in
just one state and then layer that information onto data
concerning infrastructure in the neighboring state. Cer-
tainly neighboring infrastructure has an impact. But
does this type of layering really help refine the analysis?

r 'Sle 
also need to take a closer look at outputs versus

outcomes. By outputs, I mean those services produced by
transportation facilities, such as highways or rail. Outputs
can be measured as traffic flows, reliabiliry or safety. By
outcomes, I mean the effects of these outputs on the econ-
omy or environment. Outcomes are measured as the num-
ber of jobs created, changes in personal income, changes
in gross domestic product, or air or noise pollution. If
we look only at faciliry characteristics, such as lane miles,
we're getting only part of the story. 

'We 
need to understand

how these outputs affect outcomes, such as reliabiliry
safery the economy, and the environment. And again, each
of these depends on where a given facility is located.

¡ '!le need better ways to calculate the cost of pro-
viding transportation infrastructure. Although cost is
embedded in the perpetual inventory method, cost is not
explicitly considered anywhere else.

. Finally, it would be helpful to have a more compre-
hensive regional growth model, encompassing not just
production and cost functions, but also the whole re-
gional growth process. This links to the final proposal
appearing at the end of my paper, which urges a work-
ing collaboration among agencies so that we can collec-
tively maintain and improve the data that measure these
various dimensions.
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WonrrNc Gnoup FrNorNcs

(-l usan Binder of the Federal Highway Administration

\ and \X/illiam Black of Indiana University led the two
\-,1 groups assigned ro the issue of investment levels' im-
pact on economic health. The findings of these groups ap-
pear below

Key Questions

¡ \Øhat are the full benefits and cosrs of transporra-
tion?

o Are there significant costs or benefits not being cap-
tured?

¡ Who bears the costs and enjoys the benefits?
¡ Can transportation address social issues such as

sprawl and spatial mismatch of jobs?
¡ FIow should network effects be estimated (includ-

ing creation of new networks and enhancements to ex-
isting systems)?

¡ 'What will this mean for jobs and income?
r Can transportation benefits be compared to other

products of public investment? How can this informa-
tion be used to guide investment decisions?

r How do we evaluate the performance of the trans,
portation system and its individual components?

¡ How does transportation help our major industries?
¡ FIow can one link macro- and microanalyses? Can

individual benefit-cost analyses be aggregated up to a
macrolevel approach?

¡ lühat institutional forms and financing arrangements
for delivering transportation will maximize net benefits?

Sufficiency of Data and Analytic Tools

¡ Consumer benefits are not adequately measured. In
particular, it is difficult to isolate the benefits that accrue
to nonusers.

r The data collected on functional or jurisdictional
grounds often are inconsistent. They should be better
aligned.

. ìØe need better forecasts of economic conditions,
both regionally and nationally.

¡ Measures of outcomes need to be expanded to in-
clude complementary public service investments.

¡ It can be difficult for analysts to obtain access to
archived data (e.g., older metropolitan travel surveys).

o Existing measures of congestion do not adequately re-
flect delay on existing metropolitan or statewide networks.

. It would be helpful to see a segment-based measure
of reliability.

. The National Passenger Transportation Survey pro-
vides good national data, but it is not currenrly flexible
enough to support metropolitan planning and transpor-
tation modeling.

o 1X/ith respect to vehicle stocks and travel patterns, it
is difficult to distinguish business versus personal use.

r lle lack good data on the value of privately owned
capital to transportation service.

¡ ril/ith respect to behavioral choice models, these an-
alytic tools could do a better job of showing rhe effect of
pricing on consumer and producer behaviors.

¡ \Øith respect to commodity flow models, we do
not have a good understanding of imports or traffic on
bridges. These kind of data would complete the local
picture of freight movements and their importance to the
economy.

. Regional forecasting models are not well developed
and their usefulness is impaired by the fact that data are
not available at the substate level.

Research Needs

. Development of comprehensive input data for mea-
suring transportation infrastructure capital stocks;

o Development of expanded measures of transporta-
tion systems;

o Exploration of the correspondence between the
economic benefits of highway investment and road user
taxation;

o Assessment of transportation's role in encouraging
development in economically depressed areas;

¡ Measurement of transportation outcomes and im-
provement of the efficiency of data collection;

. Synthesis of economic linkage case studies;
r Identification of the network effects of highway im-

provements;
. Linkage of commodity flow data to establishment-

level data to measure transportation system utilization;
¡ Estimation of the impacts of network externalities;

and
o Analysis of counties' and states' provision of high-

way services.
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Economic Evaluation for Decision Making on
Transportation Proiects, Programs, and Policies

PnBsBN:lR:troN

Randall J. Pozdena, ECONorthwest

Note: The full text of the resource paper prepøred dnd
circulated by Mr. Pozdena in aduance of the conference
appedrs in the "Resowrce Papers" section of these pro-
ceedings.

I /Í y puprt is about the transportation decision-

lVI t x I'äi ::ä:: :-"iH;åî::i,?r" öï:H;
projects in the public sector. This process can be viewed
as the public-sector analogue of the process that the pri-
vate sector uses to choose from among competing in-
vestments.

Flowever, the private sector has the advantage of hav-
ing a singular objective: to maximize profit. It enjoys
the benefits of a winnowing process in which economi-
cally unproductive projects are very quickly taken out
of the mix. \Øe don't always have that luxury in the
public sector. So, we have to have to develop ana-
lytic processes that are more complex and more time-
consuming. The paper I prepared for this conference
focuses on the information requirements for selecting
transportation policies, programs, and projects within
the public sector.

My paper and my remarks revolve around a simple
decision hierarchy. 

'!Øithin this hierarchy you set clear
policy objectives and evaluation criteria. You then set up

programs that align with those objectives and meet those
criteria. The programs are used to develop candidate
projects. Finall¡ you apply a rigorous selection method-
ology to those candidate projects. Above all, it is impor-
tant to articulate objectives and evaluation criteria at the
front end of the process and then carry those objectives
and criteria throughout the hierarchy.

Of course, all this takes place in a bath not only of
data and analysis, but also of political and social goal-
seeking. Thus, many projects are selected through a

shortcut process, which is not always a healthy thing.
Shortcut analyses and ex-post-facto project justifications
actually were not too bad in our nation's early years. If
you knew you needed to span the Golden Gate or cross
the East River, you could make small errors relative to
the project's large benefits and really not impair eco-
nomic efficiency very significantly. But now we must
concern ourselves with the margins. In this da¡ we are
more likely to make relatively large errors on a project's
incremental benefits unless we do the analysis with more
rigor.

There is an old joke about lawyers, that 99 percent of
lawyers give the rest of them a bad name. I think the
same is true about the transportation decision process: it
is not perfect in the main, but it still has kernels of good
judgment. Moreover, we can understand how it can be

improved by looking at the idealized process.

Certainly you have to respect political realit¡ because
this is the world in which we live. Still, my own feeling
is that a lot of the constraints on analysis that are attrib-
utable to political demands could be removed if we bet-
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ter understood the opportunity costs that they impose. I
truly believe that information and analysis can help re-
move some of the political constraints that we otherwise
take for granted.

As we move through the decision hierarchy from pol-
ic¡ to programming, to project selection, we must face
a myriad of measurement issues. The main thing is to
make sure that we count everything worth counting.
This is really the sum total of the various research state-
ments I have included at the end of my paper. These
research statements deal with such things as

o The inadequate characterization of transit supply
responses within the urban transportation context;

o How to better monetize transportation externalities,
o FIow to better integrate system modeling and eval-

uation, and
o How to deal with distributional issues related to

who pays for and who benefits from a given improvement
to the transportation system.

I am sure that this conference's working groups will
come up with many more.

WomrNc Gnoup FrNuNcs

/t bigail McKenzîe of the Minnesota Department
A of Transportation, Anthony Rufolo of Portland

L \Srr,. University (óregon), and Terry Gotts of the
Michigan Department of Transportation led the three
groups assigned to the issue of economic evaluation for
transportation decision making. The findings of these
groups follow.

Key Questions

¡ Have all policy and project options been consid-
ered? For example, have all engineering design alterna-
tives and modal alternatives been considered? Has the
potential role of pricing and privatization been consid-
ered? !Øhat impact do existing legislation and, notabl¡
earmarking have on the decision? 

'Sflhat are the trade-
offs between system preservation and enhancement?

r Have all potential effects of the proposed project
been evaluated (e.g., congestion, environmental effects,
user benefits, land-use patterns, business development,
job creation)?

¡ Does the proposed project produce net gains to so-
ciety as a whole? 'SØithin those net gains, who benefits?
'!ího 

defines the benefits? What is the nature of the per-
ceived benefits? !Øho bears the costs and why? How, if at
all, can we compensate those bearing a disproportionate
share of the costs?

. How well did prior decisions work?
¡ FIow do we ensure that the analysis is credible?
. What share of resources should be directed to data

gathering, analysis, and monitoring?
o Is there a clear, well-defined policy that reflects so-

cietal values? Can I defend and justify my program?
¡ FIow should we allocate resources among modes

(highways, public transit, intercity rail, ports, etc.) and
nontrânsportation pro j ects ?

¡ How should we finance transportation investments?
Does the choice bias future decisions?

¡ How do we monetize (value) benefits whose nat-
ural units are not dollars?

¡ How do I rank projects?
¡ llhat alternatives can achieve program objectives?
¡ How do we factor risks (and uncertainty) in out-

comes into the decision-making process?
r '!Øhat 

is the internal rate of return for a project and
its alternatives?

. 'Sühat is the interaction/synergy between projects?
¡ How do we consider factors such as environmental

justice?
o lØhat are the limitations on data and analysis?
. '!7hich impacts are benefits, which are costs, and

which are double-counted?
¡ 'Slhat 

problem does the proposed project solve and
how will we know if it does so?

¡ '!Øhat 
policies and goals are supported? How do we

know?'!lho cares?
¡ How do we choose among potential beneficiaries?
¡ 'Was economic analysis part of the analysis? 'What

weight should be given to it?
o How do you evaluate system preservation versus

enhancement?
¡ How does one make comparisons across modes?
¡ Does added capacity increase economic develop-

ment?
o 'When should benefit-cost analysis be done?
¡ How reliable are our estimates of road users' costs?

Sufficiency of Data and Analytic Tools

r In generating alternatives, it is difficult to discern
interactions among individual projects.

¡ 'SØe 
need improved information on how to mone-

tize benefits with natural units other than dollars (e.g.,

environmental impacts, travel time).
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o 'SØe 
need improved travel demand forecasts, and we

need to improve our understanding of travel behavior (es-

pecially nonpeak). In the same vein, we need to disaggre-
gate elasticities by submarkets. Also, detailed trip/tour
characteristics by demographic group are needed to dis-
aggregate benefits and costs.

¡ As noted by Randall Pozdena, we need a better
understanding of proposed projects' impact on networks
and businesses. 

-We 
also need a better understanding of

freight and transit supply responses to changing condi-
tions and more fine-grained data on freight movements.

¡ 'We need a better method for measuring sprawl.
¡ '!le 

need better information on how technology and
changes to existing policy will affect future demand.

. There is little reliable information on the effective-
ness of transportation demand management and other
strategies.

o Estimates of user benefits from capacity improve-
ments are often based on inaccurate baselines.

o "Costs" may not include all applicable costs, such
as the opportunity cost of right-of-way.

r Inaccurate myths are frequently used in policy dis-
cussions, such as the notion that each transit ride repre-
sents reduced auto use.

o The system effects of individual decisions are
neither well modeled nor well evaluated.

¡ It would be helpful to see how risks and uncertainty
might be factored into the decision-making process and
how uncertainty affects the results.

r Monitoring is hampered by a lack of baseline (i.e.,

benchmark) data (speed, safery travel time, volumes, etc.).
'SØe need to keep regular tabs on how estimated costs
compare to actuals.

. \fe lack honest auditors, accreditation, or other
methods of certifying the analytic process. 

'We 
also need

updated guidance on how to perform economic analysis.
Automated tools to support benefit-cost analysis would
be helpful.

. It is unclear how willing policy makers are to com-
mit resources to data and analysis, particularly given the

uncertainty concerning the payback from investing in
better information and analysis.

¡ Analysts lack good information on travel-time val-
ues by commodity group and trip purpose.

¡ Data are needed for quantifying the benefits of sys-
tem preservation; the effect of given improvements on
the cost of operating a vehicle; and the relationship
among transit infrastructure, amenities, and benefits.

Research Needs

o Obstacles to implementing benefit-cost analysis:
issues and solutions;

. Development of best practices for benefit-cost
analysis and a standardized reporting template;

. Improvement of estimates of travel-time value for
passengers and commodities;

I Development of expanded information on travel
behavior and the demographic characteristics of house-
holds;

¡ Improvement of the integration of transportation
system modeling and evaluation models;

o Development of a methodology to disaggregate elas-
ticities;

¡ Identification of primary conditions and determi-
nants for success in implementing congestion pricing;

. Management of risk in the transportation invest-
ment decision-making process;

. Development of improved methods for estimating
the distribution of benefits and costs from transporta-
tion projects among population subgroups and for com-
pensating affected groups;

o Development of a methodology for generating
complete sets of alternatives;

. Development of strategies for allocating resources
across modal programs;

¡ Monetization of transportation externalities; and
¡ Assessment of the impact of project financing choices

on project decisions.
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Estimation of Revenues from Use Charges,
Taxes, and Other Sources of Income

PnnsENtRtroN

David Gillen, Uniuersity of California,
Berkeley

Note: Tbe full text of the resource pdper prepøred ønd cir'
cwlated by Mr. Gillen in aduance of the conference a.ppears

in the "Resowrce Papers" section of these proceedings.

andall Eberts talked about what we should be do-
ing. Randall Pozdena said how we should be eval-
uating our options among infrastructure alterna-

tives. And now I am going to talk about how we pay for
our choices.

The earlier discussions concerning capital stocks are

also important to this discussion, because that is really
what this revenue forecasting is about. Indeed, in the
past decade, we have witnessed a dramatic shift from a
supply-side world to a demand-side world, or at least a

world in which one must recognize what the value of the
demand side looks like. This is essential for revenue fore-
casting, as revenues are driven by demand for the prod-
uct, which is, in this case, transportation infrastructure
services.

If you look at highway finance you find that the
majority of revenue (54 percent) comes from fuel taxes.

About 24 percent of total highway revenue comes from
registration fees. How difficult can it be to predict rev-
enues and thus set expenditure targets? Can you not just

predict how much fuel and how many vehicle registra-
tions are projected and arrive at some pretty good num-
bers? Iü/hy is this a problem?

My analysis of registration fee revenues nationwide
revealed very little variability over time. But the story
is very different when one considers individual states,

and this is true for both registration fee and fuel täx
revenues. Consider Louisiana. Between 1994 and 1995,
both registration and fuel tax revenues went up about
1..7 percent. Between 1'995 and 1996, they went up
27.6 percent Between L996 and L997, they went down
18.5 percent. If you gear spending to anticipated rev-
enues, you will take on some significant political and

economic risk if your cutoff point keeps going up and
down, year in and year out. I should note that Louisiana
is not unique in these huge fluctuations; Montana,
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania all display this same

type of variability.
\What is going on here? The vehicle miles traveled

(VMT) cannot be changing all that much. The fuel effi-
ciency of the fleet is not changing all that much. Can our
measurements really be that bad? I think that there are
really three questions that one should be asking:

o First, if the models are good, are the data bad?
. Second, if the data are all right, are the models bad?
. And third, what are we to do about other types of

transportation-related revenues? States' reluctance to in-
crease gasoline taxes is redirecting interest toward tolls
and dedicated taxes. How we are going to integrate
those new revenue streams into our forecasting models?

44
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How does one go about looking at questions like
these? \Øell, you might start out by looking at the for-
mula for fuel tax revenues: revenues are simply the
product of fuel price times quântity sold. The quantity
sold is in turn a function of how far one drives and how
fuel-efficient the vehicles are. So then the question be-

comes, how accurate are VMT measurements and how
accurate are the fuel efficiency measurements of the
vehicle stock?

\Øhen you look at input data, and particularly VMT
measurements, they really are not all that good. Some

states have permanent traffic detectors, but those detec-

tors are generally in older areas of town and thus ignore
newer) growing areas where there ma¡ in fact, be more
traffrc. Also, these trip detectors don't tell you anything
about the attributes of the trips, and, as we know from
the preceding presentations, attributes matter.

As for models, those currently used to estimate travel
patterns and fuel efficiency are relatively simple. They
merely produce accounting identities and reflect nothing
about behavioral patterns. So, you cannot understand
how an increase in world fuel prices affects VMI for
example.

I conclude that we certainly need better measures of
the relevant variables and more insightful modeling of
the structural forms.'We really must figure how things fit
together and derive the reduced forms.

'!Øe 
also need some better econometric techniques.'We

appear to be in the midst of a shift away from needs

studies and toward an emphasis on making optimal in-
vestments. This implies an analytic pÍocess that more
closely resembles a private-sector mentality, and that in
turn suggests a new approach to estimation.

In closing, I will list the research statements that ap-
pear in my paper:

o First, we need better estimates of VMT and partic-
ularly of the attributes of VMT. How long are the trips?
\X/here are they taking place?

. Second, we need some sort of generic model that the
states could adapt to their own particular circumstances.

. Third, we need some development of commercial
VMT. To date, almost all work has focused on passen-

ger trips, and almost none on commercial movements.
o Fourth and finall¡ we need a study that looks at

new financing mechanisms and how they are integrated
both institutionally and practically into the construction
of revenue capital requirements.

fNote: Mr. Gillen's remarks led members of the audi-
ence into a general discussion concerning the differing
time periods over which revenue forecasting can take
place. Robert Martinez noted that revenue forecasting
can be viewed in two ways: first, as a tool for projecting
one's ability to meet cash-flow demands 1 or 2 years into
the future; and second, as a tool for planning long-range
capital investments. Mr. Martinez added that when serv-

ing as Virginia's secretary of transportation, he found that
the state was quite capable of projecting short-term rev-

enues for cash-flow purposes, but that the real problem
came when one attempted to look significantly further
into the future. Dennis Lebo of the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Transportation and Samuel Bonasso of the West

Virginia Department of Transportation agreed that short-
term revenue projections within their states were quite
reliable, but that accuracy in long-term projections was
problematic. All three further agreed that although short-
term forecasts of state-level revenues were quite reliable,
federal funding levels from one year to the next were
notoriously uncertain and represented one of the greatest

challenges to state-level decision making.

[Mr. Gillen responded that in his view, revenue fore-
casts cannot look more than 3 to 5 years into the future
with any level of accuracy. He added that even these 3- to
S-year forecasts tend to be questionable and demand im-
provements to causal models and a better understanding
of behavioral relationships.l

WonrrNc Gnoup FINorNcs

hristopher Mann of the Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments led the discussions of
the working group assigned to the issue of rev-

enue forecasting. In contrast to the other groups, the
group dealing with revenue forecasting elected to ex-
amine Questions 1 and 2 (key questions policy makers
should be asking and the sufficiency of existing data and
analytic tools) together. The group chose to do so be-

cause members felt that policy makers who rely on rev-
enue forecasts for policy-making purposes ought to
have an understanding of the foundation for those
forecasts. In particular, the members of the group felt
that policy makers need to know how robust the fore-
casting model and input data are. Policy makers also
need to understand the risk of a forecast being off by
10 or 20 percent and the implications of that margin of
errof.

The specific findings of this working group follow.
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Key Questions and Sufficiency of
Data and Analytic Tools

o Current status: Who is doing what? !Øhat data are
used and what are their limitations? 'What 

are the pur-
pose and use of these data?

. Given that states and larger metropolitan planning
organizations have different levels of expertise in revenue
forecasting, how do we network with other states? How
might we encourage information sharing and mentoring?

o How accurate are the data currently being collected?
o How is nonuser fee revenue-for example, receipts

from local option taxes, tax increment financing districts,
and other alternatives-forecast?

¡ rJØhat do forecasters need to improve accuracy?
o How will transportation and information collec-

tion technology aÍfect our ability to forecast revenue?

Research Needs

. Development of an information base of current rev-
enue forecasting efforts,

. Improvement of estimates of state-level VMT for
passenger vehicles and commercial trucks,

. Development of a generic starting point model for
forecasting state fuel tax revenue,

o Examination of the implications of alternative rev-
enue instruments for highway financing,

e Examination of Bureau of Transportation Statistics
products' role in improved revenue forecasting,

e Assessment of the impact of evolutionary vehicle
and information technology on revenue forecasting, and

¡ Examination of the revenue gains and cost savings
attributable to shifts in the point of fuel taxation.
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Marlon Boarnet, Uniuersity
of California at Iruine:

Tthink that the proposals presented this morning were

I excellent. I suppose the next step is to prioritize the

Iindiuidnul proposals. In addressing this question of
prioritization, I want to make three points.

First, a lot of the discussion still seems to implicitly or
explicitly focus on the overall impact of the transporta-
tion system on the health of the macroeconomy. I believe

that it is time to recognize that we can now say somewhat

definitively that we are at about the right level of invest-

ment. Today's best empirical studies suggest that the mar-
ginal effects of additional investment at the macro level

are not as big as was thought 10 years ago' Thus, to my
mind, we do not face an analytic crisis when pondering
big questions such as how big the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century ought to be. Rather' the impor-
tant questions today tend to center on specific projects.

For example, what are the merits of a given highway
widening project, or a new link, or a repaving project, or
an airport expansion? 

'llhat would that specific project
do for a local or regional economy?'sflould it benefit one

economy and disadvantage another? National findings
are statements of averages, and they say nothing about
whether individual investments are wise or useful.

My second point concerns the extent to which we

should continue to refine our measurement of trans-
portation infrastructure stocks. In my judgment, further
attention to capital stocks is probably a mistake. Instead,

we need to concentrate on the services produced by trans-

portation infrastructure. That is, we now need to take the

next step and assess the ualue of the services that our ex-

isting capital stocks produce, including the geographical

impact of those services and their impact across different
groups of people.

Along the same lines, I think it is important to under-

stand how factors of production, including people and

capital, migrate in response to different investments' That
is quite a technical issue, but it is very important.

My third point centers on the communication issue.

To what extent do we need to better communicate to
the public? Certainly communication is vital' But as

earlier mentioned, oftentimes certain groups of people

might not want to know the answer. In response, we

may wish to view the large federal role in transportation
as a bully pulpit to elicit "better" behavior from state

and local authorities. The federal government could
play almost a standard-setting role in terms of how one

evaluates projects.
In closing, I should mention that I was especially struck

by one proposal that seemed to pull these elements to-
gether very nicely. It is the proposal concerning improved
methods for understanding the distribution of benefits

and costs and for compensating affected people. Now, I
realízethat there is some difference of opinion concerning

the merits of this proposal. But let me explain why I sin-

gled it out. I like that proposal because it implicitly has a

project focus. It tries to elicit the effects of individual
projects. And it tries to get at the main topic we debate in

the political arena, g times out of 1,0. Most of the trans-

portation debates I have observed seem to revolve almost
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completely around who wins and who loses. One reason
why these debates rage so fiercely is that we really do not
compensate people at all. Take, for example, the issue of
local airport expansion. There are definitely individuals
who think that their businesses will greatly benefit from
the expansion of a given airport. But there are people who
live under the flight path who are equally convinced that
they will be greatly disadvantaged.

I submit that if we compensated these folks, much of
the debate would not be so fierce. IØe have the beginnings
of technical tools to figure out how to effect such com-
pensation. Now, the political challenge would be intense.
But a consideration of compensation would, I think, re-
focus the debate in a way that could ultimately be more
fair. It also would provide a mechanism for resolving con-
flicts in a new way. It could move us beyond conceptual
arguments of dueling studies and toward a real dollar-
value assessment: the amount to be paid to those who are
harmed. And if we find out that this is more than we think
the project is worth, it would provide a more realistic lit-
mus test on whether one should move forward.

Hank Dittmar, Surface Transportation
Policy Project:

Jn our business, economic analysis is used most often

I by project proponents or opponents for the following
Ipurposes: (a) to justify decisions or poinrs thar rhey
have already reached, (b) as wallpaper to cover holes in
problems with their projects, or (c) as a rhetorical tool to
argue for a desired legislative outcome. And so, an un-
derlying topic on which this conference ought to focus is
how to differentiate true economic analysis from the
spurious economic claims of project proponents. Indeed,
one of the key problems we face is that those spurious
and unsubstantiated economic claims are fully inte-
grated into the political decision-making process.

It is troubling that so little data are collected on the
decisions that we do make. The Surface Transportation
Policy Project has been doing some research on the avail-
ability of traffic forecasts and travel time savings data on
costly road projects. Our findings are unsetling: for five
of the eight big projects we studied, we have been unable
to unearth any data that I would deem worthy of putting
in a report.

\ü/ith regard to the research statements proposed to-
da¡ you need to recognize that there is not very much
money available to fund this kind of study. The research
budget of the Federal Highway Administration (FHIØA)
is fully earmarked. There is heavy competition for Na-
tional Cooperative Highway Research Program funds. So
I urge you all to narrow the list down to just three or four
very compelling projects and push hard for those few.

As fo¡ research priorities, I applaud the attention the
group has paid to freight and goods movemenr. It also

would be nice to see a study of the intersection of goods
movement, information movement, and personal travel,
particularly in terms of how they are beginning to substi-
tute for and complement one another. Similarl¡ I did not
see a lot of discussion about travel decision making at the
household level. That involves not only household trip
selection, but also decisions concerning the purchase of a
car, how household transportation budgets affect eco-
nomic well-being, and how that has changed over time.

I also want to vote for questions that concern local
economic development projects. There is a lot of re-
search that shows that unless a road project is part of an
overall regional economic development plan, the road is
not going to do much. Case-study work is an appropri-
ate way to get at this question, and it is critical in order
to get rid of some of the wishful thinking thar we see.

It also would be nice to see a project thar rook a de-
tailed look at the project selection process to determine
what role, if any, economic data or benefit-cost analysis
plays. If we want to have better decision making, we
need to look at how that decision making takes place.
Again, this analysis is probably best suited to some case
studies in a few places. This would be a difficult project
because the topic is inherently political. Perhaps it would
be best to choose some older projects, so that you are
not goring any recent oxen. But I think it is very impor-
tant, because if we want to design a technology transfer
process, we need to understand the process into which
we are trying to inject that technology.

Finall¡ if I were to pick the No. 1 thing we need ro
do, it would be to bolster informal networks. It appears
that informal networks today tend to be dominated by
the same groups of elites who attend these conferences.
It would be nice to supplement these networks with in-
dividuals at state department of transporration (DOT)
division offices, the smaller metropolitan planning orga-
nizations (MPOs), and transit agencies. These are the
folks who are really on the front lines.

Pete Hathaway, California
Tr an sp ortati on C ommis s i on :

Flfh. agency that I represent, the California Trans-

I portation Commission, has three responsibilities
I that are germane ro rhis discussion. Ëirrt, *. ur.

the agency that estimates the funds and approves the
projects that go in the state transportation program. Sec-
ond, we provide policy advice to both our legislature
and our governor and his administration. And third, we
serve as a forum in which MPOs and the state DOT try
to reach consensus or accommodation for the various
policies and projects that they wanr to pursue.

I want to commend you all for the list of very practi-
cal research proposals. I want ro spend my time high-
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lighting those that seem more useful from the standpoint
of my agenc¡ and which ones seem less so.

Three research proposals appearing either in the re-
source papers or in the previous presentations really
stand out for me. First, it is very important for us to
learn more about the marginal economic benefits of var-
ious levels of investment in transportation overall. 'Sle in
California have a reallife example that demonstrates
the importance of this question. 

'We 
are currently look-

ing at a proposal for $4 billion of general obligation
bonds. The political process tossed us a 25 percent por-
tion of the proceeds until or unless we can prove that we
need something different. I sure would like to know how
to demonstrate a lot of value for that investment.

In the same vein, we also need some consistency of in-
formation in this arena to weed out boosterism. Con-
sider, for example, a current dilemma we face in
Northern California. The City of Chico is a city of
100,000. It has a good state university that specializes in
high technology. It has a large labor force. Yet it also has

some of the worst unemployment in the state. This is
probably because Chico is 50 miles from the nearest free-
way. So we are proposing to spend $400 million devel-
oping a freeway cor¡idor that will go to Chico, in order
to bring Chico into the stâte's mainstream economy. Is

that an effective strategy? 
'SØe do not have a clue.

Second, we should examine the relative economic
benefits within the transportation sector for resource al-
location. As an example, my commission is currently re-
viewing a proposal to provide Caltrans with $1 billion
for rehabilitation. The problem is that we do not know
the marginal value of rehabilitation versus improve-
ments to the existing system. Most regional agencies, for
political reasons, are not going to contest the decision to
focus on rehabilitation, though a few have begun to come
forward, albeit meekly, to request that some of the fund-
ing go to improvements, too.

Third, we need to be better positioned to evaluâte
multiple projects, considering, for example, a carpool
lane, versus a mixed-flow lane, versus a high-occupancy
toll lane.

Among the research statements that I consider im-
portant, but maybe less so, are studies on the valuation
of externalities and travel time. Consensus on these mat-
ters is possible among economists, I suppose, but I do
not think it is possible in the political arena. Different
people think externalities are of different importance and
of different worth.

It is interesting that no one brought out Randy Pozde-

na's proposal to look at the supply-side responses of tran-
sit. I think that is a good one, but I am even more
interested in the supply-side responses in the freight trans-
portation arena. There is a freeway in Southern Califor-
nia that carries 35,000 trucks a day. If the congestion gets

bad, where are they going to gol \Øe definitely would like
to know, for the sake of the rest of the system.

Finall¡ I would put lesser priority on studies that are

aimed at calculating the value of transportation stock.
This may be useful information in the political arena
and for economists, but we at the Transportation Com-
mission do not need it. Similarl¡ I view more research
about revenue forecasting as a lower priority. 'Sle in
California really do not have a problem with forecast-
ing fuel tax revenues; we tend to be accurate within plus
or minus 10 percent, which is acceptable to the commis-
sion, unless we are chronically wrong in one direction all
the time. I do agree, however, that we need better ways
to forecast the alternative revenue sources that are now
coming into play.

As a final point, I agree that we need better ways to
translate technical information to the layperson and the
political decision maker. I do not know that this commu-
nication issue is really a research subject, but it certainly
is a basic need that arises at the end of the research trail.

Kevin Fleanue, Transportation Consultant:

T et me offer a few opening remarks on the topic of
I transportation investment and economic health.

IJAlmort all transportation project evaluations fo-
cus on the benefits of investing. I believe that a look at
the cost of not investing is equally important. I agree

with Marlon Boarnet's comment that we seem to have a
relatively good balance between overall transportation
investment and needs or requirements at the national
level. However, in individual metropolitan areas, and
certainly along some key corridors, there are significant
transportation deficiencies. Not investing in areas with
transportation deficiencies results in a decline in system

performance and also can result in the loss of jobs, pop-
ulation, and other opportunities. I did not see that any
of the groups called for research on the costs associated
with underinvestment or of not investing in overcoming
transportation deficiencies.

Turning to the topic of economic evaluation, I heard
a number of suggestions about improving travel mod-
els. I believe that the TRANSIMS group already is

working on many of these problems. I hope that the
TRANSIMS models when fully developed will resolve
some of the issues that have been raised.

As for putting transportâtion externalities in monetary
terms, I am concerned that we have overemphasized the
cost side. Knowledge of transportation benefits at the pro-
ject level remains relatively weak. We generally consider
only travel time saving. Research and practice give consid-
erable attention to both direct and external costs of trans-
portation facilities. But knowledge remains extremely
crude on the benefits side. The proposals put forth today
were rather neutral on the topic of costs and benefits. I see

a need to remedy the imbalance evident in past research

and practice in this area.
Let me now turn to some thoughts prompted by the

resource papers. Randy Pozdena talked about the contro-
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versy in the field of economics over the value of time and
the use of interest (or discount) rates. I would like to un-
derscore the importance of looking at present value and
discounting in a more realistic way. Some of you were
bemoaning the fact that we do not see more benefit-cost
analysis. I would argue that conventional benefit-cost
analysis is perhaps not the best way to look at transporta-
tion investments. At the least, we ought to structure the
analysis in light of an understanding that the benefits are
very real, despite the fact that they are occurring well into
the future.

A dollar today is worth a dollar. But 50 years out, a

dollar of transportation benefits is credited, in today's
terms, as worth only 9 cents or 2 cents, depending on
whether you are using a 5 percent or 8 percent discount
rate. At 20 years out, the period of all project analysis, a

dollar of benefits is worth 38 cents in today's terms if one
uses a 5 percent discount rate and only 21 cents if you
use the 8 percent rate. The choice of a discount rate
makes a big difference when analyzing transporration
projects, because all capital costs are incurred up front,
while the benefit stream is spread out over time. If we
choose too high a discount rate, we end up discounting
away most of the benefits, while still recognizing all of
the costs. By the time the future period has arrived, it is
no longer possible to advance the project because devel-
opment has occurred on the right-of-way.

As an illustrative anecdote, I remember the day that
FH\74 stopped requiring benefit-cost analysis on inter-
state projects. That was the day that Frank Turner was
told that one of the key interstate facilities in rü/ashington

had a benefit-cost ratio of 0.39. Mr. Turner was crest-
fallen, for he had never come across an interstate project
that did not have a benefit-cost ratio greater than 1.0.
\øhat was going on? \ü/ell, the issue was that we were now
trying to fill gaps in the system, and these gaps tended to
occur in dense urban environments where the costs of ac-
quisition and construction were very high. Some of these
urban projects just would not pay for themselves.

In my view, we have cities that are overbuilt relative
to their transportation system. rü/e must recognize that

we have to subsidize transportation, be it highways or
transit, in order to provide adequate service. And yet the
economic tools we use treat transportation investment
in a manner that requires the benefits to be accrued in
the short term.

In the NØashington, D.C., area, rhe Capital Beltway
and the Metrorail system are both more than 20 years
old. They are the backbone of the region's transporta-
tion system. 

'When they were evaluated back in the
1950s and 1960s, the benefits they bring today would
hardly enter the benefit/cost calculation since discount-
ing would make today's benefits irrelevant.

It is critical that we acknowledge thar rransporration
improvements will have an impact on our children's chil-
dren. nØe need to treat far-off impacts with respect. NØe

should not eliminate discounting, but we might look at
changing the parameters of the analysis. I think we can
still use discount rates and economic evaluation, but we
must acknowledge that one cannot expand a trans-
portation system if our analysis simply starts toda¡ fore-
casts out 20 years, and tries to justify the investment on
that basis. Instead, I think you have to jump ahead 20 or
30 years, ask yourself what will make a city function in
an efficient manner, and then work backward.

Finall¡ I would like to see more emphasis on opera-
tions. Intelligent transportation systems deal with the
tremendous efficiency that can be gained by keeping
traffic moving at the point at which capacity is maxi-
mized. The traveling public and some transportation
professionals do not rcalize how inefficient it is to allow
a few extra vehicles to congest, and thus degrade, the op-
eration of a highway facility flowing at capacity and op-
timum speed. Those few extra vehicles not only drop
speed but also significantly reduce the number of vehi-
cles the facility can accommodate. Ramp metering is
part of the answer, as is pricing. And yet most of the dis-
cussion these days seems to focus on investment in new
facilities and maintenance. I would urge that future re-
search in economic analysis give equal consideration to
the benefits of investment in operations.
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Development of Comprehensive Input Data
for Measuring Transportation Infrastructure
Capital Stocks

Description of Research Problem

Most studies of the impacts of highway investment use

either a production function approach or a cost function
approach. Both approaches require measures of produc-
tive highway capital stock; capital stock measures also
are needed for other transportation modes at national,
state, metropolitan, and local levels. This creates a need

for a comprehensive set of transportation infrastructure
capital stock measures. Flowever, past and current capi-
tal stock measurement efforts are greatly hampered by a
lack of data on investment levels, service life, and retire-
ment and deterioration patterns, stratified both by type
of asset and by location. Given that the most widely used

method of capital stock measurement requires these

data as inputs, building such a data set is the first step to-
ward more current capital stock measures and more re-
liable and detailed studies of the impact of public invest-
ment in transportation infrastructure.

'Vlork To Be Performed

This research project will produce a comprehensive set

of input data for measuring public transportation infra-
structure capital stock for all transportation modes and

at all important geographical levels. It will require ef-
forts in data collection, data integration, and statistical
analysis. More specificall¡ it will involve building the
following data components:

. A set of time series data on public investment in
transportation infrastructure. The time series in this data
set will not only have to span a sufficiently long period of
time but also need to be sufficiently specific to address im-
portant substructures within each type of asset. Because

the time period often extends far back into histor¡ exten-
sive review of data sources and data extrapolations may
be required.

¡ Data on service lives by asset types, subcomponents
of assets, and locations. This may require a survey of
state and local transportation planners or engineers. Es-

timates based on analytical methods also may have to be

explored.
o Data on retirement patterns. For transportation

infrastructure, reconstruction and abandonment are

equivalent to retirement. Retirement patterns are not
incorporated in most of the previous transportation in-
frastructure capital stock measurements. Building reli-
able data on retirement patterns, however, may require
data collection and extensive statistical analyses.

. Patterns of efficiency decline. For productive capital
stock, it is important to understand how efficiency declines

over time in order to capture how the infrast¡ucture capi-
tal loses its productive capacity over time.

Cost estimate: $600,000
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Development of Expanded Measures
of Transportation Systems

Description of Research Problem

Transportation systems have been constructed primarily
using the perpetual inventory method and crude physi-
cal characteristics, such as lane miles of highways. These
measures do not capture system use; output of trans-
portation systems including traffic flow, reliabilit¡ safet¡
and volume; and characteristics of transportation systems
including grades and functional types. Such measures are
fundamental for estimating the relation between trans-
portation systems and economic health, which can be used

by state and local decision makers. Omitting these charac-
teristics from highway capital stock and highway capital
input measures and from the analysis could lead to signif-
icant biases in the estimation of the effect of highways on
economic activity. The lack of these measures also pre-
cludes state analysts from obtaining estimates specific to
their states.

'Work To Be Performed

This initiative proposes to improve the measures of trans-
portation systems that are typically used in estimating the
effect of transportation on economic outcomes. Highway
capital input estimates that incorporate these elements,
and that are consistent with the relationship among system
characteristics, outputs, and outcomes, will be pursued.
This effort will be comprehensive in that it includes the
several major types of transportation systems, including
highways, rall, air, and water shipping. An effort will be

made to collect data so that it can identify facilities at spe-

cific locations (such as highway corridors) and so that it
can be aggregated to various levels depending upon need.
Geographic information systems will be explored as a

means to organize this information. The primary products
of this research are measures of highway capital stock at
the state and local levels that incorporate the characteris-
tics of local areas.

Cost estimate: $750,000

Exploration of the Correspondence Bet\üeen
the Economic Benefits of Highway Investment
and Road User Taxation

Description of Research Problem

Empirical studies of the effects of highway investment
on the commercial sector of the U.S. economy reveal
significant differences in productivity benefits across in-
dustry sectors. In other words, the marginal benefits of

infrastructure investment are not uniformly distributed
across the production sectors. For a variety of reasons,
some industries benefit more from road improvements
than others, and this unequal distribution of benefits of
road investment raises important public policy issues
about the efficiency and fairness of current road user
taxation. Road user taxes largely are based on the pub-
lic cost of highway provision and repair imposed by dif-
ferent types of vehicles. This means that tax levels tend
to vary in accordance with vehicle characteristics. Be-
cause different products can be carried in similar vehi-
cles and will be subject to similar tax contribution, some
shippers may be required to pay more for the road sys-

tem than they receive in benefits, and vice versa. In effect,
the incidence of road user taxation is independent of the
benefits of infrastructure received.

'Work To Be Performed

Through an econometric analysis of the distribution of
benefits and social welfare, this research will evaluate
the extent to which the current system of road user taxes
may have unintended economic consequences. Specific
questions to be addressed will include the following:

¡ Does the current system of vehicle taxation result in
interindustry cross subsidies?

¡ To what extent do road taxes alter industry-specific
net benefits and social welfare?

¡ How do road charges affect the flow of producer
benefits over time and in different locations?

¡ Do variations in road taxes across political juris-
dictions affect industry benefits?

cost estimate: $200,000

Assessment of Transportation's Role
in Encouraging Development in
Economically Depressed Areas

Description of Research Problem

There are pockets of economically depressed areas where
the rate of unemployment is chronically high, and there
is little, if an¡ business or manufacturing activity taking
place. Usually such areas can provide a good supply of
labor (albeit typically unskilled), but due to a lack of job
opportunities, this labor supply remains underused. Very
often a high percentage of the resident population of such
areas is on one form of public assistance or another. These
economically underdeveloped pockets exist even in the
most prosperous states or regions, such as, for example,
the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area. Rural areas
provide more instances of economically depressed areas,
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usually with a high degree of seasonal unemployment. To
add to the problem, these areas generally do not enjoy
good political representation and thus fail to capture the
attention of the public sector. In addition, the risks and the
cost of doing business in these areas usually are greater
than the private sector might want to assume. These facts
contribute to a persistent cycle of underdevelopment.

The research question is whether provision of trans-
portation facilities and services might be able to help such

areas. Industrial location publications confirm that more
than 90 percent of industrial locations are on four-lane fa-
cilities. At the same time, it is recognized that transporta-
tion might not be the onl¡ or even the major, factor in the
process of economic development. However, transporta-
tion might be able to act as a catalyst to attract other spurs

to economic development.
Given the pressure that many state departments of

transportation (DOTs) face from local governments eager

to attract or retain a specific firm or industr¡ these DOTs
need new tools and methodologies to assess quickly the
total public benefits of these proposed improvements.

'Worþ. To Be Performed

This research project will identify economically depressed

areas and assess their transportation needs. The analysis
then will explore the extent to which improved transpor-
tation infrastructure could support development in these

areas and/or attract other spurs to economic develop-
ment. This work would be supported by case studies that
demonstrate exemplary analytic practices that can be

duplicated elsewhere.
Beyond identifying strategies for assessing the eco-

nomic benefits of transportation investment within local-
ized areas, additional objectives of this research are (a) to
create a national agenda for a microeconomic develop-
ment program, and (å) to provide a rationale for direct-
ing some growth away from the high-growth areas and
toward areas where growth can be more easily accom-
modated without the undesirable side effects.

cost estimate.. one state stud¡ $500,000; several states,

$1 million

Measurement of Transportation Outcomes and
Improvement of the Efficiency of Data Collection

Description of Research Problern

Monitoring the long-term effects of transportation system

investment on economic health requires a well-conceived
approach to data collection, dissemination, and analysis.
It further requires a substantial body of data to measure
the outputs derived from transportation facilities funded

by given investments and the outcomes of these invest-
ments. Additional data and analytic methods will be re-
quired to assess the linkages among investment, output,
and outcome and to determine both the short-term and
long-term effects of these investments on the economic
health of cities, regions, states, and the nation.

The ability to sustain the level of data collection re-
quired by this new emphasis on linking the effects of trans-
portation investment to the economic health of various
jurisdictions will depend upon a much more highly coor-
dinated and collaborative method of data collection and
integration than has heretofore been practiced within the
transportation planning community. In addition to incen-
tives and resources that traditionally have been embodied
in the uniform planning work programs of metropolitan
planning organizations, regional planning agencies, eco-

nomic development agencies, and the data collection func-
tions of the states and federal agencies, new ways must be

found to establish uniform collection, measurement, relia-
bility, and transferability of information on economic and
transportation system performance. Current data collec-
tion efforts may provide some, but not all, of the quantifi-
able measures that may be needed for future investment
and economic analysis.

The interdependence of economic linkages between ju-
risdictions and regions (which may or may not be adja-
cent to each other) and the need for a seamless hierarchy
of data that deals with the movement of people and goods
across existing political boundaries will render current
data collection practices obsolete within just a few years.

Thus, the ability to sustain a long-term data collection
strategy and ongoing and effective use of these data de-
pends upon a much higher level of coordination among
the governmental agencies, private-sector representatives,
and other stakeholders as they collect and archive com-
prehensive, reliable, and usable economic performance
data for transportation systems.

'V/orþ. To Be Performed

This research proposal intends a fwo-tiered approach to
establish a working collaboration among all entities with
an interest in developing the data resources needed to as-

sess the relationship befween economic health and trans-
portation (and other infrastructure) investments. The first
tier of this study is basic research on the current state of
practice in data collection and utilization that is related
to measures of performance, output, and outcomes of the
transportation system, pertaining to economic health at
different jurisdictional levels. This research will examine
the kinds of data that are currently collected, and how
these data support the analytical requirements for quan-
tifying and linking economic activity and transportation
system performance. Assessed will be issues related to the
transferability of economic and performance data between
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jurisdictions, unique data collection requirements, current
and best practices for collection of economic and system
performance data, and new data, as well as the long-term
requirements for data to support programmatic assess-

ment (including postproject monitoring).
The second tier of this study will provide the forum

through which various jurisdictions responsible for col-
lecting economic and transportation system performance
data can develop the collaborative mechanisms to imple-
ment a program designed to meet data collection needs as-

sociated with a more directed and focused transportation
investment program. In addition to establishing forums,
workshops, and collaborative discussions to involve lo-
cal, state, and federal agencies, as well as private corpo-
rations and nongovernmental stakeholders, this project
will establish a key role for the university transportation
centers as conveners and repository institutions. System-
atic collaboration between jurisdictions, with significant
emphasis on resources and agency missions, will enable
all participating organizations to commit to long-term
involvement in integrated data collection efforts.

Cost estimate: $1.5 million

Synthesis of Economic Linkage Case Studies

Description of Research Problem

There has been significant economic research completed at
all levels of government (national, regional, state, and lo-
cal). Due to the vast amount of information collected so

far, it is likely that many policy makers and technical ana-
lysts are unaware of the full extent of the available liter-
ature. As a result, analysts may duplicate previous work
and deal with difficult study design issues that aheady
have been researched, thus delaying application. Even
though more detailed evaluations specific to a given in-
vestment dilemma or location may eventually be needed,

an understanding of the commonalties across jurisdictions
and past approaches to problem solving can inform local
decisions. Moreover, analysts will be better positioned
to focus their annual research budget when they possess a

better understanding of what work abeady has been done.

'Work To Be Performed

This project will center on a comprehensive review of
economic research conducted to date. On the basis of the
identified anecdotal or other localized research findings,
this project will develop generalized findings and identify
gaps for further research. The objective is to inform deci-

sion makers of key linkages between transportation and
economic health and present this information so that it can
be applied to similar circumstances, with findings arrayed
across a variety of transportation considerations and geo-

graphic conditions. Location-specific conditions might in-
clude rural and urban areas and local economies typified
by agricultural production or severe traffic congestion.

Cost estimate: $250,000

Identification of the Network Effects
of Highway Improvements

Description of Research Problern

Individual highway links, when properly connected to
each other, form highway networks th.at carry people and
goods from any place to any other place. It is generally
recognized that new highway projects can result in im-
provements in connectivity or other performance of the
overall network, which, in turn, results in changes in trans-
port costs and accessibility. However, these network ef-
fects generally are not measured, although they should be
considered in any evaluation of the merits of a highway
project. The objective here will be to create a methodol-
ogy for measuring highway network effects and to iden-
tify how they should be included in project evaluation.

.Work" 
To Be Performed

Although individual states could undertake measuring the
network effects of various improvements, it would be far
more efficient if this were done for all states at one time.
'$Øith the use of a geographic information system, the ac-

cessibility of all major cities in the United States will be de-
rived using a standard travel-time metric that can be

translated into dollars based on the Commodity Flow
Survey's interstate flows. The system created should be ca-
pable of assessing the national reductions in cost attribut-
able to construction of a new network link, and these

should be assignable to each state as well as each project.
The addition of more network detail and personal travel
for states or metropolitan areas will give a better assess-

ment of these network effects, which will vary with scale

of analysis and obviously the scale of the project.

Cost estimate; $250,000 to $1 million depending on the
level of network detail

Linkage of Commodity Flow Data to
Establishment-Level Data To Measure
Tiansportation System Utilization

Description of Research Problem

The primary purpose of transportation systems is to move
goods and people. However, studies of the effect of trans-
portation systems on economic activity have not taken
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into account the movement of goods. For example, with
few exceptions, it is assumed that all highways are used
with the same level of intensit¡ which is definitely not the
case. From a business perspective, the value of highways
or rail depends upon the destination of their shipments.
The Commodity Flow Survey shows rhar manufactur-
ing establishments at the individual level and aggre-
gated within broad industry classifications use highways
with different levels of intensity. Thus, productivity esti-
mates depend upon the extent to which businesses use
highways.

'Worþ 
To Be Performed

This project will build from a study already begun at the
Center for Economic Studies, the Census Bureau, that has
started to construct information showing where and by
what mode establishments ship goods. This will be ac-
complished by merging the microfiles of the 1992 Com-
modity Flow Survey with the establishment-level records
of the Census Bureau's Longitudinal Research Datafile
(LRD) files. In this wa¡ information abour commod-
ity flows can be linked to business outcomes (such as

employment change, output growth, and productivity
growth). Particular emphasis is placed on collecting
establishment-level data that can be obtained from the
Census Bureau's LRD files and from state ES202 files.
These data are then merged with the transportation sys-
tems data so that spatial correspondence between the
users of transportation systems and the outcomes of busi-
nesses that use these systems can be established.

The proposed research will extend the Center for
Economic Studies' existing effort to more recent data as

well as establish historical files so that estimates of the
relation between systems and outcomes can be measured
more precisely. Moreover, to date the focus of the proj-
ect has been on highways. In contrast, this effort will ex-
tend the analysis to other modes of transportation. The
files generated unde¡ this research project should be
shareable and accessible to other researchers as much as
possible.

Cost estimate: $700,000

Estimation of the Impacts of
Network Externalities

Description of Research Problem

Improvements in the quality of transportation services
and networks shift the demand curve for transportarion.
More frequent service and reductions in the variability
of travel time, for instance, have more of an effect than
simply saving travel time, reflected by moving along the
conventional demand curve. These service quality im-

provements are themselves functions of travel demand.
The objective of this research is to understand those
shifts and determine how to include them in micro- and
macroanalyses.

Worþ To Be Performed

This study will, for both passengers and freight markets,
quantify how service frequency and reliability vary with
the size of the market. It then will estimate how demand
depends on these characteristics in addition to travel time
and cost itself. The magnitude of these network external-
ities then will be considered endogenously within project
evaluations.

Cost estimate: $100,000

Analysis of Counties' and States' Provision
of Highway Services

Description of Research Problem

Highway facilities are provided by state, county, and city
levels of government. Different states have different mixes
of this provision. There is a basic lack of understanding of
the effects that organizational structures have on the pro-
vision of transportation/highway seryices. The proposed
research will use case studies and econometric data to ex-
amine the economies of scale of having such services and
operation provided by various levels of government. The
secondary impact of this research will be to find the most
efficient form, and thereby decrease the cost of providing
capital stocks and services, and increase transportation
output, leading to improved vitality.

Work To Be Performed

The research will examine both the maintenance and cap-
ital costs (expenditures), the output (lane miles of roads
by functional classification and ownership), and a quality
measure (e.g., Highway Performance Monitoring System
data for roughness index) of these activities as performed
by cit¡ county, and state highway departments. Char-
acteristics of the states and counties (size, population,
usage, densit¡ etc.) will be taken into consideration. The
approach will be to gather data for the 50 states as well
as the counties within these states where such data are
available and to assemble a national database. Case stud-
ies will examine the impacts of changing organizational
approaches, such as outsourcing road maintenance and
other forms of privatization.

Cost estimate: $300,000
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Gnoup 2: EcoNol,rrc EvrruATroN

Obstacles to Implementing Benefit-Cost Analysis:
Issues and Solutions

Description of Research Problem

State departments of transportation and other organiza-
tions responsible for transportation planning and pro-
gramming have experienced numerous problems in using
benefit-cost analysis. These include the following:

Lack of familiarity with the tool,
Perceived lack of uniformit¡
Perceived lack of reliabilit¡

¡ Perceived or actual cost of implementation,
. Reluctance to rely upon a single statistic, and
. Difficulty in obtaining consensus on appropriate

categories of benefits and costs.

Improvements to the state of the art of conducting
benefit-cost analysis will have little value without first
overcoming these and similar obstacles to implementation.

'Worþ 
To Be Performed

This research project will include the identification, de-
scription, and analysis of actual obstacles experienced
by agencies attempting implementation at both the proj-
ect ând system levels. Specifically the research will in-
clude the following elements:

t Suruey of current and former practitioners. The re-
searchers will survey state and regional transportation
planning organizations to identify those that have both
successfully and unsuccessfully implemented benefit-cost
analysis. They will select a representative cross section
for more detailed analysis.

o Case studies. The researchers will develop case stud-
ies of benefit-cost analysis. These case studies will focus
on the identification of specific political, administrative,
fiscal, and technical problems faced by the agencies. The
case studies will include an analysis and description of
these obstacles. In the case of successful implementation,
the case studies will describe how the obstacles were
overcome.

o Conclusions and recommendations. The researchers
will identify lessons learned and recommend techniques
to overcome obstacles. Examples might include improved
communication, education and training, or database
development.

Cost estimate: $250,000

Development of Best Practices for Benefit-Cost
Analysis and a Standardized Reporting Template

Description of Research Problern

Benefit-cost analysis frequently is practiced on an ad-hoc
basis. Even similar methodologies include very different
benefits and costs. For example, benefit-cost analyses per-
formed by different analysts but for comparable highway
projects may or may not include factors related to air qual-
iry loss of habitat, or economic development opportuni-
ties, and analysis frequently has little guidance to follow
when choosing whether to include such factors.

The utility of benefit-cost analysis also can be ham-
pered by the manner in which the findings are reported;
results are typically published as either dense, lengthy
reports or alternativel¡ a single number. Neither of these
forms of reporting imparts information very usefully. The
result is that decision makers as well as the public atlarge
frequently misuse, misinterpret, or wholly misunderstand
the analytic results.

In sum, the practice of benefit-cost analysis is so com-
plex and subject to so much dispute that some practition-
ers are discouraged from its use because it can be so costly
to undertake and the results do little to inform a decision.

An analysis of best prâctices for benefit-cost analysis
coupled with the development (and subsequent use) of a
standardized template for reporting the results of an analy-
sis could support improved decision making in a variety of
ways. The principal objectives of this project are to ensure
consistency across multiple analyses and demystify an im-
portant tool for investment decision making.

.Worþ 
To Be Performed

Phase I will center on research concerning best practices
for benefit-cost analysis and preparation of a handbook
detailing the findings. The work will be accomplished
through the following steps:

1. Identify all reasonable current benefit-cost analysis
practices, including selected international experiences.

2. Evaluate the identified practices. Organize them
into categories of application (such as by mode: intelligent
transportâtion systems, highwa¡ transit, multimodal, etc. )

and rank them within each category.
3. Provide case studies for the top-ranked practices for

each category.
4. Prepare a handbook describing the best practices

and include case studies as appendices to the manual. This
handbook should build on the guidance appearing in the
American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials Red Booþ.

Phase II will involve development of a reporting template
through two tasks, as follows:

a

a

a
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1. Building on the Phase I findings concerning best
practices, perform site visits throughout the country to
determine the types of information that decision makers
and analysts find most useful in selecting projects. Entities
interviewed must represent all levels of government and
the private sector, and each entity should have project se-

lection as one of its major responsibilities. This task also
will address these decision makers'views on the most ef-
fective way to communicate and display information.

2. Set up a reporting template of approximately three
to five pages. This template should encourage consistency
in reporting as well as full disclosure of the analytic as-

sumptions and principal levers on the ultimate findings. To
this end, it might include such items as assumptions, the
composition of the benefits and costs by fype, the analy-
sis's time horizon, the discount Íate, a sensitivity analysis,
the composition of beneficiaries by demographic or geo-
graphic group, and the allocation of costs and risks to
these beneficiaries. It also will be desirable for the template
to show baseline conditions and projected outcomes and
to provide blank spaces for a future back-check of actual
results versus projected outcomes.

Cost estimate; $300,000

Improvement of Estimates of tavel-Time Value
for Passengers and Commodities

Description of Research Problem

Travel-time savings are a stated objective for many trans-
portation projects. These savings typically account for a

major share of a proposed transportation project's bene-
fits; there is an assumption that transportation improve-
ments improve productivity for industry by lowering
transportation costs and they improve safet¡ comfort,
and reliability for personal travel. Current estimates of
the value of travel time are fairly imprecise, consisting
primarily of broad averages that do not necessarily relate
to the mix of users or travel conditions in a corridor for
which a project has been proposed. Detailed information
is lacking on the values placed on travel-time savings by
different individuals, under different circumstances, by
shippers of different commodities, and the like.

Travel time is a cost of travel, composed of fwo main
parts: opportunity cost and disutility. Opportunity cost
pertains to the degree to which preferred activities are pre-
cluded or constrained, such as reading, sleeping, working
at a computer, or conversing. Disutility consists of dis-
comfort, anxiery, impatience, and frustration. To the ex-
tent that these vary from one travel experience to another,
they should be recognized in the valuation of travel time.
The value of travel time is the sum of these two compo-
nents, and it is intended to measure the user's willingness
to pay to reduce the time spent in travel.

Little is known about how the value of travel time
varies by opportunity cost or disutility factors. Oppor-
tunity cost is clearly related to the wage rate, but there
are reasons for avoiding making large distinctions on
that basis. Trip purpose-such as shopping, recreation,
or work-is a breakdown frequently used in modeling,
but theory suggests that people shift their time between
activities so as to equilibrate them at the margin; hence,
the purpose of the trip is not an important determinant
of the value of the user's time. Explicit pricing mecha-
nisms such as tolls help to reveal users' values for travel
time, but little is gained without knowledge of the per-
sonal characteristics of those making choices.

This research project will estimate travel-time values
associated with various modes (air, rail, transit, and auto),
users (commercial and industrial categories as well as per-
sonal travel), and conditions (comfort, uncertaint¡ etc.).
These results should be generalizable to other corridors or
projects with common characteristics.

-Work 
To Be Performed

Phase I will focus on a review of current literature and
provide a survey of existing estimates of the value of travel
time. This should include estimates of the value that indi-
viduals place on travel-time savings, differentiated across
categories of individuals, types of trips, and types of time
savings for specific trips, such as waiting time versus line-
haul time for transit trips. It also should include estimates

of the value of travel-time savings and variance in time for
shippers by typ. of trip, type of commodit¡ time of da¡
and so on.

For individual travelers, the researcher next will de-

velop a classification system to allow for more precise es-

timates of the effect of travel-time savings by geographic
area, time of day, purpose of trip, length of trip, and
demographic characteristics. Similar estimates are to be

developed for freight movement by type of commodit¡
geographic area, length of trip, mode of trip, and pur-
pose of trip.

Next, the researcher will determine methods to evalu-
ate the impact of changes in travel time by various demo-
graphic groups based on income, race, gender, automobile
availabiliry and location; for commercial and noncom-
mercial transport; and for other characteristics, as deter-
mined necessary.

Finall¡ the researcher will design a work plan for sub-
sequent work, including a strategy to improve as many of
the above estimates as possible. This strategy should be

discussed with and approved by the project review com-
mittee and a research design approved.

Phase II will build on the results from Phase I. The
researcher will design and conduct a combination of
revealed-preference and stated-preference surveys or
experiments to generate empirical estimates of travel-time
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values for the full range of user types and travel conditions.
Because stated-preference instruments are considerably
more costly to implement than most revealed-preference
techniques, as much information as possible should be ex-
tracted from existing surveys and "natural" experiments
in which travel time and money are being traded off .Data
obtained from these surveys should be related to mode,
facility location, current operating level, and area demo-
graphic characteristics. Data obtained from freight carri-
ers should be related to facility type, industr¡ and area
economic profile.

Cost estimate; Phase I, $75,000 to $150,000, depending
on the research design; Phase II, $1 million to $1.5 million

Development of Expanded Information on
Travel Behavior and the Demographic
Characteristics of Households

Description of Research Problem

The available Census of Transportation and Public Use
MicroData Sample (PUMS) household census data pro-
vide only the most rudimentary basis for understanding
how travel behavior varies with the demographic char-
acteristics of households. The PUMS data, for example,
do not provide trip length or place-of-work info¡mation.
Neither source provides substantive nonwork trip-making
information or information about whether drivers have
the option of free or fee parking. Consequentl¡ it is dif-
ficult to build models that can be used to predict the dif-
ferential response (and, thereb¡ the benefits enjoyed) by
households of various incomes or other important de-
mographic characteristics. Assembly of such information
has been left to individual MPOs whose purposes and re-
sources for assembling these kind of data are limited.
Even MPOs in large, complex regions such as the San
Francisco Bay Area continue to rely on old and incom-
plete travel behavior surveys.

'Worþ. To Be Performed

This initiative will involve conducting a comprehensive
survey of households, either through a large national sam-
ple or through a series of regionally focused samples. Data
on trip information (trip origin, destination, mode, time
and length, etc.) will be linked to detailed information on
household characteristics [income, family structure, car
ownership, out-of-pocket operating expenditures, work-
place rype(s), parking options, etc.]. Modern transporta-
tion demand modeling aÍgues that the surveys should use
a tour orientation rather than a trip orientation. This wa¡
the linking of trip purposes (such as the after-work shop-
ping that is done on the commute trip home) can be bet-
ter examined. A national sample will permit some

comparisons of behavior across regions, but regional
surveys can be used to develop demand models for the
surveyed regions.

Cost estimate: $4 million to $8 million for a national
sample; $350,000 to $1 million for each regional sample

Improvement of the Integration of Transportation
System Modeling and Evaluation Models

Description of Research Problem

Very capable multistep transportation planning models
have been developed in the past 5 years. Both trip- and
tour-based travel demand models are tightly integrated
with trip distribution and network assignment models
such as EMME/2. The tools for using the information
from such models for project or policy evaluation pur-
poses, however, are rudimentary. The elements of such
evaluation models exist in such decision support models
as STEAM and SPASM. But the integration between the
typical four-step model operated by regional transporta-
tion planning and evaluation models is weak, with the
result that few transportation planning processes pro-
duce econOmic impact measurements.

'Worþ To Be Performed

This initiative will analyze the interface characteristics
of the prominent transportation planning model suites
and the available evaluation models. The interface char-
acteristics include the form, dimension, content, and for-
mat of the output of transportation planning models and
the analogous input requirements of the available evalu-
ation models. The research will identify the compatible
and incompatible aspects of various pairs of planning and
evaluation models and discuss the best modeling suites
for analyzing particular types of transportation improve-
ments. It also will recommend enhancements to the exist-
ing models and develop intermediate models to better link
the planning and evaluation models.

Cost estimate: $500,000

Development of a Methodology
To Disaggregate Elasticities

Description of Research Problem

Travel demand elasticities are essential for project eval-
uation, especially in cases in which improvements (or
their absence) will have a significant impact on the gen-
eralized price of travel. ("Generalized" means that time
and other costs are translated into a common quantita-
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tive measure, presumably dollars, and "price" means the
cost to the user.) Elasticities determine the magnitude of
incremental consumer surplus from induced travel or
induced demand. Travel demand models can sometimes
provide suitable information for especially large projects,
but rarely for average projects.

For highway travel, demand elasticities typically are
calculated in terms of vehicle miles of travel. Currently
available empirical estimates primarily are based upon
components of travel cost, such as fuel price, parking cost,
tolls, and time. All are aggregatq in that they net out shifts
within travel markets such as route diversion and tempo-
ral diversion. Few are converted from the component elas-
ticity to total (i.e., vehicle) elasticities. Most are ambiguous
about the time period to which they appl¡ whether short
run or long run, and no variation by market segments
(such as household characteristics or trip purpose) is
recognized.

For transit travel,suitable elasticities may be calculated
in terms of passenger boardings or pâssenger miles. \With

better estimates of the value of travel time spent in wait-
ing, in-vehicle, and access times, separate elasticities are
not necessar¡ but confirmation of these conversions will
be useful, particularly since both elasticities and travel-
time valuations are lacking at present.

The output of the research could be described as either
a multidimensional matrix of elasticity ranges broken
down by various application contexts, or a set of algo-
rithms that transforms basic (aggregate?) elasticities into
those applicable in a specific context defined by the values
of the parameters. The major dimensions of application
that need to be addressed are

¡ Short-run versus long-run elasticities (land use and
investment);

. Peak versus off-peak versus all-day elasticities (tem-
poral diversion);

. Facility versus corridor versus regional elasticities
(route diversion);

o Variations by market segment (schedule flexibilit¡
demographic characteristics); and

¡ Cross elasticities across modes (transit, high-
occupancy vehicle, automobile, and other modes).

.Worþ 
To Be Performed

The intent of the research in these areas is to fill out our
understanding of travel demand elasticities through the
following tasks:

1. Review previous empirical studies and syntheses
of studies (metastudies).

2. Based on where the gaps appear to be, design a set

of empirical studies, selecting from the following analytic
techniques: econometric (statistical) models, controlled

experiments, survey research, and stated-preference
experiments.

3. Gather the necessary data, using necessary means
to collect that data (household surveys, intelligent trans-
portation system technologies, existing data sources,
stated-preference experiments ).

4. Conduct an analysis from these studies and then
synthesize these results with previous evidence.

The result will be a report that comprehensively docu-
ments the set of elasticities that is sensitive to the factors
listed above.

Cost estimate: $1 million

Identification of Primary Conditions and
Determinants for Success in Implementing
Congestion Pricing

Description of Research Problem

Urban highway congestion is a growing problem, spread-
ing from traditional urban areas into suburban âreas.
'Slhen congestion is recognized as a "major" problem,
pricing is sometimes considered as a solution, but it sel-

dom is given extensive consideration and rarely imple-
mented. 

'!le 
believe this is due to the lack of adequate

consideration and communication of the incidence of
benefits and costs to the affected drivers. Attributes that
determine public acceptance also are to be considered,
but the emphasis of this research is on actual benefits and
operational considerations rather than marketing.

'Worþ To Be Performed

The researcher will perform the following tasks:

r Document travel, economic, and social conditions
indicated by implementation experience domestically and
internationally. (Examples of acceptance include Norway;
Sweden; Singapore; SR91 in Orange Count¡ California;
Houston; and Lee Count¡ Virginia. Examples of rejection
include San Francisco; Boulder, Colorado; Bangkok; and
Hong Kong.) The researcher should include information
on traffic volumes, projected and actual travel-time sav-
ings from implementation, and projected and estimated
costs to those negatively affected.

. Highlight overall process and practices used in
implementation.

o Document specific conditions and factors under
which projects were implemented.

¡ Document specific conditions and factors under
which project implementation was unsuccessful.

. Synthesize/summarize conditions under which proj-
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ects were successfully implemented and produce recom-
mendations/strategies for successful implementarion in
U.S. cities based on "conditions" data, including high-
lighting benefits to societ¡ as well as programs to com-
pensate those who lose from the implementation project.

Cost estimate: $300,000

Management of Risk in the tansportation
Investment Decision-Making Process

Description of Researcb Problem

Economic evaluation methods (e.g., benefit-cost analysis)
are well developed for providing information on the desir-
ability or worth of investments in transportation improve-
ments. However, many evaluations result in estimates of
program or project outcomes that are uncertain, and they
result in risky investment decisions. Risk, in this case, is
the possibility of suffering harm or loss. Surprisingly ab-
sent in public-sector transportation decision making is
the awareness that private businesses are experiencing a
revolution in their approach to risky investment deci-
sions that goes well beyond the application of net pres-
ent value or expected value approaches. This revolution,
called the options approach to risk analysis, brings to
investment decisions the insight that there is an inherent
ualue in option-creating actions (by resolving uncertaint¡
enabling flexibilit¡ or uncovering new relevant informa-
tion) and a cost associated with exercìsing options (ir-
reversible commitments of resources and time). The op-
tions approach moves investment decision making from
simply choosing whether or not to build a project to a

regime that considers a range of possible decisions, with
the potential value of each decision measured in terms of
its option-creation value and irreversible commitment
cost. Practitioners of the options approach have devel-
oped a powerful set of analysis tools that help to struc-
ture risky projects as a series of option-creating steps that
preserve flexibility and maximize the ultimate benefits
from investments in transportation.

Work To Be Performed

This research initiative will build on the work in two re-
cent research papers on the options approach to evaluat-
ing transportation investments. These are the only known
applications of the new approach to public-sector trans-
portation planning and decision making. The theoretical
work in these papers on optimizing investment decisions
using options that involve timing, flexible options, and
gathering additional information and data will be ex-
tended to case studies of actual transportation investment
decisions. Decisions on projects that have been built or

implemented with negative resufts will be revisited and
analyzed using the tools of the options approach. With
the benefit of hindsight, the potential benefits of the ap-
proach, had it been applied, will be calculated to illustrate
the power of the approach to mitigate risk, and to de-
velop insights and lessons for its application. Prospective
decisions on risky transportation investments also will be
analyzed as case studies to make recommendations on
these investments, including additional options fo¡ these
investments. The research will develop guidelines for the
application of the options approach to transportation in-
vestments, and recommendations for when it could be
applied with the greatest benefit in mitigating the riski-
ness of transportation investments.

Cost estimate: $600,000

Development of Improved Methods for
Estimating the Benefits and Costs from
tansportation Proiects Among Population
Subgroups and for Compensating Affected Groups

Description of Research Problem

The aggregate benefits and costs of transportation
projects typically can be estimated using relatively
well-documented procedures. In contrast, the distribu-
tion of a project's benefits and costs among specific sub-
groups of the affected population is not often explicitly
estimated as part of benefit-cost analysis, and often it is
treated as an "afterthought" even where it is addressed.
Analysts conducting benefit-cost evaluations of proposed
transportation projects will be greatly aided by a clearly
defined set of procedures for identifying the specific
groups likely to be affected by each project, as well as for
estimating and documenting the incidence of its benefits
and costs among those groups.

In addition, decision makers selecting from among pro-
posed projects will be aided by the availability of realistic
mechanisms for compensating specific groups on whom
a project imposes significant net costs. These mechanisms
will enable decision-making officials to develop wide-
spread political support for projects that affect specific
population subgroups disproportionately but nevertheless
promise to generate largetotøl benefits.

Work To Be Performed

The necessary work will be performed in three separate
phases:

Phase I will consist of a survey of published literature
that describes methodologies for estimating and docu-
menting the distribution of costs and benefits generated by
investment projects. Particular attention will be paid to
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identifying methods that are readily usable or easily adapt-

able for use in the evaluation of transportation projects in
particular. In addition, Phase I will include a survey of pro-
posed or successfully implemented methods for compen-

sating specific subgroups of the population that are likely
to bear large net costs from transportation projects.

Phase II will entail a survey of current practice in esti-

mating and documenting the distribution of transpor-
tation project costs and benefits, and in developing mech-

anisms to compensate disproportionately affected groups.

One purpose of this phase of the proposed research is to
develop a compendium of "best practice" measurement

techniques, analytic methods, and related procedures

for estimating the incidence of benefits and costs gener-

ated by transportation projects and for documenting and

presenting their estimated distributions. Another purpose

is to describe mechanisms that have been or might po-

tentially be used to compensate specific population sub-

groups that are identified as likely to bear costs from a

transportation project that significantly exceed the bene-

fits they receive. This compendium should include specific

examples of useful methods for estimating and docu-
menting the distribution of transportation project bene-

fits and costs, as well as of actual or proposed mechanisms

to compensate groups bearing disproportionâte costs from
such projects.

Phase III of the proposed research will document the

examples of "best practices" identified in Phase II in a

format that can be widely distributed among both ana-

lysts conducting evaluations of proposed transportation
projects and political officials required to select from
among competing proiects. This documentation should
include specific, detailed examples of transportation
project evaluations that cân serYe as models for how to
estimate and document the distribution of the project's

benefits and costs. It also should include transferable ex-

amples of mechanisms that can be used to compensate

groups that disproportionâtely bear the costs from a

project, as a means of broadening political support for
its implementation.

Cost estimate: $500,000

Development of a Methodology for Generating
Complete Sets of Alternatives

Description of Research Problem

There are currently no tools or datâ sets that enable a de-

cision maker to quickly verify that all alternatives have

been considered when selecting a solution to a perceived

transportation problem. These alternatives will include

traditional trânsportation solutions as well as innovative
nontransportation strategies (land-use changes, zoning

changes, business locations, school locations, tax polic¡
etc.). Similarl¡ there is presently no tool or mechanism to
encourage project designers to look outside of traditional
highway and engineering solutions to solve problems'

'Worþ To Be Performed

This initiative will involve conducting a literature search,

a best practices search, and a comprehensive survey of se-

nior transportation, economic development, community
affairs, and business leaders to identify potential strate-

gies to be incorporated into one or more checklists. The

checklist will be used by project managers to confirm to
executive management that a reasonable set of alterna-
tives has been considered when recommending their pre-

ferred alternative for the project'
The findings of this work effort will be subject to a

peer-review analysis. The results of the review will be

followed by a workshop of decision makers to determine

if the information is complete and to make it usable and

relevant in their state and local process' The proceedings

of the workshop will be available to all Transportation
Research Board members.

The refined checklist then will be used by several agen-

cies on a pilot basis for a period of 6 months to 1 year.

Follow-up interviews will be conducted to determine the

usefulness and relevancy of the survey in their decision

making. The checklist then will be further refined and

made available nationwide.
The checklist will serve two purposes: First, it will force

project designers to look outside the rypical engineering

solutions and build relationships with and bridges to non-

engineering professionals when analyzing the problem.

Second, it will enable decision makers to verify that all
alternatives have been considered and to buttress their
support of the project and their ability to justify the
project.- 

The final product will be a checklist showing the set of
alternatives for consideration as options to improve the

relevance and relationship of the selected project to the

policy that one is attempting to support.

Cost estimate: $150,000 to $200,000

Strategies for Allocating Resources Across
Modal Programs

Description of Research Problem

Elected officials and other policy makers have long strug-
gled with how to objectively evaluate the relative merits
of investments in different modal programs such as high-
ways, public transportation, intercity rail, ports, and so

forth.
To date, only subjective analyses have been available,
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sometimes facetiously referred to as "data-free analysis."
Although it may not be possible or practical to develop a
totally quantitative method to base allocation of resources
across modal programs, better objective tools and data are
needed to at least support this process. Research is needed
to determine how this can be done.

'Work To Be Performed

The desired product is a set of tools and models and the
identification of required dara sources (and their costs)
that could be used to support policy makers in the allo-
cation decisions described above.

Citizen and elected-official participation in the use of
the tools and models will be critical. The tools and mod-
els must be general enough to be applicable to different
jurisdictions.

Cost estimate: $800,000

Monetization of tansportation Externalities

Description of Research Problem

Environmental and other external effects of transporta-
tion are looming increasingly large in transportation plan-
ning decisions. Such information is often not included in
a monetized form in cost-benefit analyses. Some informa-
tion in this area is available, but it often has limitations.
For example, the available meta-analyses (i.e., pooled
analysis of past studies) and literature reviews of trans-
portation externalities have produced results that suggest
a wide range of plausible values. Also, these studies have
focused on the results of past studies without getting into
how the analysis was conducted.

lØhen evaluating transportation projects in a cost-
benefit framework, the failure to include monetizable in-
formation often resulrs in the undervaluation (or ignoring)
of nonmonetizable costs and benefits. It also can cause
the project selection process to be handed over to a multi-
criterion analysis. This may introduce more subjectivity
in project evaluation than is warranted. For project-level
analysis, information is needed on the marginal effects of
the transportation improvements and the monetary val-
ues of these impacts. However, currentl¡ the only credi-
ble information available is estimates of average national
values of various external effects, such as health impacts
of emissions, noise damage, accident costs, and public ser-
vice costs.

For project-level analysis, information is needed on the
marginal monetary values of externalities; however, for
program- and policyJevel analysis, duerage values may be
appropriate. However, analyses at the program or policy
level seldom consider monetary values of externalities.

Analysts need better guidance in order to encourage the
consideration of externalities in program and policy
evaluation.

'Worþ 
To Be Performed

This research project will develop methods ro assisr rrans-
portation analysts in estimating external effects and
monetary values of externalities for use in project-level,
program-level, and policy-level economic analysis. This
research ought to focus on impacts at the margin, recog-
nizing that although national averages may be useful
for preliminary planning purposes, more detailed analy-
sis requires the analyst to develop values specific to the
context in which analysis is being done. To supplement
this consideration of marginal monetary impacts, the re-
searcher also will be expected to use meta-analysis meth-
ods to claúfy the reasons for the large range of values in
certain key areas of exrernal impac and identify the rela-
tionship (linear or nonlinear) between transporrarion ac-
tivity and externalities.

The product of this research will be a handbook or
template that guides the analyst in developing monetized
values for each of the external cost categories. The re-
search will yield ways ro better incorporate analysis of
externalities in transportation project analysis as well as
in program and policy development.

Cost estimate: $500,000

Assessment of the Impact of Proiect Financing
Choices on Project Decisions

Description of Research Problem

The impact of a choice of financing mechanism for solv-
ing a particular transportation problem may far outlive
the problem itself. For instance, a state may choose to
fully obligate its intersrate mainrenance funds before its
other fecleral-aid highway funds because the federal share
for the interstate maintenance program is 90 percent in-
stead of B0 percent. This choice may lead to a situation in
which preservation work is delayed on facilities of a lower
functional classification, ultimately requiring total recon-
struction of the route instead of capital preventive main-
tenance or resurfacing,, at a cost differential of 5:1. As
another example, the choice may be made to add a lane
to an interstate route instead of implementing parallel bus
service in order to relieve congestion, agaínÍor the sake of
a higher federal contribution. The ¡esult is that the main-
tenance of the additional lane becomes a long-term com-
mitted cost, whereas operation of the bus service is not
permanent.
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'Work To Be Performed

The work first will involve conducting a national survey

of state governments and MPOs, or a series of regional

focus groups) or a combination of both. The survey will
be expected to yield a list of instances in which the state

DOT or MPO has learned that such an early decision of
funding source has biased subsequent project-level deci-

sions. The second phase will be for the investigator to
choose up to 20 such cases to investigate further through
on-the-spot interviews at the DOT or MPO. The inter-
views will be designed to

¡ Document the original cost of the alternative chosen,
. Estimate the cost of the alternative(s) not originally

chosen,
¡ Estimate the 2}-year life-cycle cost of the originally

chosen project,
. Estimate the 2\-year life-cycle costs(s) of the proj-

ect(s) not chosen, and
. Compute the net present value of the differential

costs incurred or avoided through the original choice of
projects.

The deliverable will be a report of the case studies of the

cases chosen with their resulting cost and construction
experiences,

Cost estimate; $500,000

Gnoup 3: RnvrNuE FoRECASTING

Development of an Information Base of Current
Revenue Forecasting Efforts

Description of Research Problem

The practice of revenue forecasting by state agencies is not

well documented. Specifically, there is a paucity of infor-
mation regarding the importance of revenue forecasting in

individual states, who does the forecasting (e.g., the state

department of transportation or the revenue administra-
tion), how it is done, and what dataate used. Additionall¡
we have little information on the similarities of the models

and methods used, the data collection efforts, and how the

availability of data may constrain the forecasting process.

It appears that states have not examined what they can

learn from other states in terms of the types of models,

data measurement, and what might be transferable.

It is essential that a comprehensive survey of state agen-

cies precede efforts to develop improved measures of vehi-

cle miles traveled (VMT) or other variables to forecast

revenues or to develop new revenue forecasting models.

The focus of this research will be to better understand the

current practice of revenue forecasting among states and

to determine what lessons can be learned to direct future

research.

.Worþ 
To Be Performed

This is a two-phase research project in which the informa-

tion collection will be the focus of Phase I and the devel-

opment of a "Primer on Highway Finance and Revenue

Forecasting" will be the research focus of Phase II.
Phase I will undertake a comprehensive survey of state

agencies and a sample of MPOs responsible for highway

revenue forecasting to gather information on a number of
factors. These factors include identification of who is re-

sponsible for revenue forecasting, what methods and mod-

els are used in revenue forecasting, what data forecasters

rely on and where they are housed, how accurate are the

models, and how accurate they need to be. The purpose of
this inquiry is to better understand the differences and sim-

ilarities across states.

Although the major thrust of this research will focus

on highway finance, the research also should explore the

practice of forecasting in other modes' particularly avia-

tion. An important aspect of this investigation is to ex-

amine the institutional arrangements that are used to
ensure information transfer across agencies responsible

for revenue forecasting.
The product of the research effort in Phase I will be a

report containing (ø) the results of the information survey'

(á) an assessment of what the common elements are and

where they may be transferable, and (c) a set of recom-

mendations regarding the direction of subsequent research

efforts.
Phase II of the research will develop a "Primer on High-

way Finance." The primer will describe the basic process

for highway finance, addressing such matters as where the

money comes from and how it is collected and distributed'
The primer will identify the structure of taxes, which states

use different instruments, and what issues are associated

with the tax device. It also will evaluate each tax instru-

ment using established public finance criteria (e'g., effi-

cienc¡ adequac¡ and administrative. burden). The primer

is intended to be user friendly with visual exhibits wher-

ever possible such as charts and graphics' It is designed to

be an easy read with accessibility by a broad audience'

This research project will build on information from
Phase I. It will include an analysis and review of the state

efforts that offer commonality and potential integration.
It also will contain a review of federal funding sources

and how these are shared among the states. The central

thrust is to describe what goes on with highway finance

today, perhaps including some history of legislation and

its evolution, but with an emphasis on current legislation

and policy. The audience for this primer will include pol-

icy makers; administrators; legislators and their staffs;
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and possibly members of private-sector organizations,
such as underwriters, credit rating agencies, and financial
advisors.

Cost estimate: $250,000

Improvement of Estimates of State-Level VMT
for Passenger Vehicles and Commercial tucks

Description of Research Problem

Available estimates of state-level VMT for both passen-
ger vehicles and commercial trucks are inadequate and
require significant improvement. A number of states
measure VMT only in a limited number of locations and
for a limited number of years, with estimates for the in-
tervening years interpolated from values for the years in
which VMT is measured. Similarl¡ local esrimates of
VMT are expanded to the entire state based sometimes
on data collected on a relarively limited-and certainly
older-part of the system. States need to invest more in
collecting information on three attributes of VMT-the
number of miles, the location of the miles, and the aver-
age trip length-as well as perhaps on the type of traffic
by vehicle type.

The research inro structural models of VMT for light
vehicles has not carried over into commercial-vehicle
VMT. ìØe need a better understanding of how trucking
(both private and for hire) is used by different indusrries.
!(/e find, for example, that VMT befween Canada and the
United States has increased since the North American Free
Trade Agreement was signed. A major source of this VMT
are industries specializing according to rheir competitive
advantage and industries adopting straregies that place
specific product production in specific locations (e.g., the
automobile sector). As economic activify shifts between
countries and among states, we can expect more truck
VMT and a potenrially significant redistribution of activ-
ity. Trucking registration fees presenr anorher set of chal-
lenges for revenue forecasting since regulations governing
registration can lead to gaming behavior by trucking firms.
As rules change, forecasting becomes more difficult.

Work To Be Performed

Estimates of VMT can be obtained from three sources:
(ø) surveillance, (å) household surveys, and (c) odomerer
readings. The research will involve acrivities in all three
areas:

. There is an increasing number of modern surveil-
lance techniques and surveillance locations. A prime ex-
ample is the prominence of freeways that are equipped
with cameras. One element of this research pro¡ect will

explore alternative surveillance technologies for collect-
ing data. Each technology will be evaluated in rerms of
cost and accuracy. Once a technology is selected, a time
series of VMT data, including trip length and vehicle
counts, will be collected.

¡ The second source of data for improving VMT esti-
mates is household surveys. Total VMT can be obtained
from the current Nationwide Personal Transportation
Survey (NPTS) by combining information from different
files. It also is possible for urban areas (and perhaps states)
to use NPTS to obtain more detailed information at the
subnational level by increasing the sample size in a given
area. These survey data will yield information on house-
hold behavior.

r The third source for VMT information is odometer
data. Odometer data can be collected in those states that
inspect vehicles on an annual basis. From this source, it
is possible to consrruct a data ser that provides VMT in-
formation by number, age, and type of vehicle. The unit
of observation will be the vehicle. This research on VMT
will build upon VMT research being performed by the
Federal Highway Adminisrrarion (FHìØA).

On the basis of this analysis of three sources of VMT
data, this research project will achieve multiple objec-
tives. It will identify the approach rhat is cosr-effective yet
maintains data quality. It will provide a basis for com-
parison across methods. It will offer different behavioral
units from the three sources and this will flow naturally
into the improved modeling project discussed below.

This project also will develop several new modeling ap-
proaches. The first is a model of truck use ar the firm level
to provide estimates of both the number of vehicles as well
as the use of vehicles in the private trucking segment. A
second model will examine fwo issues: the decision to use
for-hire râther than private trucking, and the amount of
for-hire trucking ro use. An integral part of this modeling
effort is to develop an undersranding of how different in-
dustries use more or less trucking and how the distribution
of economic activiry affects the level of VMT. Further-
more, the researcher will need to examine the growing role
of intermodalism in the movement of freight and the im-
plications of this development for truck VMT.

cost estimate: $750,000

Development of a Generic Starting point Model
for Forecasting State Fuel Tax Revenue

Description of Research Problem

The argument has been made that the models now in use
in many states are simplistic whereas in other states they
are relatively sophisticated. The variance in modeling
design and forecasring reliability is reasonably high. k is
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desirable to develop a generic forecasting model that
could serve as the basis for all states to develop forecasts.

States will have the opportunity to augment the basic

model to meet their particular needs and circumstances'

Work To Be Performed

The gap is large befween what is used now in the forecast

of state revenues and what we have earlier argued is a de-

sirable full structural model. To close this gap in a mean-

ingful yet practical wa¡ the following should be done: Set

out the full structural model to ensure the causal relation-
ships are well understood and then step down to a man-

ageable reduced-form model. The manageability of the

reduced-form model will be dictated to a significant degree

by the availability of data. The gap between the structural
and reduced-form models will provide the states with in-
formation on the type of data they should be collecting to
augment their revenue forecasting models.

The structural model might take the form of estimating

fwo relationships, the amount of travel (measured in terms

of VMT) and the fuel efficiency of the fleet, and using an

accounting identity for total fuel consumption. This will
provide the requisite information to forecast fuel tax and

registration fee and other fee revenues. The appropriate
behavioral unit is probably the individual household, in
which case the system determines annual VMT per

household rather than total annual VMT. It also will re-

quire household-level data, which are difficult and ex-

pensive to come by. Therefore, that estimate model
using annual time-series data atthe national or state level,

rather than household-level data, could be used, albeit
with some concerns for aggregation bias. The model could
be calibrated on national data andthen provided to each

state, which could recalibrate the model if it so desired, or
the parameter estimates for the national-level model could
be used to forecast revenues.

cost estimate: $400,000

Examination of the Implications of Alternative
Revenue Instruments for Highway Financing

Description of Research Problem

The traditional approach to highway finance and the use

of conventional taxes and fees such as vehicle registration
fees and fuel taxes provide the basis for our current fore-

casting models and information base used to guide invest-

ment decisions and operations management. However,

revenue forecasters' information needs may be changing

as alternative financing instruments are developed and a
more businesslike approach typifies infrastructure man-

agement. States' legislators also are enabling local govern-

ments to earmark funds for specific purposes. Revenue

streams also are being tied to specific investment projects.

There is a need to explore how changes to methods of
financing transportation projects will affect institutional
relationships, forecasting approaches, and informational
requirements. For example, if a broad-based carbon or
energy tax were adopted, revenues might flow into a gen-

eral revenue fund rather than be earmarked for trans-
portation purposes. Highways, transit, and other modes

of transportation will compete with other government

demands for funding.

'Work To Be Perforrned

The purpose of this research is to explore the far-
reaching implications of changes in the structure of high-
way finance. This research project will examine the ju-

risdictional, financial, and economic consequences of
three potential changes to revenue sources. The three

changes to be explore d are (a) the movement to allow lo-
cal governments to use traditional revenue sources to
fund specific projects (e.g. bonds, sales taxes); (å) the

movement away from fuel taxes and toward economy-

wide carbon or energy taxes; and (c) the move to rely
more heavily on road tolls and road pricing.

cost estimate; $350,000

Examination of Bureau of Transportation
Statistics Products' Role in Improved
Revenue Forecasting

Description of Research Problem

The accuracy of revenue forecasts from fuel taxes' regis-

tration fees, and other charges depends heavily on our
ability to predict the level and mix of transportation ac-

tivities in each state. Existing transportation-related data

and information do not fully support the needs of state de-

partments of transportation to estimate revenues from fuel
taxes, fees, and user charges. Existing comprehensive data

sets may be useful for this purpose, but they have not yet

been fully used for revenue estimation purposes. Specifi-

cally, data derived from sources such as the Commodity
Flow Survey (CFS), American Travel Survey (AIS), and

Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS) have

not been explored for their potential use in supplementing
existing data sets. The issue for this research project is how
Bureau of Tîansportation Statistics-sponsored products
such as CFS, ATS, and NPTS, as well as other data, can be

used to improve the quality of revenue forecasting' The

further question is whether and how CFS, ATS, and NPTS

can be improved or modified to collect data and informa-
tion that might fill these gaps.
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'Worþ To Be Performed

This project will review existing revenue forecast tools
and data used by each state DOT. Some information
may be made available from a separate research study of
the data and structure of existing data sets such as CFS,
ATS, and NPTS. Based on the findings of the data needs
for improving state revenue forecasts, the researcher will
design methods that would use existing CFS, ATS, and
NPTS data for the purposes of forecasting revenues from
fuel taxes, fees, and other user charges. The report will
make recommendations about changes to the CFS and
ATS survey questionnaires to make data collected useful
for revenue forecasting in the various states.

Cost estimate; $200,000

Assessment of the Impact of Evolutionary
Vehicle and Information Technology on
Revenue Forecasting

Description of Research Problem

Technology for collecting data on transportation system
use is expected to continue to expand. Developments in
vehicle technolog¡ particularly related to vehicle naviga-
tion systems and alternative fuels, will have a significant
impact on revenue generation and estimation. Current
revenue forecasting models rely heavily on the ability to
identify vehicle use (through such measures as VMT) and
the type offuels used. Relevant technologies are changing
rapidl¡ with, for example, alternative fuels being ex-
plored as a legitimate technology to mitigate the impact
of fossil fuels on the environment. California and several
Northeastern states have mandated the use of such fuels.
By the same token, intelligent transportation systems in
various forms have the capability or potential capability
to collect data on vehicle use and movements, whether
nationwide or within metropolitan areas. As technology
changes, it will be imperative for the transportation com-
munity to identify and monitor these rapid changes.

Work To Be Performed

This research project will explore the impact of new tech-
nologies in two basic areas: data collection technology and
vehicle technology. Technologies in both of these areas will
lead to changes in the method by which revenues a¡e col-
lected and distributed. New data collection technologies,
for example, are expanding in a manner that will allow the
detailed tracking of transportation by various vehicle
types. The introduction of new vehicle technology, such as

vehicles operating using alternative fuels that currently are
not taxed, may have an impact on total revenues. It will

be necessary for the ¡esearcher to anticipate the dynam-
ics of this technology and anticipate the fiscal impacts on
traditional revenue sources for transportation. This re-
search project will determine the potential of technology
to improve the efficiency of current data collection and
facilitate the collection of expanded data elements.

Cost estimate: $400,000

Examination of the Revenue Gains
and Cost Savings Attributable ro Shifts
in the Point of Fuel Taxation

Description of Research Problem

There is growing evidence from 18 states indicating that
a shift in the point of fuel tax collecrion from the retail
level to the rack (wholesale) leyel can lead to a significant
increase in the amount of revenue collected. This finding
implies that there is a significant amount of revenues be-
ing lost through evasion. A study performed by FHSØA
10 years ago bolsters this inference; the study showed sig-
nificant reductions in evasion when purple dye was added
to diesel fuel.

Worþ To Be Performed

This research project will undertake a survey to describe
the methods used to collect fuel tax revenue, the collection
points, and how these might differ across fuel types. The
investigation will span all modes of transportation. The
project also will undertake an analysis of those states that
have shifted their point of taxation and document the rev-
enue gains from these shifts, how administrative costs
may change, and what added costs are imposed on col-
lection agencies when the point of sale is shifted. The
analysis should provide some insight into the key features
of those states that were able to gain the most from the
shift in point of taxation. The impact of a shift in the point
of collection ma¡ for example, depend on industrial mix
or some other economic factors. It also may be related to
macroeconomic variables. Therefore, this research proj-
ect will reveal whether it will o¡ will not pay for a state to
shift the point of taxation, and whether or nor this is a
change that all states should undertake.

Another important pârt of this study is to document the
process by which the legislative change took place in those
states that have shifted the collection point. This can be ac-
complished through using two or three detailed case stud-
ies of the process of legislative change. This might serve as

a blueprint fo¡ other states ro follow.

Cost estimate: $180,000
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Strategies for Measuring Productive
Highway Capital Stocks

Barbara M. Fraumeni, Bureau of Economic Analysls, U.S. Department of Commerce

Flfh. Federal Highway Administration (FH!üA) re-

I cently released a report describing an 18-month
I project to construct productive highway capital

stocks (1). As few researchers will be able to undertake a

project of such magnitude and many will not have time to
read the full report, this paper summarizes the method-
ological concepts and techniques needed to measure pro-
ductive highway capital stocks and outlines fwo shortcut
measurement strategies.

This paper begins by briefly outlining the difference
between productive and wealth capital stock. The side-
bar on page74 continues this conceptual discussion with
particular reference to efficiency patterns. Next, the per-
petual inventory method (PIM) is presented, as both mea-
surement strategies call for its use. The strategies, whose
description is the central core of this paper, are based on
the findings and analysis in Fraumeni (1). The simplest
strategy for measuring productive capital stock is de-
scribed first, followed by a description of a more compli-
cated and more time-consuming strategy. Reasons are
given for why and in what circumstances the more com-
plicated strategy should be followed. Either of these
strategies can be applied to stock measurement at differ-
ent administrative or geographic levels, for example,
metropolitan, regional, local, state, and interstate. (In this
paper, "state" refers to state-administered roads exclud-
ing interstates and "local" refers to all roads except for
state-administered roads and interstates.) The more
complicated strategy allows for the introduction of infor-
mation specific to the particular project being under-
taken. Tables 1-6 (pp. 82-88) list all data from Fraumeni
(l ) that might be needed to pursue the more complicated

strategy. TabLe 7 (p. 89) shows how to calculate produc-
tive capital step by step using the information from Ta-
bles 2-6. The final topic covered is benchmarking, a

necessary component of almost any effort to construct a

capital stock. A list of definitions is given in the sidebar
on page 72.

Pnooucrv¡ Vnnsus Wnerrs Clprrer Srocr

This theoretical section is included for two reasons:
(ø) wealth capital stock is the preferred measure in some
cases, and (b) many researchers who should have used
productive capital stock in fact employed wealth capital
stock (1, pp. 12-19, 32-34).

Productive capital stock is the appropriate concept
for estimating the productivity of capital stock or mea-
suring the contribution of capital stock to economic
growth.'Wealth capital stock is the appropriate measure
of the market value of capital and could be used in a bal-
ance sheet not using the book value convention. 

'Wealth

capital stock estimates give a sense of the future whereas
productive capital stocks concentrate on the situation at
a certain point in time. Both types of capital stock are

adjusted for efficiency decline or the decline in the po-
tential productive services of an asset still in use as it
ages. Productive capital stock is adjusted for current and
past declines in efficiency. 

'tülealth capital stock in addi-
tion is adjusted for future declines in efficiency. Aside
from a discount rate needed in the calculation of wealth
capital stocks, the information needed to calculate the
two different types of capital stock is identical. As a con-

7t
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Dnnnvr:rroNs

Capital is a durable asset. The convention is that any âsset expected to last at least one year is called capital, and
if an asset is expected to last less than one year it is termed a consumption good.

Capital outlay is a synonym for investment (see definition below).

Capital stock is a measure of how much capital you have at a particular point of time, for example, December
31,1997.

Depreciation is the change in the value of an asset associared with aging.

Deterioration is the decline in the potential productive services of an asset
effects of efficiency decline or decay and retirements.

as it ages. Deterioration includes the

Economic life is the number of years that the benefits from an asset are at least as great as the cost of keeping the
asset in service.

Efficiency decline is the decline in the potential productive services of an asset still in service as it ages.

Efficiency pattern' profile, or curve is the pattern, profile, or curve showing an asset's potential productive services
as it ages. They reflect the efficiency decline of an asset still in service. Patiern, profilË, and curve are synonyms.

Geometric deterioration. 'VØith 
this, the rate of deterioration is constant in every period. The rate of deteriora-

tion, ô, is as follows: ô = R/T' where R is the estimated declining balance ,ut" und T is the average service life of
the asset' \íith geometric deterioration, the rate of deterioration is equal to the rate of depreciation.

Investment, a flow measure, is the addition to the capital stock over a particular time period, for example, from
January 1, 1997, through December 31, 1997.Investment is a synonym for capital outlay.

Net capital stock is the sum of capital outlay minus deterioration (productive concept) or the sum of capital out-
lay minus depreciation (wealth concepr).

one-hoss-shay. \x/ith this, there is zero deterioration until rhe asset is retired.

Perpetual inventory method. Under this method, capital stock is estimared by summing up capital outlay to pro-
duce gross capital stock_or by summing up capitalãutlay and reducing the resulting ärär Uy an estimate oi as-
set deterioration to produce net capital stock.

Productive capital stock is the capital stock that has been adjusted for the effects of deterioration, for example,
efficiency decline and retirements. Productive capital stock is a net capital concept.

Retirements are assets withdrawn from service.

service life is the number of years that an asset is kept in service or in use.

wealth capital stock is the capital stock evaluated at its market value.

Not¡: Several of the definitions come from J. E. Triplett's Concepts of Capital for Production Accounrs and for !(/ealth A.c-
counts: The Implications for Statistical Programs, 

^pàp"t 
pr"r..tt.ã atthe International Conference on Capital Stock Statistics,

Canberra, Australia, March t0-1.4, 1.997 . Others coi"ó ftory System of Nøtional A"roi"tt, ligl,-ôo¡n-irälon of th. rurãp"ár,
Communities, Internation¿l Monetary Fund, O_rganization foiEcono-i. Co-op.ration anã DeválopÀent, United NationsianJ'Wortd.Bank,-in 

Brussels, Luxembourg, Paris, NÀv York, and ÏTashington, o.c., tgsz.The remaiiàe, are the .ol. ,..porrrlt lt-ity of the author.
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sequence, although this paper does not describe how to
construct wealth capital stocks, all of the required input
to such a calculation except for the discount rate is given
in Tables 1-6.

Economists favor the lightbulb example to explain
the difference between the two types of capital stocks.
Assume a lightbulb is capable of shining for 1,2 months.
At any point in time over that 12 months, until the bulb
stops shining, it is 100 percent productive, as the inten-
sity of light is constant. If one sold the lightbulb after
6 months of use, however, a rational buyer would only
be willing to pay approximately half of the original pur-
chase price. In stock measurement, at the 6-month point,
a productive capital stock of the lightbulbs is approxi-
mately double the wealth capital stock.

The sidebar on page 74 continues this conceptual dis-
cussion with particular referençe to efficiency patterns.
Included is a discussion of the difference between an effi-
ciency pattern for one asset versus a group of assets and
the difference between productive capital stock and wealth
capital stock under different deterioration assumptions.

P¡RpBtuer lNvrNronv MErHop

Under the perpetual inventory method, capital stock is
estimated by summing up investment and reducing the
resulting total by an estimate of asset deterioration to pro-
duce net capital stock. [The terms "investment," "capital
outla¡" and "capital expenditures" are synonyms. "Cap-
ital outlay" is the term used in Highway Statistics (2), so it
is used subsequently in this paper.] Under the simplifying
assumption of a constant (geometric) rate of deterioration,
ô, the general equation for the PIM is

Capital stockr.u, = capital outlayy"",

+ (1 - ô) capital stockreu,_r

where "year" is the current year and "year - 1 " is the pre-
vious year. Deterioration is the decline in the potential
productive services of an asset as it ages. It includes the
effects of efficiency decline and retirements. Retirements
are assets withdrawn from service. The notion of retire-
ments for highways is somewhat different from that for
many other assets, as highways are not typically with-
drawn from service or thrown awa¡ rather components
of them undergo major treatments. Pavement "retire-
ment" occurs when a major treatment such as recon-
struction, restoration, and rehabilitation or a major (not
light) resurfacing is undertaken.

As information on capital outlays is typically available
at best beginning in 1,921, and frequently not until the
post-Slorld '!íar II era, the use of PIM also requires a

benchmark or starting point for the calculations. Bench-
marks are discussed in a later section.

Capital stocks should be generated in real or constant
dollars so that comparisons can be made across time.
The easiest methodology is to deflate capital outlay be-
fore it enters into the PIM equation. Appropriate high-
way capital outlay deflators are available from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) on a computer disk
(3) or in a printed volume (4). The BEA deflators used in
Fraumeni (l ) are listed in Table 6 (p. 88).

Snrprnsr Appnoecn ro rHE MslsunnÀ,rnNr
oF PRODUCTIVE CAPITAL STOCK

The simplest approach to the measurement of productive
capital stock is to use the geometric rate of depreciation
from the forthcoming BEA fixed capital benchmark study.

The convention of using the term "deterioration" in con-
junction with productive capital stocks and the term "de-
preciation" in conjunction with wealth capitaL stocks is

followed in this paper. Depreciation is defined as the
change in the value of an asset associated with aging.

Although BEA estimates wealth capital stocks, wealth
stocks are identical to productive capital stocks when a

geometric rate of depreciation is used. \With a geometric
rate, the rate of depreciation is equal to the rate of dete-

rioration; therefore the stocks are equal to each other
(5,6). If this simplest strategy is used, only total capital
outlay on highways is needed, as well as a benchmark
and a deflator.

The new BEA geometric rate of depreciation, which is

equal to the rate of deterioration ô in the capital stock
formula, is .0202. This rate is calculated from the for-
mula ô = R/7, where R (= .91) is the declining balance
rate for structures and T is the service life (= 45¡ (7).The
geometric rate of depreciation is being revised upward
because two studies-the Fraumeni FHìøA study (l)
and a recent study by Beemiller of BEA (8)-concluded
that the average service life for highways, including all
components of a highwa¡ is substantially lower than
that previously used by BEA (9).If an asset's service life
is lower than previously thought, then it also must be

true that the asset "wears out" (declines in efficiency) at
a faster rate than previously thought.

The result of the higher rate of depreciation/lower
service life will be to bring the post-benchmark BEA
highway capital stocks into closer alignment with the
Fraumeni highway capital stocks. Figure 1 shows the
current BEA highway capital stock versus the Fraumeni
estimates of the same. Although differences will remain
between the two series, following BElt's methodology is

a defensible and simple strategy to approximate produc-
tive highway capital stocks at the national or subna-
tional level. Although a rough estimate of the revised
BEA stocks was calculated, an exact comparison of the
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Enrrcr¡Ncy Perr¡nNs

A lightbulb is a special case of an asset as it follows
what is called a "one-hoss-shay" pattern of decline
in efficiency. Unlike a lightbulb, most assets decline
at least somewhat in efficiency-for example, light
intensity in the lightbulb case-before the end of
their useful life.

It is important to think about the case of a group
or sample of assets, because even a small town has
more than one road. Looking at a sample of assets
gives you a different picture than looking at one as-
set. The efficiency profile for a group of assets dif-
fers from the efficiency profile for one asset
whenever assets "retired" (in this case, the light-
bulb burns out) at different points of time.

'Søith 20 lightbulbs, suppose that the lightbulbs
burn out according to Table S-1.

One lightbulb declines in efficiency according to
the one-hoss-shay pattern, as shown in Figure S-1,
but the efficiency decline of the group of lightbulbs
diverges from the one-hoss-shay pattern. This exam-
ple could be complicated even further by looking at
assets of different vintages, for example, capital out-
lays made in different years.

The difference between productive and wealth
capital stocks depends upon the pattern of how as-
sets decline in efficiency or are retired over time.
The difference between measured productive and
wealth capital stocks is greatest when assets de-
cline in efficiency according to a one-hoss-shay
pattern and all assets are retired at the same age.
Introducing different retirement ages and different
patterns of deterioration reduces the differences in
the measures. '!7ith 

a geometric rate of deteriora-
tion, assets deteriorate at a constant rate. 'SØith 

a
geometric rate, the difference between estimates of
productive capital stocks and wealth capital stocks
is the least; in fact, productive and wealth capital
stocks are identical.

There are a varíety of deterioration patterns in
the Fraumeni (1) productive capital stocks. Grad-
ing is most closely approximated by a one-hoss-
shay pattern. Pavement follows a pattern that is
not one-hoss-sha¡ varying from reasonably close
to a one-hoss-shay pattern to clearly substantially
different from a one-hoss-shay pattern, for exam-
ple, interstates versus local roads. Structure deteri-
oration is approximated by a geometric patern
following the Bureau of Economic Analysis, as

very little is known about structures.

TABLE S-1 Example of Lightbulbs Burning Out,
in Total of 20

Age of Lightbulb Number Burned Number Remaining
inMonths Out by Month by Month

\

+ONE LIGHT BULB
+20 LIGHT BULBS

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9101112131415
YEAR

FIGURE S-1 Efficiency of one lightbulb versus 20 light-
bulbs.
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rwo series awaits the generation of the new benchmark
BEA series.

A Monn CoupucerED APPRoACH

A more complicated approach to the measurement of pro-
ductive highway capital stocks is to use detailed results of
Fraumeni (l). In order to do this, one needs to separate
capital outlay by administrative level-interstate, state
(i.e., noninterstate), and local (all other highways)-and
by component-right-of-way, grading, pavement, and
structures (1, pp. 69-7L,73-74).In addition, capital out-
lay should be separated into new construction and recon-
struction versus all other ( "other" refers to other than new
construction and reconstruction capital outlay) (L, p.72).

One tactic in the absence of information at this level
of detail is to employ Tab\e 4 information. For example,
if the percentage split between new construction and re-
construction and other is unknown, the Table 4 splits
can be used.

Given the substantial additional detail required to
implement this strateg¡ it makes sense to ask, "'líhy
bother?" The simplest approach previously described does
not necessarily reflect the changing composition of capi-
tal outlay even at the national level. There are at least two
sources of changes in the composition of capital outlay.

1200
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0

One is the changing distribution of capital outlay among
interstate, state, and local administrative levels; Figure 2
shows the changing percentage of interstate, state, and
local capital stock for selected years. The second is the
changing distribution of capital outlay between new con-
struction and reconstruction versus other capital outlay;
Figure 3 shows how the percentage of new construction
and reconstruction capital outlay varies across time and
by administrative level. Table 3 documents how the dis-
tribution of pavement, grading, and structures compo-
nents of highways differs significantly between new
construction and reconstruction versus other. The Table 3
numbers are generated from numbers underlying the
1997 Cost Allocation Study (found in unpublished work-
sheets by Arthur Jacoby). These 1,997 numbers are given
in Fraumeni (1,p.73).

Figure 3 and Table 3 both demonstrate the importance
of attempting to identify capital outlay for new construc-
tion and reconstruction versus other. If the composition
of capital outlay changes, then the service life and the de-
terioration profile of the resulting aggregate capital stock
will change. As noted previousl¡ in the geometric case,

the rate of deterioration ô, which is equal to the rate of
depreciation, is equal to R/T, where R is the declining
balance rate and 7 is the service life. Therefore, when the
service life changes, the deterioration rate and the deteri-
oration profile of the capital stock change.
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FIGURE 1 Fraumeni vs. current BEA capital stock, 1925-95.
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1921

In addition, the use of the BEA national geometric
rate of deterioration in constructing capital stock for
subnational units will not reflect significant differences
among subnational regions and the nation in the com-
position of capital outlay and the resulting capital stock.
Subnational regions can have different types of high-
ways. For example, primarily ru¡al states have relatively
more miles of rural roads compared to primarily ur-
ban/suburban states.

Even within the more complicated approach, there are
various levels of complexity. As noted earlier, a researcher
can insert specific information about the particular high-
way stock being estimated or use all of the percentage
splits and efficiency profiles from Fraumeni (l) given in
Tables 1-6-or a strategy in between.

For example, if a researcher knows something about
the composition of capital outlay by administrative
level, this information can be used in combination with
the percentage split between new construction and re-
construction versus other capital outlay from Fraumeni
(f ). This section, in conjunction with Table 7, is a guide
to the use of the more complicated strategy. Table 7 uses
the example of a $1,000 capital outlay in 1960 to
demonstrate the use of the Fraumeni results (l ) with the
Tables 2-6 spreadsheet data as inputs. Clearl¡ the use of
the more complicated approach depends upon rhe re-
search effort that can be expended and whether anything
is specifically known about the productive capital stock
being measured.

The exposition of the more complicated strategy fol-

1965

E INTERSTATE T STATE W LOCAL
FIGURE 2 Type of capital split-interstate, state, and local.

1995

lows the order of the Tables 2-6 spreadsheet tables.
Table 1 lists the contents of Tables 2-6.

Table 2: Percentage Right-of-Way Is
of Capital Outlay

It is useful to split expenditures for right-of-way (ROW)
from other types of capital outlay because RO'SI does
not deteriorate-either you have it or you do not (1,
pp.70-71). ROìØ expenditures are added directly to the
productive capital stock and remain at their full value
forever. The spreadsheet data in Table 2 show that RO'$Ø

expenditures as a percentage of capital outlays including
RO\Ø have varied over time and by administrative level.
The capital outlay weighted average reflects the distri-
bution of capital outlay by administrative level at the na-
tional level and may or may not be appropriate to use
for particular subaggregates.

Table 3: Percentage Split of Capital Outlay Less
ROW Among Pavement, Grading, and Structures

As the three major components of a highway have dif-
ferent deterioration patterns, it is important if possible
to identify the different types of capital outlays (1,
pp.73-75).In Fraumeni (l), pavement, which represents
the largest capital outlay category, is deteriorated accord-
ing to efficiency profiles developed from American Asso-

45o/o
53o/o
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FIGURE 3 Percentage new construction and reconstruction is of total capital outlays.

ciation of State Highway and Transportation Officials
pavement deterioration curves adjusted for time cost and
operating cost (1, pp.77-84). The service life of pavement
is 20 years. Grading is deteriorated according to a one-
hoss-shay pattern, with an assumed life of 80 years
(1, pp. 25,27, 46,73-75,82-83). This means that any
capital outlay for grading made after 1915 enter the pro-
ductive capital stock in the same way that RO\X/ enters
the productive capital stock, as the capital outlay is not re-
tired until aÍter 1995. These expenditures are added di-
rectly to the productive capital stock and remain at their
full value for 80 years. Structures, which are mainly
bridges, are assumed to deteriorate at a geometric rate of
.01,82 (1, pp. 4647,82-84). This rate is calculated from
the formula ô = R/7, where R (= .91) is the declining bal-
ance rate for structures and Tis the service life (= 56¡, ut
the service life for most government buildings is 50 years
(7). It was determined that highway structures are more
comparable to government buildings than to any other
type of asset covered by BEA.

As would be expected, the percentage of capital out-
lays, less ROIø, for grading and structures is higher for
new constmction and reconstruction than for other.
Accordingl¡ the percentage of capital outlays, less RO'SØ,

for pavement is lower for new construction and recon-
struction than for other.

In spite of the fact that retirement patterns can signifi-
cantly aÍfect the efficiency pattern of a group of assets, as

demonstrated in the sidebar on Page 77,itis assumed that
all grading and pavement are retired at the same time as

nothing is known about actual retirement patterns. A dif-
ferential retirement pattern aheady is subsumed into a
geometric rate of deterioration, so it is not assumed that
all structures have the same service life.

A simple arithmetic average across the three adminis-
trative levels is included in the Table 3 spreadsheet for the
percentage split of capital outlay less RO'SØ among pave-
ment, grading, and structures. Simple averages are used in
the spreadsheets instead of capital outlay weighted aver-
ages when the information is reasonably similar across

aggregated categories.

Table 4: Percentage of Capital Outlay
Including ROW That Is New Construction
or Reconstruction

As the percentage split of capital outlay among pavement,
grading, and structures is different for new construction
and reconstruction versus other, to fully capitalize on the
information in the previous category, capital outlay must
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be split between new construction or reconstruction and
other. As the new construction or reconstruction versus
other percentages by administrative level are quite dif-
ferent, a capital outlay weighted average is given in the
Table4 spreadsheet (1, pp. 27,4245,72).

Table 5: Pavement Efficiency Profiles

As capital outlay on pavements is the largest capital out-
lay component, a significant amount of time was spent in
the development of the pavement efficiency profiles (1,
pp.77-82,118-128). An efficiency profile is constructed
for each of four initial capital outlay yearc-1.921.,1941,
1.967, and 1,981,-for state and local. There are only two
initial years for interstates-1958 and 1978-as construc-
tion of the interstate system did not begin until 1956. For
intermediate years, the prior initial year is used; for exam-
ple, capital outlays made in 1921-1940 all use the 1,921
initial-year deficiency profile. Figure 4 shows that there is
a significant difference between the curves by administra-
tive level. Figures 5 through 8 show the curves by admin-
istrative level by initial capital outlay year. A comparison
of Figure 7 to Figure 8 demonstrates that axes' scale can

100

95

90

significantly impact on the perception of similarity of
curves. Figures 5 through 8 demonstrate that it is reason-
able to use a simple arithmetic average to construct effi-
ciencies by administrative level that could be used for any
initial capital outlay year.

Table 6: BEA Capital Outlay Deflators

Current dollar or nominal capital outlay should be de-
flated by the BEA capital outlay/investment deflators as

only constant dollar capital outlây and capital stocks
can be compared across time. BEA deflators are avail-
able in Table 6 and in the downloadable website version.
More recent versions of these deflators are available
from the sources cited earlier.

B¡Ncnuenrs

Even if capital outlay is available from 192L, as was true
in the Fraumeni study (l ), a benchmark is needed. Some
parts of long-lived components of highways, such as

grading, put in place during the 1920s are probably still
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a productive part of highways during the post-!7orld
'Vlar II period. Figures in Fraumeni (10) show how the

lack of a benchmark in 1931 significantly affects pro-

ductive capital stock estimates even until the 1'990s.

If national estimates are being calculated, then bench-

marks can be directly lifted from the Fraumeni study (l ).

For an example, if capital outlay is available from
1958, the constant dollar U.S. capital stock benchmark is

$270.799 billion (this number comes from the down-
loadable data set at www.fhwa.dot'gov/reports/phcsm/
index.htm).

This and any benchmark stock deteriorate in years

subsequent to 1958, its year of use, so a decision needs

to be made about how to handle this. The easiest way to
deal with benchmark deterioration is to employ a geo-

metric rate for the benchmark stock' However, if the ob-
ject is to construct national estimates, the Fraumeni (l)
estimates could be used directl¡ so the relevant question

is the benchmark strategy for subnational levels'

Several individuals have given considerable thought
to benchmarking capital stocks (1, pp. 12-1'5,23-26,
32-34,75-76). Unfortunatel¡ all strategies to estimate

benchmarks have some problems.
An equivalent to Munnell's (ll) public capital tech-

nique is to construct a pseudo highway capital stock

starting with a zero benchmark for all states (or some

mutuaily inclusive regional subdivision), then to scale all

stocks to the Fraumeni (l) totals. Munnell and Holtz-
Eakin (12) used BEA wealth stock as the relevant control
total instead of a productive capital stock. The BEA

wealth stock that they used differed from a productive

capital stock as it was an earlier version of the BEA stock.

Holtz-Eakin (12) criticizes the Munnell approach for
not being sensitive to differences in growth rates across

states. Holtz-Eakin makes several points, including that
states that grow faster than the national average will
have final estimated capital stocks biased upward and

vice versa for states that grow slower than the national
average. In addition, he notes that the growth in capital
stocks may differ between the period during which capi-

tal outlays are available and earlier periods, which would
result in mis-estimation of the stocks.

An equivalent to Holtz-Eakin's public capital tech-

nique (13) is to construct a benchmark by divvying up the

Fraumeni stock (l) according to expenditure shares' A
pseudo stock would then be constructed and a geometric

deterioration rate picked such that aggregatecapital stock

equaled the Fraumeni totals (1) in a given year, for exam-

ple, 1985 following Holtz-Eakin. The resulting stock

would not be systematically biased, but it still may not
represent the actual level of capital stock.

Bell and McGuire (14,15) and Dalenberg and Eberts
(16) explored a variety of benchmark techniques for both
public and private capital. For public capital, the average

of the ratio of state expenditure to U.S. expenditure was

used to apportion national stocks to states to create the

pseudo stocks beginning in 1977.Then, an imputed geo-

metric deterioration rate was calculated from the implied
initial year and final year benchmark. A benchmark was

not used for their highway series beginning in 1931. The

Bell and McGuire discussion (15, pp. 48-59) of bench-

marking for private capital stock is of some interest be-

cause it comments on the appropriateness of a variety of
techniques that might be used. For private capital stocks

they constructed two variants of private capital stock, one

using employment as allocators and the other using gross

state product less indirect business taxes as allocators.
Garcia-Mila and McGuire (L7) benchmarked their

state estimates by allocating the total U.S. highway cap-

ital stock to states on the basis of a state's share of U.S.

highway mileage. Although this appears to be an afirac-
tive assumption, it implies that all roads are equally pro-
ductive, the share of different types of highways is the

same across all states, andlor the efficiency pattern of all
highway components is one-hoss-shay. Allocating the

total U.S. highway capital stocks to states on the basis of
a state's share of U.S. highway mileage by administrative
level would be a significant improvement. The mileage

data in Higbway Statistics (2),Table HM-20, could be

used to construct such a benchmark'
'lflhereas no method is optimal or eYen clearly the

best, several summary comments are in order. First' a

somewhat defensible benchmark is preferred to no, or a

zero, benchmark. The benchmark procedures described

above all seem defensible on at least one basis. Second,

as the current BEA stocks can be used as productive or

wealth stocks, they are an appropriate control total' Fi-

nall¡ adoption of the BEA geometric rate seems prefer-

able to allowing the benchmark procedure to determine
the geometric rate.

Nuupnrcnl ExAMPLE

Table 7 gives a numerical example of a $1,000 capital

outlay in 1960. The information in the Tables 2-6
spreadsheets is the only input to the calculations. As the

capital outlay is a one-time event' the constant dollar
capital stock declines in size over time. This example is

intended to serye as a blueprint for researchers attempt-
ing the more complicated approach.

In the numerical example, the column titles give the

formula for the calculation of the numerical entr¡ a spe-

cific table location, the value of any data taken from the

tables, and the location of any numerical entry in Table 7

used in the calculation. The split of the $1,000 current
dollar capital outlay among administrative levels is cal-

culated from the actual distribution of capital outlays in
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1960. The numerical example has three sections: capital
outlay, detailed capital stock in consranr 1992 dollars,
and total productive capital stock in constant 1992 dol-
lars. The capital outlay section shows how to calculate
capital outlay by administrative level (local, state, and
interstate), by component type (RO\ø, pavement, grad-
ing, and structures), and by new construction and re-
construction, and other. In addition, it lists the deflators
used to deflate current dollars to constant dollars and
documents the methodology used in all subsequenr cur-
rent dollar to constant dollar transformations. Current
dollar capital outlays also are deflated to constant1,992
dollar capital outlays. In the next section, the constant
1.992 dollar capital outlays are used to calculare capital
stocks by the same administrative levels and component
types. Finall¡ in the last section, these capital srocks are
summed to creare total capital stock by administrative
level and across all administrative levels.

CoNcrusloN

Estimation of a productive highway capital srock is the
first step toward assessing the contribution of highways

TABLE 1 Spreadsheet Dara Available in Tables 2-6

to productivity and economic growth. However, re-
search studies assume capital stock is an appropriate
proxy for capital input or the actual benefits arising
from highways. The problem of doing so is illustrated by
the existence of highways leading to ghost rowns as well
as the potentially significant impact of highway net-
works. To understand a highway's contribution, the an-
alyst needs to calculate capital input that reflects who
uses the highwa¡ where and how fast they are going,
and what they are transporting. The measurement of
highway capital input is rhe nexr step that needs to be
taken in the attempts to accurately measure the contri-
bution of highways.

The recent guidelines issued by the Governmenr Ac-
counting Standards Board (GASB) call for the con-
struction of balance sheets for state and local
government assets. As this could be a substantial un-
dertaking, research in the area of public capital stock
measurement probably will accelerate as a result of
GASB's recent actions.

Hopefully this paper will demystify and simplify ef-
forts to estimate highway capital stock, whether these
stocks are needed for general economic research or to
conform to GASB guidelines.

Table 2: Percentage ROW is of capital ourlay
a. Local,1921-1995
b. State,1921-1995
c. Interstare, 19 56-199 5
d. Capital outlay weighted ayerage,I92I-1995

Table 3: Percentage split of capital ourlay less ROW
among pavement, grading, and structures

a. Local
1) Other than new construction or reconstruction
2) New construction or reconstruction

b. State
1) Other than new construction or reconstruction
2) New construction or reconstruction

c. Interstate
1) Other than new construction or reconstruction
2) New construction or reconstruction

d. Capital outlay weighted average
1) Other than new construction or reconstruction
2) New construction or reconstruction

e. Simple average
1) Other than new construction or reconstruction
2) New construction or reconstruction

Table 4: Percentage of capital ouday including ROW
that is new construction or reconstruction

a. Local, 1,921-1,995
b. State, 1921-1995

c. Interstate, 1956-1,99 5
d. Capital outlay weighted average

Table 5: Pavement efficiency profiles
a. Local

1) Initial year = 1921,
2) Initial year = 1941"
3) Initial year = 1,961.

4) Initial year = 1,981
5) Simple aveÍage

b. State
1) Initial year = 1921
2) Initial year = 1941
3) Initial year = 1,961.

4) Initial year = 1981
5) Simple average

c. Interstate
1) Initial year = 1958
2) Initial year = 1,978
3) Simple average

Table 6: BEA capital ourlay deflators
a. Federal,1956-1995
b. State and local, 1921-1995
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TABLE 2 ROW as Percentage of Capital Outlay Includi RO\tr, 1921-95 (r)

Capital Outlay: Current $
ROW as Percenttge
of Capital Outlay:
Weighted AuerageLocal State Interstdte Local Interstate

1.921,

1.922

1923
1.924

1925
1926
1927
1.928
1929
1930
1,931,

1932
1.933
1934
1.935
1,936

1937
1,938
1,939
1940
1.941
1,942

1943
1.944

1,945
1946
1,947

1,948
1949
1950
1951,
1.952
1,953
1954
1955
19 56
1.957
1958
L959
1,960

1961,
1.962

1963
1.964

1,965
1966
1,967

1968
1,969

0.130
0.1.64
0.198
0.1.97
0.L9L
0.198
0.198
0.766
0.1.72
0.182
0.1.76
0.1,61

0.1.44
0.1.43

530
545
470
545
626
643
746
731,

692
781,
605
385
304
s33
41.9

856
725

r062
932
796
551
333
1.36

1,31,

140
270
482
592
708
686
71.0

857
9s5

1015
1092
1.203
1,285
141,8

1,392
L370
L439
1,483
1.526

159L
L692
18 88
201,9

21.81
2233

301
287
280
398
404
366
41,9

558
575
729
798
572
532
594
449
667
601,

582
585
636
584
429
270
211,
2L3
508
896

1.1.56

1378
1.5 56
1.764

1.967

2296
3020
31.64

2443
2485
2773
2736
2555
2761,

2987
31,1,1

3040
3038
3384
3555
3924
41.82

1282
't754

2022
2426
2224
2461,

2752
3063
3438
3461,
371.8

3835
4000
3742

0.049
0.050
0.049
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.049
0.049
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.007
0.006
0.015
0.009
0.010
0.019
0.015
0.018
0.031
0.038
0.035
0.035
0.043
0.050
0.053
0.066
0.052
0.044
0.049
0.065
0.073
0.072
0.070
0.073
0.063
0.061
0.060
0.059
0.063
0.059
0.065
0.063
0.071
0.073
0.062

0.133
0.1,32
0.132
0.133
0.13 1

0.131
0.13 1

0.133
0.1.32
0.132
0.133
0.133
0.1.32
0.133
0.13 1

0.L32
0.133
0.1.32
0.L32
0.1.32
0.1.32
0.133
0.133
0.133
0.13 1

0.1.32
0.133
0.L32
0.1.32
0.L32
0.L32
0.1.32
0.1"32

0.1.32
0.1,32
0.138
0.1.26
0.101
0.1.2L
0.135
0.133
0.1.28
0.117
0.L28
0.1"29

0.1.47
0.141,
0.148
0.145

0.079
0.078
0.080
0.085
0.082
0.079
0.079
0.08s
0.087
0.064
0.076
0.080
0.084
0.070
0.071
0.061
0.069
0.0s3
0.057
0.069
0.075
0.083
0.099
0.097
0.093
0.098
0.101
0.105
0.105
0.1.1.2

0.109
0.105
0.108
0.115
0.L1,7
0.120
0.125
0.126
0.1.37
0.L39
0.1.41
0.1.41,

0.126
0.133
0.138
0.1.41,

0.r34
0.130
0.'J.26

(continued)
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TABLE 2 Continued

Year Locøl State Interstate Locøl State Interstate

Capitøl Owtlay: Current $
ROW as Percentage
of Capital Outlay:
'Weighted Auerage

1970
1971
1972
1,973

1,974

197 5

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981,

1,982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
198 8

1989
1990
1991
L992
1993
1994
1995

0.055
0.049
0.049
0.050
0.047
0.030
0.027
0.027
0.025
0.024
0.027
0.026
0.022
0.016
0.019
0.021
0.022
0.029
0.031
0.037
0.043
0.042
0.047
0.046
0.043
0.044

0.125
0.121"
0.135
0.128
0.1 10
0.086
0.081
0.098
0.080
0.074
0.085
0.094
0.106
0.120
0.087
0.092
0.095
0.149
0.157
0.154
0.158
0.14s
0.145
0.126
0.085
0.099

0.139
0.110
0.1.04
0.105
0.085
0.069
0.063
0.079
0.068
0.034
0.067
0.062
0.074
0.087
0.089
0.060
0.060
0.079
0.068
0.082
0.083
0.075
0.085
0.066
0.025
0.025

2419
2567
2534
2875
341,2

3847
381.9

3747
4455
5034
5836
6285
6101,
601,3

6806
7232
8350
9047
9296
9874

1,01I1
10686
10946
Í0673
1,1799
13370

4864
5264
51,32

5103
5689
6451
5999
5707
6624
7761
8723
7783
8547
8736
9723

11371
11909
13658
158 13
14887
16106
17385
17780
19586
20143
20308

4033
41,82

4303
3910
3736
3773
3734
3210
3410
4243
5290
48 81
38s2
4977
6034
7 51,1,

8518
7s64
7344
8149
8707
833 1

9363
893L

10009
1,0242

0.115
0.1,02
0.10s
0.102
0.086
0.066
0.061.

0.072
0.060
0.050
0.063
0.063
0.072
0.080
0.067
0.063
0.063
0.096
0.101
0.101
0.L06
0.099
0.102
0.091.
0.059
0.065

TABLE 3 Percentage Split of Capital Outlay Less ROW Among Pavement, Grading, and Structures (l)
Pauement Grading Structures

Local
Other than new construction or reconstruction
New construction or reconstruction

State
Other than new construction or reconstruction
New construction or reconstruction

Interstate
Other than new construction or reconstruction
New construction or reconstruction

Simple Average
Other than new construction or reconstruction
New construction or reconstruction

70.6%
53.1%

80.0%
63.6%

73.6%
579%

74.7%
58.2%

1,3.2%
28.4%

12.6%
25A%

11.9%
23.1.%

12.6%
25.6%

16.2%
18.5%

7.4%
11.0%

14.5%
19.0%

12.7%
1,6.2%



TABLE 4 New Construction or Reconstruction as Percentage of Capital Outlay Including ROW 1.921-95 (1)

Year Interstøte Local State Interstate

Capital Outlay (Current S)

New Construction
or Reconstruction
as Percentage of
Capital Outlay:
Vleighted Auerage

1921
1922
1,923

1924
1,925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1.931
1.932

1,933

1,934

193s
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1,941,

1,942

1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1,948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1,953
19s4
1955
19 56
19 57
19 58
1,9 59
1960
1961
1962
1963
1,964

1,965
1966
1967
1968
L969
1970
1971
1972
1973

0.1,04
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.L04
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.1.04
0.L04
0.L04
0.104
0.104
0.L04
0.1.04
0.L04
0.1,04
0.104
0.1.04
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.L04
0.L04
0.L04
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.1.04
0.104
0.1,04
0.104
0.L04
0.L04
0.L04
0.1.04
0.104
0.104

0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.3L2
0.31,2
0.31,2
03r2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.3L2
0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.31,2
0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.31,2
0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.3L2
0.31,2
0.31,2
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.31,2
0.31,2
0.3L2
0.312
0.312

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

530
545
470
545
626
643
746
731
692
781
605
385
304
s33
419
856
725

1,062

932
796
551
a1aJJJ

136
131
140
270
482
592
708
686
71,0

857
9ss

1015
1092
1,203

1,285
1,41,8

1392
1370
I439
1483
1s26
1591
1692
18BB

201,9
21,8L

2233
2419
2567
2534
287 5

301
287
280
398
404
366
419
558
575
729
798
572
532
594
449
667
601
582
s85
636
584
429
270
211,

21,3

508
896

1156
L378
1556
1764
1967
2296
3020
31,64

2443
248s
2773
2736
2555
276L
2987
3111
3040
3038
3384
35s5
3924
4182
4864
5264
51,32

.5103

1282
1754
2022
2426
2224
2461
2752
3063
3438
3461,

3718
3835
4000
3742
4033
41,82

4303
3910

0.1,79
0.1,76
0.182
0.192
0.186
0.1 80
0.1.79
0.1,94
0.199
0.205
0.222
0.228
0.237
0.214
0.2L2
0.195
0.198
0.178
0.184
0.196
0.211
0.221.
0.242
0.232
0.230
0.240
0.239
0.242
0.242
0.249
0.252
0.249
0.251
0.260
0.259
0.440
0.482
0.489
0.523
0.515
0.521
0.532
0.545
0.564
0.560
0.553
0.548
0.540
0.520
0.513
0.507
0.515
0.488

(contiruted)



TABLE 4 Continued

Year Interstate

Capital Outlay (Current $)

New Construction
or Reconstrwction
as Percentage of
Capital Outlay:
Weighted AuerageInterstate

1,974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1,981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
198 8

1989
1.990
1991
1,992

1993
1,994

1995

0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.104
0.1,04
0.104
0.104
0.118
0.103
0.094
0.094
0.1 10
0.1,1,4

0.117
0.108
0.1.1.2

0.110
0.104
0.092
0.085

0.31,2
0.31.2
0.31.2
0.3'i,2
0,312
0.312
0.31.2
0.312
0.31.2
0.355
0.3'11,

0.282
0.282
0.329
0.343
0.352
0.324
0.337
0.329
0.31.1.

0.277
0.255

1.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

341.2

3847
381,9

3747
4455
5034
5836
6285
61,01,

60't 3
6806
7232
8350
9047
9296
9874

1,0111
L0686
10946
1,0673
11799
1.3370

5689
6451
5999
5707
6624
7761
8723
7783
8547
8736
9723

11371
11909
13658
15813
14887
16106
17385
17780
19586
201,43
20308

3736
3773
3734
321,0

341,0

4243
5290
4881
3852
4977
6034
7 51,'t

8518
7564
7344
81,49

8707
8331
9363
8931,

10009
10242

0.457
0.440
0.168
0.1.71.

0.1.75
0.173
0.168
0.163
0.179
0.1,93
0.165
0.1.49
0.144
0.181
0.200
0.194
0.181
0.1,94
0.1 85
0.184
0.159
0.1.44

NorEs: The $ derived figure should be subt¡acted from capital outlay excluding ROIØ to determine capital outlays for other than new construc-
tion or reconstruction.
All capital_outlays for interstates tn 1.956-75 for new construction or "reconstruction by assumption" are assumed to occur with a 2-year lag-
for example, capital outlays in '1.9 56 enter the stock in 1958 and capital outlays for 197 5 .nt., ihe stock in 1,977; in 1,97 6 and 1977 , however,
capital_outlays for new const¡uction or reconstruction from lagged ãapital are entering the stock at the same time as current outlays fo, projects
other than new construction or reconstruction.

TABLE 5 Pavement Efficiency Profiles, All Levels, All Initial Years (1)

Locøl Net Efficiency o/"

Year 0 = 1921 Year 0 = L941 Yeør 0 = 1961 Year 0 = 1981 Simple Auerage

0
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
I
9

10
1,1,

1,2

13
14
15
1,6

1,7

18

19
20

100.00000
99.23962
98.73360
98.34465
97.9981.1.

97.67207
97.35470
97.03868
96.71889
96.38964
96.04523
9 5.67934
95.28277
94.84342
94.34283
93.7s040
93.01463
91.s4489
87.s8888
82.55961
74.08884

100.00000
99.23793
98.82215
98.44181
98.07673
97.71624
97.35357
96.98190
96.59440
96.1847 5
9s.74263
9 5.25821
94.71533
94.09486
93.37408
92.54277
90.17051
86.939s7
83.36330
79.18203
72.79983

100.00000
99.03745
98.s3666
98.11236
97.72790
97.34563
96.97395
96.60008
96.21606
9s.81731
95.39522
94.94288
94.44930
93.90118
93.28051
92.56807
90.s6681,
87.46792
83.73243
79.22052
7L.991s8

100.00000
98.681.1.4
98.1.0727
97.60409
97.12949
96.66s46
96.20069
95.72667
95.23709
94.72506
94.186s1
93.61621
93.01,406
92.381.72
90.48767
88.24660
85.78869
83.10973
80.15705
76.77346
72.40745

100.00000
99.04903
98.54992
98.12573
97.73156
97.34985
96.97073
96.s8683
96.1,9767
95.77919
95.34240
94.87416
94.36s37
93.80529
92.871.27
91.77696
89.88516
87.26ss3
83.71,042
79.43391.
72.82192
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TABLE 5 Continued

StøteNetEfficiency o/o

Year Year 0 = 7921 Year 0 = L941 Year 0 = 1961 Year 0 = 198L Simple Auerage

0
1,

2
aJ

4
5

6

7
8

9
10
1,1,

1,2

13

14
15
16
'1,7

18
19

20

100.00000
98.641.33
98.1.8404
97.77927
97.39756
97.0251.3
96.65317
96.27603
9s.88868
95.48546
95.061,3L

94.6L246
94.1,3450
93.62ss3
93.08495
92.30255
91,.00526
89.54337
87.8892s
8s.94730
83.32548

100.00000
98.64635
98.0621.3
97.s8498
97.1.5034
96.73500
96.32641,
9s.9L766
95.501.2L

9 5.07203
94.62633
94.1s846
93.66527
93.1,461,4
92.47994
91,.26403
89.92497
88.49002
86.99107
85.451,67
83.891,62

100.00000
98.2244s
97.6241.4
97.09923
96.61.708
96.L5451"
9s.74080
95.36290
94.96359
94.45956
94.L7724
93.78025
93.40263
92.85283
91.9862s
91.0s883
90.041.33
88.88221
87.55252
86.03854
84.4827 5

Simple Auerage

100.00000
98.08670
97.5377 5

97.1,2548
96.78991,
96.46259
9s.96044
95.76427
9s.42931.
95.09848
94.75472
94.39998
93.7 5314
92.741.43
91.65908
90.53083
89.34147
88.1"0922
86.8429s
85.55079
84.24841,

100.00000
98.39971.
97.85201
97.39724
96.98872
96.59430
96.17020
95.83022
95.44570
95.02888
94.65490
94.23779
93.73889
93.091,48
92.30256
91.28906
90.07826
88.7 5620
87.31,895
8s.74707
83.98707

Interstate Net Efficiency o/o

Year Year 0 = 1958 Year 0 = 1978

0
1,

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
1,1

1,2

13

L4
15
16
17
1B

1,9

20

100.00000
98.43541
97.921"68
97.5L520
97.1,6393
96.84709
96.55372
96.27890
96.01.769
95.76736
95.52572
95.291,68
95.06358
94.84033
94.62138
94.40563
94.1,9309
93.98265
93.77375
93.52247
92.89928

100.00000
98.1991,3
97.651.95
97.291.05
96.99447
96.7 s682
96.s6371
96.40590
96.23986
95.91,133
95.86203
95.67860
95.50153
95.31.666
95.12713
94.91,260
94.70722
94.49084
94.28335
94.01042
93.50925

100.00000
98.31.727
97.78682
97.4031,2
97.07920
96.801.95
96.55872
9634240
96.12877
95.83935
95.69388
9 5.4851.4
9s.282s6
95.07849
94.87426
94.6s912
94.4501.6
94.23674
94.02855
93.76644
93.20427
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TABLE 6 BEA Highway Capital Outlay Deflators, 7927-95 (1)

Federal
BEA

DeflatorYeør
State (t Local
BEA Defløtor Year

Federal
BEA

Deflator
State (y Local
BEA Deflator

1,921

1,922

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
7928
1929
1930
1931,
1932
L933
1,934

L935
1936
1937
1938
1,939

1940
1941
1942
1943
1,944

1,945
1946
1947
L948
1949
1950
1951.
t952
1953
1,954
195 5
1956
1957
1958

0.2173
0.2305
0.2247

0.1238
0.LL78
0.131.9
0.1,391,

0.1419
0.1343
0.1335
0.1241
0.1200
0.1,1,1,6

0.0992
0.0758
0.0940
0.1089
0.1053
0.1 15s
0.107 5

0.1038
0.1010
0.0983
0.1,1,23

0.1456
0.1641
0.1508
0.1,449
0.1554
0.1777
0.1988
0.1.923
0.L741,
0.2123
0.2184
0.2104
0.1991,
0.1,939
0.21,84
0.2276
0.2225

1959
1960
1961,
1962
1,963

1,964

1965
1966
1967
1968
L969
1,970

1,971

1972
1973
1974
1,97 s
1976
1977
1978
1,979

1980
1981
1982
1983
1,984
1985
1986
1987
198 8

1,989
1990
1991
1992
L993
1,994

1,99 s

0.2237
0.21,54
0.2159
0.2228
0.2284
0.2310
0.2381
0.2518
0.25s1
0.2697
0.2871
0.3L82
0.3418
0.3536
0.3 811
0.4909
0.5454
0.5290
0.5368
0.5406
0.5858
0.6778
0.8008
0.871,6
0.8575
0.8265
0.8316
0.8731.
0.924s
0.9407
0.9457
0.9834
0.9993
1.0000
1,.011,1

1.0372
1.0938

0.2213
0.2133
0.21,42
0.2208
0.2263
0.2288
0.2365
0.2491
0.2580
0.271,8
0.2877
0.3202
0.3447
0.3581
0.3900
0.5076
0.5527
0.5401
0.5349
0.5408
0.5851
0.6785
0.7939
0.8702
0.8558
0.8258
0.8322
0.87L3
0.9238
0.9400
0.9475
0.9820
0.9991,
1.0000
1,.01,11

1.03 Bs

1.0950

NorE: 1992 = 1.0000
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TABLE 7 Numerical Example
(Summations of individual entries and totals may not be equal because of rounding.)

CAPITAL OUTLAY,1960 Current $ Constant $

Capital Outlay 1000
(Multiply by capital outlay split")

Local: 1000 x L370l(1.370 + 2555 +2224) = 223
State: 1000 x25551(1370 + 2555 + 2224) = 41.6

Inrersrare:1000 x 22241(1370 +2555 +2224)= 362

ROW Capital Outlay
(Multiply by ROìØ percentage" ) (Divide by deflatorb )

Local: 223 x 0.061 - 1,4 22310.21.33 =
Srate: 416 x 0.135 = 56 41610.2133 =
Inrerstate: 362 x 0.191 = 69 36210.21.54 =

Outlay for New Construction
or Reconstruction
(Multiply by percentage of capital outlay
including RO\ø')

Local:223x0.104= 23
State: 41.6 x 0.31"2 = 130
Interstate: (Multiply by percentage of capital outlay

less RO\W'): 362 x 1.000 - 69 = 293

Outlay for Other Than New Construction
or Reconstruction
(Capital outlay less RO'$Ø less outlay for
new construction or reconstruction)

Local: 223 - 14 - 23 = 1,86

State: 41.6 - 56 - 130 = 230
Inrersrare: 362 - 69 - 293 = 0

Capital Outlay for Pavement, Grading,
and Structuresd

Locøl
Pavement: [(23 x 0.531) + 186] x 0.706 =
Grading: [(23 x 0.284) + 186] x 0.132 =
Structures: [(23 x 0.185)+ 186] x0.162=

State
Pavement: [(130 x 0.636) + 230] x 0.706 =
Grading: [(130 x 0.254) + 2301 x 0.126 =
Structures: [(130 x 0.110) + 230)x 0.074 =

Interstate
Pavement: l(293 x 0.579) + 0l x 0.736 =
Grading: U293 x 0.231) + 0l x 0.145 =
Structures: l(293 x 0.190)+ 0l x 0.162 =

64
263
321

t44
31
34

673
L46
161

t24B
290
147

787
31,4

258
(continued)

266
62
31,

1.69

68
56

" See Table 2.
b 

See Table 6.
' See Table 4.
d 

See Table 3



TABLE 7 Continued

DETAILED PRODUCTIVE CAPITAL STOCK
CONSTANT 1992 DOLLARS

ROW Capital Stock

Local State Interstate TOTAL

1960-forever 64 260 321 645

Pavement Capital Stock

[(Capital outlay x Year 0 efficiency')/L00 for 20 years]

Year Local State Interstate TOTAL Year

31,4 7 50
00

x (1 - 0.01820), the geo-

Local Støte Interstate TOTAL

IN Grading Capital Stock
(For 80 years)

Year Local State Interstate TOTAL

1960-2039 1.46

2040 0

Structures Capital Stock

[Previous year's capital stock
metric rate, forever]

290
0

1960
1,961

1962
1963
1.964

1965
1,966

1,967

1968
1969
1970
1971
L972
1973
1,974

1975
1976
1977
r978
1,979

1980

r248
1.231.

1.224

1218
1213
7208
7203
'1,1,97

7192
1.1.87

1181
1,17 5
1.1.69

1163
1,1,54

1139
1123
1 105
1086
1067

0

State

673
668
666
663
660
6s8
656
653
651.

648
645
642
638
634
629
623
607
585
561.

533
0

100.00000
99.23793
98.82215
98.44187
98.07673
97.7L624
97.353s7
96.981.90
96.s9440
96.1,847s
9s.74263
95.2s827
94.77533
94.09486
93.37408
92.54277
90.1,70s7
86.939s7
83.36330
79.18203
72.79983

100.00000
98.6463s
98.0621,3
97.58498
97.15034
96.73500
96.32641
9s.97766
95.50121,
95.07203
94.62633
94.15846
93.66s27
93.1,461,4

92.47994
91,.26403
89.92497
88.49002
86.991,07
85.4s167
83.89762

100.00000
98.43541
97.92168
97.51.520
97.1.6393
96.84709
96.5s372
96.27890
96.01769
95.76736
95.52572
95.291,68
95.06358
94.84033
94.62138
94.40563
94.19309
93.9826s
93.7737 5
93.52247
92.89928

566
556
546
536
526
516
507
498
489
480
471,

463
454
446
438
430
422
414
407
399
392
385
378
371"

364
358
351
345
338
332
326
320
31,4

309
303
298
292
287
282
277
272
267
262

(contiruted)

787 2708
774 2674
770 2660
767 2648
764 2638
762 2627
759 2618
757 2608
755 2598
753 2588
751, 2577
749 2566
748 2555
746 2542
744 2528
743 2505
741. 2471
739 2429
738 2385
736 2336
00

Interstate

1.960

1961
1962
1963
1.964
1,965

1966
1,967
1968
1.969

1970
r977
1972
1973
1.974
1,97 5
1,976

1,977
1,978
1,979

1980
198t
1.982
1,983
1,984
1985
1.986
1987
1988
1.989
1990
1,991,

1992
1,993

1.994

1995
1.996
1997
1,998
L999
2000
2001,
2002

1,61,

158
156
153
150
1,47
145
142
1.39

1,37

1,34

132
129
1,27

125
123
120
118
L1,6

r1,4
1,1,2

110
108
r06
t04
1,02

100
98
96
95
93
91.

90
88
86
85
83
82
80
79
77
76
75

147
1,44

141
139
1,36

1,34

1,31,

1,29

1,27

1,24

122
120
118
115
1.L3

1,1,1,

1,09

1,07

105
103
102
100
98
96
94
93
91
B9

88
86
84
83
81

80
78
77
76
74
73
72
70
69
68

258
253
249
244
240
235
237
227
223
2L9
21,5

21,1,

207
203
200
1,96

192
189
185
1.82

1,79

1,7 5

1,72

1,69

166
1.63

1,60

1,57

1,54

1,52

149
L46
1,43

1,41,

138
1,36

1,33

1,3L

128
t26
t24
1,22

1,1,9

Pavement Efficienciesr

Local

0
1,

2
aJ

4
5
6

7
I
9

10
1,1,

L2
13
1,4

15
16
1,7

18
19
20

" See Table 5.r 
See Table 5; in the calculations shown, the efficiency for year 20 is

set equal to 0 as the asset is ¡etired.



TABLE 7 Continued

Structures Capital

Year

(continued)

State Interstate

Stock

Local TOTAL

TOTAL PRODUCTIVE CAPITAL STOCK
IN CONSTANT 1992 DOLLARS (continued)

Local State Interstdte TOTAL2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
201,6

2017
2018
2019
2020
202L
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031,
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040

73
72
71,

69
68
67
66
64
63
62
61,

60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
45
44
43
42
41,

41
40
39
39
38

etc.

67
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
44
43
42
41,

'41,

40
39
38
38
5/
36
36
35
34

etc.

117
115
1.1.3

111
1,09

1,07

105
103
101
99
9B

96
94
92
91,

89
87
B6

84
83
81

80
78
77
75
74
/J

71
70
69
68
66
65
64
63
62
60

etc.

257
252
248
243
239
234
230
226
222
218
214
210
206
202
1,99

195
192
188
185
1B1

1,78

1,7 5

1,72

1,68

1,65

162
159
156
1,54

151
1,48

1,45

143
140
138
135
133
etc.

1970
1,971.

L972
1973
1.974

1,97 5
1,976

1977
1,978
1979
1980
1981
1,982
L983
1,984
1,985
1986
L987
1988
1,989
1990
1,991,

1992
1,993

1994
1,995
1996
1,997
1,998
1,999

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
201,0

201,1,

201,2
2013
201,4
201,5

2016
201,7
2018
201,9

2020
2021

989
983
977
970
963
955
937
913
887
857
321,

319
31,7

315
31,4

31.2

310
308
306
304
303
301
299
298
296
295
293
291,

290
289
287
286
284
283
282
280
279
278
277
275
274
273
272
271
270
268
267
266
265
264
263
262

1 854
1"846
1837
1829
1818
1 801
1,782

1762
1,742

1721
652
650
648
647
645
643
641
640
638
637
635
633
632
630
629
628
626
625
623
622
62L

620
61,8

617
61,6

615
613
61,2

611
61,0

609
608
607
606
605
604
603
602
601
600
599
s98

1601
1595
1589
1584
1,578
1573
1,568
1563
1,5 57
1552

813
810
807
804
801
798
795
792
789
786
783
781.
778
775
/ /-t
770
768
765
763
761,

758
756
754
752
750
747
745
743
741,

739
738
736
734
732
730
728
727
725
723
722
720
719

TOTAL PRODUCTTVE CAPITAL STOCK
IN CONSTANT 1992 DOLLARS
(Summation of RO\7, pavement, grading, and
structures)

Local Støte Interstate TOTAL

4443
4424
4404
4383
4360
4330
4287
4238
4186
41,30

1787
1,780
1.773

1766
1,7 59
17 52
L746
1739
1,733

1,727
L721
1715
1,709
1704
1,698
1692
1,687
1682
1676
1,671,

1666
1,661,

1656
1,652

1647
1,642

1,638
1633
1,629

1625
1.621

1,61,7

1613
1,609

1605
1,601
1,597
1593
1,590
1586
1583
1,579

(continued\

1960
1,961,

1,962

1963
1964
1.965

1966
1967
1968
1969

1045
1036
1031
1025
1,020
1015
1010
1005
1000
994

1.945
1926
1916
1907
1900
1.892
1884
L877
1869
1,862

1679
1,662

1.653
1646
1.639

1,632

1625
1619
1673
L607

4669
4624
4600
4579
4558
4539
451,9

4500
4481
4462
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TABLE 7 Continued

TOTAL PRODUCTTVE CAPITAL STOCK
IN CONSTANT 1992 DOLLARS (continued)

Year Local State Interstate TOTAL

2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031,
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040

261,

260
260
2s9
258
257
256
255
2s4
254
253
252
251
2s0
250
249
248
248
etc.

597
597
596
595
s94
593
593
592
591
s90
590
589
588
587
587
586
586
585
etc.

717
716
714
7L3
71,1

710
709
707
706
705
703
702
701,

700
698
697
696
69s
etc.

1.576

1573
1569
1 566
1563
1560
15 57
1554
1551
1548
1546
1543
1540
1,s37
1535
1532
1530
1527
etc.

This paper represents uiews of the author and is not an
officiøl position of tbe Bureau of Economic Analysis or
the Department of Commerce. Tbe research described in
this paper was condLtcted while the øuthor wøs dt North-
eastern Uniuersity. It was performed under a subcontract
to Battelle Memorial Institute for the Federal Highway
Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation. The

finøl report and a downloadøble data set are auailøble at
www.fh w a. dot. gou /r ep ortslp h csm/index.h tm.
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Rnsouncn PepEn

Information for Transportation
Economic Analysis
State of the Art and Relevance for Decision Making

John \X/. Fuller, Uniuersity of lowa

Fl-h. U.S. economy has enjoyed a long period of over-

I all economic growth since L994, and policy mak-
I ers and citizens alike have hopeful expectations of

continued productivity improvement, with full employ-
ment, nearly full use of productive capacit¡ and rising
real incomes combined with reduced income disparity.
'Sühether 

such hopes can be sustained is the basic political
question of the day. 

'Whether sustained growth can con-
tinue without insupportable social and environmental
costs is the overriding question in the long run. Trans-
portation is an enabling and limiting factor in both the
immediate case as well as over the longer run, in which
production and productive techniques may change.

The views of economists appear to differ as to the key
forces responsible for growth. Perhaps exogenous changes
in technolog¡ combined with increases in population and
the labor force participation rate, have been the primary
growth engines. Human capital advances may have played
a part, with more educated and capable workers. Com-
puters and automation have had a role. Perhaps, though,
new and more targeted investment, spurred by institu-
tional changes and aided by an increased money suppl¡
has proven the most important stimulant to economic
growth.

The debate among economists may go on, but trans-
portation, as a derived demand, clearly has expanded its
capabilities to meet the needs of a growth economy. Ex-
panded capabilities have come about through the use of
improved technology but also due to the competitive im-
pacts unleashed by regulatory change. Despite evidence
of congestion and service deficiencies, today's highwa¡
rail, and air services are generally of greater capacity as

well as of overall higher quality compared with those of
a decade or two ago. The management of transport firms
and government organizations likewise appears to have
improved effectiveness and responded to demands with
a broadened array of services.

In turn, an improved transportation system has re-
duced many costs of production, raising business prof-
itability. Transportation is a mixed public-private service,

and government investment spending in transportation
has been needed to support economic expansion; that in-
vestment, many believe, also has raised the long-term rate
of economic growth. [For reviews of some of the recent
studies, see Jacoby (l) and Beshers (2).1

Transportation is an enabling factor in economic
growth and in enhancing industrial competitiveness,
which can be an overriding policy factor for the United
States, as globalization of production and distribution
accelerates with uneven impacts worldwide on national
economies and labor forces. Transportation organizations
increasingly recognize economic growth as a trans-
portation goal. [For examples, see Magid (3), Trans-
portation and the Economy (4), and Transportation for a
Competitiue America (5). There are also state examples,
such as Transportation: The Heørtbeat of 'Wisconsin's

Economy (6).1

But transportation plays another, less global role as

part of the public sector, because government transporta-
tion activity in the United States as elsewhere in the world
is expected to provide leverage to achieve social goals at
every geographic or political strata. Transportation ex-
penditures and services are asked at national, state, or
Iocal levels to facilitate welfare reform, narrow regional

93
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wealth or opportunity disparities, manage growth, and
help produce more livable cities or neighborhoods. Trans-
portation provides employment, facilitates changed land
uses, links businesses and employees, broadens distribu-
tion, enhances recreation, and in short is called upon to
put in place the agenda of every political body.

It is no wonder that the information requirements
are vast for those who must manage the process of mak-
ing transportation investment and service decisions in
the public interest. Transportation is necessary to support
overall economic growth and activity in the national
economy, but it also is expected to serve other goals of the
communiry support the desires of those who use its ser-
vices, and do all this with the least expenditure of scarce
resources. It may not be an easy task to ensure that a tran-
sit service be run on time and efficiently, that a highway
project be constructed on a life-cycle basis appropriare to
the demands of a forecast mix of traffic, or that an air
traffic control system be safe and effective for all varieties
of commercial as well as general aviation. Yet it takes fa¡
more knowledge to blend those transit services to the
needs of a community in which some interest groups wish
to change land-use patterns while at the same time others
would like to enhance the mobility of targeted customers.
It is more difficult to build and administer correcrly when
the highway is required to supporr the needs of just-in-
time trucking, serve as an urban growth boundar¡ and
stimulate the use of high-occupancy vehicles.

Do we have the information required to make satis-
factory decisions about how best to âpply rransporra-
tion resources? If not, what information is desired, what
might it cost, and how might it be obtained? Is research
needed to decide either information needs or cost-effective
ways of gathering that information? At the beginning
of the past decade, the U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO) in a report describing five important transporra-
tion issues gave first position to "investing wisely to re-
build and enhance surface transportation infrastructure"
(7, pp. 6-12). This issue was seen as encompassing
(a) federal restructuring permitting modal trade-offs, as
enabled by creation of the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation's Bureau of Transportation Statistics and its Of-
fice of Intermodalism under 1,991,'s Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA)I; (å) optimizing
the investment of available funding; and (c) seizing
emerging technological opportunities. Sle will address
these questions, keeping in mind recent progress made
under ISTEA and the Transportarion Equity Act for the
21st Centur¡ and conclude with our research recom-
mendations to provide and communicate the information
necessary for decision making.

It is clear that the work of the federal Department of
Tîansportation (DOT) over the past decade has increased
our store of transportation information through such ef-
forts as resuming and expanding commodity flow surveys,
developing an initial transportation satellite account, and

initiating an American Travel Survey to provide intercity
passenger information. Further important DOT efforts are
underway. On the other hand, the decade also has brought
a loss of information once provided by the federal eco-
nomic regulatory agencies, and the 2000 U.S. Census may
prove of less use for transportation planners than those of
the past. Some state and local transportation agencies have
stepped up their data efforrs, perhaps stimulated by feder-
ally mandated transportation plans, although my observa-
tions suggest state data activities vary widely, and in some
cases data once routinely obtained are no longer gathered.
Data efforts may have been lost due ro agency downsizing,
or because of reduced budgets. However, lower-cost elec-
tronic methods of obtaining data may permit data restora-
tion. As a general principle, more redundancy in data,
with collection at different levels of government, should be
encouraged to produce better answers.

Better transportation information about shipments
and travelers, however, even if widely avallable, does not
necessarily mean better knowledge of transportation in-
teractions. Transportation information alone may not il-
luminate how transportation supports the achievement
of nontransportation goals.

Better information at the national level also may not
result in superior decisions if, for whatever reason, that
information is not put to practical use. As I reviewed the
literature on economic analysis for transportation for this
conference, I was struck by two points: (ø) how much at-
tention currently is being paid to economic questions in
transportation by policy makers and the press, and
(å) how much literature recently has been generated on
the subject by researchers. We are fortunate to have ex-
cellent reviews in our conference resource papers of some
elements of these relationships, but I would like to focus
more narrowly on the research of the past few years as
managed by the Transportation Research Board (TRB).

TnRNsponrerroN EcoNoMrc
RnsnencH Pnooucrs

It is impressive to note the large amounr of applied re-
search on transportation and economics managed in ap-
proximately the past 5 years by TRB. It would seem to me
that any research recommendations that proceed from this
conference ought to build upon this recent work. It may
well be that I have missed or neglected some imporranr
components of the research, but following a¡e what I be-
lieve to be the more important studies and reports that
have come to my attention (the list also includes a few
studies from slightly earlier in the past decade that are rel-
evant and important2):

o National Cooperatiue Highway Researcb Program
(NCHRP/ Report 342: Primer on Trãnsportation, Pro-
ductiuity and Economic Deuelopment (1991).
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. NCHRP Research ReswbsDigest200: Obiectiues
and Decision Criteria for Infrastructure Inuestment
(1,ee4).

. Sþecial Report 246: Paying Our Way: Estimating
Marginal Social Costs of FreightTransportation (1'996)'

. NCHRP Report 389: Macroeconomic Analysis of
the LinÞages Between Transportation Inuestments and
Economic P erformance (1997).

. Transportøtion Research Circular 477: Assessing

the Economic Impact of Transportation Proiects: How
To Choose the Appropriate Technique for Your Proiect
(1,ee7).

. Conference Proceedings L4: InformationNeeds To

Swpport State and Local Transportation Decision Maþ-
ing into the 21st Century (1997).

. NCHRP Report 418: Research on the Relationsbip
Between Economic Deuelopment and Transportation In-
uestment (1,998).

. NCHRP Report 40: Gwidance for Estimating the

Indirect Effects of Proposed Transportation Pro'iects
(1,ee8).

. NCHRP Synthesis 267: Transportation Deuelop-
ment Process (1998).

¡ NCHRP Report 421: EconomicTrends and Muhi-
mo dal Tr ansp ort ation Re quir ements (L9 9 9 )'

¡ NCHRP Synthesis 269: Road User and Mitigation
Costs in Highway Pauement Proiects (1,999)'

'$le have additional TRB-managed work directly rele-

vant to the issue of revenue for transportation (the topic
of the resource paper by David Gillen):

. NCHRP Report 377: Ahernatiues to Motor Fuel
Taxes for Financing Surface Transportation Improue-
ments (1"995).

. Conference Proceedings 15; Transþortation Fi'
nance for the 21st Century (1,997)'

o NCHRP Report 416: Alternatiue Approaches to
the Taxation of Heauy Vehicles (1998).

. TCRP Report 34: Assessment of the Economic
Impacts of Rural Public Transportation (1998).

. TCRP Report 31.: Funding Strategies for Public
Transp ortation (1.99 8).

The list of research products I have shared is idiosyn-
cratic, and it does not include each recent TRB product
or those underway for which results have not been pub-
lished. Moreover, the list includes nothing from the many
papers published annually in theTransportation Research

Record. The list certainly does not extend to the vast

amount of research published in academic journals, pro-
vided by consultants for clients, or produced by trans-
portation agencies primarily for internal use.

The logical question would seem to be: when we have

such a volume of recent activity, do we need more re-

search? Have we investigated the wrong issues, or investi-

gated too narrowly? Has the research been unsuccessful?

Is the work, in various ways, incomplete?
Fortunatel¡ as we analyze the research that has been

done, to address new research needs, we will have avail-
able to us the majority of the researchers who have pro-
duced or reviewed this body of economic work or served

on NCHRP and Transit Cooperative Research Program
(TCRP) panels in this field.'!le can build together on

the extensive and diverse body of work done by these

talented experts to fill gaps and improve techniques.

OnsBRvRtroNS FoR DlscusstoN

'llhat 
strikes me is that rather than building upon and im-

proving our economic research, we may need to take this
work in a different direction. The answers to the ques-

tions of why we perceive additional research is needed to
better understand transportation's impact on the econ-

omy and to understand the use of economics in making
transportation decisions may be "all of the above." Based

on my observations and experiences in government' how-
ever, I suspect we call for more research primarily because

we neither communicate nor fully understand the research

findings to date. Time pressures are simply too great;

capable staff are too few. \While further research is certain
to be worthwhile, particularly because of the complexity
of transportation interactions, the research has so far
stopped short of technology transfer and therefore is not
influencing the behavior of those entrusted with mak-
ing transportâtion expenditures' The inability to com-

municate may be surprising because NCHRP and TCRP
reports are designed especially to be practical, accessible,

and readable. However, the fault is less with the research

products or their presentation than with the reception of
the research. \íe need to return to the GAO's foremost is-

sue for the post-ISTEA era and focus more strongly on

communicating investment trade-offs through better' and

more understandable, technical assistance to those who
are making expenditure decisions. This observation leads

me to several hypotheses that I suggest be incorporated
into the discussion:

Hypothesis 1. Communication of economic research

results needs to be of first priority.
Hypothesis 2. Communication should be foremost to

those at the technical level in state DOTs and metropoli-
tan planning organizations, who understand their unique
local circumstances and are best equipped to put the rê-

search findings to work. Those with technical expertise

can then share their knowledge with decision makers and

interest group representatives.
Hypothesis 3. Communication is greatly aided by ex-

amples and case studies.3
Hypothesis 4. For communication to be fully effec-

tive, organization change and institutional strengthening
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may be required. More technical personnel could be
added and consultants used. The location and communi-
cation channels of technical people within the agency or
their reporting responsibilities could be changed.

Hypothesis 5. Decision makers should be accessible
and seek technical advice on economic questions. Impor-
tant resource allocation decisions should call upon eco_
nomic analysis. Just because "maintenance is absolutely
necessary" or "safety is our first priority" is not reason to
shield an expenditure decision from trade-off analysis.
Economic advice needs to be balanced with other consid-
erations, but it should not be missing from decision mak-
ing for lack of communication.

CoNcrusroN

Filling gaps and improving the techniques of economic
analysis are imporrant research goals. ìØe should hope to
carefully set our priorities for advancing the srate of mod-
els and providing needed data. But just as necessary is
communicating economic knowledge to those who are
making and influencing transportation decisions. For suc-
cessful communication we may need to refocus our atten-
tion from basic or even applied research to organizational
change in federal, state, and local relationshifs.

Norrs

1. These offices were seen as needing to de6ne the federal
role in transportation probiem-solving, provide technical assis-
tance to states and localities, and develop and disseminate data.

2. For greater completeness, NCHRP Research Results
Digest 233 (October 1998) lists and summarizes 24 rccent
National Cooperative Highway Research program and Tran-
sit Cooperative Research Program economic research projects,

3. A field in which effective case srudies have been provided
is that of the impact of highway bypasses on communiries. For
examples, see NCHRP Research Results Digest 210: Effects of
Highway Bypasses on Rural Communities and Small Urban
Areas (1996) and Yeh (8).
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How Levels of Investment in Transportation
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ompeting uses for limited government funding
at all levels of government have forced govern-

ment agencies to scrutinize public spending more
closely. Government agencies responsible for public in-
frastructure investment increasingly are asked to jus-

tify their expenditures by showing the linkage between

investments and economic performance. At the federal
level, the Government Performance and Results Act of
1993 requires federal agencies to develop strategic plans

and annual performance plans and to prepare program
performance reports. Agencies must adopt "objective"
indicators of performance and measures of both outputs
and outcomes. In this context, the output of a highway
system, for example, would pertain to the direct perfor-
mance of the facilit¡ such as number of vehicle miles or
pavement conditions. Outcomes would include the con-

sequence of this facility output, such as the increase in
economic activity in the area served by the highway.

This requirement to assess infrastructure performance

was further expanded under Executive Order L2983,
signed by President Clinton in 1994. The order estab-

lished "principles for federal infrastructure investment,"
which directed benefits and costs to be assessed for all
major programs with annual budgetary resources ex-

ceeding $50 million. Thus, benefit-cost analysis was

expanded from a project basis to a program basis. It re-

quired that benefits and costs be quantified and moneta-

rized considering both market and nonmarket factors.

This order prompted many agencies to consider how
to cafry out this formidable task. Several initiatives to
explore methodology and data needs have taken place

since then, most notably the Transportation Research

Board (TRB) Conference on Information Needs to Sup-

port State and Local Transportation Decision Making in
1.997 andthe American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials report on transportation and the

economy.
This TRB conference offers another opportunity to

revisit and extend the evaluation of infrastructure pro-
jects, specifically highway investments, and continue to
explore ways to make the analysis more relevant to prac-

titioners and policy makers. Particular attention will be

given to the needs of state, metropolitan, and local gov-

ernment entities. The primary focus of the conference is

to explore what information is needed to address the fol-
lowing topics:

. How levels of investment in transportation affect
economic health;

. Economic evaluation for decision making on trans-
portation projects, programs, and policies; and

r Estimation of revenues from use charges, taxes,

and other sources of income.

This paper addresses the first topic: data and method-
ological needs for assessing the relation between trans-
portation and economic health.

Three issues will be addressed in this paper:

. \Øhat key questions should policy makers be asking?

. How well do existing data and tools answer these

questions ?

. How do we improve the data to answer key ques-

tions ?

97
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Ass¡ssrNc PnRponueNcn

There is no doubt that transportation systems are the
backbone of a developed market economy. However, as-
sessing the performance of transportation sysrems re-
quires an understanding of a complex relation between
transportation and economic health. Many of these re_
lations are not well quantified or understood. To estab-
lish these linkages, policy makers need to take two
dis- tinct steps: (ø) assess the effect of the characteristics
of the system or facility on its outpu t, and (b) estimate
the effect of the output of the facility on economic out-
collesl The first step is basically internal to the sysrem
or facility itself. It relates the size, type, and condition of
the facility to ourpurs that the facílity produces. The sec-
ond step ¡elates the ourput of the facility to conditions
and activities ourside the facility.

Figure 1 illustrates the relation among the system char_
acteristics, output, and outcomes. In general, policy mak_
ers are more familiar with the inventory or characteristics
of the transportation facility than they are with outcomes
and even outputs. Key highway characteristics are mea-
sured in lane miles, grade, tightness of curves, pavement
condition, number of bridges, bridge load capacitS or
volume capacity. Direct outputs of highway facilities a.e
access, mobilit¡ movement of goods, reliability of ser-
vice, and safety.

The first srep as outlined above is ro relare lane miles,
grade, tightness of curves, and so forth to the facility's
ability to produce access, mobilit¡ and trafficflow. The

FIGURE 1 Relation among system characteristics, ourpur,
and outcomes.

second step is to estimate the effect of these outputs
on broader outcomes, such as economic productivity, job
creation, income generation, improved public health and
safery environmenral qualit¡ residential and business lo-
cation, and subsequent job opportunities and income in-
equality. In this way, rhe characerisrics of the highway
facility are related to economic outcomes, b.rt with an
appreciation for the intermediate step thar the efficiency
in which highway infrastructure produces highway ser-
vices matters.

In addition, these outcomes are geographically dis-
tributed, with the scope of possible efficti raàiating from
the location of the facility. For example, job creatio-n may
occur at the interchange of two major highways, becaus!
of the increased access to transportation services, which in-
creases reliability and reduces freight costs. Lower freight
costs, in turn, make the area more attractiye to businesses.
An increase in business activify attracts other businesses
that seek close proximity to suppliers or customers. The
outcome of these activities spreads beyond the immediate
vicinity of the highway inrerchange and the sysrem. In-
creased_vehicle usage of a highway system also may affect
a b¡oader geograph¡ such as an increase in polluiion af-
fecting an area's air shed.

_ 
Obviousl¡ facility outpurs directly affect ourcomes,

whereas system characteristics have no direct effect on
outcomes, except for perhaps construction costs. The dis_
tinction can be subtle for certain types of transportation
infrastructure. However, the framework underscores two
important points. First, decision makers must scrutinize
the internal performance of the facility under their re-
sponsibility. Second, efficiency of rhe system (that is, that
efficiency by which facilities yield output) is directiy re-
lated to the capacity of the facility ro generate outcomes
valued by the decision makers. Suciinctl¡ the ability
of $1 million of invesrmenr in highway ilfrastructure
to generate economic outcomes depends upon the effi_
ciency in which the resulting facility produces ourpur.
Size, condition, and type of existing infrastructure will
have a bearing on output. A $1 million invesrment ro
add_a lane to a highly congesred segmenr of highway will
likely have a greater effecr on improving traffiã flow than
a $1 million inyesrment in adding a lãne ro a segmenr
that is grossly underutilized. Furthermore, the sa-i dol-
lar amount of investment in improving pavement condi-
tions may not improve traffic flow to the same extent as
adding anorher lane. The subsequent increase in traffic
flow then affects economic outcomes, such as job cre-
ation or income growth.

As we will see in the next section, most studies do not
distinguish between the type of investment nor do they
include a measure of the output of the facility. The ma-
jor problem is the lack of adequate measures of highway
characteristics and outputs that readily can be used to an-
alyze economic outcomes. Highway capital stock typi-
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cally is measured by adding expenditures on highways
over a sufficiently long time period and subtracting de-
preciation. Because of the lack of adequate data, no at-
tempt has been made to construct measures of different
types of highway capital stock. Consequentl¡ a state
that spends $1 million on adding a lane may gener-

ate greater levels of economic activity than another state

that spends the same amount improving pavement con-
ditions, assuming everything else is the same. As dis-
cussed in later sections, this distinction becomes impor-
tant in trying to estimate the effect of transportation
infrastructure on the economic health of regions such as

states or metropolitan areas. Estimates of the effects of
highways on economic outcomes depend upon the effi-
ciency in which highways are built and meet the needs of
local users. At best, analysts linking highway charac-
teristics to economic outcomes can only assume that
the optimal configuration of highway infrastructure has

been put into place.

Tnn RnrerroN BETwEEN
B¡N¡rrr-Cosr ANALYSTS
AND ASSESSING ECONOMIC HNRTTTT

Benefit-cost analysis has been the traditional means of
estimating the relation between transportation and eco-
nomic benefits. The Office of Management and Budget
has endorsed it as the basic tool to use in evaluating
government programs and projects. Benefit-cost analy-
ses typically include, for example, the number of jobs
created, the amount of income generated, and the in-
crease in land as measures of economic activity. How-
ever, there is an underlying concern that benefit-cost
analysis may not capture all the benefits associated with
large infrastructure projects, such as the interstate high-
way system or an intermodal freight facility. Many of
these projects generate significant indirect benefits, which
are difficult to measure with sufficient precision. !?ith-
out an accurate accounting of both direct and indirect
benefits, benefit-cost analyses may reject projects that
are economically viable. [Hulten (l) discusses the differ-
ences between the benefit-cost methodology and the pro-
duction function methodology in capturing these addi-
tional benefits that may accrue from transportation
infrastructure.l

The suspicion that benefit-cost analysis may under-
count economic benefits was heightened about a decade

ago when several macroeconomic studies of the overall
effect of public infrastructure on the economy were con-
ducted. These studies cor¡elated aggregate output with
various measures of privately provided inputs and pub-
lic capital, including transportation infrastructure. Esti-
mates have been derived at the national, state, and met-
ropolitan levels. Some of these studies suggested that

the total effect of public capital on output growth is far
stronger than indicated by benefit-cost analysis. The re-
search gained particular notoriety around 1990 when
one study implied a payoff of nearly $2 in output for
each additional $1 of core infrastructure investment (2).

The staggering returns to infrastructure investment
gained immediate attention among policy makers who
saw these returns as justification for additional infra-
structure investment and as a way to grow the economy
out of the mild recession during the early 1990s. On
the other, the high returns raised immediate skepticism
among mâny economists and launched a subspecialty
of investigation within the economics profession to see

whether these results would hold up under closer scru-
tiny. Proponents of these high returns defended the re-
sults by arguing that the macroeconomic approach to
estimating returns to public investment accounted for
additional benefits, such as externalities, increasing re-
turns to scale, and network effects, that conventional
benefit-cost analyses may miss.

Since then, researchers have devoted considerable time
and effort exploring whether the macroeconomic ap-
proach using productior/cost functions could detect the
additional economic benefits that may accrue from in-
vestment in transportation. Several reports provide a sum-

mary and critique of this literature, most notably Bell and
McGuire (3), Nadiri and Mamuneas (4), and McGuire (5).

Table 1 displays the results of previous production func-
tion and cost function studies, compiled by Nadiri and
Mamuneas. These studies typically include all infrastruc-
ture in the estimation, whereas only a few have estimated
the results of highway infrastructure separately. I am not
aware of studies that have related other forms of trans-
portation, such as mass transit or air transit, to output.
Output in most studies is measured as manufacturing out-
put, because it is the most easily quantifiable and readily
available. A few studies have used gross state product or
gross domestic product.

The basic approach is to estimate a production func-
tion in which output is related to private inputs-capital
and labor-and public capital. The relation is shown in
the following equation:

lnQ = ao+ ø¡lnH + aylnK + açlnG + e

where

Q = output (measured as value added),
Fl = hours worked by production employees,
1( = private manufacturing capital, and
G = highway capital stock.

In this example and in most studies, highway stock is
measured by summing highway expenditures over a suf-
ficiently long time period, typically 30 years or longer.
Depreciation, usually assumed to be the same for all
types of highways and their components, is subtracted



TABLE 1 Selected Production Funcrion Studies

Author Equation Data Elasticity"' Comments

Aschauer (2)

Munnell (6)

Munnell (6)

Munnell (7)

Garcia-Mila and
McGuire (8)

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function
and TFP
regressions

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function
reproduces
Aschauer

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function

Time series, 1949-85;
Private business;
economy

Time series, 1948-1987 ;
private nonfarm
sector

Cross-section time series;
48 states, 1970-1.986

Cross-section ay eÍ age )
1970-1986; states
values: 12high
endowment, 26 mid-
endowment, 10 low
endowment

Cross-section time series;
14 annual observa-
tions of 48 states'
gross state production,
labor, and capital
expenditures on educa-
tion and highways

Cross-section, manufac-
turing, 1958- 1978;
3B metropolitan areas

Time series, 1949- 19Bs
(same as Aschauer)

Time series, 1974-
1987; business sector

0.39-0.36,0.37-
0.41: significant

0.34-0.41: signi-
ficant

0.15

0.14,0.11,0.22:
significant

Constant returns to
scale (CRS) in all in-
puts, including pub-
lic capital input

CRS in all inputs; also
private and public
capital coefficient
equal

See Munnell (7) and
other references

Returns to scale: 1.01,
1.03,1.04

Eberts (9)

Hulten and
Schwab (10)

Tatom (11)

Mera (12)

Ford and
Poret (13)

Hulten and
Schwab (10)

Translog production
function

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function
with first differ-
ences

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function,
including energy
price, with first
differences

Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function

TFP regressions

TFP regressions

Highways:
0.045-0.044;
education:
0.16-0.072-
significant

0.04: significant

0.42: sígnifrcant;
0.028 insignifi-
cant

0.146: insignificant

Returns to scale: 1.04;
cannot reject increas-
ing returns to scale

CRS; public and private
capital; substitutes
public and labor
complements

Negative coefficient for
labor

CRS

Japau pooled data ofre-
gions and time; three
sectors; four classifica-
tions of social over-
head capital

USA and 11 OECD
countries: time series
and country cross-
sections

Cross-section time
series; regional study
of Snow-Sun Belt;
1,970-1986; gross out-
put value added

0.22.0.20 (.50),
0.12-0.18: sig-
nificant

Half of countries
significant effect
after 1960; mixed
support of
Aschauer results

Public capital in-
significant in all
regressions; pri-
vate capital in-
significant in
gross output
regressions; sig-
nificance in
value-added im-
plying scale, .88

"' Coefficient of infrastructure capital in logarithmic equation
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from the expenditures. The result is a generic measure of
highway capital stock. It is generic in that it does not
take into consideration differences in the efficiency of
highway facilities and differences in construction costs

across states and regions due to material and labor costs,

financing costs, and terrain. Thus, there is an implicit as-

sumption that one dollar's worth of net highway capital
stock in the generally flat state of Kansas is the same as

in the mountainous state of 'West Virginia, or that one

dollar's worth of net capital stock is the same in the
higher-wage state of Massachusetts as it is in the lower-
wage state of Mississippi.

To illustrate the relations that are typically found
among these variables, consider estimates obtained from
a pooled data set of state observations from 1988 through
1992. The variables are entered in 1og form, so that the
coefficients (denoted by the a's) are olrtput elasticities,
which are interpreted as the percentage effect on output
of a 1 percent increase in each of the inputs. Plugging the
results back into the equation shows the relative contri-
bution of each input to output:

lnQ = 0.56lnH+ 0.38 lnK + 0.15 ln G

All coefficients are statistically significant.'!l'e see that
a 1 percent increase in highway capital stock is associ-

ated with a 0.15 percent increase in output. However,
while highway infrastructure has a positive effect on out-
put, its effect is much smaller than the other two key
inputs. Labor contributes the most to output, with an
output elasticity of 0.56, and private capital is a rela-
tively close second with an output elasticity of 0.38. In
this case, each input contributes at least twice as much
to output as highway capital.

Many (but not all) of the econometric studies have

found a positive relation between net public capital stock
investment and private-sector economic performance.
Flowever, results vary widely across studies, and the re-
sults of some studies, particularly those using a fixed-
effect methodolog¡ have been negative and statistically
insignificant. For those production function estimates

that are statistically significant, the magnitudes range
from a low of 0.04 percent to a high of 0.41percent.

The magnitudes vary by time period, technique, and
Ievel of aggregation. As shown in Table 2, estimates dif-
fer significantly by time period. Using national-level pro-
duction function estimates, similar to the technique used

by Aschauer (2), estimates are large, positive, and statis-
tically significant for the period between 1,949 and 1'967.

However, during the 1968 to 1985 period, the estimates
turn negative and are statistically insignificant. The same

decline in returns over time is found for highway invest-
ment. Nadiri and Mamuneas (4), using a cost function
approach at the national level, find that the output elas-

ticity of highway capital is 0.084 between 1,950 and
1991 and half that amount (0.039) between 1,981' and

TABLE 2 Public Capital Elasticities

Split Time Periods
1949-1985
1.949-L967
1.968-L985

Time Series

Differenced
Cointegration

State-Level Equation
Pooled
State dummies included
State and time dummies
Year dummies
Regional dummies

0.42
2.32

-0.08

Statistically insignifi cant
Statistically insignifi cant

0.15

-0.02
-0.03

0.1,6

0.09

1991. Fernald (14), using the same output and private
input data as Nadiri and Mamuneas but estimating a

production function, also finds that the productivity ef-
fects of highways decline over time. He concludes that
"roads had an above-normal return before L973, but
probably do not have an above-normal return today"
(14, p. 632).

One problem with time-series estimation is the possi-

bility of spurious correlation. Variables dominated by long
trends produce strong correlations that offer a false sense

of explanatory power. Studies, such as Tatom (11), that
correct for the spurious correlation by first differencing or
using other methods of correcting for nonstationarity in
the data find much smaller and even negative and statisti-
cally insignificant effects of infrastructure on output.

Production functions using cross-section data and cross-

section time-series (panel) data for states or metropol-
itan areas typically yield estimates that are much smaller
than national-level estimates. For instance, Munnell (6)

finds that the output elasticity of public capital is less

than half as large as her time-series estimates using ag-

gregated state data. Garcia-Mila and McGuire (8), using
gross state product as the measure of output, find that
highway capital per square mile has a positive and statis-
tically significant effect with an elasticity of 0.04. Holtz-
Eakin (15) argues that estimates based on cross-section
time-series data are biased because they do not account
for differences across states in factors that could affect
output. Using methods to correct for these differences,
Holtz-Eakin finds that infrastructure does not contrib-
ute to output. He interprets these results to suggest that
some critical threshold level of infrastructure is essential

to economic performance, but expansion in infrastruc-
ture beyond this level does not increase output.

Estimates also appear to vary somewhat systemati-
cally across different levels of aggregation. The general

II.

m.
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tendency is for national-level estimates to register the
largest magnitudes, followed by statelevel, and then by
metropolitan-level. Munnell and others have argued that
this ranking may reflect that narrower levels of aggre-
gation do not capture the indirect effects of infrastruc-
ture as well as broader levels. For instance, according to
this argument, metropolitan-level estimates would not
include the network and other spillover effects that may
be captured in national-level estimates. Of course, this re-
lation between the size of estimates and level of aggrega-
tion may change depending upon specifications and the
controls for nonstationarity that are included in the esti-
mation, which may undermine this argument.

It is difficult to reconcile the different results obtained
from different data, methodologies, time periods, and lev-
els of aggregation. Garcia-Mila et al. (16) attempted to
find a preferred production function specification based
on various econometric tests. However, their preferred
model, which controlled for nonstationarity and state-
fixed effects, yielded results that suggest that public capi-
tal, both in aggregate and separated by type, has no sig-
nificant effect on output.

The conclusion most supported by the literature is
that there is no definitive estimate of the effect of infra-
structure in general and transportation infrastructure
more specifically on output. Different studies yield dif-
ferent estimates. Therefore, policy makers must under-
stand the sensitivity of results to a host of factors, not
least important of which is the effect of transportation
within various economic circumstances, such as the ro-
bustness of the local economy and the availability of
other economic factors that affect economic growth.
The next section of this paper provides a framework for
understanding the possible linkage between transporta-
tion and economic health.

WHAT Knv QunsrroNs SHoULD
Porrcy M,qxsns BE AsxrNc?

The primary focus of this paper and conference is on state
and metropolitan decision makers. Therefore, when con-
sidering the relation between transportation infrastruc-
ture and the econom¡ the emphasis is within specific state
and metropolitan economies. For these decision makers,
the health of the local economy takes on several dimen-
sions including the need to create more jobs and generate
income, to enhance the livability of the region, and to re-
duce urban sprawl. Policy makers and stakeholders may
have different opinions about the appropriate outcomes
to include in their analysis. Some areas will decide that the
creation of new jobs takes precedence; others may focus
on environment quality to enhance the livability of a

region; whereas a third may emphasize mass transit as a

means to aid low-wage individuals in gaining access to
jobs. Although stakeholders and policy makers can place
a higher priorify on one outcome over another, most at-
tributes are inextricably linked by a regional growth pro-
cess. Therefore, some actions by decision makers may
yield unintended results, whereas others may be difficult
to obtain, particulady if they run counter to market forces
inherent in the regional growth process.

Infrastructure Investment as a Stimulus of Growth

Many policy makers see infrastructure investment as a
possible stimulus of growth.l For instance, stâte policy
makers may be interested in the effect of additional high-
way spending on economic development within their bor-
ders. Local metropolitan planning organizations or other
regional metropolitan governments may want to know
how a proposed intermodal freight facility or the expan-
sion of a regional airport might boost their local econ-
omy. The questions might be even more specific and
concentrate on segments of highways and types of im-
provements. Policy makers may ask how adding another
two lanes to an existing interstate segment between two
major cities can stimulate the creation of jobs within
that region. Policy makers also may want to know if a

new interchange on an existing interstate may stimulate
growth in and around that area.

As suggested by the questions, the queries regarding
the economic benefits of highway and other types of
transportation investment may focus on specific types
of transportation within narrowly defined geographical
areas. Understanding the economic development process
provides a framework for judging the possibility of ade-
quately answering these questions, given the current re-
search methodologies and data available to address the
questions.

Economic development is typically defined as the pro-
cess by which additional income is generated within a re-
gion. As shown in Figure 2, therc are several channels
through which transportation investment might stim-
ulate regional growth. Consequentl¡ the appropriate
questions raised by decision makers depend upon the
source of growth and the role that infrastructure plays in
affecting growth. Resource growth can occur in three
ways. One source is an increase in the economic use of re-
sources already residing in a region. This source is re-
ferred to as internal growth and includes increases in a

region's employment rate or labor force participation
rate. The second source is an inflow of resources from
other regions. Referred to as external growth, this source
results from the movement of households and businesses
from one region to another. The third source is more ef-
ficient use of resources already in place and employed in
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FIGURE 2 Regional growth process.

the area. More efficient use of resources leads to greater
productivity gains.

The economic and social benefits of growth then de-
pend upon the type of growth that takes place. For ex-
ample, state policy makers may seek to promote growth
within their own region by enticing businesses from out-
side the state to locate within their state. Obviousl¡ any
jobs created from the relocation of businesses in one

state result in a loss of jobs (or foregone potential ex-
pansion of jobs) in another state. By pursuing this strat-
egy, state policy makers may be able to meet their goal
of stimulating growth in their own state in the short run.
However, as other states pursue the same polic¡ a bid-
ding war is likely to ensue, which typically results in
economy-wide inefficiencies.2

Another important point to consider with respect to
internal growth is that the creation of new jobs and in-
come may not necessarily benefit the residents of the
area. If the purpose of growth is to provide jobs for those
unemployed in the region, Bartik (18) has shown that a

large percentage of newly created jobs may not go to
these people but to those who move into the region. Im-
migrants are typically more educated and otherwise bet-
ter qualified for these jobs than unemployed residents.

State policy makers who pursue growth through the
first channel of internal growth can do so without nec-
essarily adversely affecting other states. In this case, un-
used or underutilized resources are used more fully and
thus add to the resources of the state without detracting
from the actual or potential resources of another state.

Several studies offer insights into which of the two
sources of growth is more important to regional growth.
\üüith respect to labor, studies show that both sources of
growth contribute equally to employment change. Pop-

Transportation

Direct
Input

Productivity

Ättracts
Inputs

ulation change, which can be considered a measure of
external growth, accounted for half the labor supply re-
sponse to employment change. Labor force participation
and unemployment, a source of internal growth, toge-
ther contributed to the other half (19).

Determinants of Increase in Resources

Both internal and external resource growth responds to
price differentials and regional amenities. Higher wage
rates and greater job opportunities offer better matches
between job postings and an individual's work prefer-
ences. Nonworking residents in such areas will have
more incentive to seek and obtain jobs. The same incen-
tives increase local entrepreneurial activit¡ which leads

to the formation of businesses. Factors such as relatively
high entrepreneurial activity or business spin-offs from
local research and development activities could account
for the internal creation of capital. Also, lower wage
rates in established jobs in the area may lead some indi-
viduals to pursue self-employment or to stârt up their
own businesses.

External sources of input growth are related primarily
to determinants of migration between regions. The tradi-
tional, neoclassical view of regional development is based

on the notion of perfectly mobile inputs that flow to re-
gions that offer the highest rate of return. 'SØorkers, for
instance, migrate toward regions offering higher wages

and away from regions offering lower wages, holding all
other metropolitan characteristics the same. However,
workers and their families are attrâcted to an area by
more than higher wages. One important criterion in the
household location decision is the level of amenities.
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Amenities include a host of local attributes, including a

comfortable climate, recreational opportunities, cultural
attractions, good schools, public transportation, and an

efficient highway system.
The flow of capital (that is, the location of plants and

equipment) is determined in part by factor price differ-
entials. Firms will locate in areas that provide the high-
est rate of return. Economic profits depend on the price
and quality of the inputs that are used by businesses to
produce their products. These inputs include labor, pri-
vately owned capital, materials, land, and transporta-
tion costs. Areas that offer these inputs at a lower cost to
the firm typically are more attractive. However, the qual-
ity of inputs varies across regions, and the price of an
input must be compared with its productivity. For in-
stance, the quality of a region's labor force depends on
the educational and training level of the workers, their
work ethic, and whether or not there are institutional
factors, such as trade unions, that may affect workplace
arrangements. All of these attributes affect a worker's
productivity. It may be the case that even though wages
in one location are higher than another, the higher pro-
ductivity of workers in the first area offsets their higher
compensation. The business that locates in the high-
wage and higher-productivity area would be more prof-
itable, with all other factors the same.

The same holds for public inputs, such as government
services and public infrastructure. Local government
services typically are financed through some form of
local taxes. Businesses typically seek low-tax areas. As
with privately provided inputs, the price of government
services should not be the only factor considered in busi-
ness locations. Quality schools, responsive protective
services, and adequate and dependable water distribu-
tion and treatment systems are important consideÌa-
tions. Transportation infrastructure also is important.
In fact, recent surveys of chief executive officers place
access to highways at the top of the list of factors im-
portant in location decisions. More will be said about
transportation in the next section, but suffice it to say
here that transportation infrastructure can enhance prof-
itability either by increasing productivity or by reducing
factor costs. One way the latter effect is achieved is by
augmenting the efficiency of private inputs employed by
firms. Another is by providing an attractive environment
for households. Although government services, such as

quality schools or plentiful open space, do not influence
businesses directl¡ they do influence the type of worker
who would be attracted to an aÍea. Increasingl¡ busi-
nesses are concerned about attracting and retaining
highly skilled workers. These workers are attracted to
areas with governments services that improve their over-
all quality of life.

Several studies have examined the effect of infrastruc-
ture on the attraction of firms and households to an area.

Fox and Murray (20) show that the presence of inter-state
highways in a county is a significant determinant of where
businesses locate. Eberts (21) finds that public infrastruc-
ture positively affects the number of firm openings in met-
ropolitan areas, and Eberts and Stone (22) show that
public capital stock positively affects employment growth
through business start-ups and expansions. Fox etal. (23)
examine the effect of local government public policies, of
which infrastructure investment is presumably one such
polic¡ on residential location. Although they do not in-
clude public infrastructure per se in their analysis, they do
find that the level and quality of public services generally
attract migrants, from which one can infer the positive
link between infrastructure and household location. Ob-
viousl¡ given the large contribution of workers to output,
as revealed in the production function estimates, more re-
search needs to be conducted to look at the effect of trans-
portation infrastructure on household location decisions.

Productivity Growth

Another source of regional growth is productivity growth.
In this case, a region can expand output, even though the
stock of inputs remaiRs constant because of an increase
in the ability of inputs to produce. This enhanced ability
can be a result of new technological advances embodied
in the capital stock and higher skill levels of workers. It
also can come about because of increases in the size of
plants and even in the size of the metropolitan area. In
some industries, larger plants can produce goods at a

lower unit cost, and if these so-called economies of scale

increase in the region, then productivity also increases.
The size of the metropolitan area also affects productivity
by achieving a critical mass in which a variety of goods and
services become readily available. [Eberts and McMillen
(24) provrde a review of the literature on the effect of met-
ropolitan size on productiviry.] Consequentl¡ firms save

transportation cost and time by being able to purchase lo-
cally instead of importing these inputs from outside the
region.

Infrastructure Investment as a
Tool to Manage Growth

In some high-growth regions of the country, the concern
may not be how to stimulate growth but rather how
to manage it more effectively. Policy makers in these

areas may face issues of urban sprawl and the contri-
bution of highway construction to the future outward
growth of the metropolitan area. Or they may be figur-
ing how an improvement in mass transit within the core
city may encourage residents to move back to the center
of the metro area, thus reducing sprawl. To analyze this
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issue, it would be important to examine factors that con-
tribute to urban sprawl. For instance, it would be ad-
vantageous to understand the effect of transportation
systems on commuter patterns, residential patterns, and
business location behavior for specific areas. By under-
standing these components of regional growth, we can
better understand the effect of transportation on regional
growth. Yet, looking at regional growth in the aggregate
would not give sufficient insight to policy makers as

to which components of growth they might be able to
influence through various policy instruments. How im-
portant is highway access for business location decisions
relative to household decisions? These questions relate
most directly to the internal sources of regional growth
enumerated in a previous section. Flowever, insights into
these issues go beyond the typical treatment of internal
growth and include topics such as the role of trans-
portation infrastructure in influencing commutìng pat-
terns and the location of businesses.

Effect of Transportation Infrastructure on
Regional Growth

lØith all these cases, the questions go beyond the direct
economic benefits and costs of a specific project, as would
typically be addressed by a benefit-cost analysis. Rather,
the issue is the effect of transportation investment on var-
ious dimensions of a regional economy. The focus is not
necessarily on a specific project but instead on a generic
type of project, such as mass transit or rail freight trans-
port, or simply the effect of an additional lane of inter-
state highway. Policy makers may or may not have a

specific project in mind when asking these questions, but
they want to know the effect of a type of project, such as

mass transit. It is the broader scope of the questions with
respect to the economy that separates this topic from the
second of the three topics-economic evaluation for de-
cision making on transportation projects, programs, and
policies-addressed at this conference.

As shown in Figure 2, transportation investment can
affect economic development in several ways. These ef-
fects can be divided into supply-side and demand-side
influences. The supply-side effects refer to factors that
can increase the amount of resources in an area or make
existing resources more productive. In this role, trans-
portation infrastructure can (a) contribute directly to
output as an input in the production process; (å) aug-
ment other factors of production to allow them to oper-
ate more efficiently; and (c) arúact mobile resources,
such as business capital or households, from other areas.

The demand-side effects refer to factors that can
increase the demand for a region's products primarily
through expanding its market area. Access to efficient
transportation can (a) lower the costs of a region's out-

put, making it more competitive with the products of
other regions; and as a result, (å) provide the stimulus
for additional resources to enter the region. It is impor-
tant to recognize that transportation infrastructure alone
cannot stimulate growth or help to manage growth. An
efficient transportation system, that is, one with minimal
bottlenecks and congestion, is a necessary but not a suf-
ficient condition for regional growth. Unless other fac-
tors are in place, a region will not grow, even though it
may have an efficient transportation system. The pre-
vious description of the economic development process
provides a basis for understanding the importance of the
other determinants.

Other examples of public infrastructure as private but
"unpaid" inputs include municipal water treatment fa-
cilities. If not provided publicl¡ firms would need to
construct their own waste treatment plants, assuming
firms would have an incentive to treat wastes, perhaps
because of environmental protection standards set and
enforced by government agencies.

Consequently, any firm entering a region that has
constructed this infrastructure immediately benefits by
initially earning profits or rents according to the value
of the contribution of public capital to production. If
local governments do not extract all the profits coming
from public infrastructure through higher taxes, these
profits will attract other firms into the area until the
profits are dissipated as the infrastructure becomes used
more fully.

Viewing public capital stock as another input into the
production process raises an additional question about
the effect of public investment on growth. So far, the dis-
cussion has concentrated on the effect of public capital
stock (as an input) on the growth of output. But there is
another dimension to considering public capital as an in-
put, and that is how it relates to the other inputs. This
relation is particularly important to regional growth, be-
cause growth is measured not only in output but also in
terms of private investment and employment.

Two basic relations exist between inputs. First, inputs
can be considered substitutes for each another. In this
case, an increase in the amount of public capital may
be considered by firms to provide the same services as

private capital, so less of the private capital is demanded.
An example would be water treatment facilities. If a lo-
cal government provides the facilities, then private firms
do not need to construct their own facilities. Conse-
quently, less private investment would be observed in the
area. The same relation could exist between public cap-
ital and labor.

The second possibility is that two inputs are com-
plements. This means basically that one input cannot
function without the other. The classic example is tires
and automobiles. Automobiles cannot function properly
without tires, and tires are not worth much unless they
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are attached to automobiles. In this case, an lncrease rn
one input would then induce an increase in the comple-
mentary input. One can extend this example to high-
ways. Automobiles and highways are also complements
in that automobiles are not as useful without an ade-
quate highway system and a highway system would not
be as valuable without automobiles.

How Wnrr Do ExtsrrNc DArA AND TooLS
ANswnn Tsesn QunsrroNs?

After the listing of possible questions that could be im-
portant to policy makers, the next issue is, how well do
existing data and tools answer these questions? The
short answer to this question is that analysis to date falls
short of what generally can be used by state and local de-
cision makers. There are several reasons for this short-
coming. One reason is that studies at the subnational
level have not focused on specific regions when estimat-
ing the relation between transportation investment and
the economy. Most studies have used specific state or
metropolitan information as one of several observations
to estimate the models. The result is an estimate of the
effect of state- or metropolitan-level transportation in-
vestment in general on output, but these estimates per se

do not provide insight into the effect of transportâtion
investment within specific regions.

In order to derive estimates for a specific state or met-
ropolitan area, we would have to approach the analysis
in a different way. One way would be to collect obser-
vations on the specific state over a sufficiently long pe-
riod of time. '!(/e would need enough observations or
replications of a specific interaction between transporta-
tion investment and economic outcomes to derive pre-
cise estimates. A drawback of this approach is that the
observations may extend back in time to a point in which
the economy was sufficiently different or the transporta-
tion infrastructure was a different vintage. National-level
analysis shows that the effect of highways on manufac-
turing productivity was considerably larger in the period
from 1950 to 1970 than since 1,970 (4).

Another approach would be to include in the produc-
tion function or cost function estimation characteristics
of transportation infrastructure and state economies.
Characteristics such as the vintage and type of highway
system within a stâte, the level of congestion, the pave-
ment condition, and the type of vehicle usage may have
an effect on the relation between highways and econo-
mic activity. Eberts (25), for example, included these
measures and others to estimate production functions at
the state level and found some significant effects.

Moreover, the characteristics of the state economy,
such as its unemployment rate and other measures of

resource utilization, its industrial composition, its de-
gree of urbanization, and the stage of economic devel-
opment (particularly for less developed regions), may
influence how highways affect output. The effects of
highways on the output of specific states then can be ap-
proximated by considering the characteristics of specific
states and adjusting the estimates accordingly. Suppose

that a state is characterizedby high unemployment, low
traffic congestion, poor pavement condition, and a low
degree of urbanization. By including these characteris-
tics, state decision makers can obtain estimates of the ef-
fect of transportation infrastructure on output that are
more specific to their states.

Some researchers have argued that confining the esti-
mation of production or cost functions to observations
based on small geographical areas, such as counties
or metropolitan areas, may reduce the ability of these
estimation methods to capture the indirect benefits of
transportation investment. Munnell (6), for one, has

argued that the fact that state-level estimates of the effect
of highways on productivity are smaller than national-
level estimates is evidence that the state-level estimates
are not capturing the externalities of networks and spill-
over effects of highways. Munnell's position is debat-
able. Furthermore, it may be possible to capture indirect
effects by using measures of highways and other trans-
portation systems that more directly measure the net-
work effects.

Most production function and cost function estimates
include measures of highways based upon the perpetual
inventory method. This measure basically adds real ex-
penditures on highways and subtracts off assumed de-
preciation rates. By accumulating expenditures over a

sufficiently long period of time, one can measure the size

of the capital stock. However, this approach has its
shortcomings.' The measure does not include specific
characteristics of that capital stock, such as functional
type or condition. One possibility is to find alterna-
tive measures of highway capital stocks that measure
network effects more directly. A measure explored by
Eberts et al. (27) is to compare the number of miles be-
tween origin and destination that goods are actually
transported with the shortest possible distance between
the two points (i.e., as the crow flies). According to this
metric, a highway network would be considered more
efficient as the gap between the actual distance and the
shortest possible distance narrows.

Factors such as highway speed and congestion also
could be incorporated into the perpetual inventory method.
Fernald (14) measures congestion as the ratio of miles
driven by trucks, automobiles, and other motor vehicles
to road stock (constructed using the perpetual inven-
tory method). He shows that congestion measured in this
way reduces productivity after 1,973. Potentially better
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measures of congestion and service flow of highways are

available from the Highway Performance Monitoring
System (HPMS) data. Dalenberg and Eberts (28) have
proposed a hybrid method of constructing highway cap-
ital stock that integrates highway characteristics into the
perpetual inventory method.

Spatial Correspondence

Another level of criticism against current research prac-
tices is the lack of spatial correspondence between the
location of transportâtion infrastructure and the es-

tablishments using the infrastructure. Transportation
in-frastructure-roads, highways, rail-is location spe-

cific. Businesses benefit from their proximity to high-
ways, which provide access to local suppliers and
customers and to the wider national network of high-
ways. NationalJevel, and even state-level, estimates do
not provide precise geographical linkages between infra-
structure facilities and business activities. For national-
level estimates, it is typically assumed that the entire
highway system affects national productivity. This as-

sumption may be defensible at this broad level of aggre-
gation in which all economic activity in the country is

related to all the stock of public capital. One also can ar-
gue that the national-level measure of highways captures
the system or network effect of the highway system.
However, even if estimates based on national-level stud-
ies were credible, they are not very informative from a

policy perspective.a Highway investment takes place on
a project-by-project basis. State decision makers wânt to
know how their investment will affect the economic
health of their state.

The lack of spatial correspondence between highways
and businesses within national-level studies becomes more
problematic when individual industries are considered.
The problem is that some industries are concentrated in
specific parts of the countr¡ such as primary metal pro-
duction or transportation equipment in the Great Lakes
states. Therefore, national-level studies implicitly assume
that highways in large states such as California and
New York are as important to establishments located in
Indiana or Rhode Island as they are to establishments
located in those two states. Fernald (14) suggests that
estimation bias due to differences in the location of
manufacturing firms vis-à-vis highways could be sub-
stantial.

State-level estimates typically have the opposite prob-
lem. Most studies regress a state's productivity measure

against its level of highway capital stock. Consequently,
only the highway stock within the state is assumed to
affect the state's output, which ignores the effect of the
entire highway network, comprised of the highway stock

in neighboring states and along major corridors, on busi-
ness activity. Therefore, it is important to establish the
spatial linkage between the business and the highway sys-

tem it uses. Unfortunately, few studies have been able to
make this correspondence. Eberts (25) finds that includ-
ing capital stock from other states, which firms within a

given state ship to, changes the estimates of the effect of
highway capital stock on output.

Measures of Highway Utilization

Another issue that has not been satisfactorily treated in
the literature is the utilization of highways. Since capi-
tal stock is fixed, at least in the short run, businesses do
not have the capability of adjusting the quantity of cap-
ital in response to short-run changes in demand for
highway services. Therefore, while the quantity of high-
way capital may remain unchanged, businesses may use

their fixed stock with different levels of intensity. To
account for the variation in private capital utilization
over time and across plants, researchers typically in-
clude a variable in the production function that proxies
the utilization rate. Yet, researchers have not typically
included a variable that accounts for the difference in
utilization of highways. Fernald (14) uses the share of
vehicles owned by industry to account for utilization.
However, this approach appears to be incomplete be-

cause most shipments by manufacturing firms are by
trucks for hire.

Highway utilization takes two forms. The first is sim-
ilar to the utilization of private capital. As product de-

mand fluctuates in the short run, the firm's use of high-
way capital may fluctuate along with its use of private
capital. In this case, the same variable used to adjust pri-
vate capital stock for differences in use could be used to
adjust highway capital stock. The second form of high-
way utilization is different, and it is not captured by
the variable measuring fluctuations in product demand.
Businesses in different industries and in different parts of
the country use highways with different intensity. For
example, in Illinois, businesses in the food and kindred
products industry ship 64 percent of their output by
trucks, whereas establishments in the chemical industry
ship B3 percent of their products by truck. Similar dif-
ferences in the use of trucks are found regionally. For ex-
ample, 60 percent of the commodities originating within
Illinois are shipped by trucks, while 77 percent of the
commodities originating within Michigan are shipped
by trucks. Therefore, since businesses within industries
and states use highways with different levels of intensit¡
treating highway capítal stock the same across industries
and states would misrepresent its contribution to eco-

nomic activity.
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How Do Wn ll,rpnov¡ rsn DRIR
ro ANsw¡n Kny QunsrroNs?

The final issue is how to improve the data to answer key
questions, keeping in mind the possible development of
new and improved tools and methodologies.

Better Measures of tansportation
Systems and Outputs

Most studies of the effects of transportation infrastruc-
ture on the economic health of a region use a blunt in-
strument when it comes to measuring transportation
capital stock. As previously mentioned, the perpetual
inventory approach has been the primary measure of
transportation capital stock. This measure is inadequate
for the more detailed questions that policy makers seek

to answer. As suggested in the previous section, better
measures would include more specific and detailed in-
formation about the transportation system. For high-
ways, we would benefit from measures such as those
that are included in the Highway Performance Monitor-
ing System (HPMS). These measures include many of the
system characteristics and facility outputs that were
listed in the previous section on performance assess-
ment. In order to use data such as appear in the HPMS,
they must be recorded for several years and not simply
updated as is the current practice. Thus, production and
cost functions could be estimated using both cross-sec-
tion variation in these dafa as they relate to regional out-
put and time-series variation.

Another data need is to find better measures of the
network effects of highway infrastructure. As mentioned
several times, one of the basic differences between the
production/cost function approach and the benefit/cost
methodology for measuring benefits is the possibility
that the former includes indirect benefits, which may be
significant for transportation systems. Direct measures
of network effects could include the ratio of actual to
shortest distance traveled, as previously described. An-
other possibility is simply to consider the number of lane
miles per square mile.

More emphasis should be placed on measuring the
outputs of highway facilities. As presented in an earlier
section, such measures include the service flow and reli-
ability of highways. Considering this intermediate step
between highway facilities and economic health helps to
appreciate the characteristics and efficiency of the high-
way system and their effects on output. For instance,
many businesses depend upon just-in-time delivery. For
this type of operation to work, shipments must arrive
consistently within a narrow window of time so that the
material is at the plant when it is needed in the produc-
tion process. There is no advantage in the product arriv-

ing earl¡ but a great cost if it arrives late. Therefore,
businesses aïe more concerned that shipments are not
delayed due to bottlenecks on the highways than they
are about the speed of delivery. Measures such as the
variance of travel time should be included as a charac-
teristic of the highway facility.5

A key factor missing in all production functions and
most cost functions is a measure of the cost of providing
transportation infrastructure. As previously mentioned,
one benefit of infrastructure is as an unpaid factor of
production. However, highway infrastructure is directly
financed by a user tax (fuel tax) that is fairly closely re-
lated to the use of highways. In this wa¡ it approximates
the cost of using highways. Production functions typi-
cally contain no cost or price information, except in spe-
cial cases in which factor demand equations are included
as a second stage of estimation [see Eberts et al. (27), for
example]. Cost functions include prices or inputs, but
not the tax rates or other measures of financing infra-
structure. If one is only considering the technical rel-
ationships between transportation infrastructure and
output and other inputs, then a production function is
appropriate and other prices are not important, except
to address econometric issues of endogeneity. Flowever,
if one is considering the rate of return of highway infra-
structure using a cost function, then omitting the cost of
infrastructure may bias the estimates.

Another untapped source of information about high-
way facilities is geographic information systems (GIS).
As these systems become more fully developed and main-
tained, they offer a wealth of information about the lo-
cation, size, and condition of highway systems. Moreover,
they also can provide information about the proximity of
existing economic entities and other outcome measures to
highways. This spatial correspondence would help ad-
dress the issues regarding the current lack of this infor-
mation and the omission of such variables in production
function frameworks, except for some recent work.

More Comprehensive Measures of Outcomes

The relatively crude measures of highway capital stock,
and other transportation systems, used in much of the
recent literature is not the only problem with estimat-
ing the effect of transportation on economic health.
It was not possible to deal with many of these issues un-
til recently with the availability of the 1,992 Commod-
ity FIow Survey (CFS) (the first published survey since
1978) and access to individual manufacturing establish-
ment data through the Census Bureau's Longitudinal
Research Datafile (LRD). An ongoing project by Eberts
et al. (27) uses both data sources. Furthermore, access to
establishment-level data from both the LRD and the CFS
offers the unique opportì.rnity to combine the CFS with
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the individual establishment data. This matched data set

provides the ability to track where and by what mode
each establishment ships its products. This new data
source opens the possibility of systematically addressing
issues pertaining to spatial correspondence, the level of
aggregation, the use of highways, causation, and the suf-
ficient number of "natural experiments."

Another source of information on individual estab-
lishments is the state F,5202 data. These data are cc¡m-

piled by state employment security offices to aid in ad-
ministering the unemployment insurance program. They
include information about employment for each estab-
lishment within the state that is included in the un-
employment insurance system. These data are collected
on a quarterly basis, which offers a large number of
observations on individual establishments over a rela-
tively short time period. The files also include total pay-
roll expenditures for each establishment. Unfortunatel¡
the files do not contain information on output or inputs
other than labor. Nonetheless, by compiling the quar-
terly data into a longitudinal data set, we can track the
employment dynamics by establishment.

Considerable emphasis has been placed on measures
of economic outcomes of transportation systems, such as

production output, employment change, and per-capita
income. As mentioned previously stakeholders also are
concerned about other types of outcomes, such as land
use patterns, environmental qualit¡ and overall quality
of life. Flowever, little research has been devoted to the
linkage between transportation and these outcomes, par-
ticularly exploring how they fit into a broader view of
regional growth. Some work has been done on the envi-
ronmental effects, such as noise pollution, of airports.
More spatially specific data on environmental quality
needs to be collected so that a closer relation can be

drawn between the location of particular transportation
systems and the quality of the local environment. Fur-
thermore, regional models must be expanded to include
the broader scope of outcomes.

Regional Growth Models

In addition to finding sources of better data, we also can
improve our analytical capabilities by developing more
complete models of regional growth. Production and cost
functions typically do not include variables other than
those that are related to technical and allocative relation-
ships between inputs and outputs. The starting point for
these studies is the firm, and states and metropolitan
areas are considered simply as firms aggregated to those
levels. Other characteristics of these areas seldom are in-
cluded, except to adjust for capacity utilization or in the
form of fixed effects estimation. Duffy-Deno and Eberts
(29) extended the production function approach in a sim-

ple way by including in a two-stage regression determi-
nants of public infrastructure investment, since it is un-
clear whether infrastructure determines output (and thus
income) or income determines infrastructure investment.
Including this additional equation reduced the estimate
of the effect of infrastructure on output. Mehta et al.
(30) construct a more comprehensive model of regional
growth that includes explicit equations for growth rates
of input and population.'Within this framework, they find
that investment in highways and streets is positively asso-

ciated with per-capita income growth. Most other types
of public infrastructure are found not to be statistically
significantly related to output.

More work needs to be devoted to developing re-
gional growth models and to incorporating more de-
tailed measures of transportation infrastructure into the
models. One suggestion has been to use large regional
econometric models to estimate the effects. However,
these models do not estimate relationship but only use

estimated relations from other studies. \Øithout reliable
estimates of the relation, econometric models are not
useful. It would be beneficial if research could be con-
ducted to establish reliable estimates of key relations
between different types of transportation systems and
various outcomes that could be included in econometric
models. This would be an ambitious project, and one
of the keys to success would be whether these models
would pertain to infrastructure investment within differ-
ent economic environments.

Data Collection

Maintaining high-qualit¡ quantifiable meâsures of trans-
portation systems, their output, and outcomes requires
the continuing commitment of appropriate agencies.
Commitment to data collection and commitment to per-
formance assessment are inextricable. One cannot exist
without the other. Nevertheless, going beyond simply
recording facility outputs and beginning to understand
the broader outcomes of infrastructure investment re-
quire close cooperation among several agencies at dif-
ferent levels. Transportation infrastructure is a system
with extensive networks of facilities, both within specific
modes and across modes. The labyrinth of highways is
useful only because the many segments are connected.
Yet, for an efficient system, vehicular, rail, water, and air
transportation systems must interconnect. Therefore, in
order to undertake performance within this system and
to collect relevant and useful information, agencies at
the local, state, and federal levels need to coordinate
their efforts in collecting data and in performing assess-

ments. (It is apparent from this conference and other ini-
tiatives that the Bureau of Transportation Statistics is

one entity that is assuming this role.)
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The necessary collaboration goes beyond transporta-
tion agencies. Although many of the decision makers
in the transportation aÍena are associated with trans-
portation departments, the stakeholders in the outcomes
of transportation investment extend beyond their offices.
Stakeholders include economic development entities at
the state and local levels, environmental protection agen-
cies, land-use planning departments, to include a few.

Some of these entities collect data that can be helpful
in piecing together the linkages between transportation
systems and outcomes. Greater effort needs to spent on
finding ways to bring these groups together to share re-
sources and to share the motivation to properly assess the
performance of transportation systems. Broad initiatives
are underway in other areas of government to collabo-
rate in the sharing of information. The devolution of
government services to state and local governments, par-
ticularly in the welfare and employment service areas,
has prompted government agencies in some states to co-
ordinate their data collection efforts. The same collabo-
rative efforts could be pursued for transportation-related
agencies.

Su¡vruenv AND PRoPoSED
ResnRRcH SrRrnprpNrs

Research on the linkage befween transportation systems
and economic health leads to the conclusion that trans-
portation systems in general have a positive and statis-
tically significant but small effect on several economic
outcomes. The glaring deficiencies in the research are the
lack of a deeper understanding of the avenues by which
these linkages occur and a more comprehensive investiga-
tion of the effect of transportation on a broader scope
of outcomes. As highways become more mature and the
economy more developed, stakeholders who value and ad-
vocate outcomes, such as smart management of growth,
job creation, quality of 1ife, or environment qualiry will
demand that these outcomes be closely scrutinized and
promoted when investing in new infrastructure projects.
Knowledge of these linkages will be more than a way
to justify new expansion. Proper and accurate assessment

may be crucial for stakeholders to permit future invest-
ment to take place.

Expanded Measures of Thansportation Systems

Description of Research Problem

Transportation systems have been constructed primarily
using the perpetual inventory method and crude physi-
cal characteristics, such as lane miles of highways. These
measures do not capture system utilization; output of

trânsportâtion systems including traffic flow, reliabilit¡
safet¡ and volume; and characteristics of transportation
systems including lane miles, grades, and functional
types. Such meâsures are fundamental for estimating the
relation between transportation systems and economic
health that can be used by state and local decision mak-
ers. Omitting these characteristics from highway capital
stock measures and from the analysis could lead to sig-
nificant biases in the estimation of the effect of highways
on economic activity. The lack of these measures also
precludes state analysts from obtaining estimates spe-

cific to their states.

Work To Be Performed

This initiative proposes to improve the measures of trans-
portation systems that typically are used in estimating the
effect of transportation on economic outcomes. Highway
stock estimates thât incorporate these elements and that
are consistent with the relationship among system char-
acteristics, outputs, and outcomes will be pursued. This
effort will be comprehensive in that it includes the several
major types of transportation systems, including high-
ways, rail, air, and water shipping. All efforts will be

made to collect data so that they can identify facilities at
specific locations (such as highway corridors) and so that
they can be aggregated to various levels depending upon
need. GIS will be explored as a means to organize this in-
formation. The primary product of this research is mea-
sures of highway capital stock at the state and local levels

that incorporate the characteristics of that capital stock
in those areas.

Cost Estirnare; $750,000

Expanded Measures of Outcomes

Description of Researcb Problem

Most studies of the linkage between transportation and
outcomes focus on â narrow range of economic out-
comes, such as output or employment, and rarely in-
clude other types of outcomes, such as environmental
quality and land-use configurations. A more complete
list of outcomes is needed in order to offer greater in-
sight into the various channels through which trans-
portation systems affect economic health.

Worþ To Be Performed

This research initiative expands and improves the mea-
sures of outcomes from transportation systems. '$íith re-
spect to economic development, measures will include
both the final outcomes such as per-capita income and
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the intermediate factors such as employment, private
capital, and materials. Transportation costs also are in-
cluded since one of the direct effects of transportation
systems is the cost of shipping goods and of commuting
by households. With respect to environmental quality
and overall quality of life, measures such as air and noise

pollution and land-use patterns are considered. Housing
and land prices also are included since access to trans-
portation systems affects land values. As with high-
way system characteristics data, these measures will be

identified by location so that the two databases can be

matched. Particular emphasis is placed on collecting
establishment-level data that can be obtained from the

Census Bureau's LRD and from state F,5202 files. These

data then are merged with the transportation systems

data so that spatial correspondence between the users of
transportation systems and the outcomes of businesses

that use these systems can be established.

Cost Estimøre: $600,000

Linking Commodity Flow Data to
Establishment-Level Data To Measure
Transportation System Utilization

Description of Researcb Problem

The primary purpose of transportation systems is to
move goods and people. However, studies of the effect
of transportation systems on economic activity have

not taken into account the movement of goods. For ex-

ample, with few exceptions, it is assumed that all high-
ways are used with the same level of intensit¡ which is

def-initely not the case. From a business perspective,

the value of highways or rail depends upon the desti-
nation of shipments. The CFS shows that manufactur-
ing establishments at the individual level and

aggregated within broad industry classifications use

highways with different levels of intensity. Thus, pro-
ductivity estimâtes depend upon the extent to which
businesses use highways.

Worþ, To Be Perforrned

This project will build off of a study already begun at the

Center for Economic Studies, Census Bureau, that has

started to construct information that shows where and by
what mode establishments ship goods. This is accom-
plished by merging the microfiles of the 1992 CFS with
the establishmentlevel records of the Census Bureau's

LRD files. In this wa¡ information about commodity
flows is linked to business outcomes (such as employment
change, output growth, and productiviry growth)' The

proposed research will extend this effort to more recent

data as well as establish historical files so that estimates of
the relation befween systems and outcomes can be mea-

sured more precisely. To date, the focus of the project has

been on highways. This effort also will be extended to
other modes of transportation.

Cost Estimafe: $700,000

Establishing Working Collaboration
Among Agencies To Maintain and Improve
Integrated Data Collection Efforts

Description of Research Problem

The ability to collect data on the characteristics and out-
puts of transportation systems and their related out-
comes depends upon coordination among agencies to
collect comprehensive and reliable data. It also depends

upon the proper incentives and adequate resources to
collect those data. Most transportation agencies collect
information about the characteristics of the systems un-
der their management. Most agencies also collect some

information about the output of the systems, although
in many cases more quantifiable measures would be de-

sirable. However, more effort needs to be made to link
the transportation agencies to organizations that repre-
sent the stakeholders of the outcomes of transportation
systems. These organizations include economic develop-

ment agencies, land-use planning departments, and en-

vironmental quality agencies.

'Worþ To Be Performed

This initiative provides the motivation and some of the

resources necessafy to nurture the collaboration of agen-

cies in collecting data that can link system characteris-

tics with outcomes. Activities include forums to bring
the various groups together to emphasize the benefits of
such collaboration and training workshops to provide
the hardware and sofrware platforms that can combine
the various data files. The activities will be patterned af-

ter similar efforts that have been started in other program
areas such as welfare and employment services. This ef-

fort will provide for a more comprehensive assessment of
the performance of transportation systems and thus help
decision makers make investment decisions that take into
account the broader outcomes of transportation systems'

Cost Estimate: $250,000
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l

Nor¡s

1. Forkenbrock et al. (17) present a comprehensive and
accessible description of the various channels through which
highway investments may affect economic development. This
book is particularly geared toward state and local transporta-
tion practitioners and policy makers.

2. Bartik (18) points our rhat under cerrain condirions,
competition among states (or other jurisdictions) can lead to
economy-wide benefits, primarily if the reallocation of resources
goes from low-unemployment to high-unemployment areas.

3. The shortcomings of the perpetual invenrory method
go beyond the problems listed here. The basic assumprions
regarding depreciation and discard schedules and price indexes
also are questionâble. Fraumeni (26) recettly critically reviewed
these assumptions and offered improved estimates based on ac-
tual highway depreciation data. She nored rhar public capital
stock estimâtes from the Bureau of Economic Analysis are de-
signed to measure the nation's wealth and should not be used
in productivity studies. It is more appropriate to measure capi-
tal stock in efficiency adjusted unirs to reflect the decline in the
productive services of an asset as it ages. Several studies, par-
ticularly at the national level, have made the mistake of using
the wealth method. Fernald (14) uses the wealth merhod but
states that using highway stock based on the efficiency method
did not alter his results significânrly. For researchers using
an efÊciency factor of 0.9 ro construct highway capital stock,
Fraumeni offers some comfort to researchers who used this
depreciation assumption. She found that this assumprion was
a reasonably good approximation of the depreciation func-
tion that she estimated. However, her study focused only on
national-level estimates and did not offer any additional in-
sights into how these depreciation functions might vary across
stâtes or how differences in const¡uction costs across regions
may affect the capital stock estimates.

4. Furthermore, in order for nationallevel estimates to
yield precise estimates, they rely on historical data. Therefore,
since the relation between investment and output changes over
time, most national-level studies do not provide estimates of
current relations.

5. The importance of the reliability of highways and the
meâsure of the variance of travel time was suggested to me by
David Forkenbrock.
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Selecting Public Transportation Proiects:
Informational Requirements

Randall J. Pozdena, ECONorthwest

n the early days of development of our country's
transportation infrastructure, the public sector was
not as involved in transportation system develop-

ment as it is today. Landowners and developers not only
performed most local street and road development, but
they also played important roles in developing regional
and interregional facilities. These facilities included most
of the first toll roads, turnpikes, and canals of our nation
and, later, urban streetcar and bus systems.

Government was not completely uninvolved, of course.
Government provided financial assistance to private trans-
portation initiatives through land grants and postal con-
tracts, for example. Government's aim was to encourage
settlement, thereby providing access to natural resources
and military adyantage and stimulating economic activity.
Nevertheless, to an important extent, the project selection
process was in the hands of the private sector and was
guided significantly by commercial motives.

'SØith 
the development of the postal road nefwork early

in the 20th century, however, the transition toward pub-
lic development of the transportation infrastructure ac-
celerated. In the highway arena, road finance evolved
away from toll-oriented systems to a reliance on broad-
based tax levies, first on property, then on the sale of mo-
tor fuel. In the transit area, private bus and rail transit
systems were acquired by the public sector and financed,
increasingl¡ out of broad-based taxes rather than fare
box revenues. Similarly, airports and sea- and river-port
facilities came into public hands or were developed as
public enterprises. Increased public ownership meant that
investor scrutiny and the discipline of the marketplace no

longer operated to guide (however well or poorly) the
path of transportation development.

This paper is about the transportation planning
process-the public-sector analog to the investment
decision-making process of the private sector. The paper,
prepared for this conference, is one of three papers whose
purpose is to identify the looming informational deficits
in measuring the impact of transportation on regional
economic health, in estimating the revenues available to
finance transportation system development and opera-
tion, and in evaluating transportation alte¡natives.

This paper examines the informational requirements of
the transportation decision process. The process is viewed
as a hierarchy of policies, programs, and projects. The pa-
per first describes how transportation economists believe
the decision process should function, identifying the ana-
lytic steps and key informational requirements of the
process. It then goes on to identify key deficits in the in-
formational resources that are available to decision mak-
ers and provides draft research statements in key areas.

The information resources available to transporta-
tion economists have improved significantly since the
passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Effi-
ciency Act of 1991 and its authorization of rhe Bureau
of Tîansportation Statistics (BTS). The American Travel
Survey and the Nationwide Personal Tïansportation Sur-
vey have improved information on both interregional and
urban personal transportation. Information on freight
transportation has improved with the Commodiry Flow
Surveys conducted in 1993 and 1997 and the Tiuck Inven-
tory and Use Survey.

1.t4
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Although the recently enacted Transportation Effi-
ciency Act for the 21st Century promises to expand the

data development and publication activities of the BTS,

important gaps remain in the available information on

travel behavior and conditions, and they are likely to re-

main without special effort. The conference offers an op-
portunity to discuss with policy makers the fundamental
goals of transportation planning and implementation
and to draw policy makers' attention to the types and

sources of data that are needed to improve transporta-
tion decision making.

THr TnnNSpoRTATIoN DECISIoN Hmnencnv

The transportation decision-making process is typically
portrayed as a top-down process, evolving from polic¡
to program, and, finall¡ to project evaluation and selec-

tion, as depicted in Figure 1. The policy articulates the

general aim of planning, the program marshals the re-

sources to implement planning these aims, and the proj-
ect selection methodology moves the process toward
concrete action and implementation. At every stage' in-
formation (data and analysis) plays a role, as do politi-
cal and social considerations. Although there are more
detailed ways to characterize the process [see, for exam-
ple, Nijkamp (l)1, Figure 1 captures the basic decision

hierarchy of transportation planning.
The conceptual advantage of following a decision hi-

erarchy rigorously is that there is an expeditious direction
of effort,with rapid winnowing of alternatives. Programs

and projects that are incompatible with the policy of ob-
jectives are, theoreticall¡ shed early so that valuable time
is not \Masted evaluating projects that are policy dead

ends. There should be greater economy and effectiveness

in the final implementation process if it is guided by pol-
ic¡ nurtured by programs, and scrupulous in evaluating

alternative projects.

Project selection
methodology

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the policy-program-project hierarchy.
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Although most transportation planners probably sub-
scribe to such a planning hierarchy in concept, the reality
of transportation decision making is quite different. Opti-
mizing transportation practice in all of these dimensions is
difficult in the real world; at the project level alone, the lo-
cation, scale, timing, and manner in which transportation
improvements are implemented all can affect the effective-
ness of the improvements, so that the potential menu of
alternatives can be very large. Further complicating mat-
ters is the fact that policy makers live in a world in which
purely technocratic decision making is rare. Considera-
tions of equity, public acceptance, economic development
concerns, and a variety of other practical constraints
circumscribe the policy initiatives, program choices, and
project menus of policy makers.

This phenomenon is observed even in Scandinavian
countries, with a long tradition of technocratic planning.
As Nyborg discovered in her recent survey (2), Scandina-
vian decision makers, too, tend to be guided by the trans-
portation planning process in only a loose way, partic-
ularly at the level of project selection. Given the budgets
involved and the risks associated with bad decisions, the
weak role that formal project evaluation, in particular,
plays in the decision-making process might be seen as

anomalous. But the reality is that the planning process
frequently is incompatible with the reward system and
time horizons that decision makers face. In addition, and
more relevant to the substance of this conference, there
are areas of research that are not sufficiently well devel-
oped to support comprehensive transportation planning.

'l(i'e turn first to the issues and informational challenges
of the first two steps of the planning hierarchy: policy
planning and program design.

Poucv PTRNNTNc AND PRocRAM DESTcN

Gaps in knowledge that exist at the policy level will neces-
sarily propagate to program design and the identification
and selection of programs. At the policy level, decisions
are made about the objectives of the transportation system
management. In order to articulate policy objectives and
to design programs (and, ultimately, projects) to carry
them out, there has to be general agreement about the
evaluative principles that should guide policy making.

Transportation economists, for example, might ar-
gue that good policy in the transportation sector would
have the same basic objectives as good economic policy
in general:

r It would allocate scarce resources to transportation
systems and services so as maximize the community's
overall economic well-being. (Economists would call this
an efficiency objective.)

. It would allocate cost responsibility so that those
who benefit the most from transportation improvements,

or impose the greatest costs on others, pay accordingly.
(This is an objective that has both efficiency and equity
implications.)

Given these policy objectives, program design then
would be oriented toward identifying and screening high-
productivity project alternatives and developing method-
ologies for measuring and assigning cost responsibility.

These notions are probably not too far from what most
policy makers would articulate if asked how planning
should be done. However, real-world decision processes
frequently shortcut the project screening process, and in-
stitutional considerations and political goals often impose
multiple (and sometimes conflicting) constraints on deci-
sion processes. Typical confounding fo¡ces that trans-
portation decision makers face, for example, include the
following:

o Constitutional and legislatiue constraints. Trans-
portation funds often are earmarked or restricted in use.

[California distributes highway funds, for example, using
a complex, legislated revenue-allocation formula (3).]

t Income redistribution goals. Transportation policy
often is used as a way to beneficially affect the cost of
living of elderl¡ low-income, and student households.
(Transit fare policy is one case in point.)

o Financing consideratiozs. Broad-based taxes typi-
cally have greater political appeal than selective, user-
based finance. (Since 1913, most U.S. roads have been
financed with gasoline and general tax revenues, rather
than tolls, for example.)

. Status quo considerations. It often is easier politi-
cally to build new facilities than to implement demand
management of existing facilities.

o Power barriers and power uacuums. Decision-
making authority often is not effectively placed.

. Social planning obiectiues for transportation. Trans-
portation policy often is intertwined with policies toward
land use, economic development and urban renewal, the
disabled, organized labor, and so forth.

It is difficult to design effective programs, let alone
select productive projects, if the objectives of the plan-
ning process are ill defined or conflicting. If the over-
arching policy basis of transportation cannot be clearly
articulated, the process can become contentious, as indi-
vidual actors in the process implicitly (or explicitly) assert
their own policy interests. This, in turn, leads to conflict,
dela¡ or deadlock downstream over particular program
and project initiatives.

It is possible, of course, that the policy-program-project
paradigm imposes an unnecessarily laborious framework
on the transportation decision process. Might it be better,
and ultimately more efficient, to invent and implement
new projects one at a time, and not bog decision processes
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down with policy objectives, program planning, and other
process overhead?

Examples of Policy and Program Dissonance
and Its Effects

The state of the U.S. transportation system suggests other-
wise, at least superficially. The project-first paradigm
that has dominated U.S. transportation planning has not
yielded a public transportation infrastructure that is either
financially sound or efficiently configured. Most state de-

partments of transportation (DOTs) report serious proj-
ect backlogs, and the performance of urban interstates
and arterials has continued to deteriorate in the past 5

years (4). The condition of public transit vehicles also

worsened, as did transit's share of total trips. And while
the private sector of the economy is booming, DOTs and
transit agencies are almost uniformly financially weak.
This at least implies that the proiects and policies that
have been yielded up by the existing transportation deci-
sion process fall short.

Closer inspection of transportation decisions and their
outcomes in recent years supports this inference. The im-
portance of building policy before projects, for example,
is illustrated by the challenges that arose in the 1970s'
In the 1970s, it was still common practice to include new
highway routes in state and local transportation plans

without first considering the rationale of the improve-
ments. Indeed, for all practical purposes, transportation
planning documents did not articulate transportation
policy objectives; rather, they were blueprints for the road
project developments of state and local jurisdictions. In
essence, projects were leading road policy.

In the 1970s, citizens in many jurisdictions reacted to
their sense that transportation system development was
guiding economic and social development, rather than
the other way around. In California, for example, this
dissonance resulted in a rapid about-face concerning
highway policy. In the mid-1970s, California state trans-
portation policy was discernibly anti-road building' af-

ter decades of being proudly development oriented.
The lurch from pro- to anti-road sentiment that oc-

curred in California and other states during this time un-
doubtedly had efficiency effects. Beneficial road projects

suffered along with weak projects while road building was
sidelined, and much-needed reform of highway finance
was delayed. In my view, many jurisdictions still suffer
from uncertainty about what compass to follow in defin-
ing, selecting, and implementing highway improvements'

Transit development is another area in which the con-
sequences of the project-before-policy phenomenon have

been apparent. In the 1.970s and 1980s, many jurisdic-

tions hastened to implement transit system improvements
as alternatives to road development. I think it is fair to say

that the enthusiasm for the capital-intense transit system

development, in particular, was not the consequence of
a considered transportation decision process. Transpor-
tation policy and program evaluation did not endoge-
nously yield up most transit project proposals. Rather,

the prevailing anti-road sentiment, the inducements of full
or partial federal financing of certain types of transit im-
provements, and the public-works opportunities that such

projects represented caused transit projects to appear in
regional project agendas. Transit programs and policies
were largely articulated after the fact; specific projects
were the lodestars, and seldom even subject to compar-
isons with alternative projects. Because of funding com-
partmentalization, transit program spending and road
program spending were typically not coordinated.

The ex-post review of the track record of transit in-
vestment suggests that something may have been lost
in the departure from policy-directed decision making.
Some analyses of the track record of the large transit in-
vestments in the past 20 years suggest that they were not
particularly effective investments (5,6). These analyses

are, understandabl¡ disputed by transit developers and
transit management. Resolving this debate is not our
purpose here; rather, it certainly would not be surprising
to learn that transit investments had low productivity if
they were made by a process that did not have clearly
articulated policy objectives.

Nor is the United States unique in having had a project-
led transportation decision process yield up projects of de-

batable economic value. Similar decision processes, with
similar consequences, have been observed in many other
settings. A recent example is Spain's decision to embark
on a high-speed rail program; though widely touted by
transportation officials as a success, it apparently fails to
generate benefits in excess of costs (Z).

There has been considerable progress since the 1970s
in establishing guiding policy principles as an element of
the transportation planning process. ln L975, for exam-
ple, California's State Transportation Board (an oversight
body) urged the secretary of business and transportation
to articulate its policy before the board would consider
the project plan. The Californiø Transportation Plan (and
associated lssue Papers) that was published in 1'977178

presented the first fully developed articulation in a state

plan of a state's role in transportation and the objectives
and justifications for its policies (B).

Toda¡ most state transportation plans have policy
plan elements. However, like the original California
Transportation Plan of L977, there is â question of
whether the existence of these documents has changed
decision processes in a significant way. State transporta-
tion policy elements are much more coherent, and many
modern plans (such as Oregon's) are built around rea-
sonably good economic foundations. In addition, fed-

eral funding processes impose certain requirements for
considering alternatives, measuring effectiveness, and so

on. But the connection between policy plan goals and
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principles and implementation is still weak. It is still the
case that transportation policy is largely project led.

Implications for the Role of Transportation
Information Systems

In my view, there are two reasons for this state of affairs.
First, political support for technical decision processes,
in general, is weak. The performance of elected officials
often is measured by their ability to garner projects and
services for their constituents. Decision makers naturally
prefer processes, therefore, that have some chance of
being responsive to their individual efforts. The notion
of identifying a project and advancing it in the planning
process fits nicely into the real life of elected officials;
the notion of overseeing a technically rigorous decision
process does not. The importance and means of resolv-
ing this issue, however, is a matter for political science,
and outside the realm of this paper.

Secondl¡ and more germane to the subject of the con-
ference, there is not good information on the economic
implications of broad policy alternatives, with the result
that transportation policies and program orientations
seldom are scrutinized critically:

o Is the conventional reliance on broad-based taxes
for highway and transportation finance appropriate, or
should there be increased reliance on user charges?

¡ '!?hat 
are the consequences of our failure (in many

cases) to employ cost-benefit analysis as a guiding prin-
ciple in transportation decision making?

. Is public ownership of transportation facilities nec-
essary to achieve the appropriate ends of public policy?

¡ '!íhat 
are the economic consequences of selecting

the wrong project or of emphasizing the wrong program?
¡ Is decision-making authority located at the appro-

priate levels of public authority?

Theorization and modeling help to understand the ad-
vântages and disadvantages of alternative policy stances
and program structures to a certain degree. In the end,
however, policy analysis must be made rigorous if estab-
lished decision processes are to be disrupted in the name
of improving the quality of planning outcomes. For that,
information on actual transportation conditions and be-
havior is required.

Pno¡ncr EveruetoN AND SnrncrroN

As argued above, the purpose of the first two steps of the
planning hierarchy (policy and program planning) is to
identify candidate projects to be evaluated and consid-
ered for implementation. Though these benefit from bet-

ter information in the same wây that all policy research
and program formulation benefit from good informa-
tion, these steps are fundamentally process-oriented steps
whose purpose is to ensure that all reasonable candidate
projects with the potential to fulfill the policy objectives
have been identified.

The last step of the planning hierarch¡ project evalu-
ation and selection, however, is a highly technical pro-
cess with significant informational requirements. In this
section, we will review the basic procedures for evaluat-
ing programs and projects and identify the basic types of
methodological and data considerations needed to imple-
ment the procedures. The discussion will introduce the
economic analysis framework to evaluating programs and
projects. We will discuss, in particular, the fundamen-
tals of benefit-cost analysis and how the process oper-
ates under (variously) unconstrained, fixed, or uncertain
program budgets. Also discussed is how program and
project prioritization is affected by the choice of policy
objective. Later, we will discuss critical information and
analysis needs and formulate research statements.

Economic Basis of Project Evaluation

The need to make decisions about which project or busi-
ness venture to pursue is neither new nor confined to the
public sector, let alone the transportation sector. The re-
sources available to commit to new ventures have been,
and always will be, limited. Project selection methodology
is needed to make the best use of the limited resources.

Early business and government decision makers un-
derstood that the process involved weighing the pros and
cons of alternatives. The economist Edward Gramlich
once noted, for example, that even Benjamin Franklin em-
ployed what he called "prudential algebra" to organize
his thinking about the pros and cons of alternative busi-
ness opportunities. But early thinkers had only the most
rudimentary understanding of how to implement "pru-
dential algebra," and they were stymied by how to make
decisions when some people were made better off, and
some worse off, by a decision. Vilfredo Pareto, in the
1800s, offered the notion that a decision was clearly good
for society if it made at least one person better off with-
out impairing the well-being of others. This "Pareto prin-
ciple" is not much help, though, in the real world where
most projects create both winners and losers.

In the 1930s, two economists offered the more useful
prescription that a project was worth doing if its benefits
exceeded its costs and the winners could (at least concep-
tually) compensate the losers (9,10). This principle, called
the Hicks-Kaldor principle after its authors, has evolved
over time into the formal field of cost-benefit analysis.
Cost-benefit analysis is very simple in principle: simply es-

timate the costs and estimate the benefits of each candidate
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project. Those projects for which benefits exceed costs, in
the Hicks-Kaldor sense, are worth doing, and those that
do not, are not.

Conceptual simplicity quickly gives way to technical
complexit¡ however, when one attempts to practice cost-
benefit analysis in the real world:

¡ How do you measure the benefits of something that
does not yet exist, especially when it interacts in a com-
plex way with other products or services?

o 'S7hat do you do if some benefits or costs are not
susceptible, at all, to measurement? 

'What if the saving
or loss of human life potentially is involved?

¡ What if the benefits and/or costs play out over a
period of time? How should these delays be incorpo-
rated in the analysis?

. 'What if there is uncertainty about the measurementsl
o l7hat if many projects have positive net benefits,

but budgets are limited? '!Øhich projects should be

selected for implementation?
o What if a project has negative net benefits but is

particularly effective at helping a targeted or protected
class of user (such as the poor)?

Economists have developed at least partial answers to
each of these questions. Much of the challenge in applying
cost-benefit analysis in the transportation arena, however,
arises from the fact that providing good answers in almost
all cases requires specialized information and analysis
techniques, most of which are only partially developed.

The discussion that follows summarizes the major el-
ements of cost-benefit analysis. In the process, it tries to
evoke the informational and analytical needs of the proj-
ect selection process. Several of the most important of
these needs will be discussed in detail in a later section of
this paper, along with draft research statements designed
to address these needs.

Measuring tansportation Benefits of Users

The benefits (and costs) of a transportation improve-
ment redound to either users or nonusers. That is, they
are enjoyed either by those who directly use the facility
or service or by those who are affected in some indirect
manner. A new road, for example, clearly benefits those
who use the facility itself (users). However, if the new
road reduces air pollution (sa¡ because of reduced stop-
and-go driving), it also may benefit nonusers (anyone

who breathes the affected air). Of course, benefits can be

positive or negâtive, and a negative benefit is the same as

a cost in the cost-benefit framework.
Iæt us look at user benefits first. The measurement of

user benefits might seem to be hopelessly complex; after alI,

by definition the project does not yet exist. What is there to
measure? The answer is that all we need to do is charac-

terize users' aggregate willingness to pay for transportation
services at various quantities of those services. The willing-
ness-to-pay relationship for, sa¡ trips befween A and B is a

schedule of the aggregate quantity of those trips that the
users would be willing to make at various levels of cost per

trip. (Economists call the willingness-to-pay relationship
the demand relationship.) The difference between what
users (in the aggregate) would have been willing to pay and
what they are asked to pay is called consumer surplus.
'When a transportation improvement reduces the users'

cost of a trip between A and B, the willingness to pay re-
mains the same, but since users' perceived cost of travel is

less, consumer surplus will increase. Users who already
were making the trip get to make the trip at a lower cost,

and new users (those for whom the willingness to pay was
less than the old cost ofthe trip) are induced to travel.

This leads to a simple way to calculate the benefits of
the improvement: subtract the consumer surplus before
the improvement from the consumer surplus after the im-
provement. To do so, we need to know only two things:

. The willingness-to-pay (demand) relationship that
is involved, and

. The effect of the improvement on the users' per-
ception of travel cost.

The process is sufficiently straightforward that user-

benefit procedure manuals have long been available for
use by transportâtion policy makers (l I ).

As it happens, we do not even have to know terribly
much about the willingness-to-pay relationship to imple-
ment this procedure. A simple example is illustrated in
Table 1, which depicts the schedule of willingness to pay
at various trip levels and calculates the consumer surplus
before the project improvement (when the cost per trip is
10 cents per trip) and aÍter the project (which reduces the
cost per trip to 5.9 cents per trip). Note that for the exist-
ing trips in the table, all we need to know to calculate the
change in consumer surplus is the difference in the cost
before and after the improvement (i.e., 10 - 5.9 = 4.1)..!le
do not need to know the demand curve.

To calculate changes in consumer surplus for new trips,
however, we need to know how many additional users

there will be after the improvement. Hence, we need to
know how elastic the response of demand is to the travel
cost reduction associated with the improvement. Econo-
mists measure the elasticity of travel demand relation-
ships numerically as the percent change in the quantity of
travel that results from a 1 percent change in the perceived

unit cost of travel. The proper meâsurement of elasticity
of demand with respect to travel cost is one of the key
informational needs of transportation project selection
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TABLE 1 Stylized Calculation of User Benefits Resulting from a Reduction in Trip Cost

Quantity
of Trips

\lillingness to Pay
(cents per trip)

Consumer Surplus
Before the Project

(cost/trip = 10)

Consumer Surplus
After the Project
(cost/trip = 5.9)

User Benefit Change
in Consumer Surplus

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

10.0
11.0
t2.0
13.0
t4.0
15.0
16.0

1,6.7

14.3
12.5
11.1
10.0

9.L

8.3
7.7
7.1
6.7
6.3
5.9
5.6
5.3
5.0
4,8

6.7
4.3
2.5

!
10.8

8.4
6.6
5.2
4.1
3.2
2.4
1.8
1,.2

0.8
0.4

4.1
4.1,

4.1,

4.1,

4.1
3.2
2.4
1.8
1,.2

0.8

v

TotøI 30.3

methodologies. Modern techniques for measuring de-
mand elasticities are very accurate but are information in-
tensive (12).

The calculation of user benefits gets a bit more com-
plicated if the effects of the project are so large that they
appreciably affect the income of the user; in that case,

the income effect shifts the demand curve, and the price
effect of the project improvement is intertwined with the
fact that the users now feel better off. Separating the in-
come effect impacts of the project itself requires know-
ing how much the demand relationship shifts in response
to changes in income (that is, it requires knowledge of
the elasticity of demand with respect to income). But
separating these two effects is relatively straightforward,
and it can be implemented with the information from
good transportation demand models.

Measuring the effect of the improvement on users'
perception of travel cost is the other piece of information
needed to measure traveler benefits. An unusual aspect
of transportation activity (relative to many other goods
and services in the economy) is that users commit their
personal time to transportation activities. Consequentl¡
the perceived cost of travel includes not only expenses
such as gasoline or transit fares but also the value of the
time spent traveling. This makes the value of time a cru-
cial factor in cost-benefit analysis in transportation, in
addition to the various cash or out-of-pocket costs. De-
riving the appropriate value of time for users of various
types, income classes, and trip purposes requires the
same detailed information on the demography of actual

travelers and the pattern of their travel behavior that is

used to estimate demand relationships (L3,14).

Measuring Transportation Benefits of Nonusers

There are a variety of parties who, though nonusers of
the affected faclIity, nonetheless might experience bene-
fits or costs as a consequence of a proposed project:

. Supplie¡s of transportation services (transit compa-
nies, road authorities or departments, etc.);

o Users of facilities elsewhere in the transportation
network on the same, or other, transportation modes; and

¡ Other businesses and households.

Suppliers (producers) of transportation services are af-
fected by changes in use of their facilities. Analogous to
the consumer surplus enjoyed by users, there is a producer
surplus that suppliers enjoy if they are able to charge more
for a service than they actually would be willing to charge
to provide it. 'When 

the cost of a service declines from a
user's perspective (thereby increasing consumer surplus),
this may cause the supplier to experience a reduction in
producer surplus. From a cost-benefit accounting stand-
point, declines in producer surplus offset gains in con-
sumer surplus. Calculating changes in producer surplus
requires knowing the effect of the proposed project on

. The producer's willingness-to-supply relationship
(usually referred to simply as the supply relationship); and
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¡ The revenues enjoyed by the supplier (typicall¡ the
projected toll or fare revenue).

In my experience, producer surplus effects seldom are
calculated, even when they may be important, as in the
case when the supply relationship slopes down with ad-
ditional load (i.e., when there are economies of scale or
scope, as with bus transit).

Users of facilities elsewhere in the transportation net-
work usually are affected by transportation projects that
affect a select portion of the network. It is very common
for a positive benefit that is generated in one portion of
the network to be at least partially offset by a disbenefit
elsewhere on the network as traffic levels adjust to im-
provements. The principle of measuring the benefits on
these indirectly affected portions of the network is the
same as for the primary users' benefits. The challenge
here is primarily in quantifying these network effects.

Unfortunatel¡ although the state of transportation
demand and network modeling has advanced signifi-
cantly, the linkages between these modeling technologies
and cost-benefit analysis virtually are nonexistent. Es-

tablishing and automating these links is an important re-
search agenda item, in my view.

Businesses and households can be affected apart from
their use of some portion of the network. In economics
parlance, these effects are externalities that the transporta-
tion system engenders. Externalities can result in positive
or negative benefits, and include such phenomena as

c Enuironmental impacts. A transportation improve-
ment may either improve or degrade environmental con-
ditions. Transportation activity has significant impacts
on air, noise, and water resources. Some also argue that
transportation activity contributes significantly to the
apparent global warming trends.

. Impacts on the heøhb of the regional economy. As
Randall Eberts discusses in this conference, transporta-
tion improvements can affect the health of a regional
economy by increasing the overall production possibili-
ties of the economy.

. Impdcts on tbe cost of public seruices. The use of
transportation facilities affects the activity of courts, po-
lice departments, emergency service departments, and so

forth.
. Tax effects. If a transportation improvement is fi-

nanced with general tax revenues (as opposed to user

charges), there are impacts on the consumer surplus of
taxpayers.

In the externalities arena, the accounting of benefits
and costs could be improved significantly if there were
better information on the linkage between transportation
activity and emissions, public service costs, and so forth.

In addition, however, there is debate over the value to as-

sign to some externalities, and there have been only a few
meta-analyses of transportation externalities (15).

Decision Making When Benefits
Cannot Be Quantified

The issue of quantification of benefits is not confined to
the value of environmental externalities, though these are
notoriously contentious. The lack of consensus values
plagues transportation cost-benefit analysis. Such crucial
parameters as the value of time, demand elasticity, the
value of human life, and impacts on regional economic
growth and the environment are either contested or only
partially developed. Can decision making proceed with-
out resolving these important informational issues?

Decision making can and does proceed, of course. It
proceeds by using either implicit or explicit procedures
to adopt values from decision makers. Implicit valua-
tion often occurs unbeknownst to decision makers. For
example, when decision makers choose not to do some-

thing (sa¡ not spending $10 million on a road improve-
ment that would save one life every year), they are
adopting de facto a value of life (or at least an upper
bound on the value) as surely as if they had asserted it
directly. If enough decisions were observed from this
perspective, it would be possible to infer decision-maker
values.

The most rigorous explicit procedures to engage

decision-maker values generally involve what are known
as multicriterion decision processes (1 ). In these
processes, the decision makers (who may either be offi-
cials or the public) are asked to rank alternative trans-
portation projects on a number of dimensions or criteria,
such as net economic benefits and environmental sound-
ness. In so doing, the decision makers implicitly reveal
the weight they apply to various performance attributes of
the projects, which, in turn, implies something about the
value of the underlying cost-benefit parameters.

Multicriterion analysis methodologies have been de-
veloped that attempt to measure and enforce consistent
valuation behavior. In the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP), for example, decision makers report pairwise
rankings of alternatives that then are used to develop im-
plicit weights and consistency indicators (16). This tech-
nique has been used to explore the preference structures
of transportation officials in the Seattle region.

In my vieq multicriterion analysis methodologies are
not a good substitute for better information about key
cost-benefit parameters. In essence, such methodologies
presume that, as a group, decision makers somehow har-
bor knowledge about the "true" value of these parame-
ters and that, once extracted from an AHP or similar
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processes, they can be usefully and repeatedly applied. It
is unlikely that decision-maker intuition is able inher-
ently to solve complex scientific questions. In the worst
case, if the decision makers happen to be completely
wrong, consistent reliance on the results of multicriterion
exercises results in a large number of wrong decisions. It
might be better, in fact, to introduce some randomness in
the decision-making process to diversify the risk of mak-
ing multiple bad decisions.

Discounting and Present Value:
The Time Value of Money

Most transportation projects involving capital improve-
ments provide benefits over an extended period of time.
For as long as the project is operational, it is providing
transportation services. Therefore, some benefits (and
disbenefits) will be associated with it throughout its life.
The savings (or increases) in user travel time and expense
relative to what they would have been without the proj-
ect extend far into the future. If a life is saved or lost be-
cause of the operational characteristics of the facilit¡ the
value of what that life would have produced over each
year of its expected duration also must be calculated.

Similarl¡ the development and operating costs asso-
ciated with the improvements play out over an extended
period of time. Though the bulk of the capital or devel-
opment cost usually occurs at the front end of the im-
plementation process, operating costs and maintenance
costs occur over the life of the project.

The process of telescoping rhe stream of benefits and
costs over time into an equivalent single figure in today's
dollars is the process of present valuation. Present valu-
ation is not simply a matter of adding up each year's
benefits net of costs in a simple, arithmetic fashion. An
adjustment needs to be made for society's perception of
what a dollar is worth when it is received or spenr in the
future, as opposed to today.

Financial markets provide one source of insight about
how to treat future benefits and costs. Financial markets
are willing to give us positive interest rates on money
that we set aside today. A dollar invested even in a risk-
less manner (through an insured bank savings account
or a government security, for example) returns more
than one dollar later. Consequentl¡ a dollar received to-
day is worth more now than it would be if received later
because you always have the option of investing it and
turning it into more than one dollar later.

The implication of this is that future benefits and
costs should be discounted relative to benefits and costs
experienced today. The rate, per year, that future bene-
fits and costs should be discounted to present value is the
discount rate. The discount rate should be selected so
that it represents the forgone economic opportunities of

the funds involved in the project. This leads to a few sim-
ple guiding principles for selecting discount rares when
doing project evaluations:

¡ When there is no risk or uncertainty about the
stream of future benefits and costs, and the social rate of
time preference is the same as the private rate (explained
below), transportation projects should be discounted
using the riskless interest rates that prevail in private
financial markets. The reason is that public projects are
taking resources away from private projects, and they
should be permitted to do so only if they offer a com-
mensurate return. A good choice for the discount rate
thus is the riskless rate of return that financial markets
currently are offering over the same horizon as a cost or
benefit element. One thousand dollars in pollution ben-
efits received 10 years from now, for example, would be
discounted using the current yield on the 10-year U.S.
Treasury bond. If that yield is, sa¡ 7 percent per annum,
then the discounting calculation is

Present value = $1'ooo-- 
= $5og

(r + o.oz)'"

Thus, $1,000 in benefits received 10 years from now has
a present value of only half that amount. The benefits
and costs discounted in this manner in each year of the
project's life from today (year zero) result in the net pre-
sent value of the project:

=åffi
where

B¡ = the nominal value of benefits inyear t,
C, = the nominal value of costs in yeaÍ t,
7 = the life of the project in years, and
r = the discount rate.

r !(/hen there is some risk that benefits or costs will ac-
tually transpire as predicted, and the decision makers a¡e
risk-averse, then the net present value should be lower
than that obtained when one is certain of the outcome.
(Risk aversion means that decision makers value the
possibility of gains less than they value the possibility of
losses.) The best wây to accommodate risk in cosr-benefir
analysis is to try to estimate benefits and costs on a
certainty-equivalent basis by imagining inclusion of the
costs of insurance policies and other protections against
risk into the projections of the project costs. An alterna-
tive, rough-and-ready way to account for risk is to use a
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higher discount ratqg > r, obtained perhaps by looking at
the rates of return required by investors in similarly risky
enterprises. This method, however, is only useful when the
pattern of risk affects all benefit and cost streams similarly.

¡ If private market considerations dominate financial
markets, and private markets care only about the con-
sumption prospects of the current generation of market
participants, it may be the case that society is under-
investing. Specificall¡ the economist Kenneth Arrow and
others argued that the social rate of time preference should
be lower than the private-market rate of time preference
(i.e., the private-market discount rate is higher than the
one that should be used in public projects) (17). Many
transportation projects involve high up-front costs, with
benefits that play out only over long periods of time. If the
social rate of time preference, s, is lower than the private
tatq r, then projects discounted at s will have net present
values that are higher than if they were discounted at r and
thus be more likely to be undertaken.

Economists have debated whether very low discount
rates should be used on public projects despite consider-
ations such as the social underinvestment hypothesis
(lB). One reason for the debate is that through the op-
eration of futures markets and by virtue of bequest be-
havior, the consumption prospects of future generations
are adequately considered in present-da¡ private deci-
sion making. But these considerations, as well as the
considerations of risk and uncertainty associated with
individual projects, leave the matter of discount rate de-
termination a field that still needs work.

Ranking Proiects

Since we know that society has limited resources, it is ob-
vious that we do not want to embark on transportation
projects for which benefits are less than costs when prop-
erly converted to present value. Thus, the primary project
selection rule is that the present discounted value of ben-
efits, B, should be greater than the present discounted
value of costs, C. Put differentl¡ projects should be con-
sidered for implementation only if their net present value
is positive:

Net present value = (r - c)t o

Does this mean that society should pursue øll projects
with positive net present value? There are some obvious
reasons why this simple prescription fails:

o Proiects are not necessarily mwtually exclusiue, Can-
didate projects may overlap somewhat in the locus and
type of some of the benefits they provide and may provide
unique benefits in others. Similarl¡ there may be cost syn-

ergies (negative or positive) among subsets of candidate
projects so that building a set of interrelated projects is

more or less costly than building the projects individually.
o Budgets are limited. Decision makers may not have

budget authority sufficient to build all of the projects
that provide positive net benefits. In my view, this cir-
cumstance is rare; it is more likely that the list of trans-
portation project "needs" includes many projects with
negative net benefits. And, in any case, for projects with
positive net benefits, the budget constraint could be re-
solved in many cases through user charges; indeed, if the
projects are beneficial to users, properly structured use¡
charges should be able to "capture" part oÍ these bene-
fits to provide the financing. Nonetheless, the perception
of budget limitations is common, and there may in some
cases be institutional rigidities that truly impose budget
constraints arbitrarily.

As the nature of these issues suggests, the project se-

lection process has the potential to get complex quickly.
The nonmutual exclusivity of project benefits and costs
means that the project selection process, rather than fo-
cusing on individual projects, should focus on alterna-
tive menus and configurations of projects in some cases.

The issue of budget limitations means that a decision
rule other than the simple B > e rule must be evoked.

The solution to both of these issues can be found by re-
membering the purpose of cost-benefit analysis. Its pur-
pose is to maximize social well-being from the available
economic resources. What this implies, operationall¡
is that one needs to devise project configurations (the
mutual-exclusivity issue) and affordable subsets of these
configurations (the limited-budget issue) that maximize
net present value. Hence, the project selection process can
proceed using a dynamic screening process (19).

Although the process appeârs complex and time-
consuming, it is guided by two relatively simple decision
rules:

. To deal with nonmutual exclusiulry: Projects should
be included in project configurations if they maximize the
sum of own-project and other-project net present value. By
calculating beforehand the interactions of each project
with all others (most of which will be zero), devising net
present-value maximizing configurations is not arithmeti-
cally difficult (though seldom done).

¡ To deal with limited budgets: Projects and project
configurations should be ranked in descending order of
the ratios of B to C. Candidate projects should be added
to the implementation list until the budget is exhausted,
starting with the project with the highest Ble ratio.

The financial and arithmetic mechanics of project se-

lection under constraints, therefore, are not a terribly
important impediment to good transportation decision
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making. The procedures are well articulated in project
planning manuals (20).The real impediments arise when
the necessary data to evaluate net present value of individ-
ual projects fail to be developed. The most common rea-
sons that this occurs are

¡ Decision makers fail to consider øll releuant aher-
natiues. It does no good to scrupulously develop accu-
rate net present value calculations if the subset of project
alternatives is arbitrarily truncated.

. The underlying project impact analysis and model-
ing are poorly executed. The calculation of benefits and
costs ls a complex exercise, particularly when the projects
represent improvements to complex existing networks.

. Net þresent ualue calculations are execwted in a slip-
shod or intentionally distorted manner. In the 1970s, the
rapid expansion of state and federal requirements for en-
vironmental impact statements yielded many examples of
inexpert application of cost-benefit analysis arithmetic,
which, unfortunately, continues today.

The more readily good information for decision mak-
ing is available, the more likely it is that project ranking
exercises will be more robust and complete. It is hard to
expect decision makers to scrutinize carefully a wide
range of alternatives if it is impossible, or prohibitively
costly, to assemble good information.

Dealing with Distributional Issues

The final aspect of project selection methodology that
will be reviewed here is the issue of how to deal with the
distributional or equity aspects of cost-benefit analysis,
and the kind of measurement issues that thereby arise. As
discussed earlier, distributional problems are not a con-
ceptual fatal flaw in cost-benefit analysis from the Hicks-
Kaldor perspective. If a project generates net economic
benefits, it should be possible to use clever tax or pricing
schemes to capture enough of the benefits from the win-
ning group and redistribute them (in an effective way) to
the losing group to nullify its loss. The only issue from
the Hicks-Kaldor perspective, therefore, is whether it is
possible to derive effective redistribution schemes. Even
if it is not possible to implement a redistribution scheme
within the context of the project itself, the adverse effects
could be nullified through a tax scheme or other more
general redistribution schemes. Flence, from a Hicks-
Kaldor perspective, distributional issues are not a fatal
flaw to implementation of efficient projects.

In the 1980s, economists raised the stakes on distri-
butional issues in cost-benefit analysis by presenting
ways that project selection processes could be modified
to support the more general income redistributional
aims of societ¡ if so desired. They proposed that the se-

lection of even inefficient projects (i.e., those with nega-
tive net present values) might be justified under some cir-
cumstances if those projects have the effect of improving
the economic status of certain targeted or protected
classes of individuals.

The logic of this argument is that when society de-
cides to assist the less fortunate, it is implicitly saying
that it is willing to trade off a certain amount of effi-
ciency for improvement in societal equity. The only issue
is selecting the method for effecting the income transfers;
it should, of course, have the smallest possible adverse
efficiency effects. By this reasoning, it may be worth-
while under some circumstances to "corrupt" the cost-
benefit selection criteria if a project has sufficiently large,
positive effects on the well-being of the targeted groups
relative to the efficiency penalty.

Computationall¡ the conventional cost-benefit analysis
procedures are accommodated to this goal by simply ap-
plying weights (greater than one) to the benefits that are
received or costs that are paid, by the targeted class. As a

result, a project is made to appear better or worse than it
otherwise would in the normal course of net present valu-
ation, thereby affecting its ranking and chances of selec-

tion for implementation.
The weights to use in this recalculation can, arguabl¡

be derived by observing the relative treatment of various
income groups in other aspects of policy (e.g., the tax or
welfare systems) or by calculating the marginal value of
additional income from other income and consumption
data (2L,22).

This extension of distribution considerations has the
potential to cause great mischief in the evaluation of trans-
portation project alternatives without additional research:

¡ To what extent does a project actually benefit or
harm the targeted class? Existing transportation travel
data and demand models are not particularly good at
identifying the income class of beneficiaries of trans-
portation projects. 

'We know very little, from Census or
other data, about precisely who travels where in our re-
gions or interregionally. In addition to this (and partly
because of it), travel demand parameters (such as de-
mand elasticities) are not typically differentiated by in-
come class. Hence, the measurement of the likely effects
of a transportation project on any particular identified
class of beneficiaries is highly speculative. Clearl¡ this is
aî area that would benefit from further research.

. 'Sího 
is keeping track of the aggregate effect of such

concessions to income distribution? If efficiency conces-
sions are made, over time, to select projects that provide
services to certain classes of travelers, how do we know
when enough such projects have been adopted? Mea-
sured income statistics, of course, might well remain un-
changed even if many transportation projects friendly to
the targeted class have been built.
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o Is the development of inefficient transportation ser-

vices the best way to raise incomes? This is the central
question that, to date, has been begged in decision makers'
acceptance or rejection of transportation projects or poli-
cies because of equity considerations. Transit polic¡ pol-
icy toward older polluting vehicles, toward uninsured
motorists, and congestion pricing have all been influenced,
in my view, by the implicit grossing up of the benefits or
costs of alternative actions on the poor.

Clearl¡ the subject of distributional impacts also is one
that deserves considerable additional research.

SuuueRv AND PRoPoSED
RnsrRRcH Stet¡prnNrs

The informational requirements of transportation deci-

sion processes are, in some sense) overarching; data on all
aspects of travel behavior, travel cost, and network char-
acteristics are needed, in one form or another, by the eval-
uation process. These are needed to set policy direction,
to formulate and implement models of travel behavior
and network conditions, and to measure the desirability
of individual projects.

In addition, as the earlier discussion has hopefully
made clear, transportation decisions also are influenced
by conditions outside the transportation sector alto-
gether: financial market conditions influence discount
rates; information on income distributions and the cost
of improving poor households' incomes affects the de-

sirability of some transportation project alternatives;
and the health consequences of air pollution influence
the desirability of projects that change the quantity of
emissions, to name but a few examples.

Finall¡ transportation decisions also are influenced
by the quality of the available analytic tools and models.
Some modeling tools are needed to measure the response

of the transportation system to improvements. Others
are needed to perform the proper cost-benefit account-
ing for individual projects or programs. Still others are

needed to guide decision makers through the process of
ranking and scheduling projects for implementation.

The following are some areas in which information
initiatives would be particularly productive, in my view.

Expanded Information on Travel Behavior and
Demographic Characteristics of Households

Description of Research Problem

The available Census of Transportation and Public Use

MicroData Sample (PUMS) household census data pro-
vide only the most rudimentary basis for understanding

how travel behavior varies with the demographic char-
acteristics of households. The PUMS daÍ.a, for example,
do not provide trip length or place-of-work informa-
tion. Neither source provides substantive nonwork trip-
making information or information about whether drivers
have the option of free or fee parking. Consequently, it
is difficult to build models that can be used to predict the
differential response (and, thereb¡ the benefits enjoyed)
by households of various incomes or other important
demographic characteristics. Assembly of such informa-
tion has been left to individual metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs) whose purposes and resources for
assembling these kinds of data are limited. Even MPOs
in large, complex regions such as the San Francisco Bay
Area continue to rely on old and incomplete travel behav-

ior surveys.

Worþ To Be Performed

This initiative would involve conducting a comprehen-
sive survey of households, either through a large national
sample or through a series of regionally focused samples.

Data on trip information (trip origin, destination, mode,
time, length, etc.) would be linked to detailed information
on household characteristics (income, family structure,
car ownership, out-of-pocket operating expenditures,
workplace types, parking options, etc.). Modern trans-
portation demand modeling argues that the surveys
should utllize a tour orientation rather than a trip orien-
tation. This wa¡ the linking of trip purposes (such as the
after-work shopping that is done on the commute trip
home) can be better examined. A national sample would
permit some comparisons of behavior across regions, but
regional surveys can be used to develop demand models
for the surveyed regions.

Cost Estimate: $4 million to $8 million for a national
sample; $350,000 to $1 million for each regional sample

Improved Information on
tansit Supply Conditions

Description of Research Problem

In the evaluation of highway and transit improvements,
there is little attention paid to the nature of the transit
system supply response. For example, when demand den-

sity rises in a particular corridor or between a particular
origin-destination pair, transportation demand and net-

work assignment models must make certain assumptions
about how the road network performance will change

and how transit service characteristics (headways, travel
times, etc.) will change. Although reasonably thorough
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characterizations of how road networks will respond are

available (namel¡ volume-delay relationships) and em-

bedded in network assignment models, the characteriza-
tion of how transit services will respond is usually highly
stylized or ignored altogether. Transportation economists,
on the other hand, believe that transit (bus transit, in par-
ticular) is characterized by significant economies of scope

and scale as demand increases. Failure to accurately
characteize the transit supply response can distort cost-
benefit analysis since it mischaracterizes the size (and di-
rection) of changes in producer surpluses.

'Worþ To Be Performed

This initiative would involve two tasks: a meta-analysis
of the theory of optimal transit service dispatch, and an
empirical review of actual transit district dispatch behav-
ior. The meta-analysis would survey and synthesize the
literature on how to optimize route, vehicle, and headway
choices. The empirical review would compare the actual
behavior of a selected set of transit districts to see if those
districts are behaving in a manner consistent with the
prescription of the literature. To the extent the districts
are behaving optimall¡ the theoretical characterization
of transit supply can be used in long-term ffansporta-
tion modeling. To the extent that the districts appear to
use rules other than optimal dispatch rules, the research
would provide a critique of this behavior and provide
recommendations of how to characterize transit supply
responses in transportation models.

Cost Estimøfe: $550,000

Expanded Monetization of
Transportation Externalities

Description of Research Problern

Environmental and other external effects of transporta-
tion are looming increasingly large in transportation
planning decisions. However, such information is rarely
included, in a monetized form, in cost-benefit analyses,

even though much of this information is available. In
addition, the available meta-analyses of transportation
externalities have not tended to report relationships be-

tween transportation activity and externalities but rather
have been oriented toward simple average or aggregate

measures. In the evaluation of transportation projects in
a cost-benefit framework, the failure to include monetiz-
able information often causes the project selection process

to be handed over to a multicriterion analysis. This intro-
duces more subjectiviry in project evaluation than is prob-
ably warranted.

Work To Be Performed

This initiative would involve a meta-analysis of the avail-
able literature on the economic value of public service
costs, environmental externalities, and other transporta-
tion externalities. The literature review would be used to
develop characterizations of the relationship (linear or
nonlinear) between transportation activity and external-
ities. The research would yield ways to better incorporate
analysis of externalities in transportation network mod-
eling and planning.

Cost Estimale: $300,000

Improved Integration of Tlansportation System
Modeling and Evaluation Models

Description of Research Problem

Very capable multistep transportation planning models
have been developed in the past 5 years. Both trip- and
tour-based travel demand models are tightly integrated
with trip distribution and network assignment models
such as EÌlr/.ìdB|2. The tools for using the information
from such models for project or policy evaluation pur-
poses, however, are rudimentary. The elements of such
evaluation models exist in such decision support models
as STE M and SP SM. But the integration between the
typical four-step model operated by regional transporta-
tion planning and the evaluation models is weak, with
the result that few transportation-planning processes pro-
duce economic impact measurements.

'Work To Be Performed

This initiative would analyze the interface characteristics
of the prominent transportation planning model suites
and the available evaluation models. The interface charac-
teristics include the form, dimension, content, and format
of the output of transportation planning models and the
analogous input requirements of the available evaluation
models. The research would identify the compatible and
incompatible aspects of various pairs of planning and eval-
uation models and discuss the best modeling suites for an-
alyzing particular types of transportation improvements.
It also would recommend enhancements to the existing
models and develop intermediate models to better link the
planning and evaluation models.

Cost Estimale: $500,000
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Estimating Revenues from User Charges,
Taxes, and Fees
Identifyittg Information Requirements

David Gillen, Uniuersity of California, Berkeley

n a statement on national transportation policy in
the United States containedin Mouing America: New
Directions-New Opportunities (1), one of the clear

messages was a significantly reduced role for the federal
government. The fundamental assumption underlying
this policy prescription was that the transportation net-
work was mature. The major concern therefore should
be with maintaining this system and encouraging more
efficient use of facilities. The shift would be toward proj-
ects that complete the system and extend the useful life
of facilities. The principal thrust was expected to be
in management strategies involving pricing, vehicle con-
trol, and other instruments that focus on efficiency.
States found they had additional responsibilities in pol-
ic¡ planning, and program development.l

Since the 1990 statement, however, infrastructure in-
vestment seems to have found its way to the top of the
policy agenda in the United States as well as in other
countries. The recently enacted Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) conrained among
its provisions a significant amount of monies for trans-
portation (mostly highway) investmenr. Underlying this
change of faith was the belief that investmenrs in public
capital would improve productivit¡ economic growth,
and international competitiveness.

\X/ith the "crumbling" infrastructure needing replace-
ment and the growing demand for new facilities, state
departments of transportation (DOTs) are Íacedwith es-
tablishing a set of programs that will satisfy the man-
agement and efficiency provisions contained in Mouing
America (t) and the financing and invesrment responsi-
bilities contained in the evolution of TEA-21. If thev are

to invest in airport, highwa¡ and transit capital, they
need to understand how levels of investment in trans-
portation affect our economic health (as Eberts dis-
cusses in another resource paper in these proceedings).
Once this mechanism is understood, they need to put in
place a planning process that will lead to a ser of invesr-
ments yielding the economic and social returns so de-
sired (as Pozdena shows in his paper, also in these
proceedings). Finall¡ all of this activity musr be financed
in some wa¡ and forecasts of funds available for proj-
ects need to be made.

The problems just identified cross all modes of trans-
portation. In some cases, additional problems such as

international passenger travel and freight shipment de-
mands make the planning and investment process eyen
more complex. This paper will concentrate on highway
transportation and will assess how well states are able to
forecast revenues from taxes and fees levied on highway
users and whether the models they employ in forecasting
revenues are appropriate for the task. In addition, the pa-
per investigates whether the information relied upon by
these models is sufficiently accurate to supporr reliable
forecasts, and how this information might be improved.
(The focus will be on the highway sector although simi-
lar questions arise in aviation.) The paper then moves be-
yond questions of current practice and examines new
methods of financing transportation infrastructure in-
vestments and their information needs for forecasting.

After a brief review of the evolution of highway fi-
nance and its components, the next section of this paper
reviews variables that currently are used in forecasting
state highway revenues, and it assesses the quality and
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accuracy of available rneasures of these variables. Fac-

tors that may affect the reliability of current information
are explored, new options for measuring specific vari-
ables are examined, and their information requirements

are outlined.
In the next section, the adequacy of current revenue

forecasting models is investigated. This section poses

two questions: First, how accurate are current models,

and what assumptions do they impose? Second, are the

models adequate for forecasting revenues in a world that
places different demands on its transportation systems?

This section also will identify the additional information
demands that are likely to be imposed by new or im-
proved forecasting models.

The next section examines the information needs that
are likely to result from introducing new reYenue instru-
ments. This section requires a somewhat speculative ex-

amination of the specific financing measures states may

be considering to augment their current revenue sources)

including highway tolls and new forms of user taxes or
fees. If states move toward closer linkage of user charges

with actual road use, what additional information will
need to be collected to ensufe that accurate revenue fore-

casts can be made, and how can it be collected? Finall¡
the last section contains a summary and identification of
critical research questions.

EvoruuoN oF HIGHwAY FINRNcE

The growth and development of states' highway finance

systems have reflected changes in several factors' These

include developments in revenue collection technolo-
gies, an evolutionary process to legislation, a general

disinterest in reviewing highway finance on a regular
basis, and a move away from a user benefit principle to
one of minimizing voter revolt. Starting with the move-

ment away from tolls and property taxes to finance
roads that began in the early 1'920s, states increasingly
relied on user taxes to finance highways.' The linkage

of roads to property benefits was no longer as clear as

that between use of a road and the benefits received by
its users. In the language of economics, taxes on road
users were adopted and implemented in a context of
highways exhibiting the attributes of both private and

public goods-attributes such as excludability' con-
gestion, cross subsid¡ and cost economies' This trend
toward increased reliance on traditional user charge

mechanisms generally has continued over the past sev-

eral decades, more recently with some minor shift to-
ward reliance on general taxation' At the same time,
many European and Third 'slorld nations are seri-

ously turning to toll finance-and in many cases, even

outright privatization-to finance continued road
building.

The principal sources of revenues used to finance

highway construction in the United States have included
state and federal fuel taxes, vehicle registration fees,

motor-vehicle weight fees, sales taxes (revenue derived

from sales taxes on vehicles and equipment)' road and

bridge tolls, and driver's license fees' Vehicle registration
fees were the earliest forms of user tax to be widely
adopted by states, partly because they could be imple-
mented easily and were simple to administer since they

were typically paid only once per year in a lump sum'

This feature made them highly visible to motorists, \Mith

the result that they tended not to be changed frequently.
However, registration fees are typically a "{Iat fee" (with
some differentiation by vehicle classes) and thus have

limited revenue-generating potential. Currentl¡ about a

third of the states base registration fees for light vehicles

on weight, whereas half retain the flat fee system and the

remainder base the fee on some combination of weight'
horsepower, value, and age. The exact weightings on

these characteristics tend to reflect political judgments

and perceptions of equity among owners of different
types of vehicles.

Fuel Taxation

Motor-fuel taxation, first introduced by Oregon in
191.9, rapidly spread to other states: by 1929, all 48

states taxed gasoline, and 3 years later a one-cent-per-

gallon federal fuel tax was enacted as part of the Rev-

å.r.t" Act of 1932,3 The weighted average state

motor-fuel tax for gasoline has increased from 3.35ç. pet

gallon in 1.930, the first full year in which taxes were col-
lected in all states, to 1,8.5ø in L995. This figure com-
pared closely to the federal tax on gasoline, which stood
at 1.8.4ç. per gallon during 1995, although the federal

levy on diesel fuel was considerably higher, at 24.4ç per

gallon.
Prior to 1980, fuel tax rates were changed infre-

quently and typically in small increments (generally by

1 percent or less). The stability in fuel tax rates was en-

abled by continuing growth in fuel consumption, which
produced a continuing rise in total fuel-tax revenues.

At the same time, because highway expenditure levels

tended to be adjusted to correspond to growing rev-

enues, there was little pressure to increase fuel tax rates

in order to accelerate construction. After 1983, however,

a number of states began to increase their fuel tax rates

aggressivel¡ often in increments as large as 3¿ per gal-

lon, and there continues to be some adjustment by a mi-
nority of states in their per-gallon fuel tax rates. 'W'hereas

most states have retained the original convention of
fixed tax rates per gallon of fuel sold at retail, others

have indexed the per-gallon rate to some measure of gen-

eral price inflation. Still others impose the tax as a sales
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or yalue-added tax-a fixed percentage of the dollar
value of sales-levied either specifically on fuels or on all
retail spending. The exact form taken of a state's fuel tax
has a significant impact on the amount of revenues it
generates, although this impact canvary with changes in
overall economic conditions. As an illustration, the re-
cent robust growth in travel, spurred by the booming
U.S. econom¡ falling wholesale gasoline prices, and de-
clining average fuel efficiency of the U.S. vehicle fleet,
has produced rapid growth in gasoline consumption and
in fuel-tax revenues collected by states that rely on the
traditional per-gallon fuel tax strucrure.

Vehicle Registration Fees

Registration practices and taxation policies for com-
mercial vehicles differ greatly among the stares: some
register â tractor-semitrailer combination as a single
unit, whereas others register the tractor and the semi-
trailer separately. Some states register and tax buses
similarly to trucks; others treat buses in the same way
as automobiles, presumably because of their passenger-
carrying function. For the most part, weight-based
vehicle fees have been used in licensing trucks, but
more recently some states (17 to date) have begun to
levy fees on the basis of some combination of weight
and annual distance traveled. A few states (notabl¡
Virginia and Kentucky) levy a fuel tax surcharge on
vehicles having three o¡ more axles, whereas still
others (Arizona, Pennsylvania, and New York) impose
a gross tax on commercial trucks. Despite this wide
variation in licensing fee practices, however, the mag-
nitude of revenues generated from this source is rel-
atively minor.

One factor complicating the assessment and collec-
tion of both vehicle registration fees and fuel taxes on
commercial trucks is the interstate and international
(Canada and Mexico) nature of their operarions. The di-
versity of tax structures creates both tax competition
among individual states and the potential for adoption
of retaliatory taxation by adjacent or nearby states.
However, several regional alliances of states (e.g., New
England) have been formed in order to minimize rhe rev-
enue diminution that typically accompanies such tax ri-
valry. In these agreements, states jointly establish how
trucks will be treated in the home state and in adjacent
or nearby jurisdictions. Registrarion fees generally are
prorated on the bases of the amount of mileage recorded
in each jurisdiction. Fuel-tax revenues tend to be gener-
ally "self-prorating" because of their collection by states
in which fuel sales occur (as long as interstate tax differ-
entials are not large enough to induce significant changes
in sales patterns).4

Other Revenue Sources

The remaining sources of revenue, which are minor at
the state level, include property taxes and assessments,
driver's licensing fees, and personal property taxes levied
on motor vehicles. In addition, many states now employ
general-revenue bond financing for highway construc-
tion projects.s

More recentl¡ some states have employed new tax
instruments that include both road tolls and srate sales
taxes. Toll revenues generally are restricted to use on the
facilities where they are collected, because facilities with
tolls tend to be either bridges or tunnels, and they are
often newly constructed facilities. Presently 29 states op-
eÍate a total of 37 toll highways and 44 toll bridges; in
1989, tolls collected from vehicles using these facilities
provided $3.01 billion in revenues for highway financ-
ing. At the same time, a few states have introduced ded-
icated (or "earmarked") sales taxes to finance selected
investments in transportation infrastructure, often in re-
sponse to voter-approved ballot initiatives.

The increased reliance on this form of financing stems
from a number of factors, but the most important of
these is undoubtedly reluctance on the part of state leg-
islatures to adopt the tax rate or fee increases necessary
to generate additional revenues from more traditional fi-
nancing sources. Like tolls, the money collected from
state sales taxes generally are earmarked for a particular
set of investments, often specified in detail in the ballot
initiatives approving their use.

Summary of Revenue Sources

Figure 1 illustrates highway revenue sources. 'SØhat 
is

most evident from the data is the dominant role that fuel
taxes and fees play as a source of revenue for financing
highway spending. The figure also illustrates rhe vari-
ability of revenue sources over time.

Tables 1 through 5 provide a detailed, stare-by-srate
examination of the level and variability in taxation rares
and in revenues from fuel taxation and vehicle registra-
tion fees and other tâxes associated with vehicles. Tâble 1

shows the variability in tax rates among states as well as
across types of fuels. The asterisk beside a stâte name in-
dicates there are exceptions and conditions in the appli-
cation of the tax. This complexity creates a significant
challenge to developing a medium- to long-run forecast-
ing model.

In Tables 2 through 5, the levels and changes in the
revenues from fwo major sources of tax and fee revenue
are examined. Table 2 shows the gross and adjusted
total tax receipts from fuel taxes and other fuel-related
fees. The adjustment results in a reduction in revenue due
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FIGURE 1 State highway user tax revenues (millions of dollars) (2).

to reimbursements and exceptions. Changes from one
year ro rhe nexr are illustrated in Table 3. In column L,

for example, Alaska, Louisiana, North Carolina, Penn-

sylvania, and Utah have large reductions in tax revenues.

A significant proportion of U.S. states exhibit large
changes in revenue from one year to the next. Pennsylva-
nia, for example, has a 3.8 percent increase in1.994-95,
an 8.5 percent decrease in1.995-96, and a turnaround of
a 14.32 percent increase in L996-97 . Even a simple time-
series model for short-term forecasting would face chal-
lenges with such variability.

Table 4 illustrates the revenues available from license

fees and other motor-vehicle-related taxes. (The table is a

subset of a more detailed set of information and is con-
densed for presentation.) It is clear that a sizable pro-
portion of "other" taxes is included in this source of rev-
enues. Table 5 shows the year-to-year changes in revenue

levels contained in Table 4. Unlike fuel-tax revenues, these

series show remarkable stability with no subset of states

having more fluctuation than others in this revenue source

and very little intertemporal variation.

Trte Rorn oF REvENUE FoRECASTTIG

As the exhibits illustrate, states traditionally have relied
on fuel taxes as the primary source of revenue to fund
roadway construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance.
In planning their year-to-year activities and accompany-
ing spending levels in each of these categories, states thus
require forecasts of revenues that will be available from
the "pass-back" of federal fuel-tax revenues they receive,
as well as from the fuel taxes, fees, and other charges they
levy on highway users.t The Federal Highway Adminis-
tration (FH!øA), which is required to present to Con-
gress the forecasts of revenues available in the Federal
Highway Trust Fund, relies on information provided by
the states in developing its forecasts.
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Three approaches can be considered in producing
forecasts. One is a simple model that uses previous val-
ues of revenues in each category, perhaps with a weight-
ing structure on more recent values. This approach
simply matches a function to the data and extrapolates
the values to create a forecast. A second approach would
use some econometric time-series techniques, such as the
Box-Jenkins or ARIMA. Univariate Box-Jenkins models
are sophisticated extrapolation methods using past val-
ues to generate forecasts. Despite not providing any ex-
planation for the movement of variables, this approach
is valuable because it is eas¡ inexpensive, and requires a

minimum of information. This can be used in conjunc-
tion with other forecasts and can serve as a starting
point for more sophisticated approaches. The "Achilles
heel" of the time-series approach to forecasting is the
misspecification of the dynamic structure. 

'When 
lack of

information or specification errors make econometric
models impractical, the Box-Jenkins model is considered
a superior form of time-series forecasting.

The third approach, causal forecasting, develops an
econometric model that explains the underlying causes
or sources of variation in the factors that effect revenues
from fuel taxes and registration fees. This would use rel-
evant demographic and economic variables in a set of be-
havioral equations to produce the forecast. This approach
is information intensive and is subject to a number of
errors. Nonetheless, it is the richest approach since once
the model parameters are estimated they can be used to
develop forecasts of the dependent variables.

Producing revenue forecasts requires projections of a
state's fuel-tax structure and rates, the number of gallons
of each type of fuel subjected to taxation that is expected
to be sold, the number of vehicles expected to be regis-
tered during future years, and residual revenues from
other sources, including excise taxes, licensing fees, and
earmarked transfers from the federal government. Unfor-
tunatel¡ the only piece of information among these vari-
ables that tends to be predictable with any certainty is the
state's tax structure and rate of taxation.' Total vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) and the average fuel efficiency of
the vehicle fleet will determine the number of gallons of
each type of fuel sold. The present stock of vehicles varies
with changes in the demographic makeup and economic
status of households, and prevailing macroeconomic con-
ditions will determine the number of licensed vehicles.

State policy makers and transportation officials require
accurate revenue forecasts to plan investments as well as

to set tax rates and fee levels that will achieve fiscal tar-
gets. There is some economic risk and sizable political risk
in overforecasting revenues-that is, in producing fore-
casts that exceed actual revenue collections. If states
are not able to accurately forecast revenues from taxes
and fees levied on highway users, transportation planning
agencies will be in jeopardy of having certain projects

delayed, and prolonged delays of controversial projects
may cause the consensus in support of them to be recon-
siclered or ultimately to unravel. In the case of projects
that already have begun, overestimation of future reve-
nues may subject political officials to the risk of having to
adjust existing tax rates or fees or even to introduce new
taxes or seek a new source of financing.

Recognizing the sources and consequences of these
risks, there are three fundamental questions that policy
makers should be asking that will assist in identifying
the weaknesses in information and modeling. They are
as follows:

¡ Accuracy of informøtion employed by current fore-
casting models: \X/ith the focus on the current set of mod-
els used in revenue forecasting, are the variables used in
these models measured accurately? If not, what are the
sources of inaccurate measurements and what is needed
to improve their reliability?

o Adequacy of current forecøsting models: Are the
models that currently are being used to forecast revenues
satisfactory to meet future needs? \X/hat are their specific
conceptual and empirical shortcomings, and how should
they be redesigned to adequately reflect future changes
in their likely use in transportation planning and policy
making? How are proposed changes in the models used
to forecast revenues likely to affect their information re-
quirements?

t Euolution of current forecasting models and infor-
mdtion requirements; How will new revenue instruments
be integrated into the current set of forecasting models?
The evolution of alternative bases for financing highways
results in increasingly diverse and potentially complex
informational requirements. Hence, there are different
demands placed on both state and federal institutions
responsible for generating information relied upon in
forecasting reYenues.

THn CunnENT MoDELS:
INron¡,rRtroN DEMANDS

Because of the nearly universal policy of basing highway
spending levels on revenues, both the federal and state
governments depend critically on forecasts of revenue
from taxes and fees levied on users for planning highway
expenditures. The federal gasoline tax of 18.4ç per ga|-
lon is approximately equal to the average state lev¡ so

that total tax revenues averâge about 36ç. per gallon
of fuel sold; Table 1 provides the complete breakdown,
state by state. At the same time, however, it is equally
important to examine developments in the world petro-
leum market and their effects on the wholesale or pretax
price of gasoline, which had been declining but has risen
sharply in recent months. In assessing the implications of



TABLE 1 Tax Rates on Motor ßuel, L997 (Cents per Gallon)

Gasoline Diesel LPG Gasohol

State Rate Date Rate Date Rate Date Rate Date

Alabama"'
Alaska
Arizona"
Arkansas"'
Califo¡nia"
Colorado"
Connecticut

Delawaret'
D.C.
Florida"
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho"
Illinois"
Indiana"
Iowa
Kansas"
Kentucky"
Louisianat'
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts"
Michigan"

Minnesota "
Mississippi"
Missouri"
Montana*
Nebraska"

Nevada

New Hampshire"
New Jersey"
New Mexico"
New York"

North Carolina"
North Dakota"
Ohio"
Oklahoma"
Oregon*'
Pennsylvania"

Rhode Island"
South Carolina
South Dakota"

Tennessee"'
Texas*
Utah*'

Vermontt'

Virginia*'
'Washington''
'Slest Virginia''
'Wisconsin"

'Slyoming"

Weighted Avg.
Federal Tax

18
8

18
1.8.6
18
22
39
36
L-)

20
12.8

7.5
1.6

25
1.9

15
20
18
1.6.4
20
t9
23.5
21.

15
1.9

20
18.4
t7
27
2s.3
24.9
24.8
24.s
24.75

18.7
10.5
1 8.875
22.40
22.80
22.6
20
22
1.7

24
22.35
2s.9

29
16
18
2\
20
20
19
19.5
24.5
1.6

20
1.7.5
z3
25.35
23.7
23.8

9
19.05
18.4

06t01t92
0710'U61.
07101190
07101196
01.101.194

01.101.191

01101197
07101197
01101195
1.0101.194

01.101.197

07101171
07101.191
04101196
01.101.190

04t01188
0u0u89
07t0u92
0711.5194
01101190
07tL7191.
05t01192
0U01.191
01.t01.184
08t01.197
05/01/88
07t01.193
04t01.t96
07t01t94
0U01t97
04t0U97
07101197
1.0101.197

01t01t97

06t07t93
07t01.t88
07101196
01.101.197

04101197
01.101.197

01101196
07101.193
07t01189
01t01.193
09t01.191
05t01.197

07t08194
01/01t89
04t01/88
05t01/97
04t01t89
L0t01.t9t
04101.187
06101197
08101197
07101.189
08101197
0710U92
04t0u91
05t01.193
04t01.196
04t01.t97
07101.189

r0t01t97

1.9

8

18
1.8.6
18
20.5
18

22
20
24.6

7.5
1.6

25
21..5
1.6

22.5
20
1.3.4
20
20
24.25
21.

15

20
18.4
17
27.7 5
25.3
24.9
24.8
24.5
27.75

18.7
13.5
1.9.87 5
22.35
22.65
22.6
20
22
14
24
22.35
26.0
30.8
29
16
18
21
'J.7

20
1.9

1.9.5
24.5
1.7

16
)?
25.35
23.7
23.8

9
19.s0
24.4

0610u92
07t01.161
07101.190
0710U96
01.101.194

01.101.192

09101.191.

0u0U95
t0t0U94
0u0u97
07t01./71.
07t01.191.
04t01.196
01t01190
04t01188
01t01189
07t0U92
07t15/94
01.t01.190
04101.189
07t01.193
01t01.191
01t0u84

05/01/88
07t01"193
04t01,196
07t0U94
01t0U97
04/01/97
07t01t97
10/01/97
01t01/97

06t07t93
07101188
07101196
0U0U97
0410U97
01.10U97
0U0U96
07t01.193
07t01.189
01t01.193
09t01./91.
05t01t97
r0t01./97
07t08t94
01t01t89
04t0U88
0st0U97
0410U90
1.0t0U91
04/0U87
0610u97
08101197
07101.189

07t01.192
04t01.191.
0st01.193
04t01.196
04t0\197
07t0U89

10t01t97

t7

18
1.6.5

6
20.5

22
20
15.8

7.5
1.1.

18.1
19

20
17
15
16
18
23.5

9.5
15

15
17
17

25.3
24.9
24.8
24.5
23
22
18
5.25
3
8

22.6
20
22
t7
24
22.35
25.9

29
I6
16
19
1.4

15
1.9

1.9.5
24.5

10

2s.35
23.7
23.8

14.18
1i.6

06t0t/92

07t01.t90
04t01.19r
01t0u76
01.101.192

07t01.196

0'u01.t95
r0t01.194
0U01.197
07t0'U71.
07t0u91.
04t01"196
01/01.t90

01t01.t89
07t0u92
07t01.186
07t01.193
07n7t91.
07t01.193
0u0'u97
0t/01./84

07t0U95
01t0U89
04t01t96

01101197
04101197
07101197
10101197
1.0t01t92
07101197
06116191.
07101188
0u01.196
1.0101.190

0u01.197
0u0!96
07101.193
07t01.t89
01t01t93
09t01t91
05t01t97

07t08t94
01t01t89
04t01t88
05101197
04t01t89
0u01.187
04t01.187
0610U97
08101.197

0U0u94

0st01t93
04t01t96
04t01t97

t0t01t97

18

18
18.6
18
22
38
35
23
20
12.8

7.5
1.6

22.5
19
15
1.9

18
16.4
20
19
23.5
2t
15
1.9

20
1.8.4
t7
27
25.3
24.9
24.8
24.5
24.7 5

t8.7
10.5
18.8 75
22.35
22.65
22.6
20
22
t7
24
22.35
25.9

29
1.6

1.6

1.9

20
20
r9
19.5
24.5
16
20
17.5

^23
25.35
23.7
23.8

9
20.07
13.0

06t01192

07t01.190
07t01106
01t0't"194
01101.191
01t0'u97
07t01.197
01t0u95
1.0t01.194
01t01.t97
07t01.171.
07t01.191
07t01.194
01t01.190
04t01188
01t01./89
07101./92
0711.5/94
01t01.190
07117191.
0510u92
01t0U91.
01/07t84
0810U97
05/01/88
07101.193
04t01t96
07t01.t94
0u01197
04101./97
07101./97
I0101197
01.101.197

06107193
01.101.192

0710u96
0U0u97
04t01.197
0U01.197
0t/01.t96
07101193
07t01189
09t01t93
09t07t91
05t01./97

07t08/94
0u01./91
04101188
0510'J./97
04101.189
10101.191
04t01.187
06101.197
08t01.197
07t01"189
08/01.t97
07t01.t92
05101194
05101193
04t01t96
04t01/97
01t01t95

1.0t01.t97
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TABLE 2 State Motor-Fuel Tax Revenues and Related Receipts (Thousands of Dollars)

1.997 1996 t995 t994

State
Gross Adj. Total Gross

Collections TaxReceipts Collections
Adi. Total Gross Adj. Total Gross Adj. Total

Tax Receipts Collections Tax Receipts Collections Tax Receipts

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
'Washington
'$Øest Virginia
'Wisconsin

Ilyoming
Totals

542,22L
1.8,906

499,370
35L,1.l7

2,820,580
447,795
546,553
'J.03,41.2

32,529
1,400,107

393,662
68,799

202,41.9
1.,136,898

703,766
397,70L
31.3,902
413,776
589,9t2
155,570
630,508
598,547
825,746
546,1.82
334,100
632,969
'177,809

293,01.4
274,1.69
1.23,687
488,049
232,707

1.,4r4,144
97 5,439

99,374
1,426,954

387,843
387,521.

7,s38,470
r24,974
396,222
107,480
683,1 88

2,4s9,891
265,044

71.,1.1'1.

735,764
702,845
271,110
707,L02

54,056
29,105,014

540,r95
17,187

490,497
351,1.1.7

2,730,407
442,262
544,663
103,L9 5
32,570

7,400,795
386,559

67,784
194,1.70

L,122,838
695,706
380,777
311,834
406,004
500,272
150,741.
61.8,57t
590,77 5
809,483
527,142
332,859
631,720
1.67,L07
279,931.
265,327
r2'1.,409
488,21.6
230,908

1,400,662
986,335

97,6'1.5
1,365,308

382,276
378,293

1,533,638
r24,665
394,130
101,008
670,1.04

2,396,826
257,605

69,811.
732,313
699,997
270,784
685,336

53,225
141,947

533,257
20,960

484,348
354,456

2,763,367
445,266
499,5L7

93,542
3r,987

1.,31.0,236
4r5,622

68,095
18 8,858

1,164,395
671,81.t
388,410
299,23't
400,874
699,060
150,504
622,158
599,660
766,491
522,r46
336,018
591,994
179,535
261.,782
242,1.98
1.r6,r83
464,170
224,128

1,330,t52
1.,2r0,795

97,619
r,3g4,6lg

37',|.,656
374,573

r,31.7,925
'1.23,848

387,048
97,933

680,383
2,386,361.

220,831
67,667

696,429
68L,669
)Á) )47
696,820

54,683
28,363,577

530,399
18,7 56

478,L29
340,052

2,635,799
439,774
498,120

93,345
32,028

1,300,895
412,269

67,1.67
779,51.4

1.,1.34,506
664,7L8
374,546
296,996
400,698
529,232
145,803
604,6L4
591.,807
752,1.29
507,770
334,857
591.,526
1.67,857
249,759
233,563
'1.16,902

463,664
223,780

t,325,956
'1.,194,1.49

93,1L2
1,341,859

367,746
364,425

1.,314,01L
L23,5L8
384,942
9r,273

662,619
2,31.9,576

2L4,380
67,405

693,348
668,487
267,612
67 5,345

53,461.
2,761,759

534,767
21.,79t

460,81.2
344,348

2,725,947
433,01.3
462,824

97,850
34,82'1.

1,275,009
388,228

67,763
157,808

1.,13r,31t
670,551
37',J",1.30

290,941
377,504
505,690
1.38,964
621,1.40
578,2r8
762,366
499,282
328,619
535,374
158,202
248,840
226,353
110,647
431,1 81
246,959

1,52L,405
927,654

85,621
1.,329,35'1.

360,573
369,967

1,424,605
120,633
393,295

93,933
669,620

2,302,529
208,L84

67,463
696,587
668,465
276,805
666,993

49,788
2,747,162

530,779
20,01.6

458,997
329,862

2,6'17,883
427,220
461.,61.9
97,597
34,862

1,276,6L6
385,093

66,881.
1.49,905

'1,097,265

665,555
358,517
289,078
377,433
492,839
1.34,306
601.,268
570,639
764,21.5
486,979
327,607
535,258
154,844
235,3LL
217,370
111,010
431.,765
246,449

1.,51.9,624

903,356
81,282

1,301.,962
356,233
360,706

L,425,21g
120,262
393,629

86,696
650,543

2,240,355
20^1,672

70,1.92
693,689
656,4L9
276,358
646,468

50,607
2,698,871

522,L24
23,450

430,454
332,1.71.

2,594,707
420,369
432,081.

89,1 30
35,880

L,202,944
378,297
67,594

1.5r,733
r,1.1.2,736

618,090
360,189
286,1.46
364,047
497,002
143,143
61.0,458
563,308
735,637
491,98't
31.9,549
500,857
1.60,01.1.

249,914
215,468
1.07,006
441.,427
224,674

L,369,669
919,079

86,486
'1.,278,089

358,348
355,557

'1,369,964

116,259
382,594

95,230
651.,009

2,226,096
1 96,858
64,882

685,719
650,724
276,399
648,9'1.4

5L,451.
26,455,804

51"8,243
21.,883

427,881.
3r9,063

2,443,550
41.4,540
430,858

88,902
35,924

L,200,062
375,583

66,345
1.43,280

1.,073,959
613,186
347,639
283,821.
363,820
474,1.08
1.38,639
600,042
555,541
735,806
481,329
31.8,787
500,355
1.50,261.

235,691
207,087
1.07,02L
440,876
225,230

1,364,813
898,790

82,303
1.,256,379

352,800
347,208

1,370,1.77
120,1.08
382,8t9

87,804
633,125

2,1.69,643
1.90,890

68,206
682,423
638,689
275,810
630,268

50,637
25,941,204

Sounc¡: Motor-fuel taxes and related receipts, Bureau of Transportation Statistics.



TABLE 3 Changes in Revenues from Fuel Tax Receipts

r996-97 199s-96 7994-95

Change Change in
in Gross Total Tax

Collections Receipts

Change
in G¡oss

Collections

Change in
Total Tax
Receipts

Change
in Gross

Collections

Change in
Total Tax
Receipts

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
'Washington
'West Virginia
'SØisconsin
'Wyoming

1.65%
-10.86%

3.0r%
-0.9s%

2.03%
0.56%
8.61%
9.54%
1.67%
6A2%

-5.58%
1.02%
6.70%

-2.42%
454%
2.34%
4.67%
3.1.2%

-18.50%
3.26%
1.32%

-0.19%
7.18%
4A0%

-0.57%
6.47%

-0.97%
1,0.66%
11.66%
6.07%
4.89%
3.69%
5.94%

-24.I3%
1.77%
2.27%
4.17%
3.34%

14.34%
0.90%
2.32%
8.88%
0.41%
2.99%

1,6.68%
4.84%
5.35%
3.01.%
3.27%
1.45%

-1.16%

.BT%
9.13%

.52%

.15%

.47%

.s6%

.55%

.ss%

.66%

.1.3%
6.6s%

.91%

.ss%
1..04%

.J/ /o

.64%

.76%

.31%
5.79%

.28%

.26%
0.1,7%

.09%

.67%
0.60%

.36%
0.4s%
0.78%
197%

.71.%

.03%

.09%

.33%
20.06%

.6L%

.72%

.96%

.67%
4.32%

.92%

.33%

.64%

.12%

.22%
6.78%

.4s%

.32%
,50%
.39%
.46%

0.44%

-0.28%
-3.96%
4.86%
2.85%
1.36%
2.75%
7.35%

-4.6L%
-8.86%
2.69%
6.59%
0.49%

1644%
2.84%
0.1.9%
4.45%
2.77%
s.83%

27.66%
7.67%
0.L6%
3.58%
0.54%
4.38%
2.20%
9.s6%

11.88%
4.94%
6.54%
4.76%
7.1,1%

-10.19%
-1,4.38%
23.38%
12.29%
4.68%
2.98%
1.23%

-8.09%
2.60%

-1.61%
4.08%
1.58%
3.51.%
5.73%
0.30%

-0.02%
1.94%

-s.5s%
4.28%
8.9s%

0.07%
6.72%

.00%

.00%

.68%

.85%
aao/.JJ /o

4.s6%
8.8s%
.87%
.s9%
.43%

6.49%
.28%

0.1.3%
.28%
.67%
.81,%
.88%
.89%
.55%
.s8%

1..61.%

.09%

.17%

.51%

.75%

.78%

.93%

.04%

.01,%
1.0.1,3%

1,4.53%
3.71.%
2.71%

.97%

.97%

.02%
8.46%

.64%
2.26%

.01%

.82%

.42%

.93%
4.13%
0.0s%
.8r%

5.64%
.28%
.34%

2.36%
-7.61.%

6.s9%
3.54%
5.1,8%
292%
6.64%
8.91.%

-3.04%
5.65%
2.56%
0.25%
3.Bs%
1.64%
7.82%
2.95%
1,.65%
3.s6%
1.72%

-3.01%
1..72%
2.58%
3,51.%
1.46%
2.76%
6.45%

-1.14%
-0.43%
4.81.%
3.29%

*2.38%
9.02%
9.97%
032%

-1,.01,%
3.86%
0.62%
3.89%
3.84%
3.63%
2.72%

-1.38%
2.78%
3.32%
5.44%
3.83%
1.56%
2.65%
0.15%
2.71%

-3.34%

.36%
933%

.78%

.27%

.66%

.97%

.66%

.91,%
3.0s%

.00%

.47%

.80%
Á10/,'+L /o

.12%

.87%

.03%

.82%

.61,%

.80%
3.23%

.20%

.6s%

.72%

.1.6%

.69%

.52%

.96%
0.16%

.73%

.59%
2.25%

.61,%
0.1.3%
.51%

1,.26%
.s0%
.96%
.74%
.86%
.1.3%
.7s%

1.28%
.68%
.20%
.3s%
.83%
.62%
.70%
.20%
.51.%

0.06%
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TABLE 4 State Motor-Vehicle and Motor-Carrier Tax Receipts (Thousands of Dollars)

1,997 1.996

STATE

Automobiles
(including
taxicabs)

Trucks
and Truck
Tractors

Total
Receipts

Automobiles
(including
taxicabs)

Trucks
and Truck
Tractors

Total
Receipts

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
'lfashington

llest Virginia
'Slisconsin

llyoming
Total

3,989
11,957
23,01.8

21,61.0

3,14r,491.
66,1.79
20,525

9,572
12,92'1.

236,630
t33,457

5 5,907
21,530

320,265
40,547

183,600
4t,561.
1.8,27 5
?) )9,)
20,649
98,97r
78,1.34

380,465
339,004

30,572
76,827

6,057
1.9,073

45,1.54

20,984
179,051.
27,81.7

230,425
84,448
18,682

245,530
245,775

28,984
221,L46

18,801
30,625
L1,1.47

41.,690
441,079

15,570
15,450
31.,825

61.8,229
27,701

1,1.2,592

5,015
9,162,778

54,373
9,466

63,532
57,283

1,,397,97 5

56,670
4,332
5,280
1.,915

t3'1.,923
31,447
1.1.,643

1.8,283
201,460
126,1.85

86,200
69,403
22,607
31,977
13,308
35,165
77,661.

159,8r7
1.5r,433
27,1.65

103,877
6,092

27,1.52
1.9,495
21,204
30,920
27,1.88

66,512
'1.'1.5,271.

15,986
150,521
45,583
28,544

204,547
8,674

26,265
25,263
62,522

307,610
1,9,735

8,769
1,4,961

323,983
32,308

t28,438
30,030

4,697,953

1,47,704
3L,7 58

259,456
1t4,959

5,205,428
2rt,939
245,200
71,9t8
54,737

940,084
249,064

82,8 8 1

103,724
746,505
243,352
320,922
1.50,476
545,7 53

\72,601.
76,289

761,1.1.7

337,880
688,287
571,1.67
\24,787
255,648

5 5,934
78,91.9

1.29,823
86,048

554,600
217,495
772,189
318,930

48,059
645,547
422,353
327,696
668,049
64,I72

1.05,710
46,637

206,307
2,964,885

81,421
70,486

724,532
1,070,543

209,570
316,885

48,470
644,520

3,615
1,r,872
22,940
23,451.

2,778,390
64,881

1.08,846
9,1.87

14,283
229,897
102,995

54,673
1.6,336

349,832
39,977

163,500
39,991
1.8,1.90

32,596
20,015
9S 1?9

72,694
357,676
31.7,082
29,877
77,606

6,701.
16,433
42,871
20,558

1.72,505
27,21.5

226,596
90,1 80
'1.9,973

240,632
240,85t

30,9r6
1,87,719

16,958
24,094
t0,874
49,780

41.9,957
10,833
1.6,051.

31,250
377 ,5 56

25,529
132,51.0

4,390
7,697,683

37,030
q ç??

6r,820
30,570

1,553,91 1

52,963
22,974

5,246
2,t1.7

1.27,958
65,913
1.2,417
'1.5,052

1.87,259
1.23,360

87,600
67,505
22,020
33,078
'1.3,950

35,308
7 5,71.L

'1.51.,788

1.37,806
27,298

106,r19
5,218

32,276
18,509
1.9,7 66
50,1.70

25,932
66,272

1.05,61.2

1.6,086
t44,392

43,1.91.

27,289
221.,291.

9,031.
35,r43
23,954
56,389

307,402
1.3,20'1.

8,878
1.3,768

307,079
33,789

105,853
28,900

4,787,496

177,366
30,932

247,700
1.20,598

4,985,706
203,793
238,920

70,01.6
5 5 ,179

93L,61.1

245,742
83,035
94,660

764,186
235,160
304,541
1.42,817
530,836
1,77,61.2

78,571
742,747
303,742
674,1.48
504,1.84

125,380
256,632

52,351.

76,945
1.09,597

83,077
594,7 5 5

208,218
71.9,823
387,029
47,904

604,1.84
389,462
325,91.3

639,01.1.

62,776
't 06,7L9

44,7L4
202,364

2,742,591.
66,r65
8 8,098

697,963
1,,000,759

205,981.
31.1.,009
44,696

22,137,908

Sounc¡: Motor-fuel taxes and related receipts, Bureau of Transportation Statistics.
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TABLE 4 Continued
199.5 t994

Automobiles
(including
taxicabs)

Trucks
and Truck
T¡actors

Total
Receipts

Automobiles
(including
taxicabs)

Trucks
and Truck
Tractors

Total
Receipts

3,789
1.1.,978

22,345
23,906

2,258,429
54,297

L06,60I
9,399

15,639
214,777

98,993
53,785
1.6,1.L3

351,041
39,002

158,100
39,591
17,369
31.,1.09

20,155
93,777
75,322

308,317
311,520
29,314
76,122

6,611.
16,163
39,328
20,699

169,452
26,91.3

257,1.68
78,020
78,925

240,019
225,1.16

27,025
174,541

18,53 8

29,442
10,949
68,396

419,607
10,565
15,825
32,265

544,039
16,9L4

131,590
4,544

7,043,323

50,821
9,571.

52,1.1.9

29,61,2
1,099,493

40,366
22,500

5,392
2,31.9

122,531
63,092
12,502
15,105

201,395
121,531
83,900
66,276
21.,1.39

30,523
13,398
34,995
72,987

L64,799
1.06,404
26,637

101,559
5,253

28,133
1.6,979

tg,gg2
6r,295
25,01.2

7t,9 56
86,588
t7,0gg

1.42,006
41,843
26,1.43

220,672
8,902

24,992
23,295
40,367

)7) 7)')
1.4,421.

8,629
17,696

297,344
39,209
91,41.8
27,793

4,r99,423

172,681
29,022

212,256
109,51.6

1 94) 979

1.62,363
238,1.15
1.06,842

5 5,949
886,769
236,027

78,927
92,348

757,108
231.,147
293,558
133,858
774,672
158,418

68,947
658,661.
294,755
61.6,3'J.0

456,164
116,gg3
)19 99)

50,487
70,762
99,721.

81,056
61.7,7L7
293,307
77ç S)7

312,195
48,L04

573,422
365,966
309,2r7
61.4,346

58,795
1.0t,532

43,806
198,424

4,232,301
62,863

1.30,1.95

898,1.89
937,061.
323,746
291.,087

41.,628

22,675,827

37,039
1!,788
21,423
26,335

2,661.,682
54,701

1.08,1.71

9,1.91
14,194

21.3,282
117,548

53,41.2
I5,765

326,325
47,056

152,300
3 8,688
1.8,247

29,903
19,126
92,906
58,163

311,033
319,505

28,969
76,193

6,496
16,242
36,850
19,176

1.66,043
26,094

254,984
78,639
1.8,844

236,854
208,532

30,980
172,546
18,53I
31.,946

12,562
63,1.31.

433,6t6
10,430
15,080
25,735

520,591.
23,546

129,896
4,043

7,423,039

363
9,365

50,4r3
26,404

1,209,347
36,832
22,831
70,31.3

2,104
1.18,020

38,651
12,827
1.5,765

195,0gg
135,777
81,100
63,049
21,039
30,889
13,432
3 5,465
69,235

1.36,472
L07,g35
27,555

106,362
5,21.3

26,755
1.5,909
1.9,396

62,015
23,969
69,594
83,023
1.7,1.23

1.37,21.5

41.,t26
27,441"

220,530
8,902

36,527
20,71.5

48,839
282,523

13,153
8,507

26,035
289,838

34,51.9
95,678
6,654

4,243,630

1.63,407
30,007

253,21.1.

1.04,233
4,454,599

1.48,821.
244,521

69,262
56,125

91.3,277
225,147

75,058
86,477

727,470
230,066
278,738
134,772
458,888
I64,286
76,785

664,t97
302,878
583,744
500,440
1"10,630

250,357
48,370
64,362
95,897
78,327

553,458
209,987
757,61.8
303,749

48,283
679,424
346,783
315,320
507,823
67,581

114,7t6
41,089

188,500
2,46\,458

58,560
81,58 8

534,032
91.8,1.62
1.93,1,61

296,775
40,580

20,340,371



TABLE 5 Changes in Revenues from Vehicle Registrations

t996-97 t995-96 1994-95

From
Cars

From
Trucks

Total
Receipts

From
Cars

From
Trucks

Total
Receipts

From
Cars

From Total
Trucks Receipts

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Mass.
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hamp.
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
N. Carolina
N. Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
S. Carolina
S. Dakota
Tennessee

Texas

Utah
Vermont
Virginia
'!lashington

West Virginia
'!Tisconsin
'Süyoming

0.09
0.01
0.00

-0.09
0.72
0.02

-4.30
0.04

-0.1 1

0.03
0.23
0.02
0.24

-0.09
0.01
0.11
0.04
0.00

-0.01
0.03
0.04
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.02

-0.01
-0.11

0.1,4

0.05
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02

-0.07
-0.02
0.02
0.02

-0.07
0.15
0.10
0.21,

0.02

-0.79
0.05
0.30

-0.04
0.02
0.07
0.08

-0.18
0.1,2

0.32

-0.01
0.03
0.47

-0.11
0.07

-4.30
0.01

-0.11
0.03

-1.10
-0.07

0.18
0.07
0.02

-0.02
0.03
0.03

-0.03
-0.0s

0.00
0.03
0.05
0.09
0.00

-0.02
0.1,4

-0.1.9
0.05
0.07

-0.62
0.05
0.00
0.08

-0.01
0.04
0.05
0.04

-0.08
-0.04
-0.34

0.06
0.10
0.00
0.23

-0.01
0.08
0.05

-0.05
0.18
0.04

-0.20
0.03
0.0s

-0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03

-0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.09

-0.02
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.03

-0.03
-0.03

0.02
0.10
0.02
0.1.2

0.00
0.00
0.06
0.03
0.16
0.03

-0.07
0.04
0.07

-0.21
0.00
0.06
0.08
0.01
0.04
0.02

-0.01
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.1,9

-0.25
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.08

-0.05
-0.01

0.03

-0.02
0.19
0.L6
0.02

-0.02
-0.09

0.07
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.0s
0.0s

-0.01
0.02

-0.04
0.1,4

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.08

-0.01
0.02
0.01

-0.13
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.13
0.07

-0.09
-0.22
-0.01
-0.37
0.00
0.03
0.01

-0.03
0.06
0.34
0.01

-0.04

-0.37
0.00
0.1,6

0.03
0.29
0.24
0.02

-0.03
-0.09

0.04
0.04

-0.01
0.00

-0.08
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.04
0.01
0.04

-0.09
0.23
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.13
0.08
0.04

-0.22
0.04

-0.09
0.18

-0.06
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.29
0.02
0.28
0.11
0.05
0.03

-0.29
0.03

-0.1,6
0.14
0.04

-0.03
0.06
0.1,4
0.09
0.21,

0.20
0.00

-0.53
-0.01

0.05
0.04
0.0s
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.06

-0.46
0.11
0.1,2

0.06
0.03
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.08
0.09
0.02

-0.04
-0.41
-0.02

0.1,9

0.00
0.0s
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.02

-0.54
0.05

-0.48
-0.29
0.04

-0.57
0.06
0.07

-8.78
0.02
0.04

-0.1 1

-0.1 8

-0.01
-0.01

0.02
0.09
0.01

-0.1,9
0.01
0.02
0.07

-0.21,
0.04
0.02

-0.0s
0.07
0.05
0.01
0.23

-0.01
-0.03

0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.06
0.07
0.02
0.03
0.01

-0.01
0.00
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these developments for revenues generated by fuel taxes,
it is important to identify the structure of the federal and
each state's fuel tax, including whether the tax is levied
on a value-added basis or as a fixed amount per gallon,
as well as whether the state's general sales tax also ap-
plies to gasoline sales.

Calculating and Forecasting Fuel-Tax Revenues

Figure 2 displays the forecasting of automobile fuel effi-
ciency. In calculating and forecasting total tax revenues
likely to be generated by fuel purchases and usage, two
variables are critically important: (a) totalVMT by vehi-
cles operating on each different type of fuel that is taxed,
and (b) the average fuel efficiency of the fleet of vehicles
operating on each different type of fuel. The fundamen-
tal accounting identity determining revenues from fuel
taxation is

R: I,t, ' G,

where

R = total revenue from fuel taxes;
/i = the state tax rate on each particular type

of fuel (gasoline, diesel, gasoline-alcohol blends,
natural gas, etc.); and

G; = the (equivalent) number of gallons of each type
of fuel subjected to taxation at sale.

Of the variables entering this identit¡ only the tax rates
on different types of fuel (the values of t¡) arc known with
certainty; the number of gallons of each type of fuel sub-
ject to taxation (the values of G,) must be forecast for
each future period comprising the planning horizon.s In
turn, the number of gallons of each type of fuel sold will
be a function of total VMT by vehicles operating on that
fuel type and their average fuel efficiency (expressed in
miles per gallon, MPG, or gallon equivalent). The iden-
tity relating fuel sales to these variables is

Gu = VMI / MPG/ (2)

In turn, however, both VMTr and MPG¡ will be influ-
enced by other variables (some of which, such as the per-
gallon price of fuel, may affect both VMT and MPG).
Formall¡

(1) VMt = /(x')

MPG, = g(r")

Equations 3a and 3b simply show that VMT¡ is a func-
tion of some vector of variables x', whereas average fuel
efficiency of vehicles operating on that fuel (MPG¡) will

(3a)

(3b)

Automobile
Scrappage

Rate

FIGURE 2 Forecasting automobile fuel efficiency. (Notes: NI is the proportion
of automobile in fth age cohort; RVTI is the relative vehicle use by automobile in
fth age cohort; and EFFI is the fuel efficiency of automobile in fth age cohort.)
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be some function of another vector of variables x", al-
though these vectors may share some common vari-
ables. Therefore, total consumption of each type of fuel
(G;) also will depend on the variables that influence
travel by vehicles using that fuel and their average effi-
ciency:

G¡ = h [t*f (r'), unc, (r")] (4)

(A more sophisticated model would consider whether
different fuels are taxed at different rates, and it would
incorporate the effect of differential taxation on the level
of VMT recorded in vehicles operating on these different
types of fuel.)

The value of this framework is that it makes clear that
we need to understand the factors that influence the vari-
ables VMT; and MPG¡, together with the form of their
relationship to these two variables. Thus, the reliability
with which revenues can be forecast depends, first, on
the accuracy of available measures of the variables in-
cluded in Equations 2 and 3 and, second, on our under-
standing of the relationships represented by Equation 3.

Of equal importance will be the accuracy of models rep-
resenting those relationships and on the reliability of
available forecasts of the specific variables contained in
x' and x". Depending upon the state of information and
knowledge in each of these areas, the most effective way
to improve the reliability of revenue forecasts may entail
improving measures of critical variables (or generating
entirely new measures), developing more complete mod-
els of the relationships among them, or improving our
ability to forecast the variables that influence travel be-

havior and vehicles'fuel efficiency-or a combination of
these measures.

In the models for travel by vehicles operating on dif-
ferent fuels (VMT,), shown above as Equation 3a, data
on VMT usually are collected from state transportation
departments. Economic and demographic variables that
influence VMT (the elements oÍ x' in Equation 3a) typi-
cally are obtained from departments dealing with eco-

nomic activity and demographic information, such as

state finance and commerce departments. Measures of
each of these variables at the state level are required to
develop a model suitable for estimating VMT. Analysts
seeking to develop such models must distinguish be-
tween information that is available as continuing time
series (typically monthly or annually) and information
that is gathered by survey and is therefore only occa-
sionally available, and they also must explore how these

different types of data can be integrated and used. An-
other alternative is to explore the availability of cross-
sectional data for substate geographic units (such as

counties or municipalities), although the current state of
cross-sectional VMT data within states appears to be

crude.e

Measuring Fuel Use, VMT, and Fuel Efficiency

As Schipper (3) observes, the fact that fuel consumption,
travel, and fuel efficiency are identically related accord-
ing to Equation 1 means that measuring any two of
those three variables enables us to estimate the third.
Flowever, reliable and continuous data are widely avail-
able only for consumption of different types of fuel-
typically as a by-product of their taxation-so that
either travel (VMT) by vehicles operating on each type
of fuel or their average fuel efficiency (MPG) must be es-

timated in order to determine the third variable. (Two
important caveats are that states typically do not esti-
mate the distribution of sales of each type of fuel to dif-
ferent types of vehicles-for example, the distribution
of gasoline sales among motorcycles, automobiles, and
trucks-nor are they able to estimate reliably purchases of
fuel within their borders for use in neighboring states.)

The procedure used by many states to estimate VMT
is a "scaling" approâch, in which year-to-year changes
in loop-detector traffrc counts are used to scale upward
or downward an estimate of statewide VMT for the pre-
vious year; this procedure also is used often in short-
term forecasting of VMT (typically within the current
year). Many states operate statewide networks of loop
detectors and permanent traffic counting stations, al-
though these provide information on vehicle volumes-
and thus indirectly on numbers of vehicle trips-and not
on the distance or duration of the trips. Most states also
have movable traffrc counters that provide traffic counts
in additional locations, but typically not on a continu-
ous time-series basis. Many counties collect information
on average daily trafñc at permanent and some mobile
sites. Although some employ these data in an attempt to
measure total VMT, the resulting estimates are crude
since vehicle counts alone convey no information on trip
lengths and these sites tend to be located in older areas

where development is mature and the level of growth of
newer areas is rarely observed. As a result, there is wide-
spread suspicion that these measures tend to underesti-
mate growth in statewide VMT.

Using the sample of historical VMT data gathered on
segments of different roadway types and locations, fu-
ture VMT can be forecast using an econometric model
that includes among its explanatory variables household
or statewide income measures, fuel prices, and other im-
portant variables. Often such models are specified using
a so-called "stock adjustment" framework, in which the
previous year's value of the dependent variable, VMI
appears as an explanatory variable, since this often im-
proves the performance of such models when used for
forecasting. Where a state's historical time series of an-
nual VMT data is too short to permit a reliable estima-
tion of such a model's parameters, more frequent data
(monthly or quarterly) can be used. This procedure re-
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quires that seasonal or other factors that vary by month
or quarter also be included in the model, as well as

monthly or quarterly estimates of the desired explana-
tory variables be available. Although it might be desir-
able to develop separate models for VMT recorded by
vehicles operating on different fuels, historical data of
this detail rarcly are available. This generally results in
forecasts of total VMT being "apportioned" among ve-
hicles operating on different fuels using information on
their relative representation in a state's registered fleet
and any available estimates of how their average usage
differs.

Another approach to estimating statelevel VMT would
be to use individual vehicles' odometer readings (Charles
Lave of the University of California at Irvine has done some
work in California), recorded in sequential years to de-
velop estimates of average annual use per vehicle of dif-
ferent types. These data could be obtained from annual
inspection programs, which many states conduct to verify
the condition of vehicles' safety or emissions control
equipment, or from odometer readings recorded at the
time vehicles are registered in a state. The major com-
plication with this procedure is that it also requires sep-
arate estimates of the number of vehicles of each type
operating in the state throughout the year. This number
can differ from the number registered or inspected be-
cause of resales, seasonal registration, selective exemp-
tions from inspection programs, and other factors. Al-
though this procedure appears to offer a promising
alternative to VMT estimates based on annual fluctua-
tions in traffic counts, it appears to have been attempted
only experimentally to date.

The most common procedure for independently esti-
mating the average fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet (the
variable MPG) is to develop a "vintaging" model of a

state's vehicle fleet, similar to so-called cohort survival
models used to forecast population growth. Developing
such a model requires an age distribution of the vehicle
fleet for some initial year, together with estimates of fu-
ture new vehicle sales, the fraction of vehicles of each
age or model year that will be retired from the fleet, the
fuel efficiency of each model year represented in the fleet
when it was new, and the rate atwhich fuel efficiency de-
teriorates with the passage of time. (An additional com-
plication is that fuel efficiency ratings for new vehicles
do not match their actual on-road performance, so the
"gap" between these measures must be estimated.) This
approach is illustrated below

This discussion of data requirements for forecasting
fuel-tax revenues and the procedures that commonly are
used to estimate critical variables suggests two conclu-
sions. First, the available estimâtes of state-level VMT
probably are inadequate and require significant im-
provement in their reliability. California provides a good
example of a state that measures VMT only in a limited

number of locations and for a limited number of years,
with estimates for the intervening years interpolated
from values for the years in which VMT is measured.
Similarl¡ local estimates of VMT are expanded to the en-
tire state based on data collected on a relatively limited-
and certainly older-part of the system. States need to
invest more in collecting information on three attributes
of VMT: the number of miles, the location of the miles,
and the average trip length.

The second conclusion is that the models used to es-
timate travel and fleet fuel efficiency are relatively simple
and essentially embody accounting rather than behav-
ioral relationships. There are few linkages to variables
other than aggtegate income. Little or no attention is
paid to the impact of different policies, for example,
CAFE, on constituent variables such as fuel efficiency or
VMT. Perhaps more significant is these models' general
lack of responsiveness to changes in fuel tax rates or
other components of transportation prices.

An¡ rnn Moorrs Aonquerr?

The previous section focused on the accvÍacy of the data
used to calculate the variables in developing revenue fore-
casting models. This section asks whether those models
aÍe structured in a way that adequately reflects the un-
derlying economic and social influences on travel and
fuel use and hence on fuel*tax revenues. The models used
by most states to forecast travel and other variables af-
fecting fuel-tax revenues appear to be accounting identi-
ties or simple statistical relationships predicting one of
the components of revenues. They are simplistic and non-
behavioral. For example, in Indiana's revenue forecast-
ing model, total VMT recorded by commercial vehicles
(VMTcoM) is predicted from the number of combination
truck tractors registered in the state (TT**) using the fol-
lowing equation:

VMTcoìu{ = -1964.88+0.1077'TT,,s (5)

In turn, a measure of the state's gross product (anal-
ogous to the gross domestic product, or GDP, at the
national level) is used to forecast TT,.*. Aside from the
apparent unreasonableness of the negative constant term
in Equation 5, the model is not "causal," in the sense thât
it fails to include any variables likely to influence the
usage of trucks within the state.

Similarl¡ the revenue forecasting model used by Cal-
ifornia's State Budget Office is a regression model with
the previous year's consumption of fuel as its only "ex-
planatory" variable. In other words, it is a simple trend
model. The specific measure used by the model is gaso-
line consumption, and the model is used every two years
to generate forecasts of fuel-tax revenues over a 7-year
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future horizon. (The stâte considered introducing a fuel
efficiency variable in the model but decided against it be-
cause fuel efficiency was changing too much and it was
not worth the extra effort, in their view!) One common
but disturbing feature of such models is their implicit as-

sumption that the demands for travel, vehicles, and fuel
are not responsive to changes in social, demographic, and
economic variables. This leads to the particularly trouble-
some implication that there is no response of fuel use to
changes in fuel prices, either through the number and type
of vehicles owned or the amount each one is driven; in
economic terms, the demand for fuel is assumed to be

perfectly inelastic. The penetration of sports utility vehi-
cles (SUV) into the vehicle fleet over the past five years is

a clear example of why such an approach is inadequate.
The argument can be made that there is some more or

Iess general underlying behavioral model in which the
long-run structure of transportation and fuel demand,
hence fuel-tax revenues, is determined by a set of eco-
nomic and demographic variables.

Vehicle use may exhibit a long-run trend, but house-
holds and businesses also adjust their use of available ve-
hicles in the short term in response to their changing
demands for travel. Over the longer run, however, they
are likely to change the number of vehicles they own.
Thus, one can think of households making decisions
about the number and type of vehicles to purchase based
on demographic considerations including family size,
composition, and age structure as well as on economic
factors such as their incomes and the prices of vehicles
and fuel. At the same time, the household will make ac-
companying decisions about how much to use each ve-
hicle in order to meet its members' collective demands
for travel.

If fuel prices change-for example, if they increase-
households are likely to alter the usage of each vehicle
they own because the fuel efficiencies of those vehicles
may not correspond to what the household would have
purchased at higher fuel prices. (In economic terms, the
household is in "disequilibrium.") On average, an in-
crease in fuel prices would be expected to reduce the av-
erage number of miles driven by household members in
the vehicles they own, thereby reducing the total number
of vehicle miles they drive. 'With permanently higher fuel
prices, however, the household may change the number
or-more likely-the fuel efficiency of the vehicles it
owns by selling one or more vehicles and possibly pur-
chasing others. After it does so, the total number of ve-
hicle miles it drives may return to a level closer to
(although still below) what prevailed before the increase
in fuel prices. As this example illustrates, the behavioral
response to a change in any one of the variables ulti-
mately determining fuel consumption and tax revenues
may be quite complicated.

The "true" behavioral relationships of these inter-
mediate variables to the underlying demographic and
economic influences are complex, as illustrated by the
ex- ample of changes in vehicle use in response to fuel
price variation. Vehicle use is in turn only one of the de-
terminants of total VMT (vehicle ownership, which also
is quite complex, being the other). It would not be real-
istic for each state to try to model the entire behavioral
system for forecasting purposes. 

'V/hat 
states probably

need is some simplified model thaf captures the impor-
tant behavioral responses but also "tracks" well for
forecasting purposes. Therefore, one useful way to
think about a model for forecasting is that demographic
and economic variables affect fuel consumption
through their influence on the intermediate variables
that mathematically determine fuel consumption,
namely VMT and vehicle fuel efficiency.

Reduced-Form Equation

A potentially useful approach is to estimate a "reduced
form" equation for VMT that is derived from careful
specification of the structural form.10 Fuel efficiency can
be modeled in the same way (econometric estimation of
a reduced-form model), or we can do it "mechanically"
using the cohort-survival approach. VMT would be the
left-side variable and the right-side variables would be

gross domestic product (GDP), price gas, and fuel effi-
ciency. The price of gas/fuel efficiency would measure
cost/mile. The right-side variables would come from
state DOTs and other departments in the state govern-
ment. Also included on the right side would be the de-
gree of urbanization, per-capita road miles. Broad
macro influences, household demographics, and loca-
tion characteristics would be of interest as well. Build-
ing on these examples, states as well as the federal
government could develop models that perform well in
forecasting but also satisfactorily capture the critical re-
sponses to changes in fuel prices, tax rates, and fleet fuel
efficiency (the SUV effect, for example). There are sev-
eral examples of this approach in the literature (4,5).

As an illustration of the approach just described,
Schimek (5) has estimated a time-series model of gaso-
line and travel demand. In the model, the per-capita
demand for (highway) gasoline, G¡1, would be a func-
tion of the price of fuel, Pp, and annual per-capita in-
come, Yr:

Gn =f (n, ",) 6)

However, gasoline demand can be decomposed into
three key influences: the stock of vehicles, the fuel effi-
ciency of the vehicle stock, and the usage of the vehicle
stock. The systems of equations would be as follows:
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. Vehicle ownership or stock equation: vehicles per

capita = vehicle stock/population.
. Vehicle use equation: annual VMT/vehicle = total

VMT/total gasoline consumption.
. Vehicle stock fuel efficiency: total VMT/total gaso-

line consumption.

From this system of three equations emerges the ac-

counting identit¡ as we saw earlier, of

G=S/N'D/S+ DITG V)

where

S = vehicle stock,
N - population,
D = distance driven, and

TG = total gas consumption.

The value of the disaggregation is that by modeling the

three factors separately you are able to take account of
the separate influences and the differences in adjustment
periods for each of the factors. In effect, you can obtain
more precise estimates of the parameters and hence more

accurate forecasts.
Model components for gasoline demand are the fol-

lowing:

Stock: S/N =

Efficiency: DITG

Usage: DlS, = fu(rÞv,,S/N,D/TG,D74,D79) 
.1r0)

where Tis a time trend running ftom1978 through 1994

used to control for the CAFE standards and D74 andD79
are dummy variables to control for gas-rationing years.

These estimates are based on annual data for the entire

United States from 1950 through 1,994 inclusive. The

model is estimated to control for the impact of the intro-
duction of the CAFE, which turns out to be quite impor-
tant. The long-run price elasticity of demand for gaso-

line was estimated to be -0.7, which is less than thought
(-1,.02), whereas the income elasticity is estimated to
be 1.43. This latter estimate is similar to the previous

literature.
Estimates also are available for the parameters of the

three-equation model. In the stock equation, the fuel
price elasticity is -0.14, in the VMT equation it is -0.26,
and in the fuel efficiency equation it is 0'23. Therefore,
a 1. percent decrease in real gas prices will increase vehi-
cle holdings by 0.1.4 percent, increase VMT by 0.26 pet-
cent, and reduce the average fuel efficiency of the stock
by 0.23 percent. Thus, this model indicates the long-run
rebound effect may be as high as -0.3.

The impact of changes in income is measured in all
three equations as well. The income elasticity of vehicle

holdings is 1.14, of vehicle usage is 0.29, and of vehicle

fuel efficiency is -0.06. Therefore, a 1 percent increase

in real income will increase average vehicle holdings by
1.14 percent, increase vehicle use (measured in VMT)
by .29 percent, and reduce ayerage vehicle efficiency by
6 percent.

The importance of using models that are more so-

phisticated should be evident from these estimates. First,
there are quite significant differences in the impact of
prices on important variables that would be used to
forecast revenues: usage, vehicle efficienc¡ and vehicle
holdings.

Second, the models illustrate the relative importance
of the economic variables and their influence on fuel con-

sumption. Gasoline demand is more income than price
elastic so if price/income trends continue, per-capita con-

sumption of fuel will rise, as will tax revenues. The influ-
ence of income on fuel consumption occurs for the most
part through vehicle ownership with a small effect on
vehicle usage. Price affects fuel consumption through
changes in fuel efficiency and reductions in VMT. Prices

do not affect vehicle ownership to a significant degree,

and the price effect on VMT is much greater than the
price effect on fuel efficiency.

Third, it is possible to examine the impact of insti-
tutional, strategic, and policy changes on demand and

hence on revenues. The introduction of CAFE standards

has lead to a measurable long-run increase in driving as-

sociated with the reduced vehicle operating cost due to
fuel efficiency standards. Do we need models that ate
more sophisticated? That is an open question, since on
the one hand the disaggregation clearly shows some sig-

nificant differences in the impacts on variables used in
forecasting revenues, but on the other hand the parame-
ters also exhibit significant long-term stability' So yes,

we need better models, but we do not have to reestimate

them every year or two. Perhaps the essential question is'
what you are trying to forecast and why?

Suggested Modeling Approach

The argument has been made that the models now in use

in many states are simplistic whereas in other states they
are relatively sophisticated. The variance in modeling
design and forecasting reliability is reasonably high. Per-

haps it would be desirable to develop a generic forecast-
ing model that could serve as the basis for all states to
develop forecasts. States would have the opportunity to
augment the basic model to meet their particular needs

and circumstances. (FFI!øA takes information [fore-
casts] from these diverse set of models and aggregates it
to yield nationwide measures.)

The gap between what is used now in the forecast
of state revenues and what we have earlier argued is a

(8)

(e)

f ,(Pr,Y,,ru)

= fu(n*Y,,7)
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desirable full structural model is large. To close this
gap in a meaningful yet practic al way, it may be pru-
dent to proceed as follows: set out the full structural
model to ensure the causal relationships are well under-
stood, and then step down to a manageable reduced-
form model. The manageability of the reduced-form
model would be dictated to a significanr degree by the
availability of data. The gap between the structural and
reduced-form model would provide information to states
as to the types of data they should be collecting ro aug-
ment their revenue forecasting models. (Estimating the
reduced form might represent a reasonable compromise
between what we do noq which is somewhat simplistic,
and estimating the entire structural system, which is ar-
guably too complicated for many srares ro manage.)

The structural model might take the form of estimat-
ing two relationships, the amount of travel (VMT) and
the fuel efficiency of the fleet, and use an accounting
identity for total fuel consumption. This would provide
the requisite information to forecast fuel tax and regis-
tration fee and other fee revenues.

Total VMT is determined by a system with a structu-
ral form consisting of two equations and an accounting
identity. The appropriate behavioral unit is probably the
individual household, in which case the system deter-
mines annual VMTihousehold rather than total annual
VMI and we need another equation for the number of
households. It also would require household-level data,
which are difficult and expensive ro come by. (One of the
most difficult problems is the need for panel data to ob-
tain enough cross-sectional variation in fuel and vehicle
prices among households to identify coefficients on rhese
variables.) Therefore, estimating the model using annual
time-series data at the national or state level, rather than
household-level data, could be done, albeit with some con-
cerns for aggregation bias. The structural system could
take the following form, where the subscript t indicates
time periods:

I Auerage \ = /, (average household size,, fraction
I uehicles/ | of total households of each rype or

\ household, / composition,, fracion at different
stages in family "life cycle,," aver-
age household income,, fraction of
households with differenr locarions,
[such as central cit¡ suburban, or
rural], vehicle prices,, fuel price,)/r

lArrrog, annuall= ¿ 1uu.r"ge household size,, average

\ VMT/uehicle, I household income,, fuel price,/L aveÍage MPG,, average vehicles/
household,)

Total annual
VMT

= âv€râge vehicles/household, .

average annual VMT/vehicle,.
number of households

The reduced form of this system would be
ir
I fotat annual l= 6 1"u..uge household size,, fracrion

I VMT, / of total households of each rype orI / composition,, fraction at different
stages in family "life cycle,," average
household incomer, fraction of house-
holds with different locarions,, vehi-
cle prices,, fuel price,, average MPG')

States and the federal government could estimate this
equation if the quality of the data measuring the depen-
dent variable was improved. This assumes that the demo-
graphic, vehicle-price, and fuel-price data were adequate.
The "forecasting behavior" of the model could be im-
proved by using the lagged value of the dependent vari-
able on the right side with the appropriare economerric
corrections.

Fuel efficiency can be modeled analogously for the
other determinant of fuel consumption. One possible
structural form could be represented as

New MPG, = /r (income,, fuel pricer, vehicle technologyr)

Fleet MPG, = ft (new MPG,-j, new MPG'-2, ..., new
MPG,_r)

where

new MPG, = the average fuel efficiency
of new cars sold during
year t,

income, = some measure of per-capita or
household real income during
yeat t)

fuel price, = the average retail price of fuel
during year t,

vehicle technology, = some proxy for continuing
progress in engine design (such
as horsepower/cubic inch of
engine displace), and

T = soffie arbítrary but reasonable
upper limit on the lifetime of
vehicles.ll

Since all of the variables in new MPG,-1, new MPG,_2,
and so on on the right-hand side are endogenous, the re-
duced form of this system would be

Fleet MPG, = /, (income,, fuel price,, vehicle technology,)

Total fuel consumption is obtained by combining
ayerage MPG and adding the accounting identity:

Total annual fuel consumption, = total annual VMT,.
fleet average MPG,
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These three equâtions would produce a structural sys-

tem for total fuel consumption. Since VMT and MPG
have some explanatory variables in common, the reduced

form of this system would not be more complicated that
that for either of those two variables' Therefore, the re-

duced form could be represented as

/ Total annual \ = /t (average household size,, fraction

I fuel I of total households of each type

\consumption / orcomposition,, fraction at different
stages in family "life cycle,"' aver-
age household income,, fraction
of households with different loca-
tions,, vehicle price,, fuel Price,'
vehicle technology')

In using this model, the states could forecast fuel tax
reyenues from the total annual fuel consumption. It
would not eyen require improving the data on VMT and

MPG, because it bypasses that stage, albeit at the cost of
losing the ability to understand the behavioral response

to changes in the explanatory variables.
Although the purpose of this paper is not to develop

an alternative model for forecasting, proposing the al-
ternative approach does suggest several research prob-
lems, which is what the paper ultimately is supposed to
do. Three areas of potential research are

. Better measures of the relevant variables, including
exploration of the use of household surYey data (such as

the Nationwide Personal Transportation Surve¡ or NPTS)

or panel surveys to estimate householdlevel models;
o More insightful modeling of the "structural forms"

that determine household automobile ownership and

use, as well as the fuel efficiency of vehicles purchased by
households; and

. Improved econometric techniques for estimating
the reduced-form equations for total VMT (or VMT/
household), fleet fuel efficienc¡ and total fuel consump-

tion, using both annual time-series data at the national or
state level and household cross-section or panel data'

EvorvrNc R¡vsNu¡ Sounces, Moonm, eNo
INroniuerloN REQUIREMENTS

The traditional approach to highway finance and basing

expenditures on the revenues raised within the system has

led to the development of the present information base

used in investment decisions and operations management.

The use of conventional taxes and fees such as vehicle reg-

istration fees and fuel taxes provides the basis for design-

ing forecasting models such as those described earlier.

However, information needs may be changing as alterna-

tive financing instruments are developed and a more busi-

nesslike approach is taken in infrastructure management.

One important driver of the move to new fiscal instru-
ments has been the unwillingness of states to increase fuel
taxes. This reluctance is based partly on the growing rev-

enues from the economy that has experienced high and

sustained rates of growth. At the same time, there has

been a shift to greater fiscal prudence and the unpop-
ularity of any tax increases. There are other factors at work
as well. The lack of investment in maintaining infrastruc-
ture over the past few decades has led to a call for rein-

vestment on a broad scale. (This is in addition to the

argument that investments in public infrastructure will
increase productivity.) This will require significant rev-

enue. There is also a changing view of highway manage-

ment, a shift from what used to be "needs" based to one

in which benefits and costs are a critical part of the deci-

sion process. \X/hat is now required is information ori-
ented to economic manâgement rather than engineering

operation and maintenance.
Financing new roads and facilities such as bridges and

tollways has placed greater reliance on facility-based
charges. "HOT lanes" and other examples of charging

fees for the use of facilities have served to increase the

awareness of this source of revenue. \lith increasing con-

gestion in a number of the nation's cities and with the po-

tential for using transportation demand management

strategies for both congestion and pollution control, fuel

taxes may be displaced or augmented by carbon-based

taxes (6). In either case, the challenge of forecasting rev-

enues is daunting because now the issue is setting the right
price that will assure a desired outcome (level of traffic)
rather than simply predicting revenues. In other words,
price now becomes a signal for use and investment rather
than a means of financing identified "needs." Further-
more, the problems of transportation finance change sig-

nificantly as revenues either go to specific projects or are

placed in the general revenue fund. In the latter case,

transportation must compete with other demands (educa-

tion, defense, health care) for this public capital'
In addition to tolls, states are pursuing a number of

other innovative financing strategies. These have related

to taking advantage of new provisions in federal highway
funding programs. A number of states have undertaken
to raise new funds in areas such as revolving trust funds,
tax-supported toll roads, lease purchase agreements, fuel
taxes indexed to the consumer price index, and public-
private partnerships. If states maintain their current prac-

tice of setting expenditures equal to revenues and prior-
itizíngprojects until the money runs out' the new sources

of revenues will place quite different demands on the

forecasting models and therefore the information base.

If states take a more economically efficient approach to
transportation planning whereby they evaluate projects

on their economic merit and set taxes and fees to fund
what are economically desirable projects, new models

and different information will be needed.
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The current system appeârs to be well entrenched, yet
a number of forces are pushing in the direction of differ-
ent financing approaches, different management philos-
ophies, and consequentl¡ different information needs.
If we believe these changes are more than a short-term
aberration, we need to ask what models will be needed
and what will be the type of information required in
these models for forecasting revenues.

Su¡vrueny AND PRoposED
R¡snlncrr StRtEl,rpxts

The paper takes an evolutionary approach to the exami-
nation of information requirements for forecasting rev-
enues for state highway departments. Two primary at-
tributes are data accuracy and data availability. Looking
at the current set of models, we can ask, are the data used
accurate and how might they be improved? How would
this be accomplished? Next we ask the question, setting
aside the issue of data accurac% are the models that are
presently in use correct and if not, how should they be
modified? How will these changes alter the dara require-
ments and who will assume responsibility for this? Fi-
nall¡ we ask, with the new and innovative financing
methods available under TEA-21 and given the reluctance
on the part of states to increase taxes and fees, what in-
formation is needed to forecast revenues when there is a
portfolio of financing instrumenrs? These questions can
be formalized into the following research statements.

Improving Estimates of State-Level VMT

Description of Research Problem

Available estimates of state-level VMT are inadequate
and require significant improvement in their reliability.
A number of states measure VMT only in a limited num-
ber of locations and for a limited number of years, with
estimates for the intervening years interpoiated from
values for the years in which VMT is measured. Simi-
larl¡ local estimates of VMT are expanded to the entire
state based on data collected on a relatively limited-
and certainly older-part of the system. States need to
invest more in collecting information on three attributes
of VMT the number of miles, the location of the miles,
and the ayerage trip length.

Work To Be Performed

VMT estimates can be obtained from three sources: sur-
veillance, household surveys, and odometer readings. The
research would involve activities in all three areas. There is
an increasing number of modern surveillance techniques

and surveillance locations; freeways are equipped with
cameras, for example. This research would explore alter-
native technologies for collecting data. They would be
evaluated in terms of cost and accuracy, and once a tech-
nology is selected, a time series of data of VMT including
trip length and vehicle counts would be collected. The sec-
ond source of improving VMT is household surveys. Total
VMT can be obtained from the currenr Nationwide Per-
sonal Transportation Study (NPTS) by combining infor-
mation from different files. It also is possible for urban
areas (and perhaps states) to use the NPTS to obtain more
detailed information at the subnational level by increasing
the sample size in a given area. These survey data would
yield information on household behavior. The third source
for VMT information is odometer data. Odometer data
can be collected in those states that inspect vehicles on an
annual basis. From this source, it is possible to construct a
data set that has VMT by number, age, and type of vehi-
cle. The unit of observation would be the vehicle.

This research project would provide improved VMT
data from three sources. It would identify the approach
that is cost-effective yet maintains data quality. It would
provide a basis of comparison across methods. Finall¡ it
would have different behavioral units from the three
sources and this would flow naturally into the improved
modeling project discussed below.

Cost Estimale; $600,000

Developing a Generic Starting-Point Model
for Forecasting State Revenues

Description of Research Problem

The argument has been made that the models now in
use in many states are simplistic whereas in other states
they are relatively sophisticated. The variance in model-
ing design and forecasting reliability is reasonably high.
Perhaps it would be desirable to develop a generic fore-
casting model that could serve as the basis for all states
to develop forecasts. States would have the opportunity
to âugment the basic model to meer their particular
needs and circumstances.

'Worþ To Be Performed

The gap befween what is used now in the forecast of state
revenues and what we have eadier argued is a desirable full
structural model is large. To close this gap in a meaningful
yet practical wa¡ it may be prudent to proceed as follows:
set out the full structural model to ensure the causal rela-
tionships are well understood, and then step down to a
manageable reduced-form model. The manageability of the
reduced-form model would be dictated to a significant de-
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gree by the availability of data. The gap between the struc-
tural and reduced-form model would provide information
to states as to the types of data they should be collecting to
augment their revenue forecasting models.

The structural model might take the form of estimating
two relationships, the amount of travel (VMT) and the fuel
efficiency of the fleet, and use an accounting identity for to-
tal fuel consumption. This would provide the requisite in-
formation to forecast fuel tax and registration fee and other
fee revenues. The appropriate behavioral unit is probably
the individual household, in which case the system deter-
mines annual VMT/household rather than total annual
VMT. It also would require householdJevel data, which
are difficult and expensive to come by. Therefore, estimat-
ing the model using annual time-series data at the national
or state level, rather than household-level data, could be

done, albeit with some concerns for aggregation bias. The
model could be estimated on national data and then pro-
vided to each state, which could re-estimate the model if
so desired, or the parameter estimates for the national-
level model could be used to forecast revenues.

Cost Estimat¿: $400,000

Developing a Model of Commercial-Vehicle VMT

Description of Research Problem

The research into structural models of VMT for light
vehicles has not carried over into commercial-vehicle
VMT. 'We need a better understanding of how trucking,
both private and for hire, is used by different industries.
'W'e find, for example, that VMT between Canada and the
United States has increased since the North American Free

Trade Agreement was signed. A major source of this VMT
are indusfries specializing according to their competitive
advantage and industries adopting strategies that place

specific product production in specific locations (e.g., the
automobile sector). As economic activity shifts between
countries and among states, we can expect more truck
VMI but it also may involve significant redistribution of
activity. Trucking registration fees present another set of
challenges for forecasting since regulations governing reg-

istration can lead to gaming behavior by trucking firms.
As rules change, forecasting becomes more difficult.

Work To Be Performed

This project would develop a model of truck use at the
firm level to provide estimates of both the number of
vehicles as well as the use of vehicles in the private truck-
ing segment. A second model would examine two issues:

the decision to use for-hire rather than private trucking
and the amount of for-hire trucking to use. An integral

part of this modeling effort is to develop an understand-
ing of how different industries use more or less trucking
and how the distribution of economic activity affects the
level of VMT.

Cost Estimale: $700,000

Examining the Highway Finance Implications
of Alternative Revenue Instruments

Description of Researclt Problem

The traditional approach to highway finance has led to
the development of the present information base used in
investment decisions and operations management. The
use of conventional taxes and fees such as vehicle regis-
tration fees and fuel taxes provides the basis for designing
current forecasting models. However, information needs

may be changing as alternative financing instruments are

developed and a more businesslike approach is taken in
infrastructure management. States' legislators also are en-

abling local governments to earmark funds for specific

purposes. Revenue streams also are being tied to specific

investment projects. There is a need to explore the impli-
cations of changes in methods of financing transportation
projects for the institutional relationships, forecasting ap-
proaches, and informational requirements. For example,
if a broad-based carbon or energy tax were adopted, rev-
enues would flow into a general revenue fund rather than
be earmarked for transportation purposes. Highways,
transit, and other modes of transportation would compete
with other government demands for funding.

'Worþ. To Be Performed

The project would examine the jurisdictional, financial,
and economic consequences and the information de-

mands of three changes to revenue sources: (a) the move-
ment to allow local governments to use traditional rev-
enue sources to fund specific projects (e.g. bonds, sales

taxes); (å) the movement away from fuel taxes and to
economy-wide carbon or energy taxes; and (c) the move
to rely more heavily on road tolls and road pricing. The
purpose of this research is to explore the far-reaching im-
plications of changes in the structure of highway finance.

Cost Estimare: $350,000

AcrNowrnDGMENT
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1. The financial burden also was to be transferred away
from general revenue financing toward user financing to "the
maximum extent prâcticable." Thus, states and municipalities
were to take a hard look at their existing fiscal arrangements
and increase the amount that they captured from user charges
or taxes on those facilities. Private-sector investment was to
be partnered. The level of government and legal impediments,
constraints, and distortions was to be removed, or reduced, to
facilitate the implementation of the new policy,

2. The prevailing view of highway finance was practical
as well as conceptual. The ownership and use of automobiles
could be taxed easily and cheaply. Furthermore, the benefits of
a weli-developed road system were not simply local in nature,
so neither should the responsibility for financing it remain
strictly local.

3. By 1,986, diesel fuel was taxed by all of the states. In some
states, contrary to economic efficiency, diesel fuel is taxed at
a higher râte than gasoline mainly because of the greater fuel
efÊciency achieved by diesel-powered vehicles.

4. Two organizations, the International Fuel Tax Associa-
tion (IFTA) and International Registration Permits (IRP), are
involved in redistributing tax revenue âmong states. Trucks
pay fuel where it is burned, not where they bought it. They
must report to IFTA the mileage in each state and pay those
states on a pro-rata basis according to where they traveled. Fee
payments for registration are handled in a similar fashion.
Trucking firms report for each truck where it traveled and re-
distribute payments, through IRP, for using trucks in a differ-
ent areâ than the state in which they are registered.

5. This practice has a number of drawbacks. These include
exposure to financial market risk, a wide variance in individ-
ual states'credit ratings, and exposure to political risk due to
the potential of legislatols to support bond financing only for
projects that clearly benefit their own consriruenrs.

6. This can be viewed as the curse ofthe "needs" approach
to trânsportation planning and highway expenditure. The cur-
rent practice is to have revenues determine the capital pro-
gram. Projects will be undertaken until revenues run out, and
this is what makes the reliability of revenue forecasting so

critical. The alternative is to develop a capital program based
on some objective function and set taxes and fee levels to gen-
erate sufficient revenues to undertake the economically e{fr-
cient projects,

7. Even this is not quite true, as illustrated in Table 1.

8. A similar identity would hold for revenue frorn registra-
tions-with the G¡ replaced by the number of vehicles of each
class that are registered, and similar problems of information
adequacy applying.

9. The question is, do states have decent data with some
precision on VMT ât the statewide level? FHWA has had a
project over the pâst 10 years aimecl at improving these data,
since it uses these state data to predict the revenue accruing to
the federal government.

10. Most existing models have assumed that the three com-
ponents of demand (automobile ownership, VMT, and fuel
efficiency) are determined simultaneously and have estimated
the equations for each in their reduced form.

11. In the Fleet MPG equation, f2 probably would be some
sort of distributed-lag function. Thus, the paramerer esrimates
on new MPG'-1, new MPG,-2, and so on would subsume several
variables for which there couldbe explicit structural form equa-
tions, including the gap between test and on-road MPG, deteri-
oration in vehicles' MPG with age and accumulated mileage,
and so forth.
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